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SEARCHING FOR JUSTICE: INCORPORATING CRITICAL LEGAL RESEARCH INTO CLINIC SEMINAR

Priya Baskaran*  **

This Article provides educators with a roadmap for incorporating Critical Legal Research into Clinical Pedagogy. Critical Legal Research is a social justice-oriented critical intervention that provides a theoretical framework and practical application. Critical Legal Research provides lawyers with tools to deconstruct but also reconstruct legal research and analysis modes to engender more just, client-focused outcomes that fall outside dominant legal narratives. The problematic advent of ChatGPT and the broader incorporation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) within the legal research regime has made the Critical Legal Research project more urgent than ever. Ultimately, introducing Critical Legal Research in the clinic seminar is both a necessity and an opportunity: It liberates the minds of our students and challenges them to think creatively in the greater fight against injustice.
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INTRODUCTION

If traditional, doctrinal legal education allegedly proscribes clarity and certainty—transcendent—principles, narrowly defined problems, and clear resolution—then clinical legal education focuses on, in large part, messiness—the complexity of human clients, overlapping and interwoven problems, our own feelings, and the constraints and failures of the law. Despite these fundamentally different perspectives, both doctrinal and clinical legal education approach legal research as a straightforward skill that, once mastered, can be applied by rote, with unquestioning trust in the “objective” research resources themselves.

The myth of law as science informs this myth of legal research as objective and neutral. But numerous scholars—including Ronald Wheeler, Yasmin Sokkar Harker, Richard Delgado, and Jean Stefancic—
have shed light on the bias inherent in classification systems and online databases. Critical Legal Research “seek[s] to expose how external power structures shape the organization of legal information and embed biases in the tools of legal information retrieval.” Critical Legal Research (CLR) is a critical intervention, oriented toward social justice, which reconstructs traditional legal research. It provides a theoretical framework and a means of practical application, both of which center social justice. It reorients our conceptualization of the research process to advocate for more equitable outcomes using imperfect legal resources designed to reify hegemonic norms. CLR provides lawyers with tools to deconstruct and reconstruct legal research to reach more just, client-focused outcomes that fall outside dominant legal narratives.

Many scholars have advocated for broad-based critical legal education, which incorporates critical pedagogy into legal education. The critical approach “emphasizes the intersection between social justice and legal education,” framing law as a system of power struggles and interlocking networks of oppression. The critical perspective counters the dominant narrative of law as neutral; it criticizes the normalization of subordination and oppression of not only marginalized groups, but

---


also basic human rights.\(^8\) In the legal research context, leading scholars frame “legal information as a social construct” in the legal research classroom.\(^9\)

Clinical legal education emphasizes three important elements of the practice of law: (1) inclusion of diverse and often excluded voices, (2) critical thinking about who defines a problem and how, and (3) the role of the law and justice in problem resolution for actual clients. Yet few professors intentionally incorporate discussions of critical theories when supervising or teaching legal research in clinic. Absent are discussions of who creates legal databases and for what purpose? What systems organize our resources and who creates them? What preferences, biases, and choices are baked into these systems? Who is included and excluded? What are the impacts? Introducing CLR into the clinic setting is both a necessity and an opportunity: it liberates the minds of our students and challenges them to think creatively in the greater fight against injustice.

In writing this piece, I hope to persuade fellow clinical faculty to engage critically with our own perspectives and pedagogies surrounding legal research. Clinical pedagogy embodies innovation. Our classrooms serve as living laboratories where students experience, reflect on, and adapt to dynamic and challenging lawyering moments. Our pedagogy constantly evolves as we incorporate new theoretical frameworks, engage in interdisciplinary advocacy, leverage varied learning modalities, and respond to the needs of our clients.

Clinicians innovate with purpose. Our work, and thus our pedagogy, flows from our collective commitment to social justice. Clinic classrooms meld theory and praxis, training students while simultaneously anchoring them in broader concepts of justice. This commitment to pedagogical innovation has produced client-centered lawyering, trauma-informed counseling, critical interviewing, and other pedagogical strategies and frameworks that are necessary to further social justice. This Article presents CLR as another transformative pedagogy.


Clinics provide a perfect space to incorporate CLR. Clinical students engage deeply with the intersection of law and social justice as active participants within our legal system in a myriad of ways. As student-attorneys engaged in direct representation, they encounter the complex nexus of legal regimes and the subsequent legal consequences for their clients.

Student exposure to alternate perspectives extends beyond clinic fieldwork. It includes introductions to various lawyering movements and theories that are oriented toward social justice, including Movement Lawyering, Rebellious Lawyering, Critical Race Theory, Feminist Legal Theory, client-centered lawyering, trauma-informed lawyering, and others. Seminar classes routinely address social justice topics that dovetail with student casework or the specific subject matter of their clinic, such as prison abolition, environmental justice, workers’ rights, racial justice, community economic development, and solidarity economies. All of these components serve as fertile ground for introducing the theoretical framework of critical information literacy and applying the methodology of CLR to advocate for transformative change.

Legal research exists as a core competency for lawyers, thus teaching it in the clinic certainly has generic benefits. Equally important but less obvious to the novice attorney are the ways in which legal research can promote — or inhibit — both procedural and substantive justice. Legal research, lawyering, and greater social justice advocacy remain entwined. The legal research paradigm supports the status quo, making systemic advocacy and law reform difficult. We need critical interventions within legal research education and application to understand the limitations of the existing systems and resources. Clinics, the pinnacle of legal education, provide fertile ground to develop necessary CLR skills. Moreover, confronting false narratives of neutrality within legal research regimes forces students to reconstruct the law along more emancipatory lines.

This Article advocates for incorporating CLR into the clinical professor’s pedagogical arsenal as a means to further the tenets of clinical legal education. Part I introduces CLR as a theoretical framework through a review of leading legal research scholars and distinguishes CLR pedagogy from traditional legal research instruction methods. Part II highlights the natural intersections between clinical pedagogy and CLR, emphasizing the benefits of incorporating the latter to further the goals

12 Grose, supra note 10.
of clinical legal education. Part III of this article moves from theory to praxis, providing a roadmap for deploying CLR within the clinic seminar. Part IV outlines ongoing challenges for incorporating CLR into clinical education, and concludes with a cautiously optimistic summary of possible areas for future investigation and growth.

I. CLR: A Literature Review

CLR is a theoretical framework, pedagogy, and praxis that exposes and challenges the reification of hegemonic norms through dominant legal research processes and resources. CLR draws upon critical legal theory and applies critical methods to conducting legal research. CLR scholars engage in important pedagogical practices that expose students to selective informational warehousing in both print and digital resources, and counter the false narrative that research results are normatively neutral and therefore accurate. As a discipline, it intentionally incorporates critical thinking into legal research, challenging students to rethink their research questions and strategies, and to develop more expansive and thoughtful research plans in order to account for systemic bias.

Contemporary CLR work draws upon such schools as critical legal information literacy, critical race theory, LatCrit, feminist legal theory, critical race feminism, queer legal theory, law and political economy, law and socioeconomics, law and critical ecology, critical legal studies,

---

13 See generally Stump, supra note 11.
14 Id.
15 Sokkar Harker, supra note 6, at 45; see also Stump, supra note 11, at 600.
17 See generally Sokkar Harker, supra note 2; Mignanelli, supra note 3; Mignanelli, supra note 16. Regarding the legal research plan, it is “generally conceived to have five common elements: (1) identification of the legally relevant facts both known and unknown, (2) statement of the legal issue or issues, (3) statement of jurisdiction, (4) identification of useful sources and the order in which they are to be used, and (5) identification of search terms.” Caroline L. Osborne, The Legal Research Plan and the Research Log: An Examination of the Role of the Research Plan and Research Log in the Research Process, 35 LEGAL REFERENCE SERVS. Q. 179, 181 (2016).
18 The earliest work in what would come to be termed Critical Legal Research emanates from the application of the Critical Legal Studies precepts of the 1970s and 1980s to legal information and legal research. See generally Stump, supra note 11. The Critical Legal Studies movement underscored the subjective, indeterminate, and even incoherent nature of law. Thus any “categorization” or “organization” of information is a fiction “because any given body of precedent — no matter how comprehensive — is incapable of covering all conceivable fact situations.” Stump, supra, note 11. at 601. Accordingly, relying on “historically legitimated doctrinal categories gives the law student, the teacher, and the practitioner
and disability theory. Scholars use these various discourses to challenge notions of neutrality, fairness, and order within legal regimes. Because these critical perspectives engage in deeper, more comprehensive, and nuanced forms of investigation and analysis, they are able to unveil not only systemic bias, but also the creation of interlocking structures that produce a false sense of the orderliness of legal thought.” Stump, supra note 11 at 603. Critical Legal Research has evolved beyond the earlier frameworks to intentionally incorporate intersectional frameworks for more comprehensive anchoring in critical theories.

19 Stump, supra note 4.

20 See Crenshaw, supra note 8 (describing “Perspectivelessness” in the law).

21 See, e.g., Anjali Vats & Deidre A. Keller, Critical Race IP, 36 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 735, 764 (2018) (encouraging the use of critical intellectual property scholarship “as a means of theorizing and remedying the many ways intellectual properties are racially non-neutral and mutually constitutive of the category of race and processes of racial formation”); Bret N. Bogenschneider, A Philosophy Toolkit for Tax Lawyers, 50 AKRON L. REV. 451 (2016) (“Much of what has been labeled “Critical Tax Studies” … relates primarily to fairness criticisms of the tax system premised on group identity.”); Dean Spade, Keynote Address: Trans Law Reform Strategies, Co-Optation, and the Potential for Transformative Change, 30 WOMEN’S RTS. L. REP. 288, 297 (2009) (describing how critical transgender law scholars oppose the idea that “formal legal equality” indicates that the legal system is has been transformed in a way that ensures fairness, because “[t]he people who were most vulnerable to premature death under the system or institution before the reform often remain the most vulnerable.”); Jane E. Larson, Introduction: Third Wave—Can Feminists Use the Law to Effect Social Change in the 1990s?, 87 NW. U. L. REV. 1252, 1256 (1992) (explaining how legal feminism scholars “theorize about broad principles of justice and fairness [in the legal system] from quite intimate and particular settings—sexuality, abortion, childbirth and childrearing, and education”).

22 The critical legal studies movement also underscored that the law itself lacks neutrality or organization; any order applied to it is thus subjective, not intrinsic. Steven M. Barkan, Deconstructing Legal Research: A Law Librarian’s Commentary on Critical Legal Studies, 79 LAW LIBR. J. 617, 630-61 (1987). The view of law as an ordered and scientific subject was championed and popularized by Christopher Columbus Langdell. See HAROLD GILL REUSCHLEIN, JURISPRUDENCE, ITS AMERICAN PROPHETS: A SURVEY OF TAUGHT JURISPRUDENCE 78 (1951). The Langdellian perspective required a pedagogy modeled after scientific inquiry, focused on an examination of “original sources” by law students as they worked to uncover the underlying fundamental legal principles, which Langdell himself described as follows:

Law, considered as a science, consists of certain principles or doctrines. To have such a mastery of these as to be able to apply them with constant facility and certainty to the ever-tangled skein of human affairs, is what constitutes a true lawyer; and hence to acquire that mastery should be the business of every earnest student of law.” Each of these doctrines has arrived at its present state by slow degrees; in other words, it is a growth, extending in many cases through centuries. This growth is to be traced in the main through a series of cases[.]

C. C. LANGDELL, SELECTION OF CASES ON THE LAW OF CONTRACTS vi (1871). The Langedellian methodology remains the dominant discourse in legal education, although it has—correctly—drawn considerable criticism over time. See, e.g., Eugene Wambaugh, Next Step in the Evolution of the Case-Book, 21 HARV. L. REV. 92 (1907) (arguing that Langdell’s case-book model, with its emphasis on English cases, does not adequately prepare law students to practice in local jurisdictions in the United States); G. Edward White, The Impact of Legal Science on Tort Law, 1880-1910, 78 COLUM. L. REV. 213, 221 (1978) (claiming that Langdell, because of his reliance on this method, had less of a “sense of the diversity and complexity of American law” than did some of his contemporaries); Jamie R. Abrams, Reframing the Socratic Method, 64 J. LEGAL EDUC. 562, 574 (2015); Beth H. Wilenski, Dethroning Langdell, 107 MINN. L. REV. 2701 (2023).
systems of subordination based on race, class, gender, national origin, socio-economic status, etc. Some critical legal theory perspectives also incorporate the role that extractive capitalist worldviews have in promoting and entrenching “the dominant, homogeneous interests of society at the expense of subordinated groups.”

If we accept that law itself is not neutral or formulaic, then we can more clearly ascertain that any “tools” constructed to understand the law are also destined to be flawed and skewed toward the societal status quo. This logic extends to research categories, search tools, and other resources upon which we build legal research skills and competence.

Scholars immersed in CLR and critical legal information literacy concretize the impacts of the faulty foundation of beliefs about legal information and legal research. Steven Barkan’s foundational 1987 article in this tradition, *Deconstructing Legal Research: A Law Librarian’s Commentary on Critical Legal Studies*, applies the Critical Legal Studies framework to the legal research process for practicing attorneys, illustrating the dangers of creating a “bibliographic determinism.” Barkan cautions that researchers “establish rules without admitting their own value judgments” by “attributing meaning to courts or legislators” while obscuring that “judicial opinions, statutes, legislative history materials, regulations and other sources are indeterminate.”

According to Barkan, is particularly problematic, as it assiduously ignores the human element of legal regimes. As Barkan points out, judges have “subjective preferences” and they make choices in each case about “how precedence and statutes are interpreted, which ones are followed,  

---

23 Stump, *supra* note 11, at 603.
24 Legal research professors writing in the explicit critical legal information literacy tradition generally focus on pedagogy within the legal research classroom, applying critical information literacy precepts to legal information and instruction. Latia Ward, *A Librarian’s Experience Teaching Critical Information Literacy*, 41 LEGAL REFERENCES SERVS. Q. 52 (2022). Critical Legal Research advocates draw in part on critical legal information literacy but are ultimately more concerned with how the overarching de- and reconstruction of the legal research paradigm can specifically aid in movement lawyering and social justice lawyering, both in the legal research classroom context and beyond. See, e.g., Nicholas Mignanelli, *The Case for a Social Justice Research Course?*, RIPS LAW LIBRARIAN BLOG (August 31, 2020), https://ripslawlibrarian.wordpress.com/2020/08/31/the-case-for-a-social-justice-research-course/ (detailing a legal research course built on Critical Legal Research principles that was explicitly geared towards movement lawyering); Allison, *supra* note 16. This Article therefore uses Critical Legal Research as its predominant frame, given the focus here on clinical social justice lawyering. Note that there exist other critically informed or allied approaches to legal research. For example, legal research professors have engaged in work on incorporating race, DEI, or cultural competencies within the legal research classroom. See, e.g., Shamika Dalton, *Incorporating Race into Your Legal Research Class*, 109 LAW LIBR. J. 703, 706-07 (2017); Shamika Dalton & Clanitra Stewart Nejdl, *Developing a Culturally Competent Legal Research Curriculum*, AALL SPE ctrum, Mar./Apr. 2019, at 18.
26 *Id.* at 628.
and which ones are ignored.” Barkan further argues that research databases also have a human element at play, though it is both less visible and less known.

In the end, Barkan advocates for “a more enlightened understanding of legal research” to promote “better practices, better research” and “to help improve the way legal thinkers respond to social problems.” Ultimately, the organization and categorization of legal research sources affects the interpretation of laws, which “can reinforce and reify dominant ideologies, can narrow perspectives, and can make contingent results seem inevitable.”

Classification systems, like those used to organize legal sources and materials, magnify the problems already inherent in the sources. Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic, drawing on the critical race theory tradition, highlight the dangers of classification systems in their foundational 1989 article titled *Why Do We Tell the Same Stories?: Law Reform, Critical Librarianship, and the Triple Helix Dilemma*. Delgado and Stefancic argue that replicating “preexisting ideas, thoughts, and approaches,” which is generally done through standard, non-critical classification of legal resources, essentially functions like molecular biology’s double helix. These classification systems, they posit, “shape and constrain thought, reinforce dominant paradigms, and stifle creativity and innovation.” Classification systems — as well as other fabricated ordering systems used to catalog research resources — steer individuals “toward the familiar, the conventional,” while obfuscating inventive and novel legal arguments and theories.

Other scholars extend this analysis even further: Classification systems are not neutral, historical, and naturally ordered, and these systems reflect human ideas, preferences, judgments, and specific humans’ biases. Jill Anne Farmer ascribes this “conceptual lock on legal information” to the economic, political, personal, and similar interests of publishers, editors, and librarians, while Yasmin Sokkar Harker unpacks the “invisible hands” that shape information through “classification and algorithmic work” from the critical legal information literacy perspective.

---

27 *Id.* at 630.
28 *Id.* at 630–31.
29 *Id.* at 632.
30 *Id.* at 632.
32 *Id.* at 217.
33 *Id.*
34 *Id.*
The “invisible hands” that do so much of the classification and algorithmic work belong to actual people who may, in fact, not be aware of the biases they bring to their work. For example, humans at the Library of Congress create and maintain Library of Congress Subject Headings, and human catalogers decide which headings to apply. This phenomenon is not limited to print resources, as humans who work for Westlaw not only create and maintain the Topic and Key Number taxonomy, but also decide how to organize West headnotes. Furthermore, countless software developers, engineers, and programmers design and develop the algorithms and artificial intelligence systems that power our legal research platforms.37

Technological innovation has continued to perpetuate bias within information systems and even added new problems.38 Susan Nevelow Mart’s empirical study of six legal databases reaffirms the role of “invisible hands” in technology-based research resources, and “shows that every algorithm starts with a different set of biases and assumptions.”39 Accordingly, Nevelow Mart points out, “every algorithm draws on a different set of sources and processes, whether those sources and processes are classification systems, secondary sources, citation networks, internal case analyses, mined user search history, or machine learning deployed in the unique environment each legal database provider offers.”40 Nevelow Mart’s observations are reflected in the results of Ronald E. Wheeler’s research on Westlaw, one of the most frequently-used

subscription legal databases.41 Wheeler observed that Westlaw Next uses crowdsourcing to rank results, which means that items that appear at the top of search results lists are those which previous users have viewed more times or saved more often to folders.42 This visual ranking makes it appear as though the results at the top are more relevant or important, but such an ordering is not necessarily based on unique facts, goals, or needs of the researcher’s case. Equally troubling, the use of this kind of data to determine the order of search results lists cloaks or obscures potentially relevant information, simply because it is “less popular” and thus not displayed as a top result.43

In his article, Wheeler highlights the potentially devastating impact of using popularity as the ranking metric.

If legal researchers are unable to find unpopular or less used tidbits of legal information, this has the potential to change the law. If the applicable legal precedent is unfindable and therefore unusable, hasn’t the law been effectively changed? Existing but less popular legal precedents could effectively become invisible. Rarely used but valid laws, doctrines, or arguments might fade into nonexistence… The result would be to limit the possibilities of legal writing, to limit the reach of creative thinking about the law, to narrow the range of alternative legal perceptions, to close the door to the unknown. Alternative views of the law or of the possibilities of the law would never be exposed.44

It is not only potential arguments, different views, and possibilities of the law — the could-have-beens and what-ifs — that are lost. A database’s use of search data could have potentially devastating effects. For example, Sarah Lamdan exposes the complicit role of legal publishers in the weaponization of data and its use in government surveillance.45 Companies like Lexis and Westlaw are increasingly “building and maintaining surveillance tools for local, state, and federal law enforcement entities, including ICE [Immigration & Customs Enforcement].”46 Companies like Thomson Reuters, which owns Westlaw, have access to

41 See generally Wheeler, supra note 2. Much like the iPhone, WestLaw’s commercial database has had numerous versions and upgrades over the years. Ron Wheeler’s article focuses on WestLaw Next. The current version of WestLaw’s online commercial database is called WestLaw Precision.

42 See Wheeler, supra note 2, at 364-65.

43 Wheeler, supra note 2, at 366.

44 Id. at 368-69.


46 Lamdan, supra note 45, at 257-58.
extensive data and information as part of their traditional function as research resources for attorneys. According to Lamdan, they are re-packaging and refining data to enable big data policing, and entering, “unapologetically,” into lucrative contracts with law enforcement.

This method of “big data policing,” enabled by legal publishers and indirectly supported by the legal academy, has real life impacts. In the immigration context, access to surveilled, captured, and specially curated data allows ICE to “employ increasingly cruel and invasive techniques as they accelerate arrests, detentions, and deportations of immigrants without legal status;” arresting immigrants at church, home, driving their children to school, and even when driving their family members to the hospital.

As their understanding of the dangers and shortcomings of the existing legal research resources and tools has grown, scholars have begun to advocate for change. On the individual level, Nevelow Mart advocates for increased information literacy rather than blind reliance on technology, as “algorithmic variations lead to substantial variations in the unique and relevant results each database provides.” She argues that students need to understand that research technologies are not infallible, and that algorithms are tools that can be wielded by the effective researcher who understands the technology.

On the institutional level, Lamdan argues that law schools and legal employers should, indeed must, demand greater accountability, and ultimately divest from vendors engaged in this behavior and switch to alternative legal research services. Nicholas Mignanelli advocates for “critical dialogue” regarding the impacts of “black box algorithms and new AI powered legal research products,” encouraging librarians to demand greater transparency from vendors to better understand possible biases and structural blindspots.

In his powerful article, Following New Lights: CLR Strategies as a Spark for Law Reform in Appalachia, Nicholas Stump coined the term “Critical Legal Research (CLR).” Relying on the work of Barkan and others, Stump demonstrates the importance of “deconstructing the legal research regime.”

47 Id. at 258.
48 Id. at 283.
49 Andrew Ferguson, THE RISE OF BIG DATA POLICING (2017) (defining the term as utilizing technology – including predictive algorithms – as part of modern policing).
50 Lamdan, supra note 45 at 258-59.
51 Nevelow Mart, supra note 39, at 420.
52 See Lamdan, supra note 45, at 261.
53 Mignanelli, supra note 3, at 341.
54 Stump, supra note 11.
56 Id.
Stump also advocates for “reconstruction” strategies, such as promoting “an intensive practitioner reliance on critical legal theory-steeped resources,” as well as cultivating “a nonhegemonic grassroots approach” that includes “radical cause lawyering.”

Stump strongly emphasizes the need for “true systemic reformations of the ecological political economy over mere intra-systemic law reform[]” and highlights the role CLR can play in working to transcend the “liberal capitalist paradigm.” Although he discusses deploying CLR in more traditional social justice lawyering contexts in much of his foundational work, he ultimately pushes scholars, practitioners, and activists to look beyond law reform and strive for transformative change.

In the context of legal education, a CLR pedagogy asks law professors to “take up the mantle of engaging in algorithmic activism, creating transgressive bibliographies, practicing unplugged brainstorming, teaching CLR methods to students, and developing new strategies.” This framework, developed by Nicholas Mignanelli, stresses the need “to instill in our students a healthy dose of skepticism about claims of objectivity and neutrality” within AI-powered legal research products.

CLR is even more vital for the next generation of law students, the “Zoomers, who struggle with critical skills and information literacy because of their early education.” Older legal research tools, like “indexes and keyword searches” have always had problems, but “did not inspire the blind faith that artificial intelligence does, nor did they invite users to cede so much control over the research process.” Thus legal research pedagogy must “better evaluate sources and hone their analytic and metacognitive skills in a practical and realistic context.”

57 Stump also discusses Critical Legal Research in the context of related transgressive lawyering modes, such as community lawyering, rebellious lawyering, and critical case lawyering. See, e.g., Nicholas F. Stump, Mountain Resistance: Appalachian Civil Disobedience in Critical Legal Research Modeled Law Reform, 41 ENVIRONS: ENV’T. L. & POL’Y J. 69, 90-91 (2017).
58 Stump, supra note 55.
59 Stump, supra note 11.
60 Stump, supra note 55, at 12. In his most recent article, Stump concretely applies such transformative-steeped Critical Legal Research methods to a range of contemporary social issues. See generally Stump, supra note 4.
61 Mignanelli, supra note 3, at 341.
62 Id. at 342.
64 Mignanelli advocates for “critical dialogue” regarding the impacts of “black box algorithms and new AI powered legal research products.” Beyond the classroom, he encourages librarians to demand greater transparency from vendors to better understand possible biases and structural blind spots. Mignanelli, supra note 16, at 102.
65 See Sokkar Harker, supra note 2.
In sum, relying on standard legal research regimes without a critical approach can be harmful for both marginalized populations and anyone interested in pursuing justice. The dominant methodology establishes a false narrative that search results are neutral and accurate and obscures the “invisible hands” curating data to prioritize the status quo. Moreover, the dominant approach fails to engage in critical thinking and dialogue that questions the motives and operations of the law; in particular, whether the results are just. This flawed approach conveniently whitewashes the laws’ ability to perpetuate oppression by cloaking it in seemingly neutral historical precedent. CLR dismisses the trope of neutrality and works to deconstruct legal research, challenging researchers to think critically about the “invisible hands” shaping information, the materials and voices excluded from the resources and dominant systems, and strategies to account for the biases and blind spots baked into traditional research resources and tools.

In contrast, “CLR seeks to expose how external power structures shape the organization of Legal Information and embed biases in the tools of Legal Information retrieval.” CLR encourages students to “think outside the box” when researching, and to interrogate which stakeholders, actors, or perspectives are being excluded. Starting with this critical perspective can lead to more thorough research that incorporates alternative materials, including legal scholarship authored by those who have been historically excluded from the academy and interdisciplinary scholarship, and are often ignored by traditional research. After all, as Wheeler argues, limiting legal research to precedent simply buttresses existing norms and fails to lead to innovation.

One way to reinforce the importance of CLR is to distinguish it from standard legal research. Any practicing attorney can attest to the centrality of legal research to the profession. This Article does not advocate for eliminating the teaching legal research altogether, but instead argues for incorporating CLR into legal research instruction to foster a comprehensive, equitable, and social justice-oriented approach to the law. Such a critical pedagogical approach may indeed result in a more robust and potent form of legal research instruction in clinics.
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A. Traditional Legal Research — Goals & Methodology

Since new attorneys typically spend a third of their time researching,71 it is unsurprising that leading scholars emphasize the importance of framing legal research as an “intellectual, analytical, and iterative process.”72 For example, Barbara Bintliff makes clear that legal research education should:

“teach students to think strategically about their research processes, understand the sources they are using and why they are useful, analyze their results, and engage in continual adjustment of their strategy and evaluation of their results until reaching a resolution to the research problem. The pedagogy based on the statements is intended to be flexible, to allow for a variety of teaching methods, and above all, to emphasize the intellectual aspect of legal research and its pivotal place in legal education.”73

Legal research classes teach far more than navigating search engines. As Sarah Valentine argues, they begin by providing the basic scaffolding and foundational civics knowledge necessary for the study of law, including “the structure of the American system of government, the structure of the court system, the multiple concepts of jurisdiction, the concepts of precedent and stare decisis, the different sources of primary authority and how to read and track them, and how these primary authorities affect one another.”74 Traditional legal research also includes building bibliographic knowledge, as well as using one’s understanding of various authorities and how to search them.75

Most importantly, legal research education emphasizes that research is a process.76 Students must learn that “the goal of legal research is to educate oneself about the potential legal theories and solutions applicable to a client’s factual situation, determine likely legal and non-legal outcomes, and use the accumulated information to strategize” on behalf of their clients.77 This, according to Valentine, requires viewing

73 Id.
75 See id.; see also Stump, supra note 11, at 597-98.
77 Valentine, supra note 74, at 218.
legal research as a dynamic and iterative process, one that involves “creating a research plan, researching, reflecting on what has been found, applying it to both the issue at hand and to the original research plan, and repeating the process as needed until applicable legal context and specific rules and procedures are distilled.”

In sum, the broad goals of legal research education are straightforward — teach students to embrace legal research as an iterative process, requiring critical thinking, legal analysis, planning, and reflection. However, the methodology of teaching legal research is far more fraught. Despite the centrality of legal research in law practice, according to Alyson Drake, most students have limited curricular opportunities to learn and master legal research. Drake points out that the standard legal research course is taught during the first year curriculum and is often combined with legal writing, leaving limited class time to dedicate to learning the research process and corresponding skills. These time constraints have maintained the use of certain ineffective and outdated pedagogical methods, some of which prevent student comprehension of research as a process, thus impacting their ability to become effective researchers. The next sections provide a brief synopsis of the traditional pedagogical approaches used to teach legal research.

I. Bibliographic Methodology

Bibliographic methodology focuses on introducing students to specific tools and resources, which, as Valentine explains, inadvertently reduces legal research to “a series of discrete legal tools or tasks.” This method uses activities like “treasure hunt exercises” where “students find a single authority on a very narrow issue.” Students do not engage in active problem solving or creative thinking, and instead learn, at least superficially, how to use a very specific resource.

The bibliographic method presents two very concerning problems. First it fails “to prepare students to work on the kind of ill-defined problems without clear answers that characterize the practice of law.” It lulls students into believing that the law is clear and that there is a “correct answer” by never presenting a complex and indeterminate problem. Second, this method does not acknowledge that research is an
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iterative process anchored in creative thinking, strategic analysis, reflection, and repetition. The bibliographic method perpetuates the myth that finding the correct resource will magically crack the code, produce the answer, and win the case.

2. Process Methodology

According to Judith Rosenbaum, the process method of legal research instruction refers to “process-oriented exercises” that are implemented “to teach students about the sources of legal research” by using hypothetical client problems. Valentine argues that methodology falls short because the simulated client matters are far too simple, lacking the complexity in both facts and intersecting legal regimes, and thus failing to adequately reflect live practice.

The simplicity of simulated client scenarios is an unfortunate by-product of existing curricular limitations and constraints. As Drake points out, research instruction must share classroom time with legal writing, oral advocacy, and other topics in the syllabus. Caroline Osborne, in her survey of first-year legal research programs, found that the simulated hypothetical is often connected to the underlying writing assignment in the legal research and writing course. In fact, most often the dominant objective and focus of the hypothetical is to teach and refine legal writing skills. This, as Drake argues, can lead to a simpler research problem and a closed circuit of legal information, failing to generate a sufficiently complicated problem that warrants creative thinking, strategic planning, reflection, and refinement necessary for learning legal research. Basic, writing-focused simulations can reinforce the idea that legal research is simple, narrow, and limited to binding precedent and correct answers.

3. Alternative Methodologies

Fortunately, leading scholars in the field have developed alternative methodologies. In her groundbreaking article, Valentine reframes legal research as both a lawyering skill and legal skill. Lawyering skill refers
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88 Valentine, supra note 74, at 201.
89 Drake, supra note 79, at 519.
90 Caroline Osborne, The State of Legal Research Education; A Survey of First Year Legal Research Programs or Why Johnny and Jane Cannot Research, 108 LAW LIBR. J. 403 (2016).
91 Drake, supra note 79, at 519.
92 Id. at 529-30.
93 See id. at 519; 529-30.
to the skills necessary for the practice of law, including framing the problem, understanding the source materials, creating a research plan and strategy, and refining the plan. This position also emphasizes the importance of embracing uncertainty, and developing the ability to navigate the shifting world of legal information in the wake of constant technological innovations.

Yolanda P. Jones, introducing her concept of “expansive legal research,” describes the legal research status quo as follows: “Traditionally[,] legal research has been seen as a closed system. It is often depicted in terms of a closed loop or flowchart with sequential steps that involve unchanging hierarchical authorities.” This, of course, is an inaccurate description of the law itself, which can be ambiguous. Accordingly, Valentine argues that legal research instruction reform is necessary because law students need to stop being encouraged to seek direct answers, and should instead be using their research results to build a larger case theory.

Legal skill, while it overlaps with lawyering skills, focuses more on “the acquisition of basic legal knowledge and legal analysis abilities” and “the doctrinal and analytic components of the process used to teach students to think like a lawyer.” Teaching legal research as a legal skill counters the myth that research consists of routine, repetitive tasks and is wholly disconnected from legal analysis and doctrine.

To teach students both the requisite legal skills and lawyering skills, Valentine advocates for teaching legal research “as an iterative process of problem solving and to include concepts of information literacy.” She warns that the outdated methods “leave students alone to face the ocean of information currently eroding their abilities to find, manage, and understand the law.” This reimagining of legal research, she argues, can provide significant advantages not only to these future lawyers, but also the law professors who are charged with teaching them the law.

Alyson Drake also advocates for incorporating more experiential education components into legal research. Departing from the
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traditional method, which generally “combines lecture with some classroom practice of research skills,”104 Drake advocates for centering active learning and formative assessments to promote learning for transfer.105 By using a flipped classroom, in which “most or all of the lecture component of the course takes place prior to class,” Drake argues that instructors can introduce students to truly complex legal issues that are more reflective of practice, driving home that research is a dynamic and iterative process, while also being able to offer opportunities for live searching and formative feedback.106 In this model, the student takes their nascent knowledge and applies it in class, creating a search strategy and starting the search process in a “guided atmosphere.”107 The instructor can provide real-time, ongoing feedback — helping students “tie the skills they are practicing back to the theories the students have learned, using their new experiences as the basis for reflection.”108 In addition to learning the process, this approach increases retention by providing more opportunities for repetition — an essential factor in “embedding skills into a learner’s memory.”109

CLR is yet another pedagogical innovation. In its absence, we train students to be highly-educated technocrats who perpetuate harmful hegemonies as a matter of rote practice. Students are more likely to accept the myth of normative neutrality. If we do not teach students CLR skills, we cannot necessarily expect them to engage in critical analysis or interrogate the search resources, processes, or results. A lack of critical thinking invariably subverts synthesizing doctrine and creative problem solving. This severance of analytical abilities from legal research reduces research to rote and repetitive tasks, leading to a failure of lawyering skills as well.

Practicing attorneys know there is rarely a “right” answer for complex legal problems. Instead, the lawyer is navigating a veritable sea of uncertainty with few established and tested islands of precedent. As a lawyering skill, legal research identifies the existing islands of known law and charts a course forward for the client. Just as a sea journey changes with the type of boat and time of year, and must accommodate unforeseen circumstances during the voyage, the legal research process must change depending on jurisdiction, client objectives, and other facts and circumstances. The legal researcher, therefore, must understand research as an iterative process rife with

104 Drake, supra note 79, at 529.
105 Learning for transfer refers to the ability to use skills or knowledge acquired in one setting and apply it to others. See infra Section III.C.
106 Drake, supra note 79, at 530.
107 Id. at 521.
108 Id. at 521, 530-31.
109 Id.
uncertainty, requiring constant adjustment and refinement so that the
ship can be steered safely through both known dangers and emerging
obstacles.

Understanding what is needed for effective advocacy requires,
as an initial step, a tacit acknowledgement of the limitation of the re-
sources, devices, and systems. Then, the good researcher must craft a
plan and strategies that work to navigate these numerous blindspots.
CLR equips students to construct an expansive and comprehensive
plan and build the requisite skills to be more effective, thoughtful, and
discerning researchers.

B. CLR and Pedagogical Application

Many scholars have advocated for critical legal education,110 which
involves the incorporation of critical perspectives into legal education.
The critical approach “emphasizes the intersection between social
justice and legal education”111 framing law as a site of power struggles
and interlocking systems of oppression.112 The critical perspective not
only counters the dominant narrative of law as neutral, but it also de-
nounces normalizing the subordination and oppression of marginalized
groups and basic human rights.113 Accordingly, Yasmin Sokkar Harker
emphasizes the importance of “treating legal information as a social
construct” in the legal research classroom.114

As a pedagogical framework, CLR is broadly applicable across the
law school curriculum. This includes the incorporation of CLR into not
only first year legal research and writing courses, but also into special-
ized research classes, such as regulatory research.115 Some scholars have
even developed specialized higher-level research courses that weave
together CLR with social justice advocacy.116

110 See, e.g., Valdes, supra note 8, at 72 (noting critical legal education “provides lifelines
of power based on knowledge and principle to marginalized students struggling to become
aware of the ways and means through which felt and known oppressions are normalized,
materialized, even valorized.”).
111 See Sokkar Harker, supra note 6, at 43.
112 Rosario-Lebrón, supra note 7, at 314.
113 See, e.g., Valdes, supra note 8, at 72; Klare, supra note 8.
114 Sokkar Harker, supra note 6, at 46. See also Sokkar Harker, supra note 2, at 17;
Wilcoxon, supra note 9, at 76-78; Kathleen D. Fletcher, Casebooks, Bias, and Information
Literacy – Do Law Librarians Have a Duty?, 40 LEGAL REFERENCE SERVS. Q. 184, 197-98
(2021).
115 See generally Stump, supra note 11 (explaining how critical legal research strategies
can be employed in the development of cases involving challenges to federal and state regu-
lation of mountaintop mining and the coal extraction industry).
116 Stump, for example, “has incorporated [critical legal research] methods as modules
within advanced legal research courses and upper-level seminar courses.” Stump, supra note
4, at 158 n.50. Laura B. Wilcoxon, Ellie Campbell, and Courtnery Selby also have recently
chronicled their innovative work in this critical pedagogical vein. See generally Wilcoxon,
Clinics provide an ideal environment to incorporate CLR and advance its broader objectives, including deconstructing traditional legal research and becoming “sites of liberation” within the law school classroom. First and foremost, clinics are an educational laboratory where students engage deeply with the intersection of law and social justice as active participants within our legal system. Clinical Law Professor Carolyn Grose notes that clinics “expose students to the underbelly of the legal system, and its place and role in society; and second, to challenge them to think critically about that system and their place in it.” In the clinic, student-attorneys engaged in direct representation encounter the complex nexus of legal regimes and the subsequent legal ramifications for their clients. However, this exposure extends beyond clinic fieldwork and includes introductions to various lawyering movements and theories oriented toward social justice, including movement lawyering, rebellious layering, community lawyering, critical race theory, feminist legal theory, client centered lawyering, trauma-informed lawyering, and others. Seminar classes routinely include social justice topics that dovetail with student casework or the specific subject matter of their clinic, such as prison abolition, environmental justice, workers’ rights, racial justice, community economic development, and solidarity economies. All of these components serve as fertile ground for introducing the theoretical framework of critical information literacy and applying the methodology of CLR to advocate for transformative change.

Clinics also provide additional opportunities for learning and refining legal research skills generally, leveraging metacognition and active learning. Mary Nicol Bowman and Lisa Brodoff discussed the harmful “silo” effect that can make it difficult for students to apply previously-learned legal research skills in the dynamic, live client
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environment of a clinic. CLR can and should be introduced early on during the first-year legal research instruction and then continuously revisited to ensure retention. However, as Carolyn Grose suggests, because clinics are “the pinnacle of the legal education pyramid,” the opportunity to continue honing CLR skills within the dynamic practice environment of a clinic further equips students to be agents of social change in practice. The next section illustrates how CLR supports and advances the larger goals of clinical pedagogy.

II. Synergies between CLR and Clinical Pedagogy

Clinical pedagogy itself enjoys no singular, didactic definition adopted by all teachers. Rather, as Carolyn Grose artfully states, there are certain stated goals and methods that form the foundation of clinical pedagogy generally. As clinical legal education continues to evolve, its methods and goals are further refined. Broadly stated, the goals for clinical education include applied legal knowledge and reasoning, skills training, learning for transfer, and furthering social justice. The sections below briefly outline the goals of clinical pedagogy and highlights intersections and synergies with CLR.

A. Thinking Like a Lawyer — Integrating Legal Knowledge and Reasoning

A false narrative persists that clinical education centers on skills training, intimating that students learn critical thinking and legal analysis skills in their doctrinal courses alone. In practice, it is impossible to teach or learn lawyering skills without a firm foundation in critical thinking and legal analysis skills. While doctrinal classes are inevitably taught in silos — contracts, property, tax, etc. — the world of practice demonstrates the complex intersection of various legal regimes and their impacts on claims, transactions, remedies, etc.
Therefore, teaching a skill like interviewing in the clinical setting requires a conceptual framing of the law — deconstructing the legal issues, examining the client’s goals, mapping facts, and engaging in a holistic and comprehensive analysis of the case. Clinical professors push students “to employ legal knowledge, legal theory, and legal skills to meet individual and social needs.” Moreover, this approach exposes students “to the ways in which law can work either to advance or to subvert public welfare and social justice.”

Much like clinical pedagogy, CLR challenges students to apply critical thinking and legal analysis to better understand the complex intersections of law and justice. CLR creates “a people-based analytical methodology” and advocates for “unplugged brainstorming” when researching.

Delgado and Stefancic, in their 2007 article, describe why this is necessary:

Lawyers interested in representing individuals as clients, who, unlike corporations, do not find a ready-made body of developed law in their favor, need to spend time with the computer shut down, mulling over what an ideal legal world would look like from the client’s perspective. In this exercise, the free association of ideas, policies, and social needs will play a large part.

Both Nicholas Mignanelli and Nicholas Stump have recognized the value of this part of the legal research process. CLR pedagogy, according to Mignanelli, involves training students to “think carefully about the information they are accessing” and “consider the implications of what they have found.” As Stump explains, this requires the ability to “unplug” from the search results and take the time to analyze and evaluate their research process and findings.
Students must be able to engage in this analysis using a comprehensive and holistic approach: within the context of their client’s goals, the specific facts of their case, the limitations of the existing resources or technologies, and other factors. Moreover, students may need to creatively assess and incorporate secondary legal and non-legal sources to gain a more robust understanding of potential arguments or solutions. Sometimes this can only be accomplished by turning off the computer to stem the continuous flow of additional information.132

Unplugging is particularly important in the wake of the increasing impact that artificial intelligence (AI) exerts in modern legal research tools.133 AI often “conceals the legal research process and entrenches the biases of society’s dominant interest[,]” which threatens to “close the legal imagination and turn the law into a monolith.”134 Indeed, clients, communities, and individuals seeking to challenge the status quo and pursue solutions — and justice — outside of dominant hegemonic interests are relegated to the fringes by AI.135

In the clinical classroom, unplugging connects perfectly with the professor’s desire to teach critical analysis and legal analysis skills in context. Applied learning requires reckoning with the realities of your client’s situation and the laws that impact their lives, goals, and objectives. Focusing on cases or problems in the abstract is merely an issue spotting exercise that leads to blind reliance on a “black box” algorithm to populate results that may or may not match the specific circumstances of the case.136 Law cannot merely be reduced to scientific or mathematical calculations and much of litigation or transactional lawyering involves making creative arguments. Simply adhering to the status quo
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delivered by legal research technologies is inadequate. Because legal research resources have embedded biases that reinforce hegemonic norms, the consequences of how they are used by lawyers representing marginalized communities or constituencies who are seeking real justice can be significant.

Imagine the following client as an illustrative example. A group of domestic workers is interested in starting a house-cleaning business together. The founders know they provide a popular and in-demand service; however, they face less stability and more vulnerability working as independent contractors. By working together, they can build a stronger business model where 1) everyone earns a living wage, and 2) no one is subjected to unprofessional situations by potential clients (failure to pay, harassment, etc.) without support. The founders have varying amounts of start-up funds, supplies, and customers they will be contributing to the business. They also have varying immigration statuses.

The above synopsis demonstrates how any case implicates numerous overlapping legal regimes. Some of the elements of this case require further research into the administrative state, delving into regulations involving taxation, domestic workers, and perhaps even occupational health and safety regulations. As the founders are starting a business, research into relevant state statutes governing various business entities will certainly be required. Federal regulations surrounding not only immigration, but also fundraising or financing, may be required as well.

Clinic students must identify the intersecting legal regimes and forecast the impacts on their client’s case. As part of comprehensive and holistic representation, students synthesize the law and basic facts, but also work to incorporate the goals, preferences, and concerns of their clients as part of the lawyering process. This is best accomplished by unplugged brainstorming and broad framing, both of which help students conceptualize the case and map possible avenues for research.

The danger lies in rushing into legal research without “unplugging” and engaging in critical thinking and analysis. A failure to understand the case will lead to partial and inaccurate legal research. Once the case is properly conceptualized, however, students can then design their legal research plan, building on the foundation of their unplugged brainstorming and constructing search strategies that account for biases and hegemonic-related constraints of existing research tools and resources. The actual construction and design of the research plan and attendant strategies corresponds with another core tenet of clinical pedagogy — skills training.
B. Skills Training and Legal Research

Although clinical pedagogy is far more than skills training, the clinical classroom provides an immersive, guided learning opportunity to develop key lawyering skills in-role. Often skills discussions center on client-facing skills like interviewing,\(^\text{137}\) counseling,\(^\text{138}\) mediation,\(^\text{139}\) and negotiation.\(^\text{140}\)

Legal research is another core skill for attorneys: in fact, it is “a prerequisite of creative lawyering.”\(^\text{141}\) To gain a working mastery of legal research skills, clinical professors must reinforce that legal research is an iterative process.\(^\text{142}\) Moreover, students should be trained in CLR methods to ensure that they develop superior critical thinking skills, and are capable of building more robust research plans and executing more comprehensive searches.\(^\text{143}\)

Students incorrectly believe that navigating the search platforms is the sum total of legal research. In actuality, the true heart of legal research is crafting a thorough research plan after carefully analyzing and framing of the legal issues in concordance with the client’s goals.\(^\text{144}\) The research plan combines the legal reasoning and critical analysis skills


\(^{138}\) See, e.g., Pearl Goldman & Leslie Larkin Cooney, Beyond Core Skills and Values: Integrating Therapeutic Jurisprudence and Preventive Law into the Law School Curriculum, 5 Psych. Pub. Pol’y & L. 1123, 1123 (1999) (“[L]egal scholars have advocated training attorneys to integrate their planning and counseling roles to become ‘therapeutically oriented preventative lawyers’. Skills and clinical programs are well-suited for such training.”)
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stated in the previous section with practical application, creating a strategy and process for each case. The remainder of the research process involves expanding and refining the research plan. This is why it is essential to make sure students understand that legal research starts with the research plan, not with a commercial search engine.\textsuperscript{145}

The focus and popularity of high-powered legal research tools is a consequence of the fast-paced world of private practice.\textsuperscript{146} The sheer volume of legal information, when coupled with restrictions on the researcher’s time, necessitates reliance on indexed and categorized information.\textsuperscript{147} However, the dependence on these very tools can negatively impact the ability of the lawyer to think creatively, as well as the quality of the ultimate work product.\textsuperscript{148}

Information within commercial databases is curated and partial.\textsuperscript{149} The researcher is not viewing the “correct” answers, but a limited list of results chosen by the commercial publisher and proprietary algorithms based on an ultimately subjective determination of “relevant” law.\textsuperscript{150} This process can be conceptualized as the Family Feud approach to Legal Research.

In Family Feud, a popular game show that has been aired on American television since the 1970s,\textsuperscript{151} the contestant is supposed to guess the common, popular responses to a question based on a survey of the audience.\textsuperscript{152} Through the survey, the audience is indexing and sorting the information, placing the responses into a certain order. This order is not based on accuracy, but on preference and bias. Imagine, for example, the contestant is asked to identify green fruits. The optimal answer to this question is completely subject to the knowledge, preferences, and whims of the crowd. For example, a crowd of North American respondents may answer apples, grapes, honeydew, and other fruits grown in temperate zones, whereas tropical fruits, like guanabana, jackfruit, sweetsop, and durians, may be completely omitted from the responses. Therefore, to truly understand the limitations and implications of the

\textsuperscript{145} “Immediately pulling up your favorite search engine and commencing to type upon receipt of a research project is not a plan and does not employ any analysis or strategy.” Osbourne, supra note 17, at 180.
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survey results, we must examine who gets to participate as an audience member. Family Feud is taped in Atlanta, Georgia during standard business hours. This makes audience participation from residents of tropical nations unlikely, reinforcing the culturally dominant responses of North Americans.

Extending the analysis to structural components and barriers is an important element of understanding the responses and potential skews in the data. Much like Family Feud, AI-powered legal research tools also rely on third-party indexing, as well as, in certain areas, some element of crowdsourcing.\textsuperscript{153} Research results depend heavily on the architects of the algorithm and their choices, biases, and preferences as they design and build the tools.\textsuperscript{154}

However, unlike Family Feud, legal research tools present a “false impression” of neutral and correct “answers.”\textsuperscript{155} Moreover, structural biases exist in commercial legal research tools in that “the crowd is self-selecting,” meaning that the data is based largely on “those who can afford to license” and use these tools.\textsuperscript{156} As Nicholas Mignanelli wryly observes, “What can we expect but for the crowd to imprint its biases on the historical data it creates?”\textsuperscript{157}

In legal research, the myth of neutrality obscures both the influence of commercial publishers and the preferences of respondents. Researchers do not always understand that the database narrows and curates the results based on a number of factors, ranging from attracting consumers to bias. Similarly, researchers may assume that the ordering of the results indicates the strength or relevance of authority, which may not be true for their particular client or research objective.

From a skills training perspective, students must be taught to navigate this flawed system, discarding any assumptions of neutrality. Students must learn how to create a research plan after synthesizing the goals, facts, intersecting legal regimes, and other factors implicated in their case.\textsuperscript{158} As part of their research plan, students must expressly acknowledge the limitations of relying on the dominant legal research
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tools and databases. Only by accepting the problems created by bias and blind sports can they begin to design research plans and strategies that work to balance the structural skews.

Towards this end, students must consider what voices and sources are being excluded by the dominant legal research resources and tools. This helps students begin to broaden their research plans to include alternate resources, such as interdisciplinary materials and other secondary sources, that may lead to more fruitful and creative solutions to the legal problems they are researching. This is especially important for transactional attorneys and lawyers who work in other innovative areas of practice, in which there is often reliance on non-case law sources, including, for example, non-legal materials related to business standards.

C. Learning for Transfer

Learning for transfer refers to the ability to use skills or knowledge acquired in one setting and apply it to others. It can be viewed as two distinct functions, requiring “both the initial acquisition of skills or knowledge[,] and the later use of that skill or knowledge to perform a different but related task.”\textsuperscript{159} Legal research faculty also subscribe to the importance of learning for transfer in developing research skills. A good researcher does not need to be a leading subject matter expert to find relevant and useful materials. In fact, developing a research strategy to navigate new topics with facility is a central learning goal.\textsuperscript{160}

In pedagogical literature, learning for transfer is often framed in the skills context for ease of explanation.\textsuperscript{161} However, this is only the most basic understanding of what students are learning in the clinic. Clinical instructors know transference does not only apply to interviewing, trial tactics, or legal research. Rather, instructors frame lawyering as a holistic and comprehensive process that leverages critical thinking, legal analysis, strategic advocacy, compassionate and zealous representation — and, yes — an array of lawyering skills as well. The focus of

\textsuperscript{159} Bowman & Brodoff, supra note 120, at 275.

\textsuperscript{160} We want students to understand how to develop a research strategy so that regardless of the substantive area their issue involved, they will be able to research that issue with facility.” Rosenbaum, supra note 87, at 1-6.

transference is not on one set of particular skills, but on the complex, dynamic, challenging, and rewarding process of lawyering.

But to really achieve transference, students need to both learn the foundational knowledge and have ample opportunity for repetitive practice to ensure it is embedded.\(^{162}\) In the case of legal research, however, transference is stymied by the dominant curricular structure within law schools, which does little to encourage it. Mary Nicol Bowman and Lisa Brodoff define this phenomenon as “siloing,” and describe it as follows:

> Legal writing and clinical programs and faculty operate in “silos,” with relatively little interaction or collaboration. This separation of programs makes it very hard for students to break out of their own course-dependent learning silos to transfer what they learn in a class such as legal writing to other settings such as clinics, externships, and legal practice. Our joint retreat drove home to us how much that was true for our students, despite our prior collaborative efforts and the features of our own courses to encourage transfer.\(^{163}\)

Moreover, the silo effect can mask the complexity of legal issues, making it difficult for students to identify, understand, and connect the various facets and legal regimes within a given problem.\(^{164}\) Researchers have established that “novices tend to focus on surface level features rather than underlying structures.” For example, students often fixate on the specific facts of a case rather than considering structural components that may uncover alternative theories.

Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic illustrated the consequences of such a narrow conceptualization of a legal issue in their 2007 article, *Why Do We Ask the Same Questions? The Triple Helix Dilemma Revisited*.\(^{165}\) They described a Title VII workplace discrimination claim where the employee, a Black woman with braids, is fired because her employer associated her hairstyle with defiance toward management.\(^{166}\) A lawyer who builds his case theory (and legal research process) around the most obvious fact — that his client was discriminated against at work because of her hairstyle — finds little precedent for a successful claim.\(^{167}\) Specifically, by framing his search this way, he develops “a theory of the case as a deprivation of a right to personal

\(^{162}\) As it is a two-part process, “problems can arise at both stages that hinder students’ ability to transfer learning from one situation to another.” Grose, *supra* note 10, at 495.

\(^{163}\) Bowman & Brodoff, *supra* note 120, at 279.

\(^{164}\) *Id.* at 278.


\(^{166}\) *Id.* at 319.

\(^{167}\) *Id.*
appearance—in short, as a substantive due process claim seeking relief under Title VII or the Equal Protection Clause.” 168 Delgado and Stefancic are skeptical about this choice, stating that, in their opinion, “this claim has only a remote chance of prevailing.” 169

In contrast, a different lawyer may be open to reframing the issue as intersectional discrimination, and claim that the client is being targeted “because of her [B]lack womanhood[,]” which may be more likely to be a winning argument. 170 Thus, Delgado and Stefancic conclude, the ability to reframe the argument and explore underlying structural components can lead to a better result for the client than foreclosing options based on facts alone. 171 In other words, this is not to say that obvious facts are irrelevant, but that overreliance on facts may prove to be a novice mistake that represents a lack of creative thinking on the attorney’s part.

In the end, a shallow understanding of a problem leads to not only a weak argument, but also poor learning for transfer. Furthermore, the inadequate framing of the legal issue makes it difficult to recognize a complex problem and pursue creative solutions in future cases. Using a concept they call “far transfer,” Bowman and Brodoff outline the challenges students face when transferring more complex learning across contexts and delving beyond surface level details. 172 They note that students struggle to apply research and writing skills “when confronted with the messiness of real client work.” 173 Thus, “even if students successfully learn foundational material by storing it into long-term memory and creating a framework in which they can retrieve the information, they may still encounter other barriers to effectively applying that foundational learning to a new situation.” 174

Bowman and Brodoff offer suggestions to bolster learning for transfer, including improving collaboration across the curriculum, to ensure that law professors are “stretching forward” and “reaching back” to foster continuity and retention in their students’ thought processes. 175 This includes working on joint hypos that mimic clinic cases during the first year, and incorporating exercises that reference earlier learning in clinic. 176

168 Id. at 319.
169 Id.
170 Id. at 319-20.
171 Id. at 320.
172 See generally Bowman & Brodoff, supra note 120.
173 Id. at 296.
174 Id. at 278.
175 Id. at 280-81.
176 This is only one example. Bowman and Brodoff also expound on opportunities to engage in client centered lawyering, modeling, and reflection in their tremendous article. See generally id. at 280-81.
CLR is yet another useful scaffolding method that is capable of breaking substantive silos, showcasing intersections between legal regimes, and prompting nuanced and thoughtful approaches to fully understand the underlying structures of the client’s problems. It can also demonstrate the dangers of reductive or siloed thinking, and showcase the numerous gaps in existing resources, while at the same time exposing students to the dangers of relying on precedent, especially when resources and knowledge are intentionally curated to promote a limited set of ideas, values, and hegemonic norms. Thus, by teaching students to understand the complexity of the system, forcing them to conduct ongoing critical inquiry, helping them to make key connections between intersecting laws and facts, and demanding that they think creatively to execute a research strategy, CLR expands the framework students use to understand and apply learned knowledge. This helps them “stretch forward,” applying their substantive knowledge and research strategy in new and challenging situations.177

Put simply, CLR forces students to reckon with the reality that certain perspectives and voices are excluded during the intentional curation of resources. Students must consider how this exclusion impacts their clients’ unique case, as well as broader issues of systemic injustice. By default, students often focus on minutiae and technical details when they conduct legal research, thereby failing to understand the true problem. Without a broader, comprehensive understanding of the legal issues, students cannot effectively create a problem statement, which in turn leads to an inability to create appropriate research questions and an effective research plan. CLR helps improve learning for transfer by building student capacity to understand the complexity of legal issues and intersecting legal regimes.

D. Furthering Social Justice

Because “clinical legal education has never been limited to skills training,”178 it is a well-established principle that our work as clinicians is anchored in social justice.179 Clinicians are committed to furthering

179 The inclusion of social justice as a core component in transactional clinics has been the subject of some scholarly debate. See generally Praveen Kosuri, Losing My Religion: The Place of Social Justice in Clinical Legal Education, 32 B.C. J. L. SOC. JUST. 331 (2012), Praveen Kosuri, Clinical Legal Education at a Generational Crossroads: X Marks the Spot, 17 CLIN. L. REV. 205 (2010). However, this author firmly refutes that position in support of more community oriented transactional clinical work. See generally Priya Baskaran & Michael
social justice in a myriad of ways, including direct representation, policy work, impact projects, community lawyering and rebellious lawyering partnerships, and scholarly engagement. Accordingly, work inside and outside the classroom deconstructs traditional narratives of power and inclusion, focusing on collaborating with clients to achieve a more equitable reordering of power and resources.

As Julie Graves Krishnaswami, a law librarian and legal research professor at Yale Law School, explains, the use of critical perspective within legal research “prompts users to ask questions not only about access and cost but whether our structures for using information have a chilling effect on certain groups of users.” Moreover, Krishnaswami reiterates that “awareness of the political, social, and cultural ramifications of information flow can arm a law student with the ability to use these materials ethically and in the service of vulnerable populations as well as construct paradigm-shifting arguments based on new sources of primary and secondary Authority.”

CLR pushes students to find more innovative solutions rather than to rely on search results alone. It provides a framework for understanding why legal research may not produce a clear answer, or why search results, as inherently limited as they are, seem to work against their vulnerable clients. The categorization of information, the algorithmic bias, the flaws in the underlying laws themselves

---


181 Krishnaswami, supra note 180.

182 Delgado & Stefancic, Same Questions? (2007), supra note 1, at 323 (“[C]omputer searching teaches formalism, a conservative approach to law, because it conceals the lesson of contingency. It masks how most decisions could easily have gone the other way.”).
compound and create a dearth of clear or favorable law. However, this does not mean the lawyer should give up; instead, they must be critical and tireless in creating innovative solutions and mounting challenges to demand justice. Students must learn to use a creative process that questions unfair legal regimes, rather than accepting an inadequate legal status quo.

One timely example of this phenomenon involves the operations and legal implications of mutual aid organizations in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. Broadly, mutual aid refers to community building, resource sharing, and mutual support and assistance efforts, all of which are anchored in principles of solidarity and anti-authoritarianism. In the United States, well known examples of mutual aid organizations and initiatives include the Catholic Worker Party, Food Not Bombs, the community projects organized and led

---

183 Id. at 324 (“Computer searching is better at helping one find concrete examples rather than broad, abstract patterns unless of course these happen to be the ones the Searchers expressly looking for. And searching by itself does little to help organize disparate strands of cases into a new legal Theory and can easily cause you to miss one that is emerging in another jurisdiction.”).

184 Id. at 323 (“Legal Innovation requires dissatisfaction with the world and a personal commitment to making it better.”).

185 Id. at 323.


188 Throughout its history, the Catholic Worker movement has centered the Catholic Church’s social justice teachings, including labor rights, anti-poverty initiatives, racial equity, and pacifism. See Mary C. Segers, Equality and Christian Anarchism: The Political and Social Ideas of the Catholic Worker Movement, 40 REV. POL. 196 (1978).

189 Food Not Bombs began by organizing large, publicly visible anti-nuclear protests that provided free food, and eventually expanded its mutual aid work to include initiatives to eradicate hunger and poverty and to challenge surveillance of peaceful protests by the police and the state. See Nik Heynen, Cooking Up Non-Violent Civil Disobedient Direct Action for the Hungry: ‘Food Not Bombs’ and the Resurgence of Radical Democracy in the U.S., 47 URB. STUD. 1225 (2010).
by the Black Panther Party\(^{190}\) and Young Lords,\(^{191}\) and numerous other efforts led by and anchored in local communities.\(^{192}\)

During the pandemic, mutual aid organizations provided direct assistance to vulnerable communities, including goods - food, diapers, cleaning supplies, and PPE — and direct payments to help with rent and utility bills.\(^{193}\) Unlike some social services organizations, many mutual aid groups provide assistance to people regardless of their immigration status, proof of residency, or access to Government IDs.\(^{194}\)

While many mutual aid organizations continue operating as grassroots groups with no formal legal structure, some have pursued such recognition from state and federal authorities in order to access additional funding and support for their work.\(^{195}\) For example, many organizations in general are interested in receiving 501(c)(3) tax exempt status from the IRS as a means of raising more money through direct donations as well as competing for grant funding.\(^{196}\) Unfortunately, mutual


\(^{191}\) The Young Lords Organization, based in Chicago and especially active during the late 1960s, provided similar social services to that city’s Puerto Rican community as those of Black Panthers to the African American community, including free breakfasts for children, a daycare center, and a healthcare clinic. Judson Jeffries, *From Gang-Bangers to Urban Revolutionaries: The Young Lords of Chicago*, 96 J. Ill. State Hist. Soc’y 288, 293-94 (2003).

\(^{192}\) Haber, *COVID-19*, supra note 187, at 72-77.\(^{193}\) See, e.g., Jenny Fathright, *D.C. Mutual Aid Groups Face Dwindling Funds and Burnout Months Into The Pandemic*, WAMU (Sep. 17, 2020), https://wamu.org/story/20/09/17/dc-mutual-aid-network-funding-groceries-hotline/. In Washington, D.C., “[m]utual aid groups in each ward of the city (the network for wards 7 and 8 is combined) [packed and delivered] groceries and other basic necessities to neighbors, [organized and attended] protests, [read] radical texts together and [formed] a community of politically-aligned people committed to providing for one another.” *Id.* The impact of this assistance was profound: “Put together, they are helping to support thousands of D.C. residents across all eight wards, funded by a system of crowdsourced donations, without any government help.” *Id.* Cash assistance was provided also, although its distribution eventually had to be strictly limited: “Towards the beginning of the pandemic, the Ward 5 mutual aid network gave out direct cash assistance for people who called requesting it. Later, they had to cut back to a cap of $100 per caller.” *Id.*

\(^{194}\) According to Rita Radostitz, one of the organizers of Washington, D.C.’s mutual aid effort during the pandemic, “the mutual aid group in Ward 4 provide[d] groceries to about 200 families a week, many of whom [were] undocumented and ineligible for many forms of government assistance.” *Id.*

\(^{195}\) For example, Ward 4 Mutual Aid in Washington, D.C. is a DC Nonprofit Corporation; however, it does not have 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status. *Donate, Ward 4 Mutual Aid* (W4MA), https://ward4mutualaid.org/donate/. In contrast, Washington, D.C.’s Ward 6 Mutual Aid organization is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) organization. *About, Serve Your City/Ward 6 Mutual Aid*, https://serveyourcitydc.org/about/.

aid organizations have faced several hurdles to obtaining 501(c)(3) tax exempt status because the IRS places a number of restrictions regarding direct payments to individuals from 501(c)(3) organizations.\textsuperscript{197} It is unclear whether the work of mutual aid groups is considered “a charitable purpose” under the Internal Revenue Code.\textsuperscript{198} The very ethos of mutual aid and neighbors assisting neighbors could trigger issues of non-incidental private benefit and private inurement, which could prevent obtaining 501(c)(3) status.\textsuperscript{199} Furthermore, mutual aid organizations, because of their focus on community justice, often also have deep political roots, which may cause them to run afoul of IRS restrictions on lobbying and political activities for 501(c)(3) organizations.\textsuperscript{200}

Simply foreclosing the option for 501(c)(3) status for mutual aid organizations based on a strict interpretation of the statute demonstrates a lack of creativity and real harm to the client. The question must be reframed, asking “How can mutual aid organizations navigate this complex landscape?” instead. Thus reimagined, new structures and relationships may emerge. Professor Mike Haber is one scholar who has engaged in exactly this type of critical, radical thinking. He has written extensively on reframing mutual aid as disaster relief in the wake of the pandemic, and on using this framing as a way mutual aid organizations can obtain and maintain 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status.\textsuperscript{201}

Professor Haber’s work reiterates the importance of exploring all available argument, structures, and interpretations.\textsuperscript{202} Ultimately the client must still agree to bear the risk and make any necessary compromises or concessions to obtain 501(c)(3) status. This type of novel argument may be desperately needed to challenge the status quo, and

\textsuperscript{197} Haber, \textit{Legal Issues in Mutual Aid Operations}, supra note 187, at 23-28.
\textsuperscript{198} The IRS describes the exempt purposes in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code as follows:

\begin{quote}
The exempt purposes set forth in section 501(c)(3) are charitable, religious, educational, scientific, literary, testing for public safety, fostering national or international amateur sports competition, and preventing cruelty to children or animals. The term charitable is used in its generally accepted legal sense and includes relief of the poor, the distressed, or the underprivileged; advancement of religion; advancement of education or science; erecting or maintaining public buildings, monuments, or works; lessening the burdens of government; lessening neighborhood tensions; eliminating prejudice and discrimination; defending human and civil rights secured by law; and combating community deterioration and juvenile delinquency.
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{200} Haber, \textit{Transactional Movement Lawyering}, supra note 187, at 221 (noting the need to manage an organization’s lobbying efforts and mutual aid efforts to prevent compliance issues).
\textsuperscript{201} Haber, \textit{Legal Issues in Mutual Aid Operations}, supra note 187.
\textsuperscript{202} \textit{Id.} at 11-18; Haber, \textit{Transactional Movement Lawyering}, supra note 187, at 227-229.
to demand new vehicles to address poverty and pursue social justice beyond the outdated charity model.\textsuperscript{203}

Private industry has already embraced this perspective, and has even coined the term “disruptor” to laud entrepreneurs and businesses who challenge cumbersome legal regimes or exploit gray areas in the law. For example, the ride-sharing company Uber’s flagrant disregard of municipal tax regulations was viewed as “disruption” and “innovation.”\textsuperscript{204} But why should this portrait of innovation be the sole purview of venture capital-backed Silicon Valley enterprises? A mutual aid organization receiving a large federal government grant may wish to pay funds directly to individual Black community members as reparations. This type of action would challenge and disrupt the dominant nonprofit industrial complex and the outdated legal regimes that govern 501(c)(3) organizations. If successful, this innovative use of federal funds to directly assist Black people, who have been the target of racialized violence and exclusion by the federal government for much of this nation’s history, could have very real and direct impacts on individual poverty.\textsuperscript{205}

Integrating CLR into the law clinic provides clear benefits to student learning and client outcomes. The critical approach is necessary to help transform students into thoughtful, creative, process-oriented attorneys capable of engaging in justice-oriented work. The next section provides a roadmap for incorporating CLR components into a clinic seminar.

\section*{III. DIY Research Class: The Brass Tacks of Teaching CLR in A Clinic Seminar}

This section presents a model transactional research module that incorporates and centers CLR skills. This model addresses the following learning goals: 1) building a foundation in basic transactional research skills; 2) understanding the intersection of critical thinking and legal research; 3) embracing uncertainty; 4) exploring the justice gaps uncovered by legal research. This section expands on each of these elements in detail.

\textsuperscript{203} Haber, \textit{Transactional Movement Lawyering}, supra note 187, at 226.


A. Learning Goals

I. Transactional Research Skills — Building a Baseline

Creating a strong foundation for transactional research requires some conceptual framing of the relevant actors and legal structures, including the continued importance of the American administrative state. As Sarah Valentine notes, “regulations and statutes now play a more important role in the creation and elaboration of law than judicial opinions,” which requires “law schools to provide students with training in statutory and regulatory research.” While students often enter the clinical setting with the research skills to locate relevant case law and statutory authority, this is inadequate for transactional practice. Transactional practice often implicates a number of administrative agencies — including the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) — as any single deal or transaction may feature a wide range of components, from employment to intellectual property.

Although transactional clinics represent a variety of enterprise clients, this particular module uses tax law to introduce students to transactional research. Tax is a useful pedagogical device for three reasons. First, it introduces students to an expanded world of legal authorities beyond case law and statutes. Tax law encapsulates the spectrum of legal authorities, including familiar sources like statutes, case law, and regulations. Tax law also introduces students to administrative law, including various types of administrative rulings and other important agency materials. Second, conducting tax law research expands students’ knowledge of search tools to include transactional resources and databases, such as Bloomberg Law and Practical Law, in addition to frequently requiring the students to navigate specialized databases, like Thomson Reuters Checkpoint (formerly RIA Checkpoint). The instructor can also revisit how different databases work in tandem, including when

---

206 Valentine, supra note 74, at 184-85.
210 Id.
and how to Shepardize and check for “good law.” Third, tax research forces students to engage with a highly specialized and detailed area of law, challenging them to become comfortable with uncertainty and develop expertise during the research process itself.

2. Critical Thinking and Legal Research

Mastering the ability to understand the client’s goals, establish the relevant facts, and identify possible legal issues is not only essential for effective practice, but also impossible without embedding critical thinking into the legal research process. During the first year of law school, students learn to extrapolate potential legal issues from generic facts represented in appellate cases. In practice, students need to refine their issue spotting skills, striking a delicate and difficult balance. Students cannot engage in unfettered issue spotting, identifying and pursuing every possible risk. Rather, they must tailor the scope of their inquiry to include what is relevant for their client, taking into account the various legal regimes involved. At the same time, students must avoid an overly restrictive approach in processing the facts, issues, goals, and other components of the client’s case. A limited perspective will foreclose too many options, resulting in negative consequences both for the client and for learning for transfer.

Legal research, much like critical thinking, is an iterative and dynamic process. The research process will uncover new information that will affect the research questions and require new strategies. For example, students may uncover persuasive authority that answers part of their original research question. However, this persuasive authority may also highlight new issues that had not been considered previously. Depending on what is relevant for the client, the student must determine how to proceed with the research plan. Should the student continue along the original research trail? Should the student pursue any of the new questions raised by your research results? Should the student engage in a combination of both?

Inherent in this analysis is a tacit understanding that additional research will not result in a correct answer. Often, the law is not clear, especially for clients engaged in innovative programs and projects. Inevitably, the research will result in some answers and some unknowns.

211 For a definition, see Shepardize, Wex by Cornell Law, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/shepardize#:~:text=To%20Shepardize%20a%20citation%20is,the%20treatment%20of%20specific%20decisions (last visited Aug. 14, 2023).

212 Edward Rubin, What’s Wrong with Langdell’s Method, and What to Do About It, 60 Vand. L. Rev. 609, 649 (2007) (noting that the casebook method “is inconsistent with the learning process” and fails to incorporate skills-based education.); Jamie R. Abrams, Legal Education’s Curricular Tipping Point Toward Inclusive Socratic Teaching, 49 Hofstra L. Rev. 897, 900 (2021).
3.  Embracing Uncertainty in Transactional Law

Transactional lawyering charts a course through uncertain waters. Transactional research uncovers data points that the lawyer must synthesize and connect to create guardrails or guidelines for the client’s innovative idea. Rarely will research uncover law or precedent that directly addresses every element of the client’s unique business idea. Accordingly, students must be explicitly taught to embrace this uncertainty.213

4.  Exploring Justice Gaps

CLR highlights existing hegemonies and hierarchies within traditional legal research resources and processes.214 This inherent bias skews the research results toward supporting existing systems, which may not provide helpful guidance for social entrepreneurs seeking to disrupt the status quo. Precedent often upholds existing power structures and rarely drives innovation. Thus, anyone attempting to create novel solutions to systemic injustice will find few supporting sources or authorities. This serves as an excellent entry point to challenge the neutrality and hidden injustices of legal research resources, pushing students to deconstruct legal research tools.

B.  In-Class Module Description

1.  Seminar Format and Goals

Before exploring the hypo and designing our research process, the seminar begins with establishing the legal landscape for tax law generally. The goal is to use the readings to create a shared foundation for various authorities, how they work, and why they matter.

2.  Conceptual Framework

The assigned reading divides tax authorities into three categories:215

- Legislative
- Administrative
- Judicial

---

213 A transactional law clinic is ideally situated to fulfill this pedagogical role, as it “provides a set of analytical tools for dealing with uncertainty [and] also offers paradigms which lend themselves to comparing choices under uncertainty from an ex ante perspective.” Karl S. Okamoto, Teaching Transactional Lawyering, 1 Drexel L. Rev. 69, 124 (2009).

214 See supra notes 2-4 and accompanying text.

The legislative category includes the Internal Revenue Code, legislative history (committee reports, special compilations, and Joint Committee on Taxation reports (Bluebook). Under the administrative category are Treasury Regulations, Revenue Rulings, Private Letter Rulings, IRS Pronouncements (Technical Advice Memorandum, General Counsel Memorandum, Internal Revenue Manual, Action on Decisions, Chief Counsel Advice, IRS publications). The judicial category includes case law from tax courts and federal courts. Students are most comfortable with case law and statutes, but have varied familiarity with agency law, necessitating some discussion of the legal landscape and the foundational elements of executive branch agencies and administrative rulemaking under the Administrative Procedure Act.

Seminar begins with a conceptual framing of administrative law generally, emphasizing that clinic work involves administrative agencies — e.g. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), United States Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO), and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). The class identifies that the IRS is an administrative bureau located within the Department of Treasury. The IRS is tasked with both creating regulations and interpreting existing law. The IRS also plays a quasi-judicial role when issuing rulings connected with its administrative hearings, thereby creating legal precedent. This discussion is important as it expands students’ understanding of relevant legal authorities beyond statutes and case law, the main emphasis in many doctrinal courses.

After establishing a baseline understanding of administrative agencies, the class transitions to a more detailed and focused discussion on tax law and indexing. CLR and critical information theory demonstrate that the types of authorities that are persuasive or important are not always hierarchical, but can be deconstructed and reconstructed based on the goals and objectives of the researcher. To demonstrate this, the class plays a game called “Top 5” where students rank their top five authorities. We divide students into two teams. The first team is...

---

216 Id. at 982-998.
217 This type of foundational knowledge is also available in both substantive administrative law courses and, perhaps more importantly from the standpoint of a clinical law student, advanced legal research courses that focus on administrative law specifically. See Jason R. Sowards, Teaching Specialized Legal Research: Administrative Law, 29 LEGAL REF. SERVS. Q. 101 (2009).
222 LEDERMAN & MAZZA, supra note 215, at 989-991.
223 See supra note 4 and accompanying text.
representing QWERTY (from the assigned hypo) and assisting them in structuring the Building Bridges project. The second team is representing Mike “The Situation” Sorrentino in a tax evasion case.224

Drawing from the readings, students must list and rank their top five tax authorities. Ranking criteria include importance for three factors: the students’ assigned client, the expected deliverable, and the research strategy.

We then discuss the rankings and the differences. Some of the questions we ask include:

- What can we agree has binding, precedential value?
- What are other authorities that you ranked as important?
- What is the reasoning behind your ranking choice?
- Which listed sources are new or confusing?

The exercise underscores that certain authorities may take precedence over others based on the case, client, and objectives. For example, students representing QWERTY may rely heavily on revenue ruling and non-binding private letter rulings to design an acceptable corporate structure or similar solution for the client. Students will not focus as closely on IRS pronouncements as these sources provide guidance in controversy situations. QWERTY’s legal team is focused on structuring the transaction to avoid controversy, not seeking guidance on building a successful substantive and procedural case. Therefore, in the QWERTY group, a student’s top five authorities may include:

- Internal Revenue Code
- Treasury Regulations
- Revenue Rulings
- Tax Court Cases
- Private Letter Rulings

In contrast, the team representing “The Situation” is helping their client navigate an existing controversy – tax evasion. Accordingly, procedural rules governing an appeal or request, substantive law surrounding

---

acceptable defenses, and materials associated with cases involving similar facts are very important.

The top five authorities for students in the “The Situation” group may rely heavily on materials that can help illuminate what the IRS may consider in making a determination and any procedural requirements, such as:

- Treasury Regulations
- Tax Court Cases
- Revenue Rulings
- IRS Pronouncements
- IRS Examiner’s Manual

The ranking exercise provides an important opportunity for professors to emphasize the uniqueness of regulatory research. Although much of law school emphasizes case law, this is only a portion of the relevant authorities ranked by the end of this exercise, making it clear that relying on statutes and case law alone is not an effective research strategy. Additionally, the ranking exercise exposes students to the various ways in which administrative materials interact with one another, whether they hold precedential or persuasive value, etc.

3. Generating a Research Plan and Search Terms

The remainder of class is dedicated to learning transactional legal research skills by identifying the issues, creating research questions, outlining a tentative research strategy, and creating search terms, which are all part of a successful research plan. During this exercise, students create a list of the results of their legal issue spotting for the QWERTY hypo – our social enterprise client.

This list often includes the following items:

- Supervised release/parole and employment contracts
- Job training program requirements for 501(c)(3) organizations
- Unrelated Business Income Tax (UBIT) related to permanent employment
- Tax law implications for a new program that does not engage in job training
- Returning Citizens and employment restrictions, including building trades
- Structuring of the program - part of QWERTY? Housing in a subsidiary?
a. Issue Spotting and Critical Thinking

From the generated list, we then engage in a class discussion to cull less relevant topics. We agree as a class that the most salient issues to start our search include:

- 501(c)(3) status issues,
- Unrelated business income (UBI)\(^{225}\) tax
- Job training program requirements
- Corporate structuring
- Construction business requirements

b. Drafting Research Questions

We then create research questions as a group based on the issues we have identified, weaving together our issue spotting with our client’s goal and objectives, as well as other important facts. By doing so, we are not engaging in generic issue spotting, but using critical thinking to direct and guide our inquiry.

Questions listed below may emerge as our group research questions:

- What is required for a 501(c)(3)?
- Can QWERTY operate a business without endangering their 501(c)(3) status?
- Are there any requirements for job-training programs generally?
- Are there any potential problems from restricting hiring to job training program graduates or phasing employees out when they become eligible for jobs elsewhere?
- What, exactly, is required to set up a construction company in D.C.?
- Are there any specific requirements for firms doing “energy audits” or offering “energy saving” upgrades?
- How should employment contracts be drafted for the different new positions?

The instructor can use guided discussion to evaluate the various questions, eliminating ancillary topics or issues. Then, the instructor can underscore the topics that do require additional research or

\(^{225}\) “UBI” is the acronym used throughout this section for “unrelated business income.” Its use in this research exercise could offer the students an additional point of reference related to critical legal research (specifically, the value of precise use of language, especially when running searches), as this acronym has additional other meanings in the legal literature, such as “universal basic income.”
investigation, combining these to form a new research question that will likely look something like this:

- **Can QWERTY run the construction company as a job training program, without affecting its 501(c)(3) status or incurring UBI?**

This question highlights the main legal issues that fall within the clinic’s area of expertise — taxation, 501(c)(3) organizations, and social enterprise activities. It also incorporates the “terms of art” from the substantive bootcamp, which alerts students to possible issues — “unrelated business income” and “501(c)(3) status.” Finally, it also incorporates important facts like the industry (construction) and the program (job training).

c. **Research Strategy Creation**

Once we have confirmed the questions and problems we are attempting to solve, we discuss our potential next steps. Students are asked to share their responses to the process question, “Where do you begin your research?”

Responses often include Google, Wikipedia, Lexis, Westlaw, and Bloomberg. Students are asked to explain their choices, and their responses cover a wide ranges of reasons, including: (1) unfamiliarity with terms of art and needing a broader context, (2) the familiarity of Google, and (3) a belief that the legal database holds the answer.

Professors should use this opportunity to explore appropriate uses of each type of search engine, examining the benefits and limits of each. Google may prove useful to understand a broader concept, but risks inundating the researcher with overly generic and possibly inaccurate results. Similarly, Westlaw and Lexis may provide too granular an analysis, emphasizing case law and not including or foregrounding other types of authorities. As we demonstrated during the “Top 5” ranking exercise, case law is only a small portion of relevant tax authorities. Relying exclusively on legal databases, therefore, risks partial or incomplete research results.

---

226 At this point, if the students are absolutely committed to Google searches, it can be an ideal time to introduce students to the concept of “smart” Googling. This means many things, include using phrases and limiting your search to a single domain only. One example of this type of search is as follows: “job training” AND “501(c)(3)” site:.gov. While this search still returns over 20,000 results, they are a lot more likely to be relevant, since they (a) must contain both search terms and (b) can only come from websites that are on the U.S. government’s “gov” internet domain.
This discussion provides the opportunity to introduce students to the concept of Critical Legal Information Literacy and deconstructing databases. We have just reiterated we cannot blindly rely on Google or narrow legal databases. The question now becomes: how can we identify the relevant law given the specific circumstances of our client?

d. Secondary Sources

Every specialized area of practice has one or more carefully curated secondary sources that encapsulate the foundational concepts. These sources are better in terms of both accuracy and thoroughness than any Google search. Accordingly, students should begin their research here rather than with Google.

Students may also complete a “Man vs. Machine” exercise to test human accuracy against an algorithm. Rather than resorting to Google, students must answer our research question (*Can QWERTY run the construction company as a job training program, without affecting its 501(c)(3) status or incurring UBI?*) using a secondary source. Students first read the table of contents for a nonprofit organization secondary source. Students must identify which sections of the treatise they will use to start the research, based on their reading of the table of contents. They must share their reasoning, which often underscores that they are connecting terms of art or concepts to narrow and refine their choices of “where” to begin their research.

The “machine” part of the exercise follows. Strips of paper containing subheadings from the table of contents from a leading secondary source are placed into a hat. One student volunteer is asked to randomly draw a strip out of the hat. This activity demonstrates how Google functions; sorting what the algorithm thinks may be relevant based on a researcher’s wording. Thus the machine is starting the research trail based on a “best guess” rather than a human analysis. This exercise reiterates for students that using their critical thinking skills will lead to a more efficient and effective research strategy than defaulting to Google.

---


Once we know what we are asking (Research Questions), where to start our research plan (Sources), we move on to search terms.

e. Creating Search Terms

The next portion of the class involves an important aspect of CLR: creative and unplugged brainstorming.\footnote{See supra notes 128-131 and accompanying text.} For this portion of the class, we match search terms from the homework assignment to the research questions we have generated. We begin by asking for search terms from the homework assignment. We circle possible terms that may also work for our specific research question: \textit{Can QWERTY run the construction company as a job training program, without affecting its 501(c)(3) status or incurring UBI?}

As we identify possible terms, we take a minute to revisit the terms and connectors search as students often rely on natural language search.\footnote{Instructors emphasize again that a terms and connectors search enables control and specificity, invoking the Man v. Machine table of contents exercise.} We evaluate the efficacy of certain terms and combinations of terms based. For example, a term that is very narrow (supervised release & job-training & unrelated business income) may yield too few or no results because of its specificity. In contrast, an overly broad term — unrelated business income tax & nonprofit — may yield far too many results. We emphasize that although research (and searching) is an iterative process of trial and error, we should still be strategic in crafting searches that are neither too broad nor too narrow.

Eventually, we generate two search queries for our research question:

- Exempt organization + job training + unrelated business income
- Exempt organization + commercial activity + unrelated business income

Instructors then transition to the “live search” portion of the class. Typically, we use one search term to demonstrate the specialized database and the mechanics for completing the research log. Students then use the second search term combination to conduct their own search during class. We explain the importance of completing the research log as a way to assess research by tracking what terms and sources yield useful results, but also demonstrating where the research may have holes that require more creative search techniques.
f. Live Search: Application of Research Plan and Strategies

After generating the search terms, we introduce students to transactional legal research resources generally and Thomson Reuters Checkpoint (‘Checkpoint’). Checkpoint is a specialized and comprehensive tax database used by many transactional and tax attorneys.

The research librarian introduces Checkpoint and how to access the database via the Entrepreneurship Library Guide. We actually conduct a search using our search term, including applying any filters we deem may be helpful. By doing so, we connect back to our “Top 5” exercise and apply the filters for sources we determined to be most relevant.

Students are then required to enter the search term and results into the research log.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEARCH (Keywords, Topics, etc.)</th>
<th>Database and library (be specific)</th>
<th># of results</th>
<th>Citation to Source</th>
<th>Usefulness</th>
<th>Follow-up Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exempt organization + Job Training + Unrelated Business Income</td>
<td>Thomson Reuters Checkpoint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We ask students to look through the results and identify anything they plan on reading and, possibly, citing as a source. We then use one of these results to demonstrate how to use the citators in Lexis (Shepard’s) and Westlaw (KeyCite).

Once we have demonstrated the mechanics, we then have students conduct in class research using the second search term: “Exempt organization & commercial activity & unrelated business income.” Students have 30 minutes to start their research trail, and are required to complete the research log as part of the search process. Instructors are

---

231 The Pence Law Library has created a specialized legal research guide (lib guide) specifically for the Entrepreneurship Law Clinic. The guide includes links to key statutes, secondary sources, as well as common databases. Students are required to bookmark the lib guide and begin their research by visiting the lib guide.


233 A sample research log is available on the website resource listed in Appendix A.

234 The process requires going through Westlaw or LexisNexis as of the writing of this Article. These databases have superior citator services that are heavily trusted by legal practitioners; accordingly, any practice-oriented research project must include a step in which they are consulted.
available to provide assistance to students who encounter obstacles or need guidance on possible next steps or avenues.

After 30 minutes, we reconvene as a group to discuss our research results. Students are encouraged to share their experience with the process, as well as discuss their ideas for follow-up or next steps. Additionally, we reserve time to reflect on the importance of creating a thorough research process, and talk about how students should incorporate this knowledge into their future legal research tasks.

The structure of the exercise reinforces metacognition through practice, reflection, and live instructor feedback. The complexity of the hypo — which mimics a true clinic case and the messiness of practice — mitigates traditional criticisms regarding the process method of legal research pedagogy. Moreover, the complex hypo underscores and reiterates the lessons from CLR. Namely, we must engage in creative and unplugged brainstorming to meet the needs of our clients. The search results indicate there is some law and guidance related to our research question, but no magic puzzle piece that advises us to proceed in a specific manner. The rulings and cases are also from the 1970s and 1980s, indicating little development or evolution in the law. However, because the client needs to structure this social enterprise to meet their stated goals, simply relying on precedent for guidance is unhelpful.

4. Room for Growth

This module provides only an introduction to the robust field of CLR, focusing primarily on one component — using unplugged brainstorming to understand the problem and construct a meaningful search. Instructors should robustly develop their curricula to introduce other components of CLR as well, such as deconstructing databases and reconstructing the search process to account for entrenched hegemonic

---

235 See supra notes 172-176 and accompanying text.
236 See supra notes 128-131 and accompanying text.
237 Teaching today’s students not only to slow down and thoughtfully address a screen full of research results, but also to dissuade them from their natural tendency to just look for a perfect case, can be a particular challenge in legal research pedagogy. See Ellie Margolis & Kristen Murray, Information Literacy for the Next Generation, 23 LEGAL WRITING: J. LEGAL WRITING INST. 11, 12 (2019). Because search algorithms are so likely to always return something, “[t]he challenge of legal research has shifted from finding results to sifting through numerous results and identifying what sources are relevant and important for legal problem-solving and analysis.” Id.
238 As an example of this phenomenon, a section on unrelated business income in Westlaw’s Nonprofit Organizations: Law and Taxation cites and describes two private letter rulings, one issued in 1986 and another in 1993, in cases that considered the connection between training programs and unrelated business income. Phelan, Nonprofit Taxation, supra note 228, at § 11:2: Income from Unrelated Trade or Business, n.1.
norms. For example, while this module does introduce students to the broader concept of deconstructing databases through its “Top 5” exercise, an instructor could enrich this understanding by assigning background readings from the CLR literature that explain this phenomenon in detail. Selected readings can introduce students to the relationship between the commercialization of data entrenchment of hegemonic norms. Professors can then explore how this flawed system and its false neutrality works to the detriment of social justice, affecting systemic reform efforts and individual client representation. Professors can also reinforce the importance of reconstructing search strategies to counter the biases in existing legal research resources.

IV. CHALLENGES

Change is hard. Meaningful implementation of innovative pedagogies requires care, discussion, thoughtful collaboration, and resources. This section outlines some key constraints that professors should consider. Some of the challenges addressed below are universal to all institutions and clinics; others depend on existing personnel resources and implicate security of employment issues.

A. Seminar

Incorporating any new material into a clinic seminar is always a delicate balancing act. We are often stretching ourselves to cover the very minimum — skills, substantive materials, rounds, and reflection. We must also save space for exploring emerging issues of justice in our clinics, centering the work of our clients, and engaging in important community and rapport-building moments for our clinic students and teams. Those of us teaching in one semester clinics certainly feel the pressure of too much content and the need to pare down our syllabi.

There may be creative solutions for structuring out-of-class time for introducing CLR modules. For example, it may be possible to schedule a mandatory lunch presentation to introduce students to the concepts. This will likely eliminate the opportunity for students to conduct a live

239 See supra notes 54-62 accompanying text.
240 Nicholas Mignanelli’s 2021 article, Legal Research and Its Discontents: A Bibliographic Essay on Critical Approaches to Legal Research, provides a comprehensive examination of the literature in this area. See Mignanelli, supra note 16.
241 See generally Tiffany Li, Algorithmic Destruction, 75 SMU L. REV. 479 (2022) (on bias, data deletion, and consequences); Stump, supra note 11, at 578 (describing the exclusionary effect of the fact that “ascendant producers of commercial legal resources … have exercised a century-long marketplace hegemony”); Stephanie Plamondon Bair, Impoverished IP, 81 Ohio State L.J. 523, 559-60 (2020) (discussing gaps in demographics, innovation, and incentives).
search; however, instructors could demonstrate the search and lead a discussion on blind spots and biases using the initial result as an example. There are consequences to this abridged model. First and foremost, CLR emphasizes the importance of injecting critical analysis into the legal research process, which means highlighting structural imbalances in legal research resources. However, it also extends to questioning the law itself, the legislative or rulemaking processes, accessibility of legal information, and the structural injustices inherent in the U.S. legal system. Thus, simply teaching students how to find the law is inadequate. Students must be taught and encouraged to draw connections and criticize injustice perpetrated by the system as they are researching. This may be difficult to achieve in a lunch presentation.

A second consequence of the abridged model is the loss of active learning.242 Data from cognitive science studies indicate greater student retention and learning outcomes with active learning as opposed to attending lectures.243 Legal research scholars, including Alyson Drake, advocate for increased active learning in the legal research classroom. Drake argues that using formative assessments provides vital opportunities for feedback, reflection, and applied learning throughout the semester:

Formative feedback allows students to put what they have learned into practice in a guided atmosphere, where they can comfortably make mistakes and be corrected, at a point in the semester when they still have an opportunity to improve based on the feedback they receive. The supervision allows for the instructor to help students tie the skills they are practicing back to the theories the students have learned, using their new experiences as the basis for reflection.244

The lunch presentation model provides limited opportunities for active learning and learning for transfer, making the entire enterprise less efficacious.

---

242 In the context of legal research instruction, active learning centers “active, dynamic interactions with students” and requires that lessons are designed “around what students will take away rather than what students will present.” Scott Uhl, Using Active Learning Techniques to Implement PSLRC Learning Outcomes in Legal Research Class Exercises, 115 LAW LISR, J 349, 352 (2023). This can cause difficulties in a legal research instructional environment, especially in the lunch presentation scenario proposed here, as “[a]ctive learning strategies … take more time to cover the same content as passive instruction.” Id. Furthermore, “[a]n instructor incorporating active learning techniques – such as group exercises, the Socratic method, or student presentations – faces diminished control over the pacing of the material.” Id. at 350.


244 Drake, supra note 79, at 21.
Ultimately, legal research is a core lawyering skill and clinic students must learn and master such skills while furthering social justice. When we recognize that lawyering skills are important, we pursue and embed nuanced and adaptive pedagogies. Topics like critical interviewing\textsuperscript{245} or trauma informed lawyering\textsuperscript{246} are designed to help students become better attorneys and advocates by using specialized methods and pedagogies to tailor their practice according to the needs of their clients, the nuances of the case, the structural and societal factors at play, and any critical perspectives and tools that can lead to a more holistic and comprehensive approach to client representation. Implicit in the use of critical pedagogies is the understanding that vulnerable individuals, particularly those in disenfranchised communities, require more thoughtful and intentional interactions, and that the dominant client representation methods fail to serve these clients.\textsuperscript{247} Legal research can fall into a similar trap, with the prevailing approaches failing to account for the “invisible hands” that shape information and restrict access.\textsuperscript{248} In contrast, “awareness of the political, social, and cultural ramifications of information flow can arm a law student with the ability to use these materials ethically and in the service of vulnerable populations.”\textsuperscript{249} Clinical instruction that incorporates, if not centers, these skills allow law students to practice “construct[ing] paradigm-shifting arguments based on new sources of primary and secondary authority.”\textsuperscript{250}

Beyond pedagogy, there are compelling practical arguments for dedicating seminar time to CLR instruction. Inevitably, a portion of clinic supervision centers on legal research. Providing a firm foundation in CLR during a clinical seminar means more efficient and meaningful supervision sessions. Rather than spending supervision time conducting remedial reviews of legal research, professors can dedicate time to other important activities, including creative brainstorming, reflection, and problem-solving. Furthermore, during the establishment of foundational lawyering and critical analysis skills during the seminar, students can spend more time


\textsuperscript{248} See Sokkar Harker, \textit{supra} note 2.

\textsuperscript{249} Krishnaswami, \textit{supra} note 180, at 177.

\textsuperscript{250} \textit{Id.} at 177.
engaging in active lawyering and critical thinking. Supervision then becomes an opportunity for students to truly engage not only with their client, but also with the larger issues of injustice, the importance of collaboration, ethical considerations, and the role of lawyer.

B. Varying Methods of Teaching Research

It is very important to emphasize the varying formats and methods of legal research instruction across law schools, especially as the pedagogical offerings are often indicators of limited resources or staffing for dedicated instruction — which in turn impacts student learning. Generally speaking, the primary introduction to legal research occurs in the first-year curriculum. While some institutions have a separate legal research course accompanying the 1L legal writing classes, frequently taught by law librarians, most law schools include legal research within the first-year legal writing course. In the latter model, law librarians may be embedded in the course, and provide a certain number of hours of research instruction in connection with the course’s writing assignments. Law schools may also offer advanced legal research courses


252 “Introduction to legal research is taught independently [from legal writing] at less than a quarter of law schools.” Id. One such example is West Virginia University College of Law. The first-year curriculum includes a one-credit Introduction to Legal Research course, which is taught by law librarians. See IL Classes: These Are Your Required Courses, W. Va. U. College of L., https://admissions.law.wvu.edu/explore/academics/1l-classes (last visited Nov. 24, 2023). CUNY School of Law requires its first-year students to take a year-long, two-credit legal research class, also taught by law librarians. See Law Catalog: Legal Research, CUNY School of Law, https://law.catalog.cuny.edu/courses/0365311 (last visited Nov. 24, 2023).

253 See Mavrova Heinrich & Pettinato Oltz, supra note 251, at 489.

254 One example of this type of writing assignment is known as the “open memo,” in which, for the first time, first-year students “students are required to do their own research to support the answer to a legal question or the analysis of a fact pattern[,.]” Frederick B. Jonassen, On-Line Legal Research Workshops, 22 St. Thomas L. Rev. 470, 483 (2010). Librarians are often brought into 1L classes to teach research in support of this assignment. Interestingly, a pair of 2018 surveys of legal writing professors and law librarians showed that, whereas “legal writing faculty are more likely to see occasional or one-off research sessions or librarian classroom visits as useful and productive,” librarians, in fact, “describe the same types of sessions as marginal and inadequate[,]” thus supporting the finding that “librarians are less likely to be satisfied with the status quo of 1L legal research instruction at their law schools.” Genevieve B. Tung, Collaboration Between Legal Writing Faculty and Law Librarians: Two Surveys, 23 Legal Writing: J. of Legal Writing Inst. 215, 237 (2019). One reason for this view among librarians could be the fact that, although they are “unquestionably academia’s legal research experts,” they “have seen their influence over this subject specialty slip away as more and more legal writing programs include legal research instruction.” Duncan Alford, The Development of the Skill Curriculum in Law Schools: Lessons for Directors of Academic Law Libraries, 28 Legal Ref. Servs. Q. 301, 311 (2009).
taught by law librarians for second and third year law students. These courses may delve into a specific area of law, jurisdiction, or just build on existing skills covered during the first year course.

Clinical professors should document the types of legal research courses available at their institution. This can prove instructive for two reasons. First, it is a helpful diagnostic tool for understanding how prepared or familiar students are with legal research. For example, is the student’s formal legal research instruction experience limited to guest lectures by librarians during their 1L year? Or can students avail themselves of advanced legal research course offerings, like foreign and international research, regulatory research, transactional legal research, or state specific legal research courses? Second, the format of legal research instruction may be an indicator of limited institutional capacity. For example, budgetary constraints may lead to a law school not prioritizing the hiring of research instructors, which may impact not only the quality and quantity of 1L legal research instruction, but also which, and how many, upper-level legal research classes are available to students. The regularity of these course offerings is also an important data point to assess institutional capacity and commitment to legal research instruction. As discussed more in the next section, limitations on capacity


256 See, e.g., Upper Level Research and Writing Opportunities, Geo. L., https://www.law.georgetown.edu/academics/courses-areas-study/legal-writing-and-student-scholarship/upper-level-research-and-writing-opportunities/ (last visited Aug. 14, 2023). Some law schools also offer advanced legal research courses that are narrowly tailored by topic and/or practice specialty. See, e.g., Advanced Legal Research in Administrative Law, Fla. State Univ. Coll. of L., https://law.fsu.edu/courses/advanced-legal-research-administrative-law (last visited Nov. 24, 2023) (introducing students to “basic concepts, sources, and specialized tools used in federal, Florida, and other state administrative law research[,]” as well as “research strategies for specialized practice areas such as securities, environmental, tax and labor law.”); Advanced Environmental Legal Research, Vt. L. Sch., https://www.vermontlaw.edu/academics/courses/environmental-law/env7380 (last visited Nov. 24, 2023) (offering “in-depth exposure to the most useful, efficient strategies and resources for environmental law research, including highly specialized information databases, advanced administrative law research, legislative history, and environmental news/updating services.”); Advanced Legal Research: Litigation, Stan. L. Sch., https://law.stanford.edu/courses/advanced-legal-research-litigation-2/ (last visited Nov. 24, 2023) (preparing “law students for research in litigation practice and judicial clerkships”). Additionally, some law schools offer advanced legal research courses that focus on foreign and international law, especially since that type of research is “largely excluded from the first year training in legal research.” Legal Research, Advanced: Foreign and International Law, Univ. Tex. Austin Sch. of L., https://law.utexas.edu/courses/class-details/20229/29094/ (last visited Nov. 24, 2023).
and corresponding resource constraints must be factored into possible class design and faculty collaborations.

C. Solidarity and Hierarchy: Collaboration with Librarians or Research Faculty

Security of employment and the attendant hierarchy can make effective collaboration a challenge. As clinical professors, we ourselves experience varying levels of institutional status, security, compensation, resources, and curricular freedom.\textsuperscript{257} Accordingly, we must engage in thoughtful, solidarity politics when collaborating with others who may be subject to unequal institutional status.\textsuperscript{258}

Too often, law librarians and other legal research faculty are excluded from any faculty status or protections.\textsuperscript{259} As Jamie Baker, director of the library at Texas Tech University School of Law, points out:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[257] See Deborah N. Archer, Caitlin Barry, G.S. Hans, Derrick Howard, Alexis Karteron, Shobha Mahadev, Jeffrey Selbin, \textit{The Diversity Imperative Revisited: Racial and Gender Inclusion in Clinical Law Faculty}, 26 \textit{CLIN. L. REV.} 127,131-139 (2019); see also Sandra Simkins, \textit{The “Pink Ghettos” of Public Interest Law: An Open Secret}, 68 \textit{BUFF. L. REV.} 857, 874 (2020), (noting twenty-three of the top twenty-five law schools “have a lower tier for their clinical faculty” and that the majority of these faculty engage in both public interest work and skills-based education).
  \item[259] “Most law librarian positions below the level of library director are not given faculty status in their law schools.” Paul McLaughlin, Jr., \textit{Leveraging Academic Law Libraries to Expand Access to Justice}, 109 \textit{LAW LIBR.} J. 445, 457 (2017). There is a long history of scholarship in the law librarianship literature arguing that academic law librarians should have faculty status and be eligible for tenure. See Sharon Blackburn et al., \textit{Status and Tenure for Academic Law Librarians: A Survey}, 96 \textit{LAW LIBR.} J. 127, 127-28 (2004); see also, e.g., M. Minnette Massby, \textit{Law School Administration and the Law Librarian}, 10 \textit{J. LEGAL EDUC.} 215, 218 (1958) (pointing out that “there is little excuse to withhold faculty status from an individual who not only qualifies as a member of the law faculty, but in addition has achieved a specialty which also qualifies him (sic) to be the law school librarian”), Carol A. Parker, \textit{The Need for Faculty Status and Uniform Tenure Requirements for Law Librarians}, 103 \textit{LAW LIBR.} J. 7, 9 (2011) (arguing that those in the profession “must insist on faculty status for law librarians” and that the profession “must make a concerted effort to employ more uniform and consistently rigorous standards for assessing performance for tenure or continuous appointment decisions.”); Jamie J. Baker, \textit{The Intersectionality of Law Librarianship & Gender}, 65
In the legal academy, much has been written about gender bias affecting “skills” positions such as legal writing and clinical positions, noting that these positions make up the “pink ghetto” of the legal academy. The pink ghetto of the legal academy refers to the lower status, lower paid positions that women often occupy. It is interesting, however, that law librarians are often left out of this discussion even though law librarianship is female dominated, and law librarian positions exhibit many of the same gendered attributes as clinical and legal writing positions.260

A delicate feature of this problem, at least regarding the proposed pedagogical enhancements to clinical instruction surrounds questions of expertise. For example, research experts at a particular law school may not be versed in CLR. Moreover, their ability to develop requisite subject matter expertise may be constrained by their institutional position. Clinical professors must be thoughtful when navigating these situations. At a minimum, all professors should engage in proper attribution when using resources created by law librarians or other experts in their classroom. A helpful list of classroom exercises and proper attribution etiquette is included in the appendix of this Article.

D. The Growth of AI in Legal Research

We cannot discuss legal education without addressing the looming specter of generative artificial intelligence (GAI) and its impacts on law practice and justice. GAI refers to a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that uses datasets to “learn” patterns and create content, such as written

260 Baker, supra note 259, at 110.
Examples of GAI include tools like OpenAI’s ChatGPT. Major legal databases LexisNexis and Westlaw have announced future GAI components of their commercial search engines. Indeed, the likely future of legal tech includes many tools like this that will be able to produce entire legal documents, such as briefs and memoranda, with great rapidity.

All this speed comes at a cost. GAI technology compounds the problems within the dominant legal research systems and accelerates the impact of negative lawyering. How? GAI builds its responses on the existing curated legal resources and datasets, which—as previously discussed—can entrench hegemonic norms to the detriment of social justice. Then, it drafts entire research memos, briefs, and contracts based on biased data. By “doing the research” for the attorney, GAI more deeply obscures the research process and embedded biases than existing research resources.

CLR scholars have already documented the various ways in which existing “extractive AI” tools within commercial search databases—such as suggested cases—can lead researchers towards results that reinforce and entrench hegemonic norms. However, researchers must still make some effort to read and synthesize extractive and create complete draft work product, eliminating the active reading requirement.
for many researchers.\textsuperscript{268} GAI can potentially undercut critical thinking by removing the thinker, replacing the researcher’s careful reading and analysis with an algorithm.\textsuperscript{269}

In addition to eliminating critical thinking in its entirety, the generated work product will skew heavily towards hegemony. GAI “learns” through datasets and patterns.\textsuperscript{270} As demonstrated by numerous CLR and critical informational literacy scholars, these datasets are far from neutral.\textsuperscript{271} They are curated by “invisible hands”\textsuperscript{272} to further the commercial interests of dominant societal forces.\textsuperscript{273}

Often, the GAI conversation tends to focus on inaccurate responses (known as “hallucinations”). Hallucinations are most likely to occur when the dataset contains insufficient information to create a true response,\textsuperscript{274} leading to wholly fabricated arguments and citations, resulting in embarrassment and court sanctions for lawyers.\textsuperscript{275} For clinics, we must also actively address the less visible but equally troubling problem of biases in the algorithms, datasets, and design processes that create and drive GAI. Although outside the scope of this Article, many scholars have raised serious concerns connected to equity, transparency, and algorithmic (in)

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{268} See LexisNexis, supra note 263; Thomson Reuters, supra note 263.
\item \textsuperscript{269} Mignanelli, supra note 134, at 44 (concluding that “because it conceals the legal research process and entrenches the biases of society’s dominant interests, “AI-powered” legal research threatens to “close the legal imagination and turn the law into a monolith.”). See also Danielle Keats Citron & Frank Pasquale, The Scored Society: Due Process for Automated Predictions, 89 Wash. L. Rev. 1, 8-10 (2014) (explaining the use of algorithms in credit scoring and loan denials).
\item \textsuperscript{270} Sonia K. Katyal, Private Accountability in the Age of Artificial Intelligence, 66 UCLA L. Rev. 54, 71-73 (2019).
\item \textsuperscript{271} See Sokkar Harker, supra note 2; Wheeler, supra note 2; Mignanelli, supra note 3; Nevelow Mart, supra note 39.
\item \textsuperscript{272} See Sokkar Harker, supra note 2.
\item \textsuperscript{273} See infra Section II; see also, Lim, supra note 266, at 829 (noting the dangers of profit incentives influencing developers “to prioritize the most commercially relevant segments of the consumer base.”).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
justice. GAI systems are not neutral by design as “technology reflects the values of its creators.” Legal AI is also created for a commercial purpose, thus “bias occurs when developers select data to benefit consumers like themselves.” GAI design is also incredibly opaque. IP law often protects design and other information – including training datasets that inform machine learning – from any form of scrutiny. This results in a truly troubling outcome, whereby “algorithms provide a veneer of impartiality” while simultaneously “obscure[ing] how they reach their conclusions, thereby camouflaging bias.” As Daryl Lim has noted, the worst case scenario “may manifest in a two-tiered justice system—with human judges hearing cases from businesses and wealthy individuals” leaving “AI judges decide lower-value claims.”

E. CLR as a Pedagogical Counterweight to GAI

In the wake of Legal generative AI, CLR can serve as an incredibly important pedagogical tool. Asking law students to refrain from using GAI may be a lost cause; particularly when law firms and commercial databases are actively launching, promoting, and inundating them with these tools. Additionally, GAI is not the source of injustice within

---


278 Lim, supra note 266, at 826.

279 Lim, supra note 266, at 829.


283 Lim, supra note 266, at 831.


285 See LEXISNEXIS, supra note 263; THOMSON REUTERS, supra note 263.
the realm of legal research, but simply an accelerant. To be clear, GAI can be very harmful. As designed, GAI compounds the harms caused by hegemonic forces by further obscuring the bias and inequity inherent in the systems and dataset. Additionally, GAI removes opportunities for critical thinking and analysis, presenting the researcher with a supposedly complete written product at a rapid pace.

However, the underlying problem plaguing the research process and perpetuating injustice remains the same – the curation of information for commercial purposes that entrench dominant interests. This problem existed in print resources created by West and will manifest in GAI as well. The path forward requires introducing students to the concepts contained within CLR and then extending the analysis to the use of GAI. One such example may include the dangers of using GAI for novel arguments for social justice clients – arguments that challenge the existing, pro-corporate status quo. A novice attorney may conduct a traditional search using existing commercial research databases, generating only a few results. This traditional search may make the novice attorney wary of the possible “success” of a case or claim because the search results seem “thin” to them. GAI could compound this harm by both “obscuring” the search process and generating inaccurate work product, like a memo. For example, the novice attorney may ask the GAI tool to conduct the search and draft a legal research memo based on the results. In this scenario, the search generates few results, which could prompt the GAI to “hallucinate” and fabricate citations or law - much like in the case of Mata v. Avianca, Inc.286 In both these scenarios, the limited extractive AI results and the fictitious GAI memo have the potential to cause deep harm to clients by undercutting the possibility of an actual, creative argument that furthers the client’s objectives and goals. The only true solution is to train skilled, thoughtful, critical attorneys who can identify the limitations of these imperfect tools and create strategies to wield them effectively.

**Conclusion**

The progenitors of CLR — Delgado and Stefancic — reiterate the importance of “reinventing, modifying, flipping, and radically transforming legal doctrines and theories imaginatively” to pursue justice and law reform.287 Law is a profession that recreates hierarchy and predictability; thus, law reform and justice require “mulling over what an ideal legal world would look like from the client’s perspective.”288

288 *Id.*
This type of contextual critical thinking is exactly what clinical legal education seeks to develop. When lawyers focus on the rule and only the rule, they place a specific box around the problem. The problem and potential resolutions, when so narrowly categorized, are limited to the universe of “settled law” and stifle innovative solutions. Such restrictions are in direct opposition to the best interest of the client — who is expecting the lawyer to help engage in creative problem solving and advocacy, rather than simply upholding the status quo and perpetuating harm and injustice. From a metacognition perspective, restrictive and limited construction also harms the students’ intellectual development and capacity. Strict adherence to the rule prevents effective learning for transfer by reinforcing subject matter silos. Students make only surface level connections rather than understanding the underlying structural issues and engaging in applied critical thinking. In contrast, “a conceptual advance that sees old material in a new light” can lead to the type of creative lawyering that is necessary to champion justice. Our current moment desperately calls for wide-ranging, transformative social change. Communities face increasing economic precarity as decades of divestment continue to erode social infrastructure and safety nets. In the wake of this draconian and shameful legal regression that entrenches harmful hegemonies, we cannot train students to merely accept precedent or the myth of a neutral judiciary. Advocating for vulnerable clients will require far more creative and strategic attorneys who are able not only to conceptualize creative arguments, but also to work collaboratively with grassroots groups pushing for greater change through concerted organizing and political mobilization.

Training students in CLR equips them with the critical thinking skills and research strategies to navigate the deeply flawed legal systems and imperfect research resources. Despite the challenges, we should find a way to incorporate CLR into clinical pedagogy as an important step in the continued fight against injustice.

APPENDIX A

Professor Priya Baskaran, in collaboration with the Pence Law Library and CLR scholars from other institutions, has created a resource guide for legal academics interested in incorporating CLR into their courses. The guide includes pedagogical exercises, background readings, and other resources. Additionally, this guide is a living resource and will continue developing as more scholars and instructors build and share their work.

289 Delgado & Stefancic, Same Questions (2007), supra note 1, at 328.
CRITICAL RESEARCH LIBRARY GUIDE: https://wcl.american.libguides.com/critical_research_for_clinics

Please note, the authors of this guide have taken special efforts to promote proper attribution of all the shared materials. We encourage you to use the shared exercises and readings; in fact we hope you will use them! We ask that you properly cite and credit the original creators and authors who are so generously sharing their materials – both pedagogical exercises, presentations, and scholarly work (published and unpublished).
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Abstract

The rule of law in Haiti is precarious. The ESCDROJ law school clinic in the town of Jérémie champions indigent individuals whose human rights are under siege during their prolonged and unconstitutional pre-trial confinement in prison. To our knowledge, it is the only operating in-house law school clinic in Haiti. Despite myriad obstacles, during its initial pre-pandemic period of operation in 2018-2019, the inaugural clinic team represented clients in 43 cases
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brought to trial and succeeded in garnering the release of 25 of those individuals. That is a trial release success rate of over 58%. Subsequently, however, the advent of the pandemic and social and political challenges have further eroded the functionality of the Haitian justice system. This Article is the first to chronicle and analyze the launch and impact of this pioneering clinic. It evaluates the clinic’s successes and limitations to ascertain what role the clinic might play as a model for advancing human rights and the rule of law in Haiti and beyond.

**Introduction**

The prison officials who have authorized our visit would prefer that we not ask questions of the men behind the barred doors. But one man calls out to us loudly, and the leader of our group of visitors stops to listen. The man explains that he has been held in this prison without trial for five years and that he has no lawyer. Despite the 1987 Haitian Constitution’s explicit guarantee that individuals not be detained for more than 48 hours without being brought before a judge, he informs us that he is still waiting for that first judicial audience. Presumed innocent and awaiting adjudication, he is, like the vast majority of his brethren in Haitian prisons, routinely forgotten in the twilight of pre-trial detention.

---

1 The guided visit of the prison in Jérémie, Haiti, described here occurred on March 7, 2018. The visit was conducted by a prison official. The group at the prison that morning included representatives from the Clinique de Recherche, d’Analyse, et d’Assistance Légale de l’ESCDROJ (CRAALE) of L’École Supérieure Catholique de Droit de Jérémie (Catholic Superior Law School of Jérémie, ESCDROJ) and from the Hastings to Haiti Partnership (now known as the Haiti Justice Partnership) at UC Law SF (previously University of California, Hastings College of the Law). At least two co-authors on this Article were in the visiting group.

2 Co-author Professor Yvon Janvier led the visiting group. During the visit, interpretation from Haitian Creole into English was provided by Professor Janvier and Daniel Tillias. Haitian Creole is one of the two official languages of Haiti and the language spoken by almost, if not, all Haitians. See *Freedom in the Black Diaspora: A Resource Guide for Ayiti Reimagined: Haitian Creole*, Libr. of Cong. Rsch. GUIDES, https://guides.loc.gov/haiti-reimagined/haitian-creole (last visited July 18, 2023).

3 See Haiti’s Constitution of 1987 with Amendments through 2012, Constituteproject.org, (English translation (2012)) https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/Haiti_2012.pdf?lang=en (last visited Dec. 13, 2022) (Article 26: “No one may be kept under arrest more than forty-eight (48) hours unless he has appeared before a judge asked to rule on the legality of the arrest and the judge has confirmed the arrest by a well-founded decision.”).

4 This individual indicated that he was facing a serious homicide charge and that he lacked legal representation.

5 Many months or even years of such detention without representation was and remains a reality in Haiti. See U.S. DEP’T. OF STATE, HAITI 2022 HUMAN RIGHTS REPORT 6 (2023) [hereinafter HAITI 2022 HUMAN RIGHTS REP.]. Prolonged pre-trial detention for women in Haitian prisons is also very common, although women constitute a much smaller fraction of the prison population. See e.g., “N ap mouri”: rapport sur les conditions de détention en Haïti, Nations Unis, Droits de L’Homme, Haut-Commissariat & BINUH 6 (2021) [Authors’ translation: “N ap mouri” (We are dying): Report on the Conditions of Detention in Haiti,
Not only is the delay unconstitutional and prolonged, but the conditions in the prison are often inhumane and “life threatening.” The 2021 U.S. State Department Human Rights report on the conditions in Haiti lamented that “[p]rison facilities generally lacked adequate basic services such as plumbing, sanitation, waste disposal, medical services, potable water, electricity, ventilation, lighting, and medical isolation units for patients with contagious illnesses.”

In addition to delay and devastating prison conditions, incarcerated individuals in Haiti generally cannot afford to hire legal representation. Extensive and longstanding concerns about corruption in the judicial system in Haiti compound the complexities of legal representation and
accessing justice.9 These corruption concerns and the overall dearth of resources work to undermine the rule of law10 and foment human rights violations.11

The need for legal representation in light of unconstitutional and prolonged pre-trial detention, inhumane prison conditions, and the problematic judicial environment in Haiti lay at the heart of our group’s visit to the Jérémie prison in March of 2018. Just months earlier, after a near decade-long gestation, the law school located in Jérémie, L’École Supérieure Catholique de Jérémie (ESCDROJ), had begun the launch of a law school clinic, Clinique de Recherche, d’Analyse, et d’Assistance Légale de l’ESCDROJ (ESCDROJ Clinic for Research, Analysis, and Legal Assistance, (CRAALE)).12 As we understood and continue to understand the situation in Haiti, CRAALE is the only operating in-house law school clinic in the country.13

This Article chronicles the launch of this clinical legal outpost in a country where the rule of law is exceptionally precarious.14 It

---


10 For a definition of the rule of law, see, for example, the definition provided by the United Nations. What is the Rule of Law, United Nations and the Rule of Law, https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/what-is-the-rule-of-law/ (last visited Aug. 8, 2023) (“For the United Nations (UN) system, the rule of law is a principle of governance in which all persons, institutions and entities, public and private, including the State itself, are accountable to laws that are publicly promulgated, equally enforced and independently adjudicated, and which are consistent with international human rights norms and standards. It requires measures to ensure adherence to the principles of supremacy of the law, equality before the law, accountability to the law, fairness in the application of the law, separation of powers, participation in decision-making, legal certainty, avoidance of arbitrariness, and procedural and legal transparency. . . . The rule of law is a core element of the humanitarian and human rights agendas.”)


12 See Yvon Janvier, Une clinique légale à Jérémie contre la détention préventive prolongée, Le Nouvelliste (March 19, 2018) [Authors’ translation: A Jérémie legal clinic against prolonged pre-trial detention].

13 See infra text accompanying notes 63-80 for a more detailed account of the history that led to the launch of CRAALE.

14 For a description of rule of law challenges in Haiti, see e.g., Clare Ribando Seelke & Karla I. Rios, Cong. Rsch. Serv., Haiti: Recent Developments and U.S. Policy, 1, 7-8 (2023) (“As of early 2023, Haiti still lack[ed] an elected president, legislature, and local government. . . . Furthermore, impunity prevails in Haiti’s weak justice system. . . . Gangs overtook several of Haiti’s main courthouses in summer 2022, and many of the courthouses remain inoperable. Without functioning courts, Haitian prisons continue to hold inmates, 82% of whom were in pretrial detention in May 2021, in crowded conditions rife with violence and disease. Many inmates lack access to food, water, and medical care.”).
analyzes CRAALE’s impact and potential as a model in the emergence of clinical legal education in Haiti, revealing both where it offers promise and where work remains to be done. The analysis suggests that, through its focus on harnessing judicial process and prosecutorial discretionary review policy, CRAALE is buttressing the rule of law. In addition, CRAALE’s success in securing release for individuals, particularly those illegally detained in prison, is furthering human rights in Haiti. However, a range of global and domestic challenges impede CRAALE’s progress. The analysis considers how various of the challenges might be addressed as well as potential next steps for the CRAALE endeavor.

Part I offers a summary portrait of prison conditions in Haiti, of impediments to access to justice for those who are detained there, as well as of historical limitations in law school practical training. Part II provides an overview of the vision and pragmatics of CRAALE’s launch as well as its early efforts. Part III offers a framework for evaluating CRAALE and then assesses CRAALE’s work and impact. It offers insights and takeaways from this pioneering law-school based legal clinic. This first-hand narrative and critique aims to further understanding of what it means to advance human rights and the rule of law through clinical legal education in the most economically impoverished nation in the Western Hemisphere.

I. LEGAL AND EDUCATIONAL LANDSCAPE

A. Prison Conditions

According to the U.S. State Department 2022 Human Rights Report for Haiti, an estimated 83% of the individuals incarcerated in Haiti await trial. The Jérémie prison, the venue of the visit described above, serves as the main prison facility for the entire Grand’Anse Department, one of Haiti’s ten administrative divisions. At the time

---

15 The discussions in Parts I and II about the prison conditions, the limited availability of legal representation, the law school curriculum, and the history and vision of CRAALE draw in large part from prior work by two of the co-authors here. See e.g., Kate E. Bloch & Roxane Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up: Building the First Law School Legal Aid Clinic in Haiti, 20 U. Pa. J. L. & Soc. Change 217 (2017) [hereinafter Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up].

16 CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, HAITI, CENT. INTEL. AGENCY: THE WORLD FACTBOOK HAITI, https://www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/countries/haiti/ (last visited July 18, 2023) (explaining that “Haiti is the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere”).

17 HAITI 2022 HUMAN RIGHTS REP., supra note 5, at 9.

of the visit on March 7, 2018, consistent with these overall statistics, our
guide informed us that 268 of the 323 persons (just under 83%) incar-
cerated in the Jérémie prison were awaiting trial.19

For the men confined there, incarceration generally involves be-
ing held in cells whose intended maximum capacity is perhaps five to
seven people but that commonly hold at least forty to fifty men.20 Such
severe overcrowding is the norm for incarcerated men in Jérémie and
nationwide.21 A 2021 United Nations Report describing detention con-
ditions in Haiti noted that, in the cells visited, incarcerated men had, on
average, just 0.57 m² (6.14 square feet) of floor space per person.22 That
means just under six feet two inches by one foot of ground space, less
than the length and width of a standard coffin in the U.S.23 In Jérémie,
this translates into too little floor space for everyone in a given cell to
lie down at night; instead, men may sleep in shifts on the unmattressed

Prison, ESCDROJ (Mar. 2017)] [hereinafter Chéry & Dorcy, Assistance Program] (on file
with co-authors).

19 In Jérémie, individuals detained pre-trial and those persons convicted of crimes are
held together within the same nine cells. See, e.g., Lopez, Fact-Finding Memorandum, supra
note 18, at 1-2.

20 Judith Lamour & Yvon Janvier, Narrative Report Grant No. SHA70018GR0039-M001
from ESCDROJ 2 (June 2020) (on file with co-authors).

21 HAITI 2022 HUMAN RIGHTS REP., supra note 5, at 6. The more recent information from
the March, 2018, visit to the prison supplements descriptions of the prison that one or more
of the current co-authors have provided in prior articles that were published before 2018. See,
e.g., Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15; Kate
E. Bloch & Roxane Edmond Dimanche, The Rule of Law & Ethical Integrity: Does Haiti
Need a Code of Legal Ethics?, 37 U. HAW. L. REV. 1 (2016); Kate E. Bloch, Representation for
the Accused: Haiti’s Thirst and a Role for Clinical Legal Education, 14 OR. REV. INT’L L. 430
(2013). In these articles, we have also offered information about the purposes, vision, and
pre-launch activities of CRAALE. Id. The current Article draws on those writings. However,
those articles were published before the CRAALE clinic launched. The current Article not
only provides a narrative of CRAALE’s launch, but it also offers an evaluation and critique
of CRAALE’s progress and impact.

22 UN High Commission Report 2021, supra note 5, at 9. See also HAITI 2022 HUMAN
RIGHTS REP., supra note 5, at 6 (“Overcrowding at prisons and detention centers was severe.
In June the UN Secretary-General’s report estimated the nationwide occupancy rate of pris-
on was nearly three times the designed capacity; however, individual prisoners’ occupancy
rates were much higher. Nearly half of the cells in the Les Cayes prison, for example, were
destroyed by the August 2021 earthquake and were unusable. This doubled the rate of occu-
pancy in individual cells. The National Penitentiary in Port-au-Prince was designed to hold
800 prisoners; as of July, it held more than 3,700. Prison overcrowding grew worse due to high
rates of pretrial detention. As of July, 83 percent of prisoners nationwide were in prolonged
pretrial detention, or held without charges for longer than the 48 hours allowed by the consti-
tution, most for years at a time; in South Department, the figure was as high as 91 percent.”).

23 Assuming the prison ceiling is a standard height, incarcerated individuals in Haiti
have more space above their heads, although not with respect to ground space, than what a
standard coffin provides. For information on standard caskets, see e.g., David Tindall, Are all
Caskets the Same Size? (Feb. 18, 2022) https://tindallfuneralhome.com/blogs/blog-entries/1/
Our-Blogs/147/Are-All-Caskets-The-Same-Size.html (explaining that a standard casket has
dimensions of 84 inches by 28 inches by 23 inches).
concrete floor.\textsuperscript{24} It does not take a mathematician to understand that the space allotted is far less than the minimum required under, for example, the European Committee on the Prevention of Torture’s minimum standard of four square meters (43 square feet).\textsuperscript{25}

Sanitation within the cells in the Jérémie prison is also sorely lacking, with only a shared bucket for use at night.\textsuperscript{26} Bathrooms and showers are available during the day in the courtyard during an incarcerated person’s brief daily releases from the cell.\textsuperscript{27}

Not only does the prison lack adequate space and sanitation, but prison food also generally provides insufficient nutrition to maintain health (and perhaps life), consisting of one or two bowls of porridge, oatmeal, or gruel served to each person daily.\textsuperscript{28} In Jérémie, the prison official who led our 2018 visit informed us that incarcerated individuals were given one bowl per person served twice daily. Without family or friends supplying additional food (a very common and often necessary practice in Haiti),\textsuperscript{29} the already high malnutrition numbers of incarcerated

\textsuperscript{24} See Lopez, Fact-Finding Memorandum, supra note 18, at 1-2. Like in Jérémie, in describing the situation on a national scale, the 2021 U.S. State Department report noted that “[i]n many prisons detainees slept in shifts due to the lack of space.” Haiti 2021 Human Rights Rep., supra note 5, at 5.

\textsuperscript{25} European Committee on the Prevention of Torture of Prisoners and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment [CPT], Living Space per Prisoner in Prison Establishments: CPT Standards 1 (Dec. 15, 2015) https://rm.coe.int/16806cc449 (“The CPT’s minimum standard for personal living space in prison establishments is: . . . 4m² of living space per prisoner in a multiple-occupancy cell + fully-partitioned sanitary facility . . .”) [emphasis removed]; See also UN Minimum Standard Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, (the Nelson Mandela Rules), United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 5-6 (2015) https://www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-prison-reform/Nelson_Mandela_Rules-E-ebook.pdf (last visited July 18, 2023) (“Rule 13 All accommodation provided for the use of prisoners and in particular all sleeping accommodation shall meet all requirements of health, due regard being paid to climatic conditions and particularly to cubic content of air, minimum floor space, lighting, heating and ventilation.”).

\textsuperscript{26} See Lopez, Fact-Finding Memorandum, supra note 18, at 2.

\textsuperscript{27} Id.

\textsuperscript{28} In describing prison conditions on a more national scale, the U.S. State Department 2021 Human Rights Report indicates that “[p]rison authorities generally gave prisoners one to two meals a day, consisting of broth with flour dumplings and potatoes, rice and beans, or porridge. None of the regular meals provided the recommended caloric intake per day, and authorities allowed regular deliveries of food to prisoners from relatives and friends. According to Health Through Walls, approximately 500 prisoners suffered either minor or major episodes of malnutrition during the year.” Haiti 2021 Human Rights Rep., supra note 5, at 7. The 2022 report indicates that “[t]he DAP [Directorate of Prison Administration] reported most prisoners did not have two meals a day; many prisoners received only one meal daily, of low nutritional quality. The NGO Health Through Walls reported 83 prisoners died between January and September. Most deaths were caused by starvation and poor living conditions. BINUH and other human rights representatives stated the low initial budget allocated to the DAP for prisoners’ food, as well as diversions of those funds for other purposes including alleged corruption, aggravated nationwide prison food shortages. On July 21, the director of the Saint Marc civil prison appealed to media, saying there was no food or water available for the 500 prisoners held there.” Haiti 2022 Human Rights Rep., supra note 5, at 6-7.

\textsuperscript{29} See Haiti 2021 Human Rights Rep., supra note 5, at 7.
individuals\textsuperscript{30} would likely skyrocket. The Office of Citizen Protection, “[t]he country’s independent human rights monitoring body,”\textsuperscript{31} works to identify and remedy human rights violations. Nonetheless, delays in adjudication commonly extend for years and in prison conditions that remain degrading and dire.\textsuperscript{32}

In the 2008 matter of \textit{Yvon Neptune v. Haiti}, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights wrote that “[t]he appalling conditions of Haitian prisons and detention centers have been brought to light in this case. It is pertinent to recall that international human rights treaties, particularly the American Convention, oblige States to provide decent living conditions for persons deprived of liberty.”\textsuperscript{33} The Court ordered “that the State must adopt, within a reasonable time, the necessary legislative, administrative, political and economic measures to ensure that prison conditions comply with international human rights norms; in particular, to alleviate the problems of overcrowding [and] shortcomings in the physical and sanitary infrastructure . . . .”\textsuperscript{34} As the evidence of recent prison conditions attests, well over a decade later, that human rights court order still awaits implementation.

\textbf{B. Lack of Legal Representation}

In addition to facing the common realities of prolonged pre-trial detention and life-threatening prison conditions, incarcerated individuals in Haiti generally cannot afford legal representation.\textsuperscript{35} Over the years, a number of domestic and international entities have focused on trying to provide representation for individuals detained pre-trial.\textsuperscript{36} Among others, these have included the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH),\textsuperscript{37} the local non-governmental organization

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[30]{\textbf{Haiti 2021 Human Rights Rep., supra} note 5, at 7 (“International and local observers said prisoners and detainees continued to suffer from a lack of adequate nutrition. According to the NGO Health Through Walls, approximately 3,700 prisoners in the penitentiary system were acutely malnourished.”).}
\footnotetext[31]{\textit{Id.}}
\footnotetext[32]{\textit{Id.} at 6.}
\footnotetext[34]{\textit{Id.} at ¶ 183 & ¶ 170.}
\footnotetext[35]{\textbf{Haiti 2022 Human Rights Rep., supra} note 5, at 9-10.}
\footnotetext[37]{\textit{Id.} at 5-6.}
\end{footnotes}
(NGO) Bureau des Droits Humains en Haïti (BDHH) (Office of Human Rights in Haiti),\textsuperscript{38} and the Bureau des Avocats Internationaux (BAI) (Office of International Lawyers).\textsuperscript{39} For international governmental organizations, these efforts have largely focused on supporting the development of local legal aid offices, Bureaux d’Assistance Légale (BAL).\textsuperscript{40}

A report from a joint USAID and UN team suggests that, from 2009 to 2016, the supported programs “enabled or contributed to the release of” thousands of individuals detained pre-trial.\textsuperscript{41} Despite such interventions, however, the World Prison Brief indicates that the prison population in Haiti increased in each two year period reported between 2008 and 2016, with the exception of in 2010, the year of a catastrophic earthquake.\textsuperscript{42} Moreover, in a 2016 report focusing on Port-au-Prince’s National Penitentiary, Haiti’s largest prison, researchers found that, in a random selection of 894 incarcerated individuals, just 3\% of those individuals indicated that they were represented by an attorney, and 81\% reported that they had never been visited by an attorney.\textsuperscript{43}


\textsuperscript{40} See, e.g., \textit{Assessment of Legal Aid in Haiti}, supra note 36, at 5-6.

\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 6. Specifically, the report opines that “[t]he data provided for this report demonstrate[] that between 2009 and 2016, the MINUSTAH and USAID/PROJUSTICE legal aid . . . enabled or contributed to the release of 15,000 detainees and the conviction of 2,700 pre-trial detainees.” Id. However, the report also notes that “[c]ertain constraints were encountered while collecting information: it was not possible to visit all of the BAL; some of the offices, and the Service d’Education et d’Assistance Légale (SEAL), had already ended their activities; and access to the documentation of ProJustice and the Haitian Government was limited. . . . Very little information could be collected from the Ministry of Justice regarding the legal aid programmes put in place by the Government; statistics were available only for the legal aid office of Gonaïves. More generally, it was not possible to fully verify the validity of the available statistics.” Id. at 10.


\textsuperscript{43} See Edouard & Dandoy, supra note 8. A joint UN and USAID report from July, 2017, described the situation prior to the passage of the new law as follows: “In Haiti, the right to legal aid has been recognized since the 19th century. However, the legal framework remains fragmented and is not fully applied. The Constitution and the Code of Criminal Procedure foresee the right to a lawyer for the accused in criminal cases and the mandatory designation of counsel by judges where individuals are not represented. In practice, the Bar Association designates trainee lawyers to defend the accused in criminal cases warranting trial by jury, but there is little to no legal assistance system organized beyond that.” \textit{Assessment of Legal Aid in Haiti}, supra note 36, at 5.
In 2018, just after CRAALE’s launch, the government did promulgate the National Legal Assistance Program, a new law requiring government-sponsored representation for indigent individuals in criminal cases. The new law is on the books, and the 2021 U.S. State Department report indicated that, at that time, it was in the process of being implemented. However, more than four years after its passage, the CRAALE co-authors report that the new law has not been implemented in Jérémie.

For a law on the books to translate into real government-financed representation, implementation depends on government prioritization and bandwidth, as well as resources. With respect to resources, however, Haiti suffers a tremendous poverty burden, which makes that translation difficult.

In addition to severely limited financial resources, recent political upheaval further decreases the likelihood that legal representation for indigent individuals will receive the government funding and personnel necessary under the new law. For example, in the wake of the continuing failure to hold legislative elections, in a June 2020 presentation...
to the Security Council on the United Nations Integrated Office in Haiti, Jacques Letang, the president of the Haitian Federation of Bar Associations explained: “There is no more parliament, no more local authorities, no more legitimate government.”

Exacerbating the lack of legislative functionality, in July, 2021, assassins entered the home of then President Jovenel Moïse and took his life. The 2023 World Report on Haiti explained that, “[i]n 2022, Haiti remained in a long-standing political, security and humanitarian crisis that . . . left all government branches inoperative . . .” On October 2, 2023, the UN Security Council condemned the “increasing violence, criminal activities, and human rights abuses and violations[,]” and, in response to a request from Haiti, the Council authorized a “deployment of a Multinational Security Support Mission” to Haiti. Consequently, a government focus on effective implementation of representation for indigent individuals is unlikely to be a priority. This means that the pressing need for legal representation for indigent individuals remains largely unmet.

C. Law School Focus on Doctrine and Theory

Haitian law schools have historically lacked a practice focus, offering instead an education based almost exclusively on legal theory and doctrine. Admission to the Haitian Bar does require both the writing and defense of a mémoire (thesis) and a post-graduation legal practice apprenticeship of one to two years (stage). However, formal law due to a failure of the country to conduct elections in 2019. Only 10 elected members of 30 remained in the upper house, while the lower house had none. As a result, parliament was unable to reach a quorum and ceased to function.” Haiti 2021 HUMAN RIGHTS REP., supra note 5, at 1.


53 Id.

54 Efforts to address the prolonged pre-trial detention issue are the focus of other international and domestic individuals and organizations. For a discussion of UN efforts to support legal assistance organizations in Haiti, see UNDP website, supra note 45. For USAID’s efforts, see, e.g., Lost While Awaiting Trial: Advocating for Jailed Haitian Citizens, USAID from the American People, https://www.usaid.gov/haiti/news/lost-while-awaiting-trial-advocating-jailed-haitian-citizens-0 (last visited Jan.16, 2023) [hereinafter Lost While Awaiting Trial].

55 See, e.g., Irwin P. Stotsky & Brian Concannon, Jr., Democracy and Sustainability in Reconstructing Haiti: A Possibility or Mirage? 44 U. MIAMI INTER-AM. L. REV. 1,34 (2012) (arguing that “[l]aw school in Haiti is theoretical, with no practice classes or clinics.”) (citation omitted).

school instruction ends before aspiring attorneys undertake either the writing of their thesis or the apprenticeship.\textsuperscript{57} Many, if not most, such individuals lack the resources, both financial and mentoring, necessary to complete these requirements.\textsuperscript{58} As a result, students have historically graduated law school without formal curricular training in a range of lawyering practice competencies and often without the opportunity and support necessary to master them through a stage apprenticeship.

\section*{II. CRAALE’s Vision & Launch}

This is the landscape into which CRAALE was born. As one of its primary motivations, CRAALE aims to respond to the lack of adequate legal representation for individuals detained pre-trial in the Jérémie prison.\textsuperscript{59} It is in a spirit of public service aligned with the values and principles of respecting and enforcing fundamental human rights that ESCDROJ launched CRAALE. Complementing service to clients, the second primary motivation for CRAALE stems from the identified limitations of practical training in law school for aspiring lawyers in Haiti.\textsuperscript{60}

CRAALE aims to address these needs synergistically by providing essential client representation while training law students and recent law school graduates in the legal skills needed to represent individuals detained pre-trial in the prison.\textsuperscript{61} In this way, CRAALE hopes to bridge what has often proven to be an intractable gap between law school and becoming a practicing lawyer.\textsuperscript{62}

\subsection*{A. Vision}

The idea for the clinic began with the vision of co-author Roxane Edmond Dimanche, then a law student at ESCDROJ.\textsuperscript{63} Through her challenging in-court experience handling criminal cases between her second and third year of law school\textsuperscript{64} and her interactions with visitors from

\textsuperscript{57} Id. at 224, 237.
\textsuperscript{58} Id.
\textsuperscript{59} See \textit{e.g.}, Bloch & Dimanche, \textit{Human Rights from the Ground Up}, supra note 15, at 219-220, 223-224, 227.
\textsuperscript{60} See \textit{e.g.}, Stotsky & Concannon, Jr., \textit{supra} note 55.
\textsuperscript{61} See Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, \textit{Human Rights from the Ground Up}, supra note 15, at 224, 234. During its initial period of operation, CRAALE interns were recent law school graduates because, due to a rule change by the Bar, students still taking their coursework in the law school were not permitted to represent clients in serious cases in court, even with attorney supervision. However, as of June, 2023, the ESCDROJ dean has allowed students still taking their coursework to intern with CRAALE. See email with attachment from Yvon Janvier (Nov. 12, 2023, 12:33 PM PST) (on file with co-authors). As in many countries around the world, the law school program is an undergraduate degree program.
\textsuperscript{63} Id. at 225.
\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 224-25. Subsequent to her experience, the ability to appear in court and handle
legal clinics in the U.S., she perceived the value that clinical opportunities could provide to Haitian law students and to unrepresented individuals detained pre-trial whose constitutional and human rights were at risk.\textsuperscript{65}

Roxane Edmond Dimanche and her law school colleague, Georges Gabrielle Paul, began a concerted effort to expand their understanding of law school clinical work and lay the foundation for a clinic at ESCDROJ.\textsuperscript{66} They were trailblazers in this endeavor; the process was arduous and lengthy.\textsuperscript{67} It drew upon partnerships with organizations and individuals in Haiti and abroad.\textsuperscript{68}

During its long incubation, the vision gained practical dimensions. Like many law school clinics around the globe,\textsuperscript{69} the clinic would provide service to clients and legal training to aspiring attorneys. This would include supporting law school students and graduates in completing their mémoires (theses) and apprenticeship requirements, nurturing a commitment to public service, and modeling ethical practice. By rejecting corrupt practices and demonstrating how to succeed on behalf of clients even in the most difficult of circumstances, CRAALE would strive to undergird and extend the reach of the rule of law and to advance human rights.\textsuperscript{70}

\textbf{B. Launch}

Some months after Roxane Edmond Dimanche began sharing her vision of a clinic, Dean Jomanas Eustache of ESCDROJ announced a focus on the clinic undertaking.\textsuperscript{71} He extolled the virtues that a clinic could provide.\textsuperscript{72} He explained:

ESCDROJ hopes to start a law clinic in order to provide both clinical training for our students and assistance to those in our community . . . who need representation. Currently, after passing a [pre-mémoire] at

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{65 Id. at 225-26.}
\footnote{66 Id.}
\footnote{67 A more detailed discussion of the process can be found in Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, \textit{Human Rights from the Ground Up}, supra note 15, at 223-44.}
\footnote{68 See id. at 223-227.}
\footnote{70 For a discussion of challenges to the rule of law and human rights in Haiti, see, e.g., \textit{Ribando Seelke & Rios}, supra note 14. For a discussion of the work of the Bureau des Avocats Internationaux (BAI) in Port-au-Prince rejecting bribery in its approach to client legal representation, see, e.g., Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, \textit{Human Rights from the Ground Up}, supra note 15, at 244.}
\footnote{71 Eustache, supra note 9, at 606-07.}
\footnote{72 Id.}
\end{footnotes}
the completion of their second year, students may represent individuals before the local court. However, by having a clinic, we could more effectively train our students in a manner that combines advocacy with a strong commitment to serve those who cannot afford justice. Students would then have the necessary tools to sharpen their legal advocacy skills. The need is great because these kinds of clinical training opportunities do not currently exist in Haiti.\footnote{Id. (footnote omitted). A pre-mémoire can enable a student to continue their studies until the fourth and final year of law school courses. See email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Nov. 12, 2023, 12:33 PM PST) (on file with co-authors). Obtaining the final diploma requires successful submission and defense of a mémoire (thesis). See id. Students who have completed their law school coursework but not yet submitted and defended their thesis are referred to here as students, or graduates, or finissants. Law school graduates who have defended their thesis but not yet completed their apprenticeship are generally referred to here as apprentices or stagiaires.}

Between that early call for establishing a clinic and the actual launch in the 2017-2018 academic year, almost a decade passed. Two of the co-authors here have previously written about CRAALE’s vision and the obstacles that impeded CRAALE’s launch during those years,\footnote{See, e.g., Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15.} but this is the first article to offer a detailed account and analysis of the launch, its impact, and subsequent takeaways for the future.\footnote{There was brief newspaper coverage in Haiti announcing CRAALE’s launch. See Janvier, supra note 12. Similarly, there have been media references to the launch, for example, related to the U.S. Embassy in Haiti grants. See, e.g., Discours de l’Adjointe au Chef de Mission sur la Vulgarisation de la Loi sur l’Assistance Légale, AMBASSADE DES ÉTATS-UNIS EN HAITI, (Dec. 18, 2018) https://ht.usembassy.gov/fr/discours-de-ladjointe-au-chef-de-mission-sur-la-vulgarisation-de-la-loi-sur-l-assistance-legale/ [Authors’ translation: Deputy Head of Mission’s speech on the popularization of the Legal Aid Law, U.S. Embassy in Haiti]. There has also been pre-launch media discussion of the clinic. See, e.g., Jessica Carew Kraft, Establishing the Rule of Law in a Country Where Justice Hardly Exists, The Atl. (Apr. 22, 2015) https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2015/04/establishing-the-rule-of-law-in-a-country-where-justice-hardly-exists/391113/. Several of the co-authors also presented in-person orally about CRAALE’s work at various gatherings, including a conference in Port-au-Prince on prisons and during the academic exchanges under the grants from the U.S. Embassy in Haiti. Various of the co-authors have also submitted required reports on the grants to the grant funder regarding CRAALE’s work, and the co-authors had prepared an earlier manuscript in French about CRAALE’s work that was not published. In November 2023, Professor Janvier also generated a four-page report, which provides a brief overview and update about CRAALE and its work and “highlights the project’s launch, objectives, achievements and limitations[.]” Yvon Janvier, Clinique de Recherche d’Analyse et d’ Assistance Légale (CRAALE-ESCDROJ): Enhancing Legal Assistance for Detainees in Jérémie, Haiti 1 (16 November 2023) (on file with co-authors) [hereinafter Enhancing Legal Assistance]. To our knowledge, no previously published law journal article has analyzed the launch and subsequent impact of CRAALE.} We came to believe that the anticipated clinic was the first of its kind in Haiti. In 2018, some months after CRAALE’s launch, two of us were told that a U.S.
grant had supported a program described as a law school clinic in perhaps the 1990s at a law school in Port-au-Prince. It was apparently no longer functioning, and we have not unearthed its approach or details of its work. In any event, during that period of preparation, we knew of no law school clinic models in Haiti that could inform the development of CRAALE. Lacking in-country models, we focused on examples of clinical legal education elsewhere, hoping to find approaches that could be modified or re-envisioned to suit a Haitian context.

With its twin primary goals of education and service, CRAALE would need foundational infrastructure. Five building blocks came to furnish that foundation and underpin its launch.


The first event was an assessment of prison conditions and the legal representation status of persons incarcerated there. In 2017, Dean Eustache commissioned a group of law students under the supervision of two of the co-authors here, Jérémie attorney Ariel Chéry and then law student Marie Gerda Dorcy, to conduct that assessment. Their March 2017 fact-finding report noted that 284 individuals were listed as persons being detained pre-trial in the prison facility. The report provides specific information on 134 individuals, from cells one, five, six, seven, and eight, which constitute five of the nine cells in the prison. In terms of individuals about whom specific information was provided, the report notes health issues for most of these individuals, including individuals who acknowledged suffering from fever, cholera, tuberculosis, and HIV. Team members conducting the project described conditions in the facility as “deplorable” and “degrading[.]” They also documented the common lack of legal representation for those confined pre-trial in the

---

77 This information was transmitted to Kate Bloch and Roxane Edmond Dimanche by Jeanne Clark, then-Public Affairs Officer of the U.S. Embassy in Haiti, during a conversation about clinical legal education in Haiti. The conversation took place in Port-au-Prince in August, 2018.
78 Cf. supra text accompanying note 73, where Dean Eustache notes in 2009 that “these kinds of clinical training opportunities do not currently exist in Haiti.” Id.
79 See Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15, at 225.
80 Id.
81 Chéry & Dorcy, Assistance Program, supra note 18. The additional ten law students/graduates who volunteered to participate in the fact-finding report for Dean Eustache and were granted access to the prison were: Marie Kivienne Dimanche, Denieuse Jean Charles, Garlin Hilaire, Jean Eslin Charles, Dimitry Bourdeau, Steeve Décembre, Lanoze Baptiste, Maxo Mezilas, Jean Wesley Lundy, and Bertrand A.H. Scipion.
82 Id.
83 Id.
84 Id.
85 Id. [Authors’ translation].
prison. The report quantified and underscored the need for action on behalf of and relief for individuals detained in the prison.

Although the information in the report was not unexpected, evidence is often compelling where anecdote and rumor might not be. This deeper understanding of the prison conditions and the needs of those incarcerated within it underscored the urgency and scope of the service task that would animate CRAALE.

2. **Temporary Home for CRAALE**

The second essential event in preparation for the launch was the securing of a temporary home for the clinic. A local non-profit health organization, where one of the CRAALE founders worked, offered rent-free use of a small working space on the top floor of a building in downtown Jérémie, close to the courthouse. With the non-profit’s restoration of the space to functionality (it had been damaged during Hurricane Matthew, a category 4 hurricane that devastated much of Jérémie in October of 2016), the pieces were falling into place for the clinic vision to become reality.

3. **Developing Initial Curricular Materials**

The third building block related to the educational mission of CRAALE. With no in-country models of which we were aware, the clinic would need to decide the approach and content for its curriculum and training. In the years since Dean Eustache had called for the establishment of a clinic, various law school partners and colleagues had led criminal law simulations, similar to ones that a clinic might employ, at ESCDROJ. Dean Eustache and other ESCDROJ colleagues

---

86 See id.
87 See Chéry & Dorcy, Assistance Program, supra note 18. As a result of the report, even before CRAALE’s launch, co-author Chéry filed a number of actions for release, generally main levée actions, on behalf of individuals confined in the prison. Id. CRAALE personnel also conducted more recent fact finding on the conditions in the prison, which resulted in a fact-finding report. See Jess McPeake, Blake Bengier, Elena Bertucci, Sherene Grinage Gotoy, Blaine Bookey & Peter Habib, Deteriorating Conditions in the Jérémie, Haiti Prison: A Call to Action to Preserve Due Process and Human Life (June 2023), https://cgrs.uclawsf.edu/sites/default/files/Jeremie%20Prison%20Report_2023.06%20ENGLISH.pdf. The report indicates that the CRAALE team was led by Professor Janvier and included Marie Midrenne Appolon, Miranda Hophine Jean René Dorvilier, Mario Marcelin, and Flavien Janvier. Id. at 11.
88 For a description of that space, see Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15, at 228-29, 231-32.
90 For a discussion of some of the materials and earlier simulations, see Bloch &
contributed in essential and valuable ways to these materials. However, they were developed primarily in conjunction with non-ESCDROJ academics who engaged students in the simulations during brief visits to the law school. Although these materials would prove useful, no clinic manual or clinic curriculum yet existed.

To begin addressing this lacuna, supporters of the clinic gathered in California in the summer of 2017 to develop an introductory set of materials for the clinic and, in particular, a draft clinic manual. This draft manual included a proposed mission statement, which embraced its aspirational service and educational goals as follows:

This Clinic has four goals. First, the Clinic aims to provide exceptional legal representation to indigent clients accused of criminal offenses who are detained in the Jérémie Prison. Second, the Clinic would like to represent indigent victims of sexual violence as a partie civile [in criminal cases]. Third, the Clinic plans to offer mediation to indigent community members to manage disputes before they escalate into court actions. Fourth, through these legal representation and mediation opportunities, the Clinic will work to enable law students to learn fundamental theories and doctrines, as well as acquire essential skills for ethical and effective legal practice.

Beyond an articulation of the mission, this preliminary manual contained proposed teaching materials and clinic policies. Among other items, the draft included a confidentiality policy and related exercise, a conflicts-of-interest policy, and a no-gifts policy. It offered guidance on fundamental tasks, like client interviewing, developing a case theory, as well as legal research. It included proposed clinic contracts for interns and simulation materials for experiential learning opportunities.

---

Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15, at 226; Bloch, supra note 21, at 444-459.

91 See, e.g., Bloch, supra note 21, at 444-459, 467.

92 Experienced colleagues, educators, and clinicians who contributed to this draft project, in-person or through other means of consultation, included ESCDROJ Dean Eustache, former UC Law SF Associate Dean for Experiential Education Nancy Stuart, former Florida International University College of Law Professor Troy Elder, CGRS Legal Director Blaine Bookey, Professor Bloch, and Roxane Edmond Dimanche. Thanks also to Professor Alina Ball of UC Law SF, whose clinic manual helped provide a model for these efforts.

93 See GRAAL Clinic Manual, Oct. 5, 2017 Version in French (on-file with co-authors). Before CRAALE launched and received its official title in October of 2017, it was sometimes referred to by the acronym “GRAAL.”

94 Id. at 4. [Authors’ translation]. Discussion of the second and third service aims, involving representation of individuals who have suffered sexual violence and providing mediation, can be found infra at nn.212-217 and accompanying text.

95 Id. at 4-17.

96 Id. at 5-11.

97 Id. at 12-17, 25-31.

98 Id. at 16-22.
Work on the clinic manual continued into the fall. But producing written materials for a clinic was inadequate to launch the clinic. Clinic supporters needed a shared opportunity in which these materials could be reviewed and potentially become a basis for demonstration, discussion, and revision.

4. **Launch Workshop**

These needs coalesced into a launch and training workshop that was held in October 2017 in Jérémie. Led by Dean Eustache, Roxane Edmond Dimanche, and international faculty visitors, the four-day intensive program, conducted in French, walked participants through ethical principles and mock interactive dilemmas, legal research, programmatic and policy considerations, and an extended experiential role-play.\(^9\) The workshop was based on the preliminary clinic manual and enabled consideration and review of its contents.\(^1\) These materials, which aimed to highlight and apply a range of common clinical legal education best practices, furnished an introduction for the curricular foundation and educational arm of the clinic. They continue to inform training for new CRAALE interns.

It was also during this workshop that CRAALE gained its official name.\(^2\) The workshop proved to be one important element in the development and launch of CRAALE.

5. **Outreach to the Jérémie Legal Community**

Launching CRAALE would require more than these four essential components—more than information on service needs, a provisional home, an introductory curricular manual, and a launch workshop. As the first clinic at ESCDROJ, and as at least one of the first law school clinics in the country, it required buy-in and approval, both formal and informal, from the local legal community.\(^3\) For example, local officials had to formally recognize CRAALE and its personnel.\(^4\) The clinic was a new concept in Jérémie,\(^5\)

---

\(^9\) The international faculty visitors who helped lead the workshop were Nicole Phillips (adjunct professor at UC Law SF), Troy Elder (formerly a professor at Florida International University College of Law), and Professor Bloch.

\(^1\) The curricular materials benefited from the insights of many thoughtful designers, including faculty, staff, and students from ESCDROJ and UC Law SF. More generally, CRAALE benefited from the infusion of resources, including funding, from a variety of supporters, including a number of the co-authors.

\(^2\) In conversation with participants in the October 2017 launch workshop, Dean Eustache selected the name CRAALE.\(^6\)


\(^4\) See, e.g., “A Qui De Droit” [Authors’ translation: To Whom It May Concern] authorization of May 24, 2018 (on file with co-authors). This document represented the prosecutor’s office’s formal recognition of CRAALE as affiliated with ESCDROJ and granted permission
and, as such, needed explanation and justification. It was important to address potential concerns, even if these were not voiced or envisioned by members of the local legal community. For example, was the purpose of the clinic to unearth judicial errors and embarrass those responsible? Would the clinic negatively affect the livelihoods of practicing attorneys? Meetings with leaders of the legal profession and bench to dispel concerns and introduce the concept and role of CRAALE were fundamental.

Both during the launch workshop and in a series of subsequent gatherings, Dean Eustache and key ESCDROJ personnel worked to provide information and persuade members of the local Bar and bench of CRAALE’s value to the community. CRAALE personnel also clarified that the clinic would provide free legal representation for individuals who could not otherwise afford such representation. It was not intended to threaten the livelihoods of local attorneys. Fortunately, many of the community leaders, from the prosecutor to various judges and local Bar members, were ESCDROJ alumni and familiar with the good work of the law school. It probably helped that co-author Janvier, who became the CRAALE supervisor, was also the former mayor of Jérémie and understood the local political and legal landscape and worked to nurture acceptance and support from the legal community.

As is commonly the case, recognition involved not only substantial work, but also ceremony. Gatherings of important dignitaries and speeches accompanied the various launch stages of CRAALE. These not only enhanced its official recognition but also helped generate the good will needed to support its difficult tasks.

With dialogue and collaboration, CRAALE has endeavored to overcome potential objections. As a result, CRAALE personnel perceive that the legal community has largely come to understand the clinic as a benefit, a positive force that can help combat prolonged pre-trial detention. CRAALE personnel report that these same lawyers and judicial authorities have found that they sometimes had to call on CRAALE as part of their mission. Ultimately, hard work by many dedicated individuals, along with these five pivotal components, came together to furnish the foundation for CRAALE’s 2017-2018 official launch.

for eight members of CRAALE to visit the Jérémie prison until the end of CRAALE’s project to support low-income individuals incarcerated in the prison.

105 The work of the earlier fact-finding reporting group, which focused on individuals detained pre-trial, had also received support from local officials, including the prosecutor. See Chéry & Dorcy, Assistance Program, supra note 18.
106 See email from Kate Bloch to Yvon Janvier (Sept. 30, 2023, 6:14 PM PDT); Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Oct. 2, 2023, 5:40 PM PDT) (emails on file with co-authors).
107 See sources supra note 106.
108 The launch began with the October, 2017, workshop and involved a number of events that took place over several months with the goal of establishing CRAALE within the legal community.
C. Establishing the Clinic: Service & Access to Justice

Once the clinic launched, the next step in the pursuit of service was for the CRAALE team to begin representing individuals detained in the prison. As the new CRAALE supervisor, Professor Janvier had to request and receive official permission for CRAALE staff to access the prison to interview potential clients. The prosecutor officially granted that permission on May 24, 2018. With that authorization, under the direct supervision of Assistant CRAALE Supervisor Chéry, CRAALE interns could effectively visit their clients and assume responsibility for cases.

From its inception, CRAALE has specialized in representing those who have been forgotten by the system. The abandonment of these individuals manifested both symbolically and literally. Although the ways in which the system neglected people varied, three common patterns emerged.

First, CRAALE members witnessed the excessive and unconstitutional delays from initial incarceration to a first hearing with a judge. As noted at the start of the Article, the Haitian Constitution of 1987 requires that individuals be brought before a judge within 48 hours of their arrest. The government routinely violated that mandate. In measuring the frequency of those delays, in his role as CRAALE supervisor, Professor Janvier reported that all of CRAALE’s clients in the cases CRAALE processed from 2018 through November 2022 had waited more than the constitutional limit of 48 hours without being brought before a judge.

For example, Professor Janvier described a CRAALE client’s plight as follows: the individual, whom we refer to here as A, had been accused of stealing three small bags of cement and arrested in May of 2021. His first appearance before a judge did not take place for seven months, and that appearance was the trial on his case.

The second pattern involved lost court files. Continuing his narrative on the case described immediately above, Professor Janvier explained that, during the trial in December of 2021, the prosecutor moved to dismiss the charges, and A was ordered released. However, for a release to be effectuated, the court file with the order needs to be transmitted to the prison. Months later, in February of 2022, CRAALE learned of

109 See A Qui De Droit, supra note 103.
110 Id.
111 See supra text accompanying and source cited in note 3.
112 See supra text accompanying and sources cited in notes 3 & 5.
113 Email from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Jan. 10, 2023, 10:41 AM PST) (on file with co-authors). These are the cases described infra in Tables 1 & 2.
114 Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Oct. 16, 2023, 11:23 AM PDT) (on file with co-authors).
115 Id.
116 Id.
117 Id.
the individual’s continued incarceration and undertook representation.118 Their efforts revealed that the client’s court file had been lost and that the release order had therefore not been received at the prison.119 Professor Janvier estimates that in 15% to 20% of CRAALE’s cases, the court clerk’s office could not find the client’s file.120 In many ways, lost court files epitomize the system’s literal and figurative amnesia.

Lack of adequate organizational systems and technology contributes to the lost file problem. For instance, the clerk’s office does not have a digital filing system.121 It relies on paper files.122 The photograph below was taken of a court’s file archives during a visit to a courthouse in Jérémie in 2018.123

---

118 Id.
119 Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Oct. 16, 2023, 11:23 AM PDT) (on file with co-authors).
120 Email from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Jan. 10, 2023, 10:41 AM PST) (on file with co-authors).
121 Haiti: Events of 2022, supra note 51, (“Haitian courts do not have digital copies of files.”).
122 Id.
123 These are the archives in the Palace of Justice courthouse in downtown Jérémie. The photograph was taken with permission during a March 2018 visit to the courthouse. It has been cropped and formatted for this Article.
Third, in addition to these unconstitutional delays before the initial judicial hearing and lost file issues, individuals generally endure prolonged detention in prison awaiting trial. For example, a case involving the client, whom we refer to here as B, illustrates all three of these problematic realities. The CRAALE team undertook representation of B shortly after the clinic’s launch in 2018. The team learned that B had been imprisoned since August of 2014. B had not been brought before a judge within the constitutionally required 48 hours. When team members tried to examine B’s criminal case file, they discovered that the authorities could not locate it. It had apparently been lost for four years, during which time B languished in prison ostensibly awaiting trial. Consistent with the circumstances in B’s case, Professor Janvier reports that the overall length of pre-trial incarceration endured by clients, whom CRAALE represented during the same 2018-November 2022 period, commonly ranged from two to seven years.

In response to these patterns, the interns and their supervisors employed several strategies to encourage the court and the prison to remember the forgotten. The first two formal strategies involved the special habeas corpus procedure and “main levée.” Both are designed to achieve the client’s release. The first, habeas corpus, challenges the legality of the arrest or detention itself. The CRAALE team deployed

---

124 See e.g., Email from Yvon Janvier with attachments to Kate Bloch et al., (June 29, 2018, 11:19 AM PDT) (on file with co-authors).
125 Information about this case, like that for all of CRAALE’s cases described in this Article, has been provided by CRAALE team members. See e.g., Rapport de synthèse- Juillet 2018 attachment to email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch et al., (Aug. 1, 2018, 11:40 AM PDT); Email from Yvon Janvier with attachments to Kate Bloch et al., (June 29, 2018, 11:19 AM PDT); Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Nov. 2, 2023, 6:00 PM PDT); Email from Kate Bloch to Yvon Janvier (Nov. 2, 2023, 3:39 PM PDT) (emails on file with co-authors).
126 See supra sources cited in note 125.
127 Rapport de synthèse- Juillet 2018 attachment to email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch et al., (Aug. 1, 2018, 11:40 AM PDT); Email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors et al., (June 29, 2018, 11:19 AM PDT) (emails on file with co-authors). B was accused of rape. Id.
128 Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Nov. 2, 2023, 6:00 PM PDT); Email from Kate Bloch to Yvon Janvier (Nov. 2, 2023, 3:39 PM PDT) (emails on file with co-authors).
130 Rapport de synthèse- Juillet 2018 attachment to email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch et al., (Aug. 1, 2018, 11:40 AM PDT); Email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors et al., (June 29, 2018, 11:19 AM PDT); Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Nov. 2, 2023, 6:00 PM PDT); Email from Kate Bloch to Yvon Janvier (Nov. 2, 2023, 3:39 PM PDT) (emails on file with co-authors).
131 See email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors et al., (Jan. 10, 2023, 10:41 AM PST) (on file with co-authors).
132 Main levée (literally, “lifted hand”) means a provisional lifting of the investigating judge’s order that keeps someone in custody during the post-arrest investigation of a case.
133 For a discussion of habeas corpus challenges to prolonged pre-trial detention in Haiti, see, e.g., Release of 17 persons in habeas corpus: a great moment for the protection of the rights
this habeas approach in B’s case, and, after years waiting for a trial that never took place, the court granted B’s petition for release.\textsuperscript{134} In addition to release from custody, according to Professor Janvier, although habeas corpus success, in the abstract, would not necessarily mean an end to the case, in Jérémie, for CRAALE clients during the 2018-November 2022 period, it did effectively result in an end to the prosecutorial pursuit of charges in their case.\textsuperscript{135} \textit{Main levée}, however, means being released while the case is pending.\textsuperscript{136} In the U.S. context, it resembles release on one’s own recognizance while awaiting further court proceedings.

Beyond applying for court intervention with habeas corpus or \textit{main levée}, a third avenue of relief involved addressing a formal request to the government commissioner (prosecutor) to look into the cases. This approach did not require a court to make a decision to obtain the client’s release. Instead, the decision to drop the charges or effectuate release rested with the prosecutor. This was the approach in the case of A as described above, against whom the prosecutor had moved to dismiss charges and whom the court had ordered released, but whose file with the release order had been lost.\textsuperscript{137} After learning that A was still in the prison, the CRAALE team intervened and petitioned the prosecutor directly for the client’s release, a petition that met with success and the client’s freedom.\textsuperscript{138}

Professor Janvier explained that, in some cases in this third category involving a request to the prosecutor, the offenses were minor, and the individuals might already have been detained for as long as their sentences would have required even if they had been convicted of the charged offense.\textsuperscript{139} He explained that, in other cases in this category, the


\textsuperscript{134} Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Nov. 2, 2023, 6:00 PM PDT); Email from Kate Bloch to Yvon Janvier (Nov. 2, 2023, 3:39 PM PDT) (on file with co-authors).

\textsuperscript{135} Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Oct. 4, 2023, 5:04 PM PDT) (on file with co-authors); Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Nov. 2, 2023, 6:00 PM PDT); Email with attachment from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Nov. 12, 2023, 12:33 PM PST) (Professor Janvier explains the reality of habeas corpus success in Jérémie as follows: “in practice, and in the majority of cases, if the judicial actors (judge, prosecutor) consider that the individual released by [h]abeas corpus has spent . . . time in prison far exceeding the sentence required by the offense if he had been found guilty during a trial, at this time, after his release by habeas corpus, he has no fear of being prosecuted again by the courts. Only then can we assume that the system has dropped all charges against this individual.”) (emails on file with co-authors) [Authors’ translation].

\textsuperscript{136} See supra note 132.

\textsuperscript{137} Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Oct. 16, 2023, 11:23 AM PDT) (on file with co-authors).

\textsuperscript{138} Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Oct. 16, 2023, 11:23 AM PDT); Email with attachment from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Oct. 15, 2023, 7:07 PM PDT) (on file with co-authors).

\textsuperscript{139} Email from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Jan. 10, 2023, 10:41 AM PST) (on file with co-authors).
complaints might have been withdrawn or the individuals were in prison for a minor offense, and the system had forgotten they were there.140 By accompanying the CRAALE representative to the prison and viewing the files, the government commissioner was in a position to recognize that there was no longer a need to pursue prosecution, and so he had those clients released without any other form of trial.141 CRAALE personnel used all three approaches, habeas corpus, main levée, and prosecutorial discretionary review, to effectively provide relief for clients.

Separate from these three approaches to address specific patterns of concern, in their service work to support the rule of law and reduce prolonged pre-trial detention and human rights violations, CRAALE also represented clients in numerous trials, especially in the pre-pandemic period.

D. Establishing the Clinic: Educational Objectives & Expanding the Curricular Foundations

After service commitments to clients had been forged in the early stages following the 2017-2018 launch, and approaches to addressing problematic detention became part of the CRAALE repertoire, attention returned to developing the curriculum. This section explores the process and substantive choices involved in that effort.

I. Assessing and Engaging with Best Practice Options

In order to prepare interns to actually conduct the work of representing clients, law school clinics generally aim to provide foundational training. In a law school clinic environment with real-world clients, a significant temptation, especially when service needs are as vivid and urgent as those for clients confined in the Jérémie prison, is for the supervisors to take over the representation themselves, rather than rely on the less practiced interns. Succumbing to that temptation can preempt the training that would prepare the intern for such a task in the future. Consequently, among common best practices, training that prepares students to assume case responsibilities is usually central to the work of law school clinics.142

---

140 Id.
141 Id.
Beyond the introductory clinic manual and curriculum, for CRAALE to reach this goal of training interns for their professional roles, educators in Jérémie sought to enhance their understanding of clinical curricular pedagogy.

In August of 2018, the CRAALE and UC Law SF teams learned from U.S. Embassy in Haiti personnel that there might be a possible funding opportunity from the Embassy, which, at that time, through its publicly posted notice of funding opportunity, was soliciting applications for its Public Affairs Section Grants Program. As a result, ESCDROJ and UC Law SF personnel subsequently applied for, and the Embassy awarded, paired grants to advance clinical legal education by supporting CRAALE and funding two academic exchanges for curricular development and implementation.

Access to significant funding for academic exchanges to develop curriculum opened new vistas. We had previously operated on very limited budgets. For the first exchange under the grant, one held in San Francisco, instead of the usual practice of inviting one Haitian colleague to visit at a time, the UC Law SF team could invite and host eight Haitian colleagues simultaneously. In addition, a sizeable team of local SF clinical educators could readily participate, and all of the gathered participants could collaborate and present live and in real time.

Having already launched the clinic, and having taught, supervised, and learned within it, the CRAALE team would be able to draw on those on-the-ground experiences for material to revise and enrich the curriculum. With additional participants, the UC Law SF team would

experiential learning, and instilling professional values of public responsibility and social justice” as common components of clinical legal education globally). How much responsibility should devolve to students for cases is subject to debate. Frank S. Bloch, The Andragogical Basis of Clinical Legal Education, 35 VANDERBILT L. REV. 321, 339 n.66 (1982) (“Clinicians differ on the extent to which students should assume responsibility.”).

143 For a copy of the Embassy website posting from the Web Archive from August 7, 2018, see Call for Proposals: U.S. Embassy Public Affairs Section Grants Program, U.S. Embassy Haiti PAS Annual Program Statement, https://web.archive.org/web/20180807040835/https://ht.usembassy.gov/education-culture/call-for-proposals-grants-program/. In the summer of 2018, after Professor Janvier, a Hubert Humphrey Fellow, learned about the possibility of funding, he introduced then U.S. Embassy in Haiti Public Affairs Officer Jeanne Clark to Professor Bloch. A meeting was convened with Public Affairs Officer Clark, Roxane Edmond Dimanche, and Professor Bloch, all of whom happened to be in Port-au-Prince in August of 2018.

144 U.S. Embassy in Haiti grant documents (on file with co-authors). Professors Kate Bloch and Jessica Vapnek spearheaded the grant application for UC Law SF. Professor Janvier and Roxane Edmond Dimanche did the same for ESCDROJ. In terms of the application and review process, former U.S. Embassy in Haiti Public Affairs Officer Jeanne Clark notes that the grant “opportunity was public, competed, ... [and] a grant committee review[ed] all proposals . . . [before] selection was made.” See email from Jeanne Clark to Kate Bloch (Jan. 1, 2024, 5:17 AM PST). The exchanges pursuant to the grants would draw upon institutional competencies and resources, including supportive staff, students, and faculty at both institutions.
be able to draw on more than 75 years of combined clinical legal teaching experience. Experience was valuable in planning for the grant’s first formal academic exchange. This process required answering critical design questions: How could the two teams, one from UC Law SF and one from CRAALE, join together to enhance understanding of clinical methodologies and best practices? How and what might be shared such that the Haitian contingent would have approaches from which they might ultimately select, adapt or reject methods and content? What should be the focus of the interactions? Clinical legal education is a rich and robust domain. But, in a five-day symposium, we could engage with only a limited subset of its riches.

In reflecting on what it meant for a legal clinic to have an educational focus, the UC Law SF team perceived one of the most difficult and important capacities of a clinical educator as the ability to help a student effectively learn to fly solo, while still providing adequate support so that the student feels confident spreading their wings. Scholar and clinician Ann Shalleck opines that “[n]owhere is the intersection of legal theory and legal practice more intense than in supervising students representing real clients on real cases.”145 Since a fundamental goal of many law school clinics (including CRAALE) involves preparing aspiring attorneys to practice, success in that supervisory dynamic would be central.

In the end, in light of the challenges of scaffolding students and recent graduates in their inaugural flights in real cases, the UC Law SF team focused on common best practices for a clinic supervisor to effectively guide students and recent graduates. UC Law SF former Academic Dean and Clinical Professor Shauna Marshall offered a concise overview of three proposed core concepts for clinic supervision: 1) the “professor should be non-prescriptive in her teaching method”; 2) “the student should learn through an interactive process”; and 3) “professors should critique students as they learn new skills.”146

In addition to a focus on what the UC Law SF team understood as common supervisory best practices, while developing materials for the symposium (including adapting some prior simulations conducted at ESCDROJ), the team drew on core principles of client-centered

---


146 Shauna Marshall, Presentation at the International Clinical Legal Education Symposium & Training of Trainers Workshop, UC Law SF, San Francisco, CA (Feb. 7, 2019) (video on file with co-authors). For a discussion of providing feedback as a best practice in clinical legal education in Australia, see e.g., Evans et al., *supra* note 142, at 19 (explaining that “[t]he constructive provision of feedback is central to student supervision . . . Feedback is provided in a timely manner so as to enable the student to address and build on the feedback”). These three approaches highlighted and served as vehicles for exploring potential best practices in clinical legal education.
lawyering.\textsuperscript{147} Although not unique to the U.S., this approach to lawyering, which seeks to uplift the client and their agency as central to understanding and pursuing the case, has become a foundational philosophy in clinical legal education in the U.S.\textsuperscript{148} In describing the prevalence and impact of this philosophy, Professor Katherine Kruse opines that “the client-centered approach has so thoroughly permeated skills training, it is not an exaggeration to say that client-centered representation is one of the most influential doctrines in legal education today.”\textsuperscript{149} Client-centered principles, in turn, manifested in various contexts during the symposium, including through client interviewing role plays and the related supervision exchanges with students about those interviews.

Beyond approaches to supervision and client-centered lawyering, the symposium also focused on the critical process of reflection that is often understood as a clinical legal education best practice\textsuperscript{150} and regularly anticipates debriefing as an important tool.\textsuperscript{151} Supervision approaches, including an emphasis on interactive learning, client-centered lawyering, and debriefing became common best practice options highlighted during the symposium.

2. \textit{Logistical Challenges}

Concurrently with developing a basic framework and content for the first academic exchange, both the Haiti and California contingents were juggling the logistical realities of scheduling and travel. In many ways, the essentials of how and what content would be chosen represented only a fraction of the important considerations for the symposium workshop. Engaging cross-culturally and bridging the language differences (the symposium took place in French and English) as well as geographic complexities offered their own challenges. For example,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{147} See, e.g., Elliot Milstein, \textit{Experiential Education and the Rule of Law: Teaching Values Through Clinical Education in China}, 22 GLOBAL BUS. & DEV. L. J. 55, 61 (2009) (“One of the core values of most American clinical programs is client-centered lawyering. By this we mean that lawyers represent clients and must do it in a way that ensures the autonomy of the client as the primary decision-maker over the life of a case. It assumes that all important decisions involved in solving a legal problem involve value-choices and that a primary job of a lawyer is to help a client make those decisions in a way that is consistent with the client’s values.”);
  \item \textsuperscript{148} See, e.g., Milstein, supra note 147.
  \item \textsuperscript{149} Kruse, supra note 147, at 370-71.
  \item \textsuperscript{150} See e.g., Evans, et al., supra note 142, at 12, 20-21 (describing reflection as among clinical legal education best practices in Australia).
  \item \textsuperscript{151} Id. at 20-21.
\end{itemize}
the political and security situation in Haiti is often volatile, and that was the case during the period of the planned exchange. The Haitian team cautioned that potential protests could prevent travel from Jérémie to the international airport in the capital, a ground journey that regularly involved seven to eleven hours. Hence, the timing of the exchange was accelerated to allow guests from Haiti to leave Port-au-Prince a day earlier.152

The Haitian contingent’s foresight turned out to be well placed. Their outbound ground travel from Jérémie to the capital was uneventful and consumed about seven hours, and the team then flew to San Francisco. The next morning, on what would have been the original date of their departure, violent protests erupted in the streets of Port-au-Prince.153

3. Navigating Risk: Inviting and Respecting Wisdom and Perspectives

Beyond safety logistics of the exchange, another concern involved the advisability of clinicians from the Global North holding substantial, albeit not sole, responsibility for developing content for a symposium with participants from the Global South.154 As in previous phases of our collaborations, we were cognizant of risks, such as those of ethnocentrism and imperialism, and worked to try to reduce the likelihood of their being realized.155

For example, decreasing the likelihood of realizing these risks included drawing on the guidance of Haitian CRAALE co-founder Roxane Edmond Dimanche, who had had extended exposure to and engagement with clinical legal education practices.156 Her insights and

suggestions have been foundational throughout the gestation and estab-
lishment of CRAALE, although her studies of law school clinics had
also been substantially focused on U.S. clinical legal education.\textsuperscript{157}

In addition to the CRAALE team, the Embassy had authorized
the inclusion of Jacques Letang, who directs the Bureau des Droits
Humains en Haïti (Office of Human Rights in Haiti),\textsuperscript{158} a well-respected
human rights legal organization in the capital, in the symposium. As
noted above, he has (more recently) assumed leadership as the presi-
dent of the Federation of Bar Associations (FBH) in Haiti.\textsuperscript{159} In addi-
tion to the presentation that President Letang gave in which he shared
key approaches to human rights representation in Haiti, his engagement
with the clinical approaches that were highlighted and his commentary
provided important perspective on those clinical options.\textsuperscript{160}

Reducing the chance of realizing the risks also meant building in
space and time for the CRAALE team to share their experiences and
reflections in both larger and smaller group settings and for their wis-
dom to govern decision making in a variety of contexts.

Perhaps the most powerful check on the potential influence of U.S.
colleagues was the track record throughout the multi-year collabora-
tion of Haitian colleagues explicitly providing guidance when U.S. col-
leagues made incorrect assumptions or proposed approaches that were
not likely to work well in a Haitian context.\textsuperscript{161}

In the 2019 symposium, Haitian participants appreciated the value
of being open to new approaches while recognizing the importance of
being discerning in exploring those approaches. They knew it would be
necessary to evaluate new theories and practices critically and evaluate
them within the Haitian legal context.\textsuperscript{162} Even approaches that looked

\textsuperscript{157} See BDHH, https://bdhhaiti.org/.

\textsuperscript{158} See, e.g., Jacques Letang, Jacques Letang (FBH & BINUH) on the UN Integrated
Office in Haiti (BINUH) - Security Council Open VTC, UNITED NATIONS: UN Web TV (June

\textsuperscript{159} FBH President Letang subsequently participated in all four of the additional U.S.
Embassy in Haiti grant-sponsored symposia and trainings that UC Law SF and/or ESCDROJ
have hosted. Notably, he presented at the symposium in San Francisco in the spring of 2023,
and he was a principal in the planning and presenting for the training conducted by BDHH
and ESCDROJ in Jérémie in August of 2023.

\textsuperscript{160} See e.g., Kate E. Bloch and Roxane Edmond Dimanche, The Rule of Law and Ethical
Integrity: Does Haiti Need a Code of Legal Ethics?, 37 U. HAW. L. REV. 1, 3 (2016). For a dis-
cussion of developing and modifying experiential simulation materials for use in a Haitian
context, see, e.g., Bloch, supra note 21, at 453.

\textsuperscript{161} Email with attachment from Roxane Edmond Dimanche to Kate Bloch, Building a
Legal Aid Clinic from Scratch, (Feb. 3, 2023, 10:45 AM PST) (on file with co-authors).
promising would likely need to be adapted, in light of Haitian cultural customs, law, and principles.163

The California hosts hoped that the presentations by U.S. colleagues would offer options that could be accepted, rejected, or adapted. The dialogue, respect, and reflection at the heart of the exchange also enabled revising approaches in real time during the symposium. Still, concerns about imposing methodologies and practices and infusing the selection and rejection process of Haitian colleagues with U.S. colleagues’ limited understandings and clinical legal education preferences remained.

4. **First Academic Exchange Under the Grant**

Finally, and with various caveats in mind, the symposium was underway. The initial two days offered a whirlwind of presentations, experiential role-plays, and opportunities to discuss clinical supervision, with guests and hosts deeply immersed in clinical approaches (and we hope best practices).164

On the third day of the visit, we joined colleagues at the regional Northern California Clinicians’ Conference.165 This brief interlude enabled the group to engage with clinicians from throughout Northern California and beyond. The expectation was that this engagement would provide broader and more diverse contacts and perspectives on clinical legal education than could be offered within the confines of the symposium. In some perhaps unexpected ways, this regional gathering did turn out to provide a particularly important moment for international clinical collaboration.

That was because of Jean.166 It appears that Jean was six years old when his parents traveled from Haiti to Chile and left him behind with a caregiver in a mountainous and remote region of Western Haiti.167 When we learned about Jean, his parents had been unsuccessfully trying to contact Jean’s caregiver for some time. As a consequence of their inability to locate their son, they had approached clinicians at a law school clinic in Santiago, Chile, hoping perhaps that these lawyers could reach the more than 3500 miles across the sea and through the international challenges to reunite the family. But as of early February of 2019, the clinicians had had no success.

---

163 Id.
164 See e.g., Agenda from International Clinical Legal Education Symposium & Training of Trainers Workshop (Feb. 7-12, 2019) (on file with co-authors).
165 The conference was hosted by Golden Gate University Law School on February 9, 2019.
166 The child’s name was changed to protect their privacy.
167 Jean’s age at the time of separation was calculated based on Jean’s birth certificate (on file with co-authors) and a subsequent news article about Jean and his family, which is cited infra in footnote 262.
Then, as part of the growing global clinical community, like the CRAALE participants, clinicians from the Santiago law school clinic in Chile happened to also be in attendance at the same Northern California Bay Area clinicians’ event in San Francisco. On that Saturday morning, after the clinicians from Chile heard the introduction of the clinicians from Haiti, a conversation began, one to which we will return later.

Following the regional conference, gathering once again at UC Law SF on the third day of our symposium, we stepped back from the role plays and immersion to focus on designing curriculum. We worked together to reverse engineer one of the supervision exercises from the initial days of the symposium. Our goal was to surface educational objectives in the materials that had guided the work thus far. With alacrity, guests identified the educational objectives embedded in the exercise.

With these concepts now explicit and available for scrutiny, the time had come for members of the Haitian team to ascertain the underlying ideas or tasks that they would want to teach the interns in CRAALE and which, if any, of the approaches discussed might be useful. In an engaging session, with their recent practice experiences informing their discussion, the Haitian team quickly generated a list. From this, given the challenges the team members had encountered in their early representation endeavors, they selected learning how to address the recurring problem of lost court files as the overarching frame for a training exercise that could be valuable for the CRAALE curriculum.

It is worth noting that CRAALE’s experience in Jérémie with lost files is not unique. For instance, a description of USAID support for a legal aid office in the Haitian city of St. Marc narrates a client’s circumstances that largely mirror the challenges CRAALE personnel had identified. The article indicated that the client had been imprisoned on a petty theft charge four years earlier, was still awaiting trial, and had already served the equivalent of multiple times the expected sentence (even if convicted). The case description expressly noted that the client’s “lengthy incarceration was due to a lost case file.”

With lost court files as the focus, on the final day together, the Haitian team began brainstorming and documenting the learning objectives for the experiential role-play they chose to develop. Here, in light of how role-play scripts are often generated in the U.S., the UC Law SF team might have anticipated the Haitian team sitting and drafting a script for an experiential exercise. But instead, the Haitian

---

168. See Lost While Awaiting Trial, supra note 54.
169. See id.
170. See id.
171. Id. The website article reports that the legal aid office in St. Marc also has an impressive record of client releases (251 clients released). See id.
team developed an innovative adaptation. With their learning objectives for the exercise well defined, the Haitian team created the script by standing up and actually doing a role play, imagining themselves in the situation and engaging in the dialogue they thought would take place real-time.

These efforts, however, were truncated by the evolving security situation in Port-au-Prince. The Haitian contingent was due to fly out on the red-eye flight to Miami that evening with a connecting flight to Port-au-Prince, but violent protests were once again overtaking the capital. Both Haitian guests and U.S. hosts worried it would not be safe for the Haitian team to return home. Phone calls, emails, or texts to family and friends as well as the U.S. Embassy in Haiti took priority over drafting the script, and so the experiential role-play was not completed that day. Thus concluded the first symposium and academic exchange under the grants in the effort to advance the curriculum for CRAALE.

5. Second Academic Exchange

For the second academic exchange, which was set to transpire in Haiti, the CRAALE team would take center stage. The UC Law SF team planned to join the Haitian team in May of 2019, three months after the symposium in San Francisco. However, the security situation in Haiti remained hazardous and a journey to Jérémie was not practical, members of both teams traveled to the capital, the CRAALE team from Jérémie and the UC Law SF team from California. Unfortunately, after the teams arrived in Port-au-Prince, the situation deteriorated.

---


173 See, e.g., sources cited in note 172 supra.

174 We should add that the return trip was harrowing, but the members of the Haitian team eventually were able to return home safely.


Protests took over the streets, and UC Law SF and CRAALE team members sheltered in place at a hotel. Pictured below is a photograph of some of the protests from the hotel window.

Despite the challenges, days later, both teams collaborated to plan and host a second academic exchange at another hotel nearby. We opened this exchange to share information with approximately 30 guests on CRAALE’s progress and accomplishments. Our guests included Haitian attorneys and law students, as well as individuals affiliated with Lawyers without Borders, the U.S. Embassy in Haiti, and the UN.

It was with this audience that CRAALE shared its service accomplishments thus far and its now finished role-play on clinical pedagogy and supervision in the case of lost court files. It was here in Haiti that we engaged audience members as participants in experiential clinical legal education opportunities. It was here that we celebrated the two-year anniversary of CRAALE. It was here that audience members were moved to ask how they could create a

---

177 Id.
178 The photograph was taken by Professor Bloch. It has been cropped and formatted for this Article.
179 The agenda for the second exchange is on file with the co-authors.
180 Sign-in sheets for the second academic exchange are on file with the co-authors, although it is not clear that they include all audience members in attendance at the event.
CRAALE in Port-au-Prince. It was, thus, here that CRAALE had taken the next step in becoming a model for clinical legal education in Haiti.

III. ANALYZING CRAALE’S IMPACT

The enthusiastic reception of the CRAALE team’s presentation at the exchange in the capital and the interest in replicating CRAALE outside of Jérémie were invigorating. However, considering CRAALE as a potential model warrants an analysis and evaluation of CRAALE’s successes and limitations. This Part offers such an assessment.

Depending on a clinic’s goals and context, criteria for such an assessment may vary. For the assessment here, we have chosen six lenses: service, ethics, teaching, logistics and managerial considerations, collaboration, and societal challenges. The first three, service, ethics, and teaching, represent essential goals announced as part of CRAALE’s mission. Consequently, evaluating CRAALE’s work on those criteria furnishes an opportunity to determine to what extent CRAALE is fulfilling its animating principles. These domains also enable consideration of some of the theories, approaches, and practices the CRAALE team decided were appropriate to apply in the Haitian context. In addition, these three lenses open a window into whether CRAALE’s work is furthering the rule of law and human rights. The remaining three criteria, logistics and managerial considerations, collaboration, and societal challenges seem appropriate bases for review for most organizations, especially those that aim to survive in complex and resource-scarce environments.

A. Service: Clients’ Lives, Human Rights, & the Rule of Law

In evaluating CRAALE’s service, this section considers first a quantitative assessment of CRAALE’s work and then turns to more qualitative dimensions and implications of CRAALE’s engagement with clients. Finally, it considers limits on the scope of CRAALE’s service aspirations.

181 See Lamour & Janvier, supra note 20, at 8.
182 The exchanges did not end with the 2019 presentation in Port-au-Prince. The pandemic struck, but we engaged in a mediation workshop virtually in May of 2021. We also held a fourth academic exchange in the spring of 2023, the International Human Rights, Mediation & Restorative Justice symposium, which was a four and one-half day hybrid event with most participants engaged in person on the UC Law SF campus in San Francisco. Following that fourth exchange, the CRAALE contingent hosted a training in August of 2023 focused on topics from the recent symposium, including mediation and alternative dispute resolution.
183 For CRAALE’s mission statement, see supra text accompanying notes 93-94.
I. Data and Scale

In March of 2018, when the CRAALE and UC Law SF Haiti Justice Partnership teams visited the Jérémie prison, CRAALE was poised to begin representing clients. On that day, the prison held 323 individuals of whom 268 were detained pre-trial. In CRAALE’s first 18 plus months of service, from May, 2018, through 2019, the CRAALE team processed 49 cases. “Processed” here means that CRAALE represented these clients and handled these cases. During this period, these 49 individuals constituted CRAALE’s full client caseload.

The initial team succeeded in garnering the formal release of individuals from the prison in 29 of those 49 cases. Even as a new clinic, overall, CRAALE’s representation persuaded courts, juries, or the prosecutor to release clients in more than half of the cases processed by the team during that initial period. These were not temporary releases awaiting trial; these 29 cases reached resolution. Resolution of a case here means that the client was either convicted or released without further prosecution on the charges in the case. Resolving a case could occur in a number of ways. These include: 1) a case could resolve at trial, in which the client was acquitted or convicted or the charges were dismissed; 2) a case could resolve through a court process that resulted in release, such as a successful habeas corpus petition, which could apply to both individuals detained pre-trial or those who were in custody post-trial; 3) a case could also resolve through administrative or executive action either pre-trial or post-trial, such as prosecutorial dismissal of charges, or prosecutorial release without further prosecution, or presidential clemency.

Of the remaining 20 cases that did not result in release, individuals in 18 of them were convicted, and client petitions for habeas corpus release in two cases were rejected. For the 18 clients who were convicted, their cases also reached resolution. Only the cases for the two clients whose habeas petitions were unsuccessful did not reach resolution in this period.

Thus, of the total 49 cases processed in 2018 and 2019, CRAALE was able to resolve 47 of them. Of these 47 resolved cases during this

---

184 Formerly the Hastings to Haiti Partnership (HHP).
185 Jérémie prison population statistics were supplied by the prison during the visit on March 7, 2018.
186 See email with attachment from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Aug. 24, 2023, 4:52 PM PDT) (on file with co-authors).
187 Id.
188 Information on CRAALE’s cases was compiled and provided by CRAALE team co-authors.
initial window, a period in which both jury and non-jury trials were still being conducted, there were 43 cases brought to trial, and clients were released in 25 of those 43 cases, for a trial release success rate of over 58%. In other words, in cases that were brought to trial, more than half of the clients were not convicted and were, instead, released.

The table below provides a snapshot of CRAALE’s service during that initial period.

Table 1: 2018-2019 CRAALE Service Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Cases</th>
<th>Released</th>
<th>Convicted</th>
<th>Rejected</th>
<th>Number of cases processed</th>
<th>Number of cases resolved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habeas Corpus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctional Court (less serious offenses)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Jury Hearings</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Hearings without Juries</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although CRAALE’s representation of clients has continued after 2019, in this more recent period, substantial additional hurdles have further complicated its efforts. For this Article, the recordkeeping of CRAALE’s statistical data was divided into two periods, reflecting, inter alia, the advent of these new impediments. For example, in 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic struck worldwide. More generally, socio- and geo-political instability has substantially stymied the CRAALE team’s ability to advocate on behalf of its clients. As noted earlier, on July 7th of 2021, assassins murdered President Jovenel Moïse, Haiti’s leader. The assassination, coupled with the lack of elections and the lack of a functioning parliament, has largely paralyzed Haiti’s government.

---

189 See, e.g., Harrison Bardwell, Crisis in Haiti Intensifies [ETR 2020 Report], Vision of Human., https://www.visionofhumanity.org/etr-2020-the-pandemics-toll-on-food-insecurity-and-undernourishment-in-haiti/ (last visited Apr. 14, 2023). However, the death toll directly attributed to COVID has not necessarily been as high in Haiti as in a number of other countries. See, e.g., Jason Beaubien, One of the World’s Poorest Countries has one of the Lowest COVID Death Rates, NPR (May 4, 2021), https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2021/05/04/992544022/one-of-the-worlds-poorest-countries-has-one-of-the-worlds-lowest-covid-death-rat. Commentators suggest that, among other factors, the on-average younger age of the Haitian population may play a role. Id.

190 For discussion of the social and geopolitical instability, see, e.g., RIBANDO SEELKE & RIOS, supra note 14, at 1-11.

191 See id. at 4.

192 See, e.g., supra text accompanying notes 47-51.
earthquake struck Haiti. It devastated much of the Western portion of the country, where Jérémie and CRAALE are located. These events negatively impacted the functioning of the judicial system, sometimes paralyzing it for substantial periods. For example, although there were intermittent judicial proceedings, no trials in criminal cases, which are defined in Haiti as involving more serious offenses, were conducted in Jérémie in 2020 or 2021.

Despite these impediments, the team processed 31 client cases overall and 30 client cases to resolution in the 2020-November, 2022 period. In those cases, CRAALE secured the release of 23 individuals from the local prison. Although no trials involving more serious offenses were conducted, in other court proceedings handled by CRAALE, there were seven convictions and six releases of clients in cases that went to trial, and one case was dismissed because the offense was misclassified. There was also one client whom CRAALE represented, but where their hearing did not go forward. In addition, two clients were released through an appeal to the prosecutor to use his discretionary power to release.

Concern about COVID-19’s contagious nature also offered an opportunity for the CRAALE team to petition the prosecutor to exercise discretion, through a pandemic-related presidential clemency policy, for release of a number of individuals held in the Jérémie prison. Because the CRAALE team was present in the prison with some frequency, team members were often familiar not only with their clients but also with individuals who were not their clients but might qualify for this presidential clemency. Thus, although a significant number of the individuals involved were not CRAALE’s clients (and not part of CRAALE’s regular caseload), the CRAALE team was in a position to recommend

---


194 See, e.g., id.


196 For a discussion, dated November 11, 2022, about the lack of criminal trials in Haiti in 2021 and 2022, see id.

197 See infra Table #2.

198 For a discussion more generally of appealing to the prosecutor in Jérémie, see Dysfunction of the judicial and penal systems, supra note 195, at 15-17.

199 For information regarding the presidential pardon and related releases in 2020, see, e.g., U.S. DEP’T OF STATE, HAITI: HUMAN RIGHTS REPORT 2020, 7 (2021).
approximately 70 individuals for release.\textsuperscript{200} As explained by Professor Janvier, these were primarily individuals in pre-trial detention who were accused of minor crimes as well as individuals whose situations merited urgent attention.\textsuperscript{201} Professor Janvier reported that, ultimately, 15 individuals of the approximately 70 recommended were approved for release under the presidential clemency policy.\textsuperscript{202} Fourteen of the fifteen were CRAALE clients,\textsuperscript{203} for a total number of 23 clients released during the 2020–November 2022 representation period.

The table below summarizes CRAALE’s results in cases processed over the near two-year period from 2020 through November of 2022.

Table 2: 2020 - November 2022 CRAALE Service Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of case</th>
<th>Released</th>
<th>Convicted</th>
<th>Number of cases processed</th>
<th>Number of cases resolved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habeas corpus</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request directed to the prosecutor’s office for release</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clients granted clemency pursuant to COVID-19 Presidential Clemency policy</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases brought to Correctional Court (jurisdiction over less serious offenses)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal hearings, with Jury Assistance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal record, potentially without Assistance from Jury</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>23</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
<td><strong>31</strong></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{200} The seventy individuals included here reflect the cases in which the CRAALE team recommended release. It does not necessarily reflect every case considered by the team. In short, CRAALE can sometimes take steps that help individuals other than those for whom they have accepted representation, as in the non-client cases where CRAALE recommended presidential clemency.

\textsuperscript{201} Email from Yvon Janvier with attachment to co-authors (Aug. 18, 2023, 8:01 AM PDT) (on-file with co-authors).

\textsuperscript{202} Email from Yvon Janvier to Kate Bloch (Sept. 5, 2023, 2:35 PM PDT) (on file with co-authors).

\textsuperscript{203} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{204} Due to the misclassification of the offense, the charges were dismissed. See email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Jan. 10, 2023, 10:41 AM PST) (on file with co-authors).
Unfortunately, CRAALE lacks the staff to represent all indigent incarcerated individuals who need representation. So, the CRAALE team must choose which clients to assist and in which order. Over the years, factors that have informed prioritization include: pre-trial detention in excess of two years, failure to bring the client before a magistrate within six months of their arrest, and cases involving women and minors who are victims of violence.

While CRAALE’s service impact can be measured in multiple dimensions, both immediate and far-reaching, there is, first, the scale of its work in sheer numbers. From the spring of 2018 through November of 2022, CRAALE generally functioned with one or two members of the Bar as supervisors, a stagiaire or apprentice attorney working on his apprenticeship, a coordinator for part of this period, and a small cadre of pre-apprenticeship interns (usually limited to no more than five at a given time). With this staff, the CRAALE team processed 80 client cases and wrestled 77 of those 80 cases to resolution through the tangled and under-resourced judicial processes in Jérémie. Three cases did not reach resolution. These were the two cases involving a denial of habeas corpus in Table 1 and the one case where the hearing was postponed, as listed under Criminal record in Table 2. Whether CRAALE would be able to bring those cases to resolution at a later point, through a release of the client or a conviction by trial, remained to be determined. Of the 77 cases that reached resolution, the team obtained the release of clients in 52 of those cases.

Even with release of clients in 52 of the 77 cases brought to resolution over the 2018–November 2022 period, the legal proceedings for the

205 For the 2022 calendar year, Professor Janvier reported that CRAALE collaborated with a government unit, the Office de Protection du Citoyen (Office of Citizen Protection) and two NGOs, Justice et Paix (Justice and Peace) and Lawyers without Borders Canada (LWBC). He explained that cases were selected by mutual agreement based on the following criteria, criteria that were retained and shared by LWBC: 1) the most problematic detention cases: detention without trial for more than two years, detention of women and minors; 2) individuals detained under warrant from the Government Commissioner (prosecutor) without being informed of the charges against them; 3) individuals detained under the arrest warrant of the investigating judge exceeding the 90-day period for investigating the case; 4) individuals who were convicted or released during a trial but who had not received the required notice of the judgment; 5) detained individuals without a file at the registry office (usually people taken to prison by authorities not competent to do so); 6) detained individuals who have never appeared before a detainee magistrate for 6 months, counted from the day of their arrest until the day when the CRAALE team identified their file; 7) individuals detained under the warrant of committal of a dismissed judge or Commissioner; 8) cases of women and minors who are victims of violence; 9) any other case where the vulnerability of the person is proven. See CRAALE-ESCROJ-Report Brief – 2018-2022; Email with attachment from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Aug. 24, 2023, 4:52 PM PDT) (both sources on file with co-authors).

206 Terminology varies regarding individuals who have suffered sexual assault crimes. In Haiti, the term is generally “victim,” whereas in some places it might be “survivor.”

207 See supra note 205.

208 See supra Tables 1 & 2.
remaining 25 clients resulted in a conviction. Nonetheless, whether it
produced the result of release or conviction, prioritizing clients in older,
often forgotten cases served to bring clients out of the legal limbo in
which they had been trapped.

Stepping back to provide perspective on CRAALE’s service work
in terms of the numbers, just for illustrative purposes, let us compare the
number of cases CRAALE handled from the spring of 2018 through
2019 (Table 1) to the overall prison population on March 7, 2018.
CRAALE’s work representing clients in 47 cases brought to resolution
would mean representation for 14.5% of the 323 persons held in the
prison on that date.\textsuperscript{209} If we include the two clients whose cases did not
reach resolution, the proportion becomes just over 15%. The above ra-
tios do not, of course, capture the realities of the situation because, inter
alia, the prison population was not static during this time. Still, they can
provide a useful approximation to understand the scope of CRAALE’s
service. While such figures might be a testament to the need for and
potency of that service, they would still mean that, during that initial
period, almost 85% of the individuals in the total prison population who
were incarcerated on March 7, 2018, would not have been represented
by CRAALE. Few of those individuals were likely to have had other
access to representation.

2. \textit{Qualitative and Holistic Outcomes}

Statistics can offer insight, but they furnish only one portal into
CRAALE’s work. They don’t capture the visceral and cognitive ben-
efits for clients. For those who are released, the benefits of freedom are
myriad and apparent. But even for clients whose cases result in con-
viction, they finally know their sentence, and they likely have already
served part or all of that sentence during their pre-trial incarceration.
As a general rule under Haitian law, detention in custody in excess of
two months is to be credited as time served and deducted from an indi-
vidual’s sentence if they are convicted of the charged offense(s).\textsuperscript{210}

\textsuperscript{209}Although CRAALE’s primary focus is on representing individuals detained pre-trial,
occasionally, CRAALE also represented individuals who had been convicted of crimes. In these
cases, for example, clients had not necessarily received appropriate communication of their
judgments, such as not having been informed of how much time remained to be served on their
sentences. CRAALE-ESCDROJ-Report Brief – 2018-2022; Email with attachment from Yvon
Janvier to co-authors (Aug. 24, 2023, 4:52 PM PDT) (both sources on file with co-authors).

\textsuperscript{210}For a discussion of the Haitian approach to credit for time served for time spent in custody
generally and the separate calculation for hard labor, see Vanessa Dalzon, \textit{Détention préventive pro-
longée, habeas corpus, Loi Lespinasse, que disent les législations?}. [Authors’ translation: Prolonged
One of the most profound results of CRAALE’s work is relieving client suffering through release from prison. Even working in a challenging system with minimal resources, this team of clinic attorneys and interns had a dramatic impact on the liberty of many incarcerated people.

Beyond relieving the physical torments of prison life, the CRAALE team perceived that representation and release often produced powerful change in clients’ beliefs about their future. In initial meetings with clients, CRAALE staff encountered individuals enmeshed in an oppressive and archaic judicial system, which frequently did not treat them as human beings and had often forgotten them for years in foul-smelling cells. Any traces of belief in their country’s justice had often long ago evaporated. Developing rapport between a client trapped in the prison and their attorney could start a cycle of trust, with release potentially initiating first steps of a renewal of faith in humanity and rule of law. The impact here on human beings and on the human spirit is critical. It furnishes another dimension of what CRAALE’s work means.

In reflecting on the process and outcomes of CRAALE’s practice, at least four additional takeaways emerge. First, the successful pursuit of legal process advanced clients’ human rights. Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “[n]o one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”211 CRAALE’s work has become a key that can open prison doors to usher individuals back into the light of freedom and stem human rights violations.

Second, the hesitancy of a legal community to embrace a new law school legal aid clinic could be overcome. The CRAALE team achieved this by meeting with members of the legal community to explain and discuss the value of the clinic as part of its launch process as well as by subsequently providing high-quality legal services that benefited the justice system.

Third, CRAALE’s success is also a portrait of the system’s propensity to forget those caught within it. That amnesia illustrates the precarious nature of rule of law without continued vigilance on the part of client and human rights advocates. Whether the result in a particular case was a release from custody or a conviction, CRAALE’s work upholds the rule of law as both releases and convictions were effectuated through judicial and prosecutorial process.

Fourth, CRAALE’s important impact is significantly constrained by limited resources. Despite the many successes, an inability to represent most of the individuals incarcerated suggests that there remains much work to do in this service domain.

211 Article 5, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supra note 11.
3. Limits on Range of Service Domains

A final consideration about CRAALE’s service goals merits acknowledgement. The initial vision for CRAALE imagined its service encompassing not only representation for individuals detained in the prison, but also two additional service domains: community mediation services and representation for those who have suffered sexual assaults.\(^{212}\)

As we reflect more generally on the scope of CRAALE’s clinical aims, we realize that, in light of resource constraints, it was pragmatic and arguably necessary to circumscribe the service domains for the initial launch. That has been a limitation in the piloting of CRAALE. We are optimistic, however, that CRAALE’s services can someday expand to include mediation and representation of victims/survivors, the two additional domains originally contemplated.

With respect to mediation services, trainings and exchanges about such services have been a focus under the U.S. Embassy in Haiti grants. The initial symposium in San Francisco included a presentation on mediation, and a subsequent May 2021 virtual workshop offered a series of presentations and interactive simulations on mediation. More recently in late spring of 2023, the grant funding supported a multi-day symposium in San Francisco with a substantial focus on mediation. This symposium resulted in the Dean of ESCROJ authorizing doubling the number of CRAALE interns from five to ten and authorizing Professor Janvier to incorporate mediation as a topic in his course for first-year law students in Jérémie.\(^{213}\)

Haitian Bar Federation President Jacques Letang, BDHH attorney Nathan Laguerre, Dean Eustache, and Professor Janvier, all participants in the spring 2023 symposium from BDHH and ESCDROJ, also conducted a final training under the grants in Haiti in August 2023, with an emphasis on providing a foundation for CRAALE interns on mediation principles and skills.\(^{214}\) Consequently, the envisioned mediation component of CRAALE now has some of the seminal groundwork to move toward fruition. What additional resources might be needed to make this service dimension a reality of CRAALE’s work remains to be assessed.

With respect to representing individuals who have been victims/survivors of sexual assault, that goal for CRAALE could also reach fruition soon. In Haiti, the law allows those who have been harmed


\(^{213}\) As of November 12, 2023, Professor Janvier reported that CRAALE had 14 members. See email with attachment from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Nov. 12, 2023, 12:33 PM PST).

\(^{214}\) Among other speakers, Pauline Lecarpentier, the secretary general of BDHH, also presented at this training event.
by criminal conduct to participate directly in the criminal trial (partie civile process), with representation by their own attorney.\textsuperscript{215} In entering into this service domain, CRAALE may need to implement additional procedures to avoid conflicts of interest between representation of individuals accused of sexual assault who are detained in the prison and its representation of victims/survivors of sexual assaults.\textsuperscript{216} With this caveat in mind, through collaborations with other human rights organizations, and training that it has already implemented, the CRAALE team anticipates expanding the scope of its efforts to encompass such representation.\textsuperscript{217}

\textbf{B. Ethical Practice}

CRAALE’s success extends beyond the benefits to clients and their human rights and the rule of law described above. With concerns about corruption a persistent refrain in assessments of the judicial system in Haiti,\textsuperscript{218} CRAALE has been developing an alternate narrative, one based on adherence to ethical practice. CRAALE supervisors school their interns in handling client cases and files with professionalism and respect for confidentiality.\textsuperscript{219} CRAALE, as the legal clinic arm of ESCDROJ, concentrates on meeting the ethical values advocated both by the law school and by the national decree regulating the legal profession.\textsuperscript{220}

Like other participants in the judicial system, CRAALE personnel report being exposed to ethical challenges. For example, one CRAALE co-author lamented that some people thought CRAALE had resources available that CRAALE should “share” to obtain the desired service. The co-author noted that this type of expectation is one of the major issues within the Haitian judicial system. However, because, from its

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{216} When representation for victims/survivors of sexual assaults was contemplated as a concurrent part of the original representation mission, CRAALE had anticipated a policy that would limit representation of individuals detained in the prison to those persons not accused of sexual assault. \textit{See} Bloch \\& Edmond Dimanche, \textit{Human Rights from the Ground Up}, supra note 15, at 227.
\item \textsuperscript{217} \textit{See} Section E. infra.
\item \textsuperscript{218} \textit{See}, e.g., \textit{Haiti 2022 Human Rights Rep.}, supra note 5, at 2, 7, 10-11.
\item \textsuperscript{219} \textit{See}, e.g., Yvon Janvier, CRAALE-ESCDROJ Training Agenda, Feb. 17-18, 2023 (on file with co-authors) (describing training for new CRAALE interns, including a focus on general ethical obligations and competencies and specific attention to confidentiality and conflicts of interest and independence).
\end{itemize}
conception, CRAALE began with and adheres to a no-gifts policy, the answer to an intimation that such resources should be made available is always “no.”

CRAALE’s steadfast dedication to ethical practice means that CRAALE is not plagued by rumors of suspicion of corruption and embezzlement, which shadow much of the judicial system in Haiti. CRAALE’s supervisors train aspiring lawyers in key values involving justice and integrity. Developing a culture of practice with these values at the forefront can nurture generational adherence to and advocacy for the rule of law.

In looking prospectively to the possibility of versions of the CRAALE model elsewhere, it is important to recognize that taking the proverbial high road may risk bad outcomes for clients if corruption governs legal practice and there is inadequate support for refusing to bow to its nefarious reach; thus, beyond adopting and implementing a non-corruption, no-gifts policy, it may be important to advise clients about the potential consequences to the client’s case of the clinic’s refusal to engage in corrupt practices.

C. Teaching and Mentoring

In addition to evaluating service and ethical practice, the third domain of assessment involves teaching and mentoring. Four aspects of the educational mission of CRAALE receive explicit treatment here. They are: 1) mémoire writing, 2) implementing client-centered approaches to lawyering and supporting student autonomy, 3) navigating the potential tension between service and educational goals, and 4) inspiring each other.

I. Mémoire Mentoring & Apprenticeship Supervision

Law students finish their coursework with the challenging tasks of writing their mémoire and completing an apprenticeship still before them. Although at the time that Roxane Edmond Dimanche imagined a

---

221 See Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15, at 241, 243-44. The policy from the Oct. 5, 2017 version of the CRAALE clinic manual follows: “[CRAALE] Non-Corruption, No Gifts Policies: [CRAALE] pursues a non-corruption, no gifts policy. You must therefore not offer money or other gifts to justice system officials or employees in connection with a case handled by the Clinic.” CRAALE Clinic Manual, Oct. 5, 2017 Version in French, at 9 (on-file with co-authors) [Authors’ translation].


223 See Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15, at 241, 243-44. For the language of the CRAALE “no-gifts” policy and the recommendation that clients be advised about the policy and its potential consequences for their case, see supra note 221 and the CRAALE Clinic Manual, Oct. 5, 2017 Version in French, at 9 (on-file with co-authors).

224 See Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15, at 224.
clinic at ESCDROJ, law students were permitted to handle even relatively serious cases in court under the supervision of a practicing lawyer, a subsequent rule change by the Bar has limited the scope of practice opportunities for students in Jérémie. As a result, until June of 2023, CRAALE interns were generally individuals who had completed their coursework and were trying to prepare their mémoires or fulfill their apprenticeships, rather than current students taking classes. Mentorship by CRAALE supervisors, who are practicing members of the Haitian Bar, can be instrumental in helping the finissants, who are writing their mémoires, and stagiaires, who have completed and defended their mémoires and need to complete their practice apprenticeships, build their new professional careers. Once engaged as interns at CRAALE, they have support in these essential stages needed to become attorneys. For example, CRAALE has offered training on research methodologies for the mémoire. Later, CRAALE supervisors provided feedback to interns who had submitted written work and met with them to provide additional support.

Nonetheless, even with the supervision and mentoring offered by CRAALE attorneys to these engaged interns, completing one’s mémoire and defending it remain significant obstacles to entering practice, especially in the face of sweeping social and political upheaval. Of the initial four CRAALE interns who proposed mémoire subjects to their CRAALE mentors, two made only limited progress, one wrote a first draft, and one successfully completed and defended his mémoire. That last intern also has engaged in his apprenticeship through CRAALE and has been admitted to the Jérémie Bar.

Two important takeaways surface here. First, the situation of instability in the country can be so draining it breaks interns’ momentum and makes them lose sight of their resolutions and dreams. Second, undermining resolve may also be a function of exhaustion and other work demands, as interns cannot rely on a stipend for interning at CRAALE. Thus, they commonly must find independent employment to support themselves, while they intern at CRAALE doing research.

---

225 See email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Aug. 18, 2023, 8:01 AM PDT) (on file with co-authors).

226 Since the second symposium under the U.S. Embassy in Haiti grant at UC Law SF, which concluded in June of 2023, Dean Eustache has authorized CRAALE to accept interns who were still taking their coursework at ESCDROJ. See email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Nov. 12, 2023, 12:33 PM PST) (on file with co-authors).

227 Email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Jan. 10, 2023, 10:41 AM PST) (on file with co-authors).

228 Professor Janvier reports that this intern has been sworn into the Bar, but that, due to the dysfunction of the judicial system during the recent two-plus-year period, the Bar will not consider his internship complete until the spring of 2024, when this intern is expected to receive his final certificate. Email with attachment from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Nov. 12, 2023, 12:33 PM PST) (on file with co-authors).
and representing clients. These realities can erode the best intentions of both the interns and their CRAALE mentors.

2. Implementing Client-Centered Approaches and Supporting Student Autonomy

A client-centered philosophy has served as a lodestar of best practice options in the exchanges between UC Law SF and Haitian colleagues in the gestation and launch of CRAALE. Starting at least with the early simulations at ESCDROJ in 2009, this focus on various values embedded in client-centeredness featured in simulations and training. For example, ascertaining client goals, establishing rapport, and giving deference to client narratives were central to curricular demonstrations and shared opportunities in which the U.S. and Haitian partners engaged. CRAALE intern trainings have emphasized being attentive to and developing rapport with the client, as well as how to engage effectively with their cases and the judicial system.

By choosing to present and implement key client-centered norms in their teaching and practice, CRAALE staff perceive that this has helped spark and maintain client trust in legal representation by CRAALE personnel. As one co-author explains: “In their haggard eyes, emptied of any hope of seeing the sun of freedom again, we read distrust quite often. [It seems as] if, at first glance, their question [is], ‘What can motivate these lawyers who come to offer me their service for free?’ However, their attitude changes once we gain their trust after a few visits and exchanges. They begin to cling to life again. Moreover, in the process, we manage to help them regain their freedom[, which] was lost for too long. [For many of CRAALE’s clients, it is as if a new person] returns to society . . . determined to rebuild [a] life.”

The CRAALE team reports that client-centered approaches for those accused of crimes were not the norm in Haitian legal practice in Jérémie. Often in Jérémie, for example, lists of cases to be adjudicated at trial would be posted a day or so prior to the semi-annual trial court sessions (assizes). At that time, attorneys would be assigned to handle a case of someone who was incarcerated and whose trial was to be held.

229 Bloch, supra note 21, at 444-59.
230 See, e.g., id.
231 See e.g., Ariel Chéry, email from Yvon Janvier, with attachments, to co-authors (Jan. 10, 2023, 10:41 AM PST) (on file with co-authors) (on being attentive and handling cases).
232 Email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Dec., 11, 2022, 10:27 AM PST) (on file with co-authors).
233 Cf. Assessment of Legal Aid in Haiti, supra note 36, at 5 (describing the approach in a July, 2017, report and opining that, “In practice, the Bar Association designates trainee lawyers to defend the accused in criminal cases warranting trial by jury, but there is little to no legal assistance system organized beyond that.”).
It was then, often just a day or so prior to trial or even at the trial itself, that an attorney would often meet their incarcerated client for the first time. Thus, they had little time or opportunity to develop trust or rapport or to engage with the client and their narrative. The teaching, training, mentoring, and earlier intervention in cases by CRAALE staff may be ushering in a modified conception of client-attorney relationships, at least in some legal practice contexts.

This modified approach appears to support confidence and sharing between clients and their CRAALE representatives and to help establish the trust that is often vital to effective representation. One co-author intern explained: “With clients or detainees, collaborating was easy as they considered me as a person whom they could trust. This is a skill that CRAALE has developed in me, especially thanks to the training sessions prepared by the UC [Law SF] team.”

Moreover, client narratives and their trust in their legal representatives commonly, in turn, invigorate those representatives. This mutually reinforcing experience can benefit clients and inspire CRAALE interns to continue pursuing their public service ideals.

The dynamic among interns and supervisors also deserves mention. Because CRAALE selects interns who make the voluntary commitment to the clinic with a focus on service, their participation renews the spirit of the CRAALE team as a whole. Thus, not only do relationships with clients invigorate CRAALE personnel, the energy and engagement of interns and their supervisors offers a reinforcing circle of dedication to common justice values, learning, and clients.

With respect to student autonomy, support for such independence, as reflected in supervision approaches, served as a centerpiece of proposed best practices of the first academic exchange under the U.S. Embassy in Haiti grant. Although respect for intern autonomy might, in practice, pre-date the academic exchanges under the grant, the CRAALE team also incorporates this approach as a principle for the clinic. Autonomy comes in the form, for example, of interns conducting client interviews without a supervisor present and communicating directly with the court clerk. This autonomy appears to foster intern confidence in their responsibilities and effectiveness.

While client-centered approaches and supporting student autonomy might not work in every culture and legal system, at least some elements of those approaches seem valuable for CRAALE personnel to engage in their effective representation.

---

234 Email with attachment from Maxo Mezilas to Kate Bloch, (Jan. 11, 2023, 5:01 AM PST) (on file with co-authors). [Authors’ translation].
In light of the pressing service needs of clients in the Jérémie prison, CRAALE is not immune from the common tension in clinical legal education between service and education goals. A law school clinic is not synonymous with a community legal aid clinic. The former usually has a substantial, if not predominantly, educational focus and the latter usually a predominantly service focus. In the 2017 USAID and UN report, the authors acknowledge that service, rather than education, is often the priority of the legal aid offices that have been funded in Haiti, noting, that “[i]n existing projects . . . the objective of building the capacity of trainee lawyers is regarded as secondary or supplementary to other aims and is rather a consequence of the operational decision to rely on trainees as the main service providers.”

Helping interns make their solo flights and supporting them in handling a variety of important responsibilities takes a serious investment of time and training. It would be far more efficient in the short run for supervisors to undertake many of the difficult tasks. Staying focused on the longer-term commitment to training interns can be challenging in the face of the dire circumstances of clients. Consequently, emphasis on and support for the teaching and mentoring process can be critical to clinic success.

D. Logistics and Managerial Considerations

The first three criteria above for assessing CRAALE’s work focused on measuring progress on goals that CRAALE defined as essential to its mission (service, ethics, and teaching). We now turn to an exploration of three additional evaluation rubrics that undergird the health and efficiency of the organization and its survival. Three facets of the first, logistics and managerial considerations, are explored briefly here.

First, there is the question of language. It was valuable that some of the Haitian partners spoke English while some of the U.S. partners spoke French and/or Kreyòl. This language fluency can be especially important if funders have a preference or requirement for grant applications and reports to be prepared in a particular language.

Second, for a clinic to endure, planned training and knowledge transfer for personnel transitions is crucial. A number of the original

---


236 Cf. Aiken & Wizner, supra note 235, at 999.

237 Assessment of Legal Aid in Haiti, supra note 36, at 19.
CRAALE participants have moved on to other stages of their careers or had life events preclude their continued participation. CRAALE needs effective and efficient methods for passing knowledge from one generation of participants to the next as well as for recruiting for various roles within the organization. For example, one vital administrative role is that of the clinic coordinator. Ideally, this individual will have grant writing and budgeting experience, along with fluency in more than one language. If funding permitted, this role might be designated as at least a regular weekly part-time commitment to provide stability and consistency in managing the work load in the clinic.

Third, as the clinic evolves, it may be valuable to further clarify the scope of the various roles, decision making accountability, and authority of each stakeholder, e.g., faculty, law school dean, clinic director, lawyer-supervisors, partners, interns, and donors.

E. Collaboration with Other Human Rights Advocates

CRAALE is certainly not alone in the Jérémie landscape in fighting human rights violations and advocating for positive change in the justice domain. CRAALE, however, has the advantage of having practicing Haitian lawyers as well as legal interns among its personnel such that the CRAALE team can bring cases before the court and litigate through the criminal trial stage. In contrast, the interventions of entities that do not employ Haitian lawyers are commonly limited to other avenues of advocacy work or requesting change on behalf of the accused. Because of its access and capabilities, CRAALE has been finding itself in a position to play a critical role in joint projects to further progress with key human rights actors and organizations. Professor Janvier reports that, in 2022, for example, CRAALE collaborated with the Office of Citizen Protection (a government organization) and two NGOs, Justice and Peace, and Lawyers Without Borders Canada. The CRAALE team also anticipates that these collaborations will allow CRAALE staff to undertake representation of victims/survivors of sexual assault in the future.

F. Societal and Financial Constraints

Law school clinics do not operate in a vacuum. They are generally subject to the constraints and demands of the society in which they find themselves. This section uses several of these as the sixth criterion

---

238 For example, among other advocates for the rights of incarcerated persons, the Office of Citizen Protection has had a representative in Jérémie.

239 Email from Yvon Janvier, with CRAALE Update 2022 attachment, to co-authors (Dec. 2, 2022, 10:59 AM PST) (on file with co-authors).
for evaluation of CRAALE’s work. It interrogates their impact and whether or how they impair CRAALE’s utility.

I. Growth in Prison Population

Although CRAALE’s endeavors have engendered substantial positive change, CRAALE’s work has also had limitations. One important such limitation involves the prison population in recent years. In the period between the March 7, 2018 visit and November 30, 2022, the end of the reporting period in Table 2, the Jérémie prison population grew substantially.240 Whereas in March of 2018, shortly after CRAALE was launched, there were 323 incarcerated individuals, by November 30, 2022, the number had increased by more than a third, to 444 individuals.241

In particular with the advent of the pandemic and the increasing dysfunctionality of the Haitian court system, the number of people held in the prison surged, while the number and size of the cells remained unchanged.242 Consequently, the population growth exacerbated the already dire overcrowding and related tribulations described at the start of this Article.

At least as alarming as the growth in overall numbers of individuals incarcerated is the increasing ratio of persons detained pre-trial to those who have been convicted. Whereas, in 2018, the percentage of pre-trial detainees in the Jérémie prison hovered just under 83%, as of the end of November 2022, the percentage was approaching 97% (430 individuals detained pre-trial out of 444 individuals in the total Jérémie prison population).243

240 For prison population figures from November 30, 2022, see email from Yvon Janvier, with CRAALE Update 2022 attachment, to co-authors (Dec. 2, 2022, 10:59 AM PST) (on file with co-authors).

241 Id. For information on the more recent reduction in the prison population, although not to March 7, 2018 levels, see Janvier, Enhancing Legal Assistance, supra note 75, at 1 (on file with co-authors) and infra note 243.

242 The Jérémie prison contains nine cells for detained individuals. One is reserved for adult women and female minors. Six are for adult men. One is for male minors, and one cell serves as an isolation unit for those who have contagious illnesses. Currently, Professor Janvier reports that, for individuals showing symptoms of certain illnesses, including cholera and tuberculosis, transportation to the hospital can be arranged.

243 See supra note 240. Although this Article focuses on CRAALE’s launch and its work in the 2018 through November 2022 period, CRAALE’s work continues. See Janvier, Enhancing Legal Assistance, supra note 75, at 1-4. Professor Janvier’s November 2023 CRAALE update, covering the December 2022-November 2023 period, reports that 360 individuals were incarcerated in the Jérémie Prison on November 16, 2023, with approximately 95.5% of those individuals (344 of 360) detained pre-trial. See id. at 1. The November 2023 update also discusses, inter alia, CRAALE’s work on behalf of clients in habeas corpus and in correctional court trials during the December 2022-November 2023 period. See id. at 2-3. The update notes that “[s]ince January 2023, no criminal trial . . . with or without a jury has been held in the jurisdiction of Jérémie.” Id. at 3.
This growth underscores the larger context in which CRAALE and law-school clinics around the world function. Global maladies like COVID-19 and governmental upheaval, which impede or prevent courts from functioning, can capsize the ability of clinics to provide effective representation. Similarly, outbreaks of diseases, like cholera, which re-emerged in Haiti in the fall of 2022, can also negatively impact conditions for incarcerated clients. In addition, in the capital, gang violence and control of neighborhoods impedes the judicial system.

In Jérémie specifically, other factors also raise obstacles to or complicate representation. For instance, there are three positions for investigating judges, who, in the Haitian judicial system, conduct post-arrest case investigations. However, as of August 2023, the mandates of two had not been renewed. Without investigating judges, cases are not prepared for judges to conduct the trials. In addition, as of August 2023, neither the prosecutor’s office nor the prison owned the necessary vehicle (a car or minivan) to regularly transport detained individuals to court.

Moreover, strikes and other work stoppages by the judiciary have compounded the difficulty of getting cases heard. Together, factors like these, in addition to the larger socio-political turmoil, have largely paralyzed the judicial system in recent years. This paralysis is so profound that, as noted above, in Jérémie, no criminal trials, which involve more serious offenses, were conducted in 2020 or 2021, with or without a jury.

---

244 The RNDDH report notes that, “One hundred and seventy-two (172) detainees died from January to October 2022, including twenty-four (24) from Cholera.” Dysfunction in the judicial and penal systems, supra note 195, at 5.

245 See UNDP website, supra note 45 (“In 2021, the activity of criminal gangs slowed down all of the judicial proceedings in Port-au-Prince, the capital.”). For a recent report by the UN on gang violence and intimidation in Cité Soleil in Port-au-Prince, see The Population of Cité Soleil in the Grip of Gang Violence: Investigative report on human rights abuses committed by gangs in the zone of Brooklyn from July to December 2022, UN Hum. RTS Off. of the High Comm’r. & BINUH (Feb. 2023).

246 See email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Aug. 18, 2023, 8:01 AM PDT) (on file with co-authors).

247 See email with attachment from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Aug. 24, 2023, 4:52 PM PDT) (on file with co-authors). Professor Janvier reports that the authorities use other substitute vehicles when available, including one of the judges contributing the use of a private car (a pickup truck), or the prosecutor using a car from the national police, when it is available, or, sometimes the Government Commissioner borrows the private car of one of his contacts in the city. See id.

248 The RNDDH report notes such stoppages during the 2021-2022 judicial year. See Dysfunction of the judicial and penal systems, supra note 195, at 4. (“at least four (4) work stoppages were recorded”).

249 See, e.g., id.; see also supra note 47.

250 See email with attachments from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Nov. 12, 2023, 12:33 PM PST) (on file with co-authors); See also Dysfunction of the judicial and penal systems, supra note 195, at 36, dated November 11, 2022, for discussion of the lack of criminal trials in
While the factors in this subsection may fairly be described as outside of CRAALE’s purview or control, they compromise CRAALE’s ability to effectively represent clients. They speak to the reality that law school clinics live within the constraints of the society around them, subject to much the same buffeting winds of societal upheaval and challenge.

2. **Lack of Re-entry Resources/Programs**

Another important recognition that has emerged from CRAALE’s work lies in Jérémie’s lack of re-entry resources and programs. One important direction for CRAALE moving forward would be for the clinic to explore creating a follow-up and resource system for its clients released from prison to ensure their access to rehabilitation services and reintegration opportunities into society. Without such resources, released clients may be vulnerable to a cycle of exclusion that can undermine their progress and encourage them to engage in behavior that could result in harm and in reincarceration.251

An important refrain in our reflections on CRAALE’s work is that CRAALE’s success involves a continuing journey. The need for and lack of re-entry services furnishes another example of structural work that remains to be done.

3. **Financial Challenges**

For CRAALE, financial challenges take many forms. These include a dearth of funding for supervisor, coordinator, and intern stipends, the inability to fund space dedicated to the clinic, as well as limited or lack of money for transportation, projects, and additional service domains.

Fundraising efforts have accompanied CRAALE throughout much of its gestation and establishment. Often, they involved donated time, funds, and intellectual capital of the founders and true believers in the CRAALE enterprise. Notable contributions have also derived from fundraising efforts at partner law schools in the U.S., where students, staff, and faculty contribute to or engage in fundraising activities and then make the funds available to ESCDROJ.252 Over the years, other organizations and individuals have also contributed their time, funds, and talent. At one stage, the UN donated shipping containers as various places in Haiti, including in Jérémie, during the 2021-2022 judicial year.

---

251 The CRAALE co-authors note the particular importance of developing a re-entry program in light of an individual released and returned to prison in 2023, where both imprisonments involved accusations of theft. See email with attachment from Yvon Janvier to co-authors (Nov. 12, 2023, 12:33 PM PST) (on file with co-authors).

252 Fundraising has taken a variety of forms, including group events and direct appeals to interested individuals.
potential convertible space for offices. More recently, as noted earlier, the U.S. Embassy in Haiti provided critical support through generous grants for academic exchanges to advance clinical legal education under CRAALE’s auspices.

An important takeaway from these fundraising endeavors lies in the value of searching for funding in sometimes unexpected places. For example, we had not explored the possibility of U.S. Embassy funding before a fortuitous discussion about clinical legal education transpired between Professor Janvier and Public Affairs Officer Jeanne Clark at the U.S. Embassy in Haiti.

The grant to ESCDROJ had the particular benefit of including stipends for members of the CRAALE team. That meant that there was some monetary compensation for the extensive investment of time in learning and support for interns. Nonetheless, the stipends were relatively modest sums not designed to last an extended period of time, and the grant to CRAALE has now concluded. If stipends could be a regular feature of CRAALE for faculty, supervisors, a coordinator, and interns, that would be a positive development.

Funding constraints have also impacted space for the clinic. Over time, the space that had been made available free-of-charge by a local non-profit became unavailable. The law school itself shares space with a nursing program, which occupies the building during typical business hours. On weekdays, the law school has classes and general use of the building only in the evenings. Although CRAALE personnel visit their clients at the prison, they still need space to research and work where they can make progress on their mémoires and cases. Taking the next step to represent individuals who have suffered sexual assault and to conduct mediations also suggests the need for dedicated clinic space. Finding such space and preserving it for the clinic represents both an unmet need and a critical takeaway.

An overarching consideration, then, from CRAALE’s early years is the importance of funding and of ensuring a renewable or adequate stream of funding. In a law school context where almost all faculty

---

253 For a description of the donation process and the items delivered from the UN, see Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15, at 229.

254 See supra text accompanying note 144.

255 See supra note 144.

256 See id.

257 See Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up, supra note 15, at 228. There is a new space upstairs in the building, which includes a large open room used for a law library and instructional purposes. However, it is a communal space, so even if it were/is reserved for law school purposes, it is not dedicated to the clinic.

258 See id.

259 This challenge is certainly not unique to CRAALE. Clinics in many countries lack adequate funding. See, e.g., Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, Human Rights from the Ground Up,
have only part-time appointments, funding can make it possible for supervisors to devote significant time to the clinic endeavor. Funding can also enable interns to focus on their research, writing, and service to clients, without needing full-time employment elsewhere. Funding can preserve clinic space for case work, writing, and research.

Funding can further other critical clinic aims, including supporting structural change. One such change might involve working toward a re-entry program. The clinic might also undertake other structural change projects to improve implementation of the rule of law. For example, one idea that had been floated previously would involve scanning the public record court files and generating a digital database for the court to improve its tracking and processing of cases.260

If we now imagine that the new National Legal Representation Assistance Law were ultimately funded in Jérémie,261 financial support for CRAALE might fall within its purview. One could also imagine CRAALE interns, who had completed their mémoires, moving onto a similarly-funded local legal aid office, where they could continue their service, complete any remaining apprenticeship, and start their legal careers as attorneys.

Although adequate clinic funding may not solve all the challenges that CRAALE faces, it remains a fundamental limitation on the power of CRAALE to effectively engage in its day-to-day service and educational functions and to make long-term holistic and structural change.

**Conclusion**

This work of launching and establishing the CRAALE clinic has highlighted innovation, legal intervention, collaboration, and leadership that is motivated by compassion, humility, respect, and a deep belief in the fundamental importance of justice. It has reminded us of the value of persistence and rewarded us with a sense of positive change. CRAALE’s journey also reflects the importance of recognizing context. Context here embodies respect for the decision making of colleagues on the ground and knowledgeable about the circumstances of the local legal and cultural environment. What works in Jérémie, Haiti, a place where many, if not most, legal and judicial actors are graduates of ESCDROJ, might be different than what works elsewhere. However,

supra note 15, at 233 (providing examples, including funding challenges at the University of Namibia as described in the scholarship of Professor Yvonne Dausab, *Access to Justice: The Use of International Law Clinics to Advance the Case for Vulnerable Members of Society*, 26 Md. J. Int’l L. 8 (2011)).

260 For a discussion of this potential project, see Bloch & Edmond Dimanche, *Human Rights from the Ground Up*, supra note 15, at 243.

261 See supra text accompanying note 44.
the underlying premise that context should inform theory and implementation promises broader applicability.

You may be asking what became of the search for Jean and why it is important in this narrative and evaluation of CRAALE’s work. After the serendipitous encounter with clinicians from Chile at the San Francisco conference, the search for Jean by members of CRAALE began. Shortly after the conference, CRAALE clinicians located Jean and his caregiver. The two of them traveled to the CRAALE clinic in Jérémie. Then, in coordination with CRAALE representatives and the Chilean clinicians, Jean and his caregiver journeyed to the Chilean Embassy in Haiti’s capital to arrange the necessary documentation for travel overseas. Within four months of the day the CRAALE team learned of Jean’s plight, Jean arrived in Chile and reunited with his family.262 CRAALE’s joining the global clinical community was a sine qua non and a proximate cause of the happy reunion for Jean and his family.

In various places in the world, one hears that it takes a village, a community, to successfully raise a child.263 Here, it took a village, a clinical community, to bring this young child back to his family. We would argue that it can take a village, a legal community, both local and international, to successfully nurture clinical legal education and its potential to advance the rule of law and human rights.

262 The Northern California Clinicians’ conference was held on February 9, 2019, and an article from the Chilean law school on the reunification (that explicitly notes the assistance of the ESCDROJ clinic team) reports that the family reunion occurred on May 25, 2019. See Familia haitiana representada por la Clínica Jurídica Derecho UC consiguió visa humanitaria de reunificación familiar. Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (June 13, 2019). https://www.uc.cl/noticias/familia-haitiana-representada-por-la-clinica-juridica-derecho-uc-consiguió-visa-humanitaria-de-reunificacion-familiar/. The article also noted that the family separation had lasted two years. Id.

263 For discussion of the origins of this adage, see e.g., Joel Goldberg, It Takes A Village To Determine The Origins Of An African Proverb, NAT’L. PUB. RADIO (July 30, 2016).
INTEGRATING HUMAN RIGHTS IN DOMESTIC CLINICAL PRACTICE

TAMAR EZER, ELIZABETH BRUNIDGE, AYA FUJIMURA-FANSELOW, & RYAN THORESON*

Given that the human rights framework contains a rich and evolving body of norms and standards, integrating human rights law into clinical teaching provides new avenues to approach problem-solving. A human rights framework offers additional sources to ground moral and legal claims, as well as new strategies and advocacy targets. These alternatives work to foster creativity and lawyering skills, particularly in areas where domestic law is limited or constraining. Moreover, U.S. advocates have much to learn from global human rights struggles and advocacy efforts and can benefit from engaging in human rights discourse and practice. This article introduces readers to human rights norms and strategies as potential teaching and advocacy tools, providing practical case studies and exploring both opportunities and challenges.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, advocates in the United States (U.S.) have turned to courts to vindicate rights in the face of increasing partisanship and legislative gridlock. The Trump administration’s rejection of established rights in a wide range of areas, from voting rights to asylum to reproductive rights, prompted a wave of legal challenges as advocates turned to the courts. Many law school clinics participated in these legal challenges, and many continue to do so to address restrictions on rights under the Biden administration.2

* Tamar Ezer is the Acting Director of the Human Rights Clinic and Faculty Director of the Human Rights Program at University of Miami School of Law. Elizabeth Brundige is a Clinical Professor of Law and Director of the Gender Justice Clinic at Cornell Law School. Aya Fujimura-Fanselow is a Clinical Professor of Law (Teaching) and Supervising Attorney in the International Human Rights Clinic at Duke University School of Law. Ryan Thoreson is an Assistant Professor of Law at University of Cincinnati College of Law. This article benefited from valuable feedback at the Association of American Law Schools (AALS) 2021 Conference on Clinical Legal Education and 2021 Clinical Law Review Writers’ Workshop. The authors would like to thank Sabi Ardalan, Sandra Babcock, Kristie Bluett, John Blume, Jayne Hackerby, Jocelyn Getgen Kestenbaum, Laila Hlass, Jaclyn Kelley-Widmer, Jennifer Lee Koh, Estelle McKee, Hope Metcalf, Talya Lockman-Fine, Bert Lockwood, and Eric Tars for their generous thoughts and suggestions.


2 See, e.g., Emmy M. Cho, Harvard Law School Clinic Sues Trump Administration Over Proposed Asylum Rule Changes, The Crimson (Jan. 2, 2021); Conor Skelding,
Litigation is indispensable, both as a substantive intervention to address rights violations and as a pedagogical vehicle to teach clinical students practical lawyering skills. At the same time, litigation on behalf of particular clients or in response to urgent policy changes may offer limited opportunities to examine and address the larger structural conditions that give rise to widespread rights violations. The legal systems in which students operate can themselves limit the range of arguments that are considered viable, constraining students from thinking as expansively as possible about the rights that are violated in a given situation and what meaningful justice might entail. As U.S. courts have increasingly upheld procedural barriers to judicial access and rolled back substantive rights, they have further limited the possibilities for domestic litigation to realize rights and achieve justice.

Despite the limitations of domestic litigation, U.S. advocates, legal practitioners, and clinicians often view international human rights advocacy with considerable skepticism. They may see human rights law, language, and strategies as unhelpful, aspirational, or simply not worth their limited time and capacity. They may not know or think much about international human rights at all, seeing it to be a niche field that is the domain of human rights advocates and teachers. They generally refrain from raising human rights arguments in litigation because

---


4 Caroline Bettinger-López, Davida Finger, Meetal Jain, JoNel Newman, Sarah Paoletti, & Deborah M. Weissman, Redefining Human Rights Lawyering through the Lens of Critical Theory: Lessons for Pedagogy and Practice, 18 Geo. J. Poverty L. & Pol’y 337, 345-46 (2011) (noting that “U.S. courts are systematically closing the door on civil rights litigants, both through procedural rulings making it more difficult for plaintiffs to access the courts, as well as through a substantive narrowing of the scope of constitutional rights”); Zachary Clopton, Judges Will Not Save Us: Pushing for Truly Democratic Solutions Will, CHICAGO TRIBUNE (Aug. 24, 2022) (observing in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization revoking the constitutional right to abortion that “the idea that courts can be leaders of progressive change . . . is not true today, and it will not be true any time soon.”).

of an assumption that courts will not view such arguments favorably. More broadly, human rights are traditionally seen as only relevant in countries abroad that lack the “good fortune” of the U.S. legal system. This is despite the pivotal role played by the U.S. in the founding of the international human rights system, as well as its continued active involvement in its development.\(^6\)

U.S. advocates, however, have much to learn from global human rights struggles and can benefit from engaging in human rights discourse and practice. Given that the human rights framework contains a rich and evolving body of norms and standards, incorporating human rights law and strategies into clinical teaching can provide students and lawyers with new avenues to approach individual and structural problems and potentially advance successful advocacy. A human rights framework can offer additional sources of law to ground moral and legal claims, as well as new strategies to pursue and new advocacy targets to engage. These alternatives can foster creativity and lawyering skills and – perhaps particularly in areas where domestic law is limited or constrained – enable students to meaningfully grapple with difficult issues.

This paper introduces a pedagogical framework that employs human rights norms and strategies as potential teaching and advocacy tools. Section I provides a brief overview of the human rights system and its historical development. Section II presents three case studies of innovative projects applying human rights in the domestic context, drawing on the work of human rights clinics at Cornell Law School,\(^7\) Duke University School of Law, University of Miami School of Law, and Yale Law School with local advocates. These case studies focus on challenging the criminalization of homelessness, advancing the right to be free from domestic violence, and addressing the role of guns in domestic violence. Strategies employed include advocating through the United Nations (U.N.) and regional human rights systems, documenting and publicizing human rights violations, enacting local human rights resolutions and bills of rights to implement international standards in domestic law, filing amicus briefs providing an international human rights perspective, and building human rights literacy and legal empowerment at the community level. Section III then draws lessons from the case studies and provides overarching reflections on how clinical faculty can integrate human rights in their teaching and advocacy, examining both opportunities and challenges. It explores how using the language of human rights to frame demands and engaging effectively with


\(^7\) While the Gender Justice Clinic at Cornell Law School is not a human rights clinic, it regularly uses human rights law and strategies in its advocacy.
human rights mechanisms works to broaden students’ perspectives and strengthen their lawyering skills.

I. INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS: AN OVERVIEW

To ground the case studies and analysis, this section provides a brief overview of the origins and key normative instruments within the international human rights system. Next, this section outlines particular challenges with human rights implementation in the U.S. context, as well as opportunities and resources available to practitioners to facilitate human rights engagement.

The birth of the U.N. in 1945 following World War II marked the start of the international human rights system. The U.N. Charter recognized the link between peace and stability and respect for human rights, highlighting human rights as an international concern. Article 55 set out an aim of the U.N. as promoting “universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction.” In Article 56, member states pledged “to take joint and separate action” to promote human rights.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the foundational document of international human rights, followed in 1948, with Eleanor Roosevelt chairing the Human Rights Commission that drafted it. For the first time, the UDHR defined and enumerated key rights. After the horrors of World War II and the Holocaust, it set out what was then a revolutionary idea that it is possible to override state sovereignty and give other states a legal interest in a state’s treatment of its own citizens. While the UDHR is a declaration and not a binding treaty, it has important normative status, and some parts of it are customary law.

Decades later, the rights outlined in the UDHR became protected in legally binding treaties with the International Covenant on Civil and

---

8 U.N. Charter art. 55; see also id. at Preamble (setting out an aim of the U.N. “to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small”).
9 Id. art. 56.
Political Rights (ICCPR)\textsuperscript{13} and the International Covenant on Social, Economic and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) in 1976.\textsuperscript{14} The UDHR, ICCPR, and ICESCR together constitute the International Bill of Human Rights.\textsuperscript{15} Other treaties focus on particular areas of human rights law, including torture, racial discrimination, women’s rights, children’s rights, migrants’ rights, enforced disappearance, and the rights of persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{16}

Challenges have long existed for implementing human rights in the U.S. legal system. While human rights standards play a part in U.S. foreign policy,\textsuperscript{17} the U.S. has been very reluctant to apply them domestically.\textsuperscript{18} Louis Henkin famously referred to the U.S. as a “flying buttress,” supporting human rights from the outside and unwilling to subject itself to scrutiny.\textsuperscript{19} Despite its role in developing the international human rights system,\textsuperscript{20} from the outset, the U.S. sought to prevent international scrutiny of domestic practices rooted in racism.\textsuperscript{21} Thus, the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People), which pushed for the creation of the U.N. Human Rights Commission and appealed to the international human rights system early on, encountered severe pressure to limit its advocacy to domestic claims in U.S. courts.\textsuperscript{22} As Caroline Bettinger-López and colleagues write, “[C]oncerned with how the U.S. campaign for racial equality would play on the world stage, Eleanor Roosevelt herself urged the leaders of the movement to keep their struggle internal to the United States, marking the beginning of the practiced conception that human rights was something that happened outside of the United States, and civil rights is what happened inside the United States.”\textsuperscript{23}


\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Fact Sheet No. 2 (Rev. 1): The International Bill of Human Rights}, \url{http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FactSheet2Rev.1en.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{16} \textit{OHCHR, The Core International Human Rights Instruments and their Monitoring Bodies}, \url{https://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CoreInstruments.aspx}.

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{E.g.}, Anthony J. Blinken, Secretary of State, \textit{Remarks to the 46th Session of the Human Rights Council} (Feb. 22, 2021), \url{https://www.state.gov/remarks-to-the-46th-session-of-the-human-rights-council/} (“The United States is placing democracy and human rights at the center of our foreign policy, because they are essential for peace and stability.”).

\textsuperscript{18} According to Tara Melish, the U.S. “has appeared to flinch and even recoil, when it comes to direct domestic application of human rights norms.” Tara J. Melish, \textit{From Paradox to Subsidiarity: The United States and Human Rights Treaty Bodies}, 34 \textit{Yale J. Int’l L.} 389, 391 (2009).

\textsuperscript{19} \textit{Louis Henkin, The Age of Rights} 76 (1990).


\textsuperscript{23} Bettinger-López, et al., \textit{supra} note 4, at 343.
Nonetheless, the U.S. has taken some critical steps towards domestic implementation of human rights standards. It has ratified some of the core U.N. human rights treaties, including the ICCPR, the Genocide Convention, the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), the Convention against Torture (CAT), and two Optional Protocols to the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC).\textsuperscript{24} It has further signed the ICESCR, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), CRC, and Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD).\textsuperscript{25} While signing is only a first step signaling intention to ratify a treaty, and a country need not take steps to comply with the treaty’s provisions, it must refrain from acts that would defeat “its object and purpose.”\textsuperscript{26}

Pointedly, when ratifying human rights treaties, the U.S. has issued a declaration that they are not self-executing,\textsuperscript{27} meaning that they cannot by themselves serve as a cause of action in courts.\textsuperscript{28} However, treaties to which the U.S. is a state party are legally binding\textsuperscript{29} and can be used in


\textsuperscript{25} Id.

\textsuperscript{26} Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, art. 18(a), Apr. 24, 1970, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331 [hereinafter Vienna Convention]. \textit{See also} Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 304 cmt. d (Am. L. Inst. 2017) (requiring the government to “avoid actions which could render impossible the entry into force and implementation [of a treaty], or defeat its basic purpose and value”). The criminalization of homelessness discussed in the case study below arguably violates the “object and purpose” of the ICESCR, which enshrines a right to housing. \textit{See University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., Housing and Homelessness in Miami-Dade County, Florida, Submission to the United Nations Universal Periodic Review of the United States of America, ¶ 12 (Oct. 2019), https://miami.app.box.com/s/g0vzmxzntmkrdlkxrfcf9heltv59tvq [hereinafter “Miami Human Rights Clinic, Housing and Homelessness in Miami-Dade County”].}


\textsuperscript{28} In reporting to the Human Rights Committee monitoring compliance with the ICCPR, the U.S. government explained that this declaration “did not limit the international obligations of the United States under the Covenant. Rather, it means that, as a matter of domestic law, the Covenant does not, by itself, create private rights directly enforceable in U.S. courts.” United States of America Initial Report to the Human Rights Committee, ¶ 8, CCPR/C/81/Add.4 (Aug. 24, 1994), http://www.bayefsky.com/reports/usa_ccpr_c_81_add.4_1994.php.

\textsuperscript{29} U.S. Const. art. VI (“[A]ll Treaties made . . . shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.”). \textit{See also} Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, art. 27, May 23, 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331 (“A party may not invoke the provisions of its internal law as justification for its failure to perform a treaty.”). The United States signed the Vienna Convention on April 24, 1970, but has not yet ratified it. Vienna Convention, \textit{supra} note 26, at art. 27 (“A party may not invoke the provisions of its internal law as justification for its failure to perform a treaty.”). U.S. DEP’T OF STATE, http://www.state.gov/s/l/treaty/faqs/70139.htm, Nevertheless, it considers many of its provisions “to constitute customary international law on the law of treaties;” indicating its intention to abide by them. \textit{Id.}
court as an aid in interpretation\textsuperscript{30} or in advocacy with other branches of government, which some advocates have done quite effectively. Courts in the U.S. reference the UDHR, although a non-binding declaration, as persuasive authority more frequently than those in any other country.\textsuperscript{31} Human rights treaties also require states parties to undergo regular review of their compliance, as discussed in more detail below, giving advocates an opportunity to highlight shortcomings and press for new commitments.\textsuperscript{32}

Despite limitations on human rights espoused by the U.S. and enforcement challenges, there are important opportunities to integrate human rights in advocacy, enriching both teaching and practice. As an initial matter, the human rights framework provides a robust set of norms, which encompass both civil and political rights enshrined in the U.S. Constitution, such as the rights to due process, freedom of expression and religion, and political participation,\textsuperscript{33} as well as additional economic, social, and cultural rights, such as rights to housing, health, and education.\textsuperscript{34} Additionally, unlike the generally negative conception of rights in the U.S.\textsuperscript{35} focused on freedom from government interference,\textsuperscript{36} the international human rights framework recognizes three levels of state obligations: (1) \textit{respect}, or the obligation not to violate a right itself; (2) \textit{protect}, or the obligation to ensure other parties do not violate a right; and (3) \textit{fulfill}, or the obligation to create the conditions necessary for exercising a right.\textsuperscript{37} Thus, realizing rights requires a proactive approach and preventive action that extends beyond addressing violations. Significantly, ensuring the foundational

\textsuperscript{31} Hannum, \textit{supra} note 12, at 304; e.g., Hilao v. Estate of Marcos, 103 F.3d 789, 794 (9th Cir. 1996); Perkovic v. I.N.S., 33 F.3d 615, 622 (6th Cir. 1994); Wong v. Ihlert, 998 F.2d 661, 663 (9th Cir. 1993); Cerrillo-Perez v. I.N.S., 809 F.2d 1419, 1423 (9th Cir. 1987); Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876, 882 (2d Cir. 1980).
\textsuperscript{32} \textit{E.g.}, ICCPR, art. 40.
\textsuperscript{33} UDHR, arts. 9-11, 18-21.
\textsuperscript{34} \textit{Id.} arts. 25-26.
\textsuperscript{36} Tamar Ezer, \textit{A Positive Right to Protection for Children}, 7 YALE HUM. RTS. & DEV. L.J. 1, 4 (2004), https://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/yhrdlj/vol7/iss1/1/ ("Negative, or non-interference rights, prevent the state from violating individual autonomy, while positive, or integrative rights, impose a duty on the state to provide certain goods and services... This differentiation also reflects two conceptions of liberty: negative liberty, or liberty from, and positive liberty, or liberty to.").
and cross-cutting right to equality requires addressing disparate impact, not just intentional discrimination.38

Indeed, an important dimension of human rights engagement in the U.S. is the incorporation of human rights norms at a local level. This entails close to a dozen self-declared human rights cities that articulate a commitment to international human rights standards in some form, including Boston, MA; Carrboro and Chapel Hill, NC; Dallas, TX; Edina, MN; Eugene, OR; Jackson, MS; Mountain View and Richmond, CA; Pittsburgh, PA; Seattle, WA; and Washington, DC. Additionally, Dallas County, Texas designated itself a human rights county in 2017, and Pottage, Michigan affirmed its human rights commitment to residents in 2019.39 The U.S. further has a vibrant Cities for CEDAW movement, focused on addressing discrimination against women. There are currently nine U.S. cities or counties with binding CEDAW ordinances,40 used as a basis for gender assessments of city policies, programs, and budgets.41 Furthermore, over 30 cities have passed resolutions in support of CEDAW,42 which, while not legally binding, signal endorsement of women’s human rights and may be useful in advocacy.

Additionally, the international human rights system provides a set of practical tools to exert political pressure and facilitate coalition-building and mobilization, as discussed in the case studies below. While the U.S. has taken only meager steps to apply human rights norms domestically,43 it

38 Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 18: Non-Discrimination, ¶ 6, U.N. Doc. HRI/GEN1/Rev. 1 (1994); Risa E. Kaufman, Book Review, Human Rights in the United States: Reclaiming the History and Ensuring the Future, 40 Colum. Hum. Rts. L. Rev. 149, 156 (2008) (noting that international instruments, unlike the U.S. Constitution, “define discrimination broadly, so as to include any act with discriminatory effects or impact, and require the government to provide a remedy, including measures to rectify past discrimination”). Scholars, such as Olatunde Johnson, point to constraints in the current U.S. framework, which include “[s]trains on the private attorney-general regime and the limited efficacy of ex post enforcement regimes in addressing structural exclusion.” Olatunde C.A. Johnson, The Local Turn: Innovation and Diffusion in Civil Rights Law, 79 Law & Contemp. Probs. 115, 141 (2016).


42 Cities for CEDAW: Status of Local Activities, supra note 40.

43 Melish, supra note 18, at 391 (noting that the U.S. “has appeared to flinch and even recoil, when it comes to direct domestic application of human rights norms”); Kaufman, supra note 38, 150-151 (highlighting the U.S.’s “deep ambivalence toward upholding the norms that it helped to establish”). The U.S. is the only country not to have ratified the CRC and the only developed country not to have ratified CEDAW. See Ratification Status for
usually actively participates in human rights assessments in the international sphere, although this was not the case under the Trump administration.\textsuperscript{44} For its periodic reports, the U.S. generally prepares detailed submissions to the relevant international bodies and attends dialogues with these bodies with robust participation by high-level, interagency delegations.\textsuperscript{45} In this way, the U.S. seeks to set an example of constructive engagement for other countries as part of its foreign policy.\textsuperscript{46} Consequently, engagement with the international human rights system presents domestic advocacy opportunities.

Resources are available to practitioners to facilitate human rights engagement with the U.N. system, including both written materials and networks. Good, user-friendly resources on the international human rights system have been developed by the U.N. Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)\textsuperscript{47} and non-governmental organizations, such as the International Justice Resource Center.\textsuperscript{48} Additionally, the Bringing Human Rights Home Lawyers Network provides materials to build the capacity of lawyers and advocates to use human rights standards and strategies, hosts periodic meetings to exchange ideas, and organizes an annual continuing legal education session on a timely human rights topic.\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item Melish, \textit{supra} note 18, at 419.
\item Id. at 419, 461.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
In parallel with the international human rights system at the U.N., there are also regional human rights systems in Africa, the Americas, and Europe. This includes the Inter-American human rights system in which the U.S. participates, discussed in the case study below on recognizing freedom from domestic violence as a human right. The International Justice Resource Center and the website of the Organization of American States (OAS) offer resources on engaging with the Inter-American system.50

All these avenues provide new opportunities for students to address human rights violations in the U.S. This is perhaps particularly valuable when opportunities under state and federal law seem to be contracting, or where more expansive frameworks are helpful in diagnosing and addressing violations. In the following Section, we consider three areas where human rights frameworks have proven fruitful for domestic advocacy, specifically examining clinic projects on the criminalization of homelessness, domestic violence, and gun violence as instructive case studies.

II. Case Studies of Human Rights in Domestic Advocacy

This section presents three case studies of the application of human rights in the U.S. context, drawing on the work of four human rights clinics. The case studies focus on the criminalization of homelessness, recognizing a right to freedom from domestic violence, and addressing the role of guns in domestic violence—topics where international norms and pressure can help advance domestic work. Strategies used include taking advantage of international fora presented by human rights mechanisms for advocacy, compiling human rights documentation to develop a record and publicize violations, integrating human rights norms in domestic policymaking and litigation, and building human rights literacy and legal empowerment at a community level. These various strategies are intersecting and complementary, connecting advocacy in international and regional spaces with domestic work and legal advocacy with community engagement.

A. Challenging the Criminalization of Homelessness

Across the U.S., people experiencing homelessness are exposed to a range of laws and ordinances criminalizing their behavior. These restrictions often prohibit loitering or panhandling, as well as resting,

sleeping, urinating, and other behaviors that many people experiencing homelessness must necessarily do in public. Violating these prohibitions opens people to police harassment, arrest, and penalties, which in turn makes it more difficult to secure stable housing and employment.\textsuperscript{51}

The criminalization of homelessness has prompted notable domestic litigation, including cases successfully challenging the criminalization of necessary behaviors in public as a violation of the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment.\textsuperscript{52}

While domestic law provides some opportunities to challenge violations against people experiencing homelessness, no states and cities recognize an enforceable right to housing,\textsuperscript{53} the right to an adequate standard of living, and other international human rights that all people, including people experiencing homelessness, enjoy. The human rights framework offers a more expansive way to think about the full range of rights at stake in the criminalization of homelessness, and to develop creative interventions that are responsive to the lived experiences of people experiencing homelessness.

The Lowenstein International Human Rights Clinic at Yale Law School (“Lowenstein Clinic”) and the Human Rights Clinic at the University of Miami School of Law (“Miami Human Rights Clinic”) have worked with advocates on multiple projects affirming the human rights of people experiencing homelessness in the U.S. Strategies used include U.N. advocacy, documentation of violations, integrating human rights standards in litigation and policymaking, and building human rights literacy and legal empowerment to address homelessness. These various projects illustrate some of the possibilities of using human rights language and strategies to center conversations about human dignity and the lived experiences of marginalized populations.


\textsuperscript{52} Martin v. City of Boise, 920 F.3d 584 (9th Cir. 2019).

I. Engaging with International Human Rights Mechanisms

As an initial matter, international human rights advocacy opens additional fora for making claims and the opportunity for exerting international pressure, strengthening domestic advocacy. Engaging with international human rights mechanisms, as discussed in Section III below, further facilitates coalition-building and dialogue with government officials. Both the Lowenstein Clinic and the Miami Human Rights Clinic have engaged with U.N. mechanisms to draw attention to the criminalization of homelessness in the U.S. in collaboration with the National Homelessness Law Center (NHLC). The Lowenstein Clinic and NHLC analyzed how approaches to homelessness in the U.S. violate rights enshrined in the ICCPR\(^54\) and submitted key findings to the U.N. Human Rights Committee, which periodically assesses how states might improve compliance with their obligations under the ICCPR.\(^55\) Submitting these “shadow reports” when states are under review is one way that civil society actors, including law school clinics, can encourage a treaty body to inquire into human rights conditions in a country and publicize violations to an international audience.\(^56\) In concluding its review, the Committee urged the U.S. to end the criminalization of homelessness and develop rights-respecting solutions for people experiencing homelessness, providing support for advocates in the U.S. and elsewhere challenging criminalization.\(^57\)

The Miami Human Rights Clinic has likewise collaborated with NHLC on U.N. advocacy. Students engaged in research, conducted interviews, and coordinated with advocates to develop a report on racial

---


injustice in housing and homelessness. They then submitted this report to the U.N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, which assesses state compliance with ICERD. In addition to the written submission, students traveled to Geneva and engaged in on-the-ground advocacy with the Committee for strong recommendations to the U.S. government. Students made oral statements during a public meeting between civil society and the Committee, bringing key issues to the Committee’s attention. They further developed a succinct factsheet with key points and recommendations, translated it into French and Spanish, and engaged in individual discussions with Committee members and the U.S. delegation. Students thus had the opportunity to develop critical lawyering skills in relationship-building, research, interviewing, legal analysis, writing, collaboration, and oral advocacy. These efforts paid off, and in concluding its review, the Committee called upon the U.S. government to “abolish laws and policies that criminalize homelessness,” “redirect funding from criminal justice responses to adequate housing and shelter programs, in particular for persons belonging to racial and ethnic minorities most affected by homelessness,” and “affirmatively further fair housing and protection against discriminatory effects.”

Additionally, the Miami Human Rights Clinic collaborated with NHLC on a submission on housing and homelessness as part of the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) of the U.S. by the U.N. Human Rights Council. The U.N. Human Rights Council is an

---

58 University of Miami School of Law, Human Rights Clinic et al., *Racial Injustice in Housing and Homelessness in the United States*, Shadow Report to the U.N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (2022), https://miami.app.box.com/s/x2obqtgy84q0qkfxxtc03nzg4g0l. See also an advocacy factsheet developed from the longer submission at University of Miami School of Law, Human Rights Clinic et al., *Racial Injustice in Housing and Homelessness in the United States*, https://miami.app.box.com/s/xfgsbuq6nn03rcn5t1yhgfinuk1id.


60 Human Rights Clinic et al., *Racial Injustice in Housing and Homelessness in the United States*, https://miami.app.box.com/s/xfgsbuq6nn03rcn5t1yhgfinuk1id.

61 The French and Spanish versions of the factsheet are available at https://miami.app.box.com/s/b2q9lqmtnvidx965xh2q0fbmllyli52f and https://miami.app.box.com/s/1v6hr6bzx5vu5w2al8rk7ffj70glx.


64 Id. ¶ 38.

65 University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., *Housing and Homelessness in Miami-Dade County, Florida* (Oct. 2019), https://miami.app.box.com/s/g0vzmxzmitmkrd1kxrcf9nelty59v1q; Nat’l L. Ctr. on Homelessness & Poverty
intergovernmental body of 47 states, which reviews the human rights records of all U.N. member states approximately every four years. The review provides a forum for states to peer review each other’s records and provide recommendations for improvement.66 Malta recommended that the U.S. refrain from using “policing as a response to societal problems largely related to poverty” and instead focus on solutions “that do not involve criminalization.”67 Similarly, Cuba recommended that the U.S. “[e]nd the criminalization of poverty.”68 For both of these recommendations, the U.S. affirmed that it “supports investing in direct solutions to alleviate the personal and social problems surrounding the issues of poverty.”69 Additionally, Ethiopia called for “reducing homelessness faced by vulnerable groups across the country,”70 and Azerbaijan urged “strategies for addressing the housing and sanitary problems of marginalized communities.”71 The U.S. likewise indicated its support for these recommendations.72

Because enforcement of recommendations by U.N. bodies is a persistent challenge, it is important to connect those recommendations

---


68 Id. at 26.284.


71 Id. at 26.287.

to domestic advocacy.\textsuperscript{73} NHLC has developed a sophisticated strategy for engaging with the international human rights system, which focuses on both the development of human rights norms and their implementation, and the Clinics’ participation was part of this larger strategy. NHLC first advocated with the U.N. Special Rapporteurs, or U.N.-appointed subject matter experts, which tend to be the most flexible and creative human rights entities at the U.N., to lay the groundwork for addressing the criminalization of homelessness as a human rights issue. Next, NHLC, in conjunction with the Lowenstein Clinic and the Miami Human Rights Clinic, engaged with the more legalistic treaty bodies, such as the Human Rights Committee, charged with monitoring compliance with particular U.N. treaties, to further develop these standards. Finally, NHLC, collaborating with the Miami Human Rights Clinic, turned to the Human Rights Council, a more political entity, to affirm these standards. In parallel, advocates used these various processes to trigger meetings with federal officials to advance human rights implementation domestically.\textsuperscript{74} Thus, at the same time that advocates focused on developing international human rights norms, they also used international processes to obtain meetings with government officials to implement them.

NHLC’s strategy has borne fruit, leading the Federal Strategic Plan to End Homelessness, endorsed by nineteen agencies, to recognize that “[c]riminally punishing people for living in public when they have no alternative violates human rights norms, wastes precious resources, and ultimately does not work.”\textsuperscript{75} It further resulted in a Statement of Interest Brief by the Department of Justice (DOJ) in the seminal case of Martin \textit{v. Boise}, recognizing that criminalizing sleeping outside for those with no alternative violates the Eighth Amendment prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment, the domestic analogue of the international right to freedom from cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment.\textsuperscript{76}


\textsuperscript{74} University of Miami School of Law, Human Rights Clinic et al., Strategy Meeting: Realizing the Rights to Food, Health and Housing in the U.S. 4 (Nov. 2020), https://miami.app.box.com/s/xv0eid3835pnhmtloapwtrdrv2dy17. See also Eric Tars, Tamar Ezer, Melanie Ng, David Stuzin & Conor Arevalo, Challenging Domestic Injustice through International Human Rights Advocacy: Addressing Homelessness in the United States, 42 Cardozo L. Rev. 913, 936-963 (2021) (providing a detailed discussion of Law Center’s strategy for engagement with the international human rights system).


Even prior to the Ninth Circuit’s holding in *Martin v. Boise*, national news coverage of the DOJ brief led some cities to preemptively repeal ordinances criminalizing homelessness or modify their enforcement, as well as courts to adopt the DOJ’s position. Additionally, following international human rights advocacy, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) now provides funding incentives for communities taking steps to end the criminalization of homelessness.

2. Documenting Human Rights Violations

Human rights documentation, often referred to as “naming and shaming,” is a classic human rights approach, premised on the belief that producing clear evidence of rights violations will persuade or put pressure on responsible parties to address and resolve them. The process of documentation offers pedagogically valuable opportunities to students, who are tasked with listening to partners and those affected by injustice, gathering persuasive evidence of the problems that individuals and communities are facing, and articulating how violations run afoul of state obligations under international law. It not only draws on interviewing and witness testimony, but typically also involves desk research, investigative work, and analysis of structural issues and shortcomings in state practice that put certain populations or communities at particular risk of harm. In addition to engaging in U.N. advocacy, both Clinics have documented and publicized human rights violations domestically.

---


77 *Martin v. City of Boise*, 902 F.3d 1031, 1049 (9th Cir. 2018); *Martin v. City of Boise*, 920 F.3d 584 (9th Cir. 2019), cert. denied 2019 U.S. LEXIS 7571 (Dec. 16, 2019).

78 *E.g.*, *Homelessness Toolkit*, City of Portland, Or., https://www.portlandoregon.gov/toolkit/article/562206 [https://perma.cc/3QTW-N9JS] (stating “Why won’t the police arrest people experiencing homelessness? Being homeless is not against the law. The Department of Justice has recently made it clear that not allowing people to sleep on the street may be illegal.”).


81 See Emilie M. Hafner-Burton, *Sticks and Stones: Naming and Shaming the Human Rights Enforcement Problem*, 64 Int’l Org. 689 (2008). Documentation need not be used in this way, though, and can also be used to establish the existence of a problem or provide an evidentiary basis for coordination and advocacy.
Yale’s Lowenstein Clinic produced two research reports illustrating the human cost of criminalization. The first report, *Welcome Home: The Rise of Tent Cities in the United States*, was produced in partnership with NHLC as part of a broader effort to document the harmful consequences of criminalization and identify a range of policy responses. It drew on firsthand interviews with residents and former residents of tent cities to examine the factors that give rise to homeless encampments in the U.S. and made recommendations for governments to address abuses and help people obtain stable housing.82 The second, “*Forced Into Breaking the Law*: The Criminalization of Homelessness in Connecticut,” was undertaken in partnership with local organizers working on housing and homelessness. It examined punitive laws and policies in Connecticut that trap people in a cycle of homelessness and punishment that is difficult to escape, and called on state lawmakers, municipal governments, police departments, and other entities to end practices that contribute to this cycle.83 In both reports, documentation helped define the nature of the violations that people experienced and identify the most rights-respecting options available to policymakers. By examining the lived experiences of people experiencing homelessness, for example, the reports explained why rigid housing options that police people’s behaviors and relationships might be unattractive or unacceptable to those in need of shelter, and underscored the importance of providing options that respect people’s dignity, privacy, and autonomy.

The Miami Human Rights Clinic has collaborated with NHLC on a Right to Housing Report Card, documenting and grading the U.S. response to housing and homelessness along the seven dimensions of the human right to housing.84 The Report Card thus uses international human rights as an accountability framework and to push for housing policies that enable people to live in a safe, stable place with dignity. In working on the Report Card, students coordinated with advocates, conducted research and interviews, and engaged in analysis connecting human rights standards with domestic laws and policies, developing critical lawyering skills.


3. Integrating Human Rights Standards in Policymaking and Litigation

Human rights documentation develops a record of violations and provides critical support for change, including the integration of human rights norms in policymaking and litigation. The Miami Human Rights Clinic has brought human rights standards to domestic advocacy and litigation to address the criminalization of homelessness. In June 2020, the Clinic submitted a comment providing a human rights analysis of the problems with an ordinance in Miami that criminalizes food sharing, or the feeding of people experiencing homelessness in large groups in public places without a permit and at non-designated feeding locations, with only five inconvenient locations designated. While the City Commission sought “to balance the rights of those well-intentioned individuals and groups who distribute food to the homeless with the property rights of residents and businesses in the City,” the human rights analysis centered the rights of people experiencing homelessness who rely on that food to stay alive. It highlighted how criminalizing food sharing impedes the fundamental rights to life and to an adequate standard of living and tied the Commission’s desire to control the activities of people experiencing homelessness to an underlying violation of the right to housing. The Clinic is currently providing support to a coalition of advocates working to challenge this ordinance.

Additionally, in June 2021, in collaboration with NHLC and Leilani Farha, the former U.N. Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing and Global Director of The Shift, the Miami Human Rights Clinic filed an amicus brief in the Ninth Circuit, highlighting human rights violations in the impositions of fines and fees for life-sustaining activities. In the case, the plaintiffs, who were all people experiencing street homelessness, collectively received 615 tickets for either sleeping or camping in public, despite Grants Pass not having any homeless

85 University of Miami School of Law, Human Rights Clinic, Comment on Ordinance 7440, amending Chapter 25 of the Code of the City of Miami to create regulations for the use of city of Miami streets and public spaces for large group feedings, https://miami.app.box.com/s/8njkvqz14rf7ht3g1b5nev7cx5mdgdlh.
86 Proposed Ord. No. 7440.
87 University of Miami School of Law, Human Rights Clinic, Comment on Ordinance 7440, amending Chapter 25 of the Code of the City of Miami to create regulations for the use of city of Miami streets and public spaces for large group feedings, https://miami.app.box.com/s/8njkvqz14rf7ht3g1b5nev7cx5mdgdlh.
89 Brief for Univ. of Miami Sch. of Law, Human Rights Clinic, Nat’l Homelessness Law Center & The Shift as Amici Curiae, Blake v. City of Grants Pass, 50 F.4th 787 (9th Cir. 2022) (Nos. 20-35752 & 20-35881).
shelters or emergency beds.\textsuperscript{90} The brief specifically focused on violations of the right to be free from cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment and argued that a human rights analysis should inform interpretation of the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment, which hinges on “evolving standards of decency.”\textsuperscript{91} The brief concludes by noting that the U.S.’s failure to recognize the right to adequate housing is at the root of punishment for homelessness and that it is within the Court’s authority to order measures enabling access to housing, addressing the underlying cause of a violation that has persisted for years.\textsuperscript{92}

The Lowenstein Clinic has similarly sought to bring international human rights standards to bear on domestic policymaking in New Haven, Connecticut. Nationally, one way that advocates have affirmed the rights of people experiencing homelessness is the passage of state and municipal Homeless Bills of Rights.\textsuperscript{93} The Clinic worked with the city’s Homeless Advisory Commission (HAC), advocates, and community members to draft and refine a Homeless Bill of Rights as a city ordinance.\textsuperscript{94} The final version approved by HAC and submitted to the city contained provisions affirming the rights to enjoy public space, to meet basic needs, to vote, to own personal property and have privacy, to safety, to rest, to social exchange, and to emergency housing.\textsuperscript{95} It also contained nondiscrimination provisions, prohibiting discrimination in employment, housing, and medical care on the basis of housing status.\textsuperscript{96} Although it has not passed at the time of writing, it set a baseline for advocacy with the city around the rights of people experiencing homelessness. Through these different projects, the students gained

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{91} Debra Blake Amicus Brief, supra note 89, at 1-10; see also Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 551 (2005) (citing Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 100–01 (1958)).
  \item \textsuperscript{93} These bills of rights have been enacted in Connecticut, Illinois, and Rhode Island, in addition to various municipalities. See Nat’l Coalition for the Homeless, Homeless Bill of Rights, http://nationalhomeless.org/campaigns/bill-of-right (last visited July 17, 2021).
  \item \textsuperscript{94} Thomas Breen, Homeless Bill of Rights Sparks Debate, New Haven Indep. (Feb. 6, 2019), https://www.newhavenindependent.org/index.php/archive/entry/homeless_hearing.
  \item \textsuperscript{95} Bill of Rights for New Haven Residents Experiencing Homelessness, sec. 3, on file with author.
  \item \textsuperscript{96} Id.
\end{itemize}
facility with advocacy in various fora, including navigating city politics and contributing to litigation.

4. **Building Human Rights Literacy and Legal Empowerment**

A fourth important human rights strategy is the building of human rights literacy and legal empowerment, translating human rights law for and with communities. As discussed in Section III below, human rights advocacy emphasizes engagement with communities, complementing engagement with the law and legal bodies. This does not only involve the mutual sharing of knowledge about issues that people are facing and human rights obligations under regional and international law, but also encouraging and facilitating the use of legal tools to seek justice. The Miami Human Rights Clinic has worked to build human rights literacy on homelessness and strategize with national and local partners on advocacy tools. Following up on the UPR submission, the Clinic partnered with NHLC and local Miami advocates on a series of factsheets on the human right to adequate housing and on the intersection of homelessness with race and gender, including the experiences of women and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) communities, and the impact of COVID-19. The Clinic further developed a series of factsheets focused on various components of the international human

---


98 The concept of “legal empowerment” has been defined as “[t]he transfer of power from the usual gatekeepers of the law—lawyers, judges, police, and state officials—to ordinary people who make the law meaningful on a local level and enhance the agency of disadvantaged populations.” Emma Day & Ryan Quinn, *Open Soc’y Found.*, *Bringing Justice to Health: The Impact of Legal Empowerment Projects on Public Health* 1 (2013). For examples of legal empowerment projects, see *id.*; Tamar Ezer, *Medical-Legal Partnerships with Communities: Legal Empowerment to Transform Care*, 17 Yale J. Health Pol’y, Law & Ethics 309 (2017).


100 University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., *A Racial Justice Response to Homelessness*, https://miami.app.box.com/s/p3b5g6x0aw05lbcxnbou6fx557c5krw.


102 University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., *Homelessness in the LGBTQ Community in the United States*, https://miami.app.box.com/s/6ajyu7b77m7g59ekoe0onho02zjzokf8l.

right to housing, including equality,\textsuperscript{104} affordability,\textsuperscript{105} tenant rights,\textsuperscript{106} and informal settlements,\textsuperscript{107} providing guidance and highlighting good practices from countries around the world. Additionally, the Clinic published an op-ed in the \textit{Miami Herald} with human rights framing on the need for homes to protect people experiencing homelessness from COVID-19.\textsuperscript{108} Most recently, the Clinic has partnered with artists, including those with lived experience with homelessness, to illustrate the seven dimensions of the human right to housing in powerful and concrete ways connected to community experiences.\textsuperscript{109} Through these efforts, students learn to break down the law to its essential components, connect the law to real experiences, and engage effectively with a variety of audiences.

The Miami Human Rights Clinic has further collaborated with Matters at Play design lab at DePaul University, NHLC, and the Fines & Fees Justice Center to develop a series of virtual, interactive simulations highlighting how fines and fees in the U.S. justice system perpetuate poverty.\textsuperscript{110} The simulations require participants to role play with the goal of generating empathy around the impossible binds in which current laws and policies place people experiencing homelessness and poverty. They are further embedded in a website introducing participants to the relevant human rights standards.\textsuperscript{111} Clinic students have piloted these simulations and led a session on the criminalization of poverty with local high school students in Miami to an enthusiastic response. According to the Director of Legal Studies at the high school, the session “challenged our group to think deeper about problems and implications that were entirely new concepts for them” and was “a highlight” of a seminar on social and

\textsuperscript{104} University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., \textit{Non-discrimination and Equality: At the Core of the Right to Housing}, https://miami.app.box.com/s/j1kkp7lpp9uoidvy5i3rix3vlatwyy.

\textsuperscript{105} University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., “At a Reasonable Cost”: \textit{The Human Right to Affordable Housing}, https://miami.app.box.com/s/ywd7r5kdiizpck5boy89ri5fj8szs96.

\textsuperscript{106} University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., \textit{The Human Right to Housing: Protecting Tenants from Forced Eviction}, https://miami.app.box.com/s/90sh18p0b9hxw2ayv1zwui8_logj.
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B. Recognizing Freedom from Domestic Violence as a Human Right

Domestic violence, the leading cause of homelessness for women, is another area ripe for human rights advocacy. Domestic violence is pervasive across the U.S. About 41% of women and 26.3% of men have experienced sexual or physical violence and/or stalking by an intimate partner in their lifetimes. More than half of the transgender individuals who responded to the 2015 U.S. Transgender Survey reported experiencing some form of intimate partner violence. Domestic violence can have devastating consequences for the health, well-being, and financial security of survivors and their families. In 2021, more than one third of female homicide victims were killed by a former or current intimate partner.

Domestic violence is an underreported offense, and responses of the criminal legal system, as well as other measures to prevent and respond to such violence, have historically been deeply inadequate.
So too are domestic legal frameworks; for example, the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in *Castle Rock v. Gonzales* found that a victim of domestic violence who has a restraining order against her abuser has no constitutional due process right to have the police enforce that order.\textsuperscript{121} A human rights framework, on the other hand, highlights the responsibility of government actors to provide a more robust and protective response to domestic violence, including a focus on prevention, protection, and support for survivors.

The Gender Justice Clinic at Cornell Law School has worked with local advocates on several initiatives that seek to affirm and implement the human right to be free from domestic violence. This has included domestic advocacy for the local implementation of a landmark decision by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights against the U.S. Additionally, like the human rights clinics at Yale and the University of Miami, Cornell’s Gender Justice Clinic engaged in documenting violations, integrating human rights standards in policymaking, and building human rights literacy and legal empowerment, in this case around the issue of domestic violence. This work enabled the Clinic and its partners to explore new models of addressing domestic violence that engaged diverse stakeholders, emphasized prevention, and provided robust support for survivors and their families. The human rights framework also helped situate this local work within broader national and transnational movements to end gender-based violence, affording valuable opportunities for multi-directional learning and collaboration.

1.  \textit{Implementing the Decision of a Regional Human Rights Mechanism}

The Gender Justice Clinic’s local initiatives to realize the right to be free from domestic violence began in 2014 as a collaboration between the newly founded Clinic\textsuperscript{122} and the Advocacy Center of Tompkins County, an agency that provides services to survivors of domestic violence. This partnership began with a focus on local advocacy to help implement the decision of an international human rights mechanism, the IACHR. By inviting the local community to engage with a human rights body at the implementation stage, the Clinic and its partners fostered dialogue about the regional human rights decision and a sense of purpose among local actors who came to view themselves as being part of an international and national project as well. As discussed in Section III below, this advocacy also helped expand understandings of the problem

\textsuperscript{121} Town of Castle Rock v. Gonzales, 545 U.S. 748, 768 (2005).

\textsuperscript{122} The Clinic was founded as the Global Gender Justice Clinic but changed its name to the Gender Justice Clinic in 2017.
of domestic violence and of the remedies needed to address it, and it facilitated coalition-building among local and national advocates.

The IACHR had issued its landmark decision on the issue of domestic violence a few years earlier in the case of *Lenahan v. United States*.\(^{123}\) The decision was the result of tireless and creative advocacy by colleague Caroline Bettinger-López of the Miami Human Rights Clinic, generations of clinic students from Miami and Columbia Law Schools, and the late Lenora Lapidus and other lawyers at the ACLU’s Women’s Rights Project, on behalf of their courageous client Jessica Lenahan.

The facts of the case are chilling. In 1999, Ms. Lenahan’s estranged husband, Simon Gonzales, had abducted their three daughters, Rebecca, Katheryn, and Leslie, in violation of a domestic violence restraining order. Ms. Lenahan, then Jessica Gonzales, repeatedly contacted the Castle Rock, Colorado police department, seeking their help, but the police told her that there was nothing they could do. In the early hours of the next morning, Simon Gonzales drove to the police station and started shooting. The police fired back, killing Mr. Gonzales. In the cab of his truck, they found the bodies of the three girls, who had been shot and killed.\(^{124}\)

Jessica Lenahan sued the Castle Rock police. Her case eventually reached the Supreme Court, which found that she had no constitutional due process right to the enforcement of her restraining order.\(^{125}\) Refusing to concede defeat, Ms. Lenahan took her case to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. In its landmark decision, the Commission held that the U.S. had violated the rights of Jessica Lenahan and her daughters under the American Declaration of Human Rights when it failed to act with due diligence to protect them from domestic violence or to afford Ms. Lenahan and her family meaningful redress.\(^{126}\) The Commission called for an investigation into the failures related to the enforcement of the restraining order, reparations for Ms. Lenahan, and systemic remedies including legislative reform that would mandate the enforcement of restraining orders, policies for domestic violence education, and protocols relating to the investigation of missing children in the context of restraining order situations.\(^{127}\)

---


\(^{124}\) *Id.* ¶¶ 18-22.


\(^{126}\) *Jessica Lenahan (Gonzales) et al. United States*, Case 12.626, Merits, Inter-Am. Comm’n H.R., Report No. 80/11, OEA/Ser.L/V/II, doc. 69, ¶¶ 5, 199 (2011) (finding that the United States failed to act with due diligence to protect Jessica and her daughters from domestic violence, which violated their rights to nondiscrimination and equal protection before the law, the children's right to life, in conjunction with their right to special protection as girl children, and Jessica and her family’s right to judicial protection).

\(^{127}\) *Id.* ¶¶ 201, 215.
The decisions of international human rights bodies are not enforceable in the way that domestic court decisions, backed by executive police power, are enforceable. Moreover, the Inter-American Commission's remedies are framed as recommendations rather than orders. Implementation thus required sustained efforts by Jessica Lenahan's legal team and other advocates across the country. The Gender Justice Clinic’s initiative sought to bring this decision home to the local actors, who are on the front lines of preventing and responding to domestic violence, and to help prevent the recurrence of situations like the one that Ms. Lenahan and her family endured.

As the first step in this project, clinic students and their partners drafted and advocated for the adoption of local government resolutions recognizing that freedom from domestic violence is a fundamental human right. Students conducted extensive outreach and presented to the local government bodies a petition and photos from an online campaign that documented broad community support. They developed a white paper that presented Ms. Lenahan's story and the decision of the IACHR, explained why freedom from domestic violence is a human right, and discussed the symbolic and practical value of the proposed resolution.

As a result of this advocacy, six local governments in rural Tompkins County, New York – from the Tompkins County Legislature to the Board of Trustees of the small Village of Cayuga Heights to the Tompkins County Council of Governments, an association of all of the local governments in the county – adopted versions of the proposed resolution, while the executive branch of the City of Ithaca adopted a

---


130 See, e.g., Advocacy Center of Tompkins County, Avon Global Center for Women and Justice at Cornell Law School, and Cornell Law School Global Gender Justice Clinic, Draft Resolution of the Tompkins County Legislature Declaring Freedom from Domestic Violence as a Human Right (n.d.) (on file with authors).


132 Advocacy Center of Tompkins County et al., supra note 129.

133 Tompkins County Legislature, Declaring Freedom from Domestic Violence as a Human Right, RES2014-214, Nov. 18, 2014; Ithaca Town Board, Declaring Freedom from Domestic Violence as a Human Right, TB Res 2014-197, Dec. 8, 2014; Lansing Town Board, Declaring...
related proclamation. The Clinic’s human rights arguments resonated with legislators across the political spectrum, including those from more rural and conservative areas. Several localities that the Clinic did not approach directly heard about the resolutions under consideration in nearby communities and were inspired to adopt their own versions.

Although there were variations across the seven resolutions and proclamations, most addressed the local prevalence and impact of domestic violence, cited applicable international human rights law, and explained the need for the resolution. Several discussed the Inter-American Commission’s decision in Lenahan and its call for the U.S. “to enact law and policy reforms at all levels to protect survivors of domestic violence and their children.” Significantly, the resolutions acknowledged state responsibility for addressing domestic violence and undertook to improve local domestic violence prevention and response. In adopting these resolutions, Tompkins County and its...
localities joined a growing national momentum; today, more than thirty-five local governments have adopted similar resolutions.\textsuperscript{140} Through this work, Clinic students had the opportunity to hone their research and writing skills, gain important policy advocacy experience, and think deeply about the possibilities afforded by local engagement in the implementation of an international human rights decision.

2. \textit{Documenting Human Rights Violations}

Documenting human rights violations is a strategy that human rights advocates frequently use to uncover the nature and scope of the problem and identify actions needed to remedy the violations. Following the adoption of the domestic violence-human rights resolutions, Clinic students and their partners, which expanded to include the Tompkins County Office of Human Rights, a government agency, and the Tompkins County Human Rights Commission, an independent body appointed by the County legislature, carried out several initiatives aimed at implementing the right recognized in the local resolutions.

The first initiative involved collecting perspectives from community members about the gaps and challenges that exist in realizing the right to be free from domestic violence and the changes needed to address those gaps and challenges. It also engaged local actors in dialogue about the meaning of the human right that their community had recognized.

The Clinic and its partners approached their advocacy by assuming good intentions on the part of community stakeholders and seeking out opportunities for collaboration between government and civil society organizations. In this local context, the classic human rights methodology of “naming and shaming”\textsuperscript{141} evolved into something rather different. Instead of a potentially adversarial investigation, it became a “gathering voices” campaign that entailed conducting story circles, interviews, and other conversations with diverse stakeholders including, among others, government officials, criminal legal system actors, human resource staff members, advocates for racial or gender justice, immigrants’ rights attorneys and organizers, religious leaders, community organization staff members, educators, students, and survivors.

Community members shared their views on what it would mean to realize the human right to be free from domestic violence, and what

\textsuperscript{140} See Columbia Law School’s Human Rights Institute et al., supra note 133.

\textsuperscript{141} See supra note 81 and accompanying text.
gaps and challenges exist locally to implementation of that right. As one service provider put it, the idea that freedom from domestic violence is a fundamental human right is “profound and sort of like a basic truth, yet we know that it is not true on some levels, that people are not free from domestic violence. So then the question is, how do we as a community make it true?” In addressing this question, multiple stakeholders, from a former prosecutor to survivors, noted that the criminal legal system, while important, could be burdensome, ineffective, intimidating and retraumatizing for survivors. Heather Campbell, then the Director of the Tompkins County Advocacy Center, explained, “We as a society and culture expect survivors to go through so much in order to get a tiny piece of justice. And even when survivors jump through all of the hoops, the system can still fail.” The criminal legal system could be particularly unhelpful for survivors whose communities regularly experienced discrimination and violence from that system. One community member explained, “I think as women of color, we are afraid of calling the police for anything. That is definitely not one of the first places we would go. . . . Women of color don’t trust many systems that have been designed to hurt them. So having places that are more accessible and cultural, and for us [would be] more helpful.”

Community members also highlighted how domestic violence affected survivors’ access to other human rights. For example, several survivors shared how domestic violence impeded their ability to work, where stress related to the abuse made it difficult to function effectively at work or where an abuser would not let them leave the home, called their office to intimidate their employer, or worked for the same employer. Other community members talked about how survivors struggled with multiple barriers to accessing safe housing, including abusers’ knowledge of the location of the community’s only safe house, high-barrier tenant screening processes that revealed past visits from law enforcement or credit ruined by abusers, and landlords’ refusal to rent to recipients of government housing assistance.

---

142 Interview with Richard Bennett, Director, Rescue Mission - Ithaca (Apr. 12, 2016) (on file with authors).
143 Heather Campbell, Panelist Remarks, Home Truth: A Film Screening and Discussion on Domestic Violence and Human Rights from Cornell Law School’s Berger International Speaker Series, Dorothea S. Clarke Program in Feminist Jurisprudence, and Gender Justice Clinic, the Advocacy Center of Tompkins County, Cornell Women’s Law Coalition, and the Finger Lakes Women’s Bar Association, Ithaca, NY, March 14, 2018 (on file with authors).
144 Story Circle with Tompkins County Survivors of Domestic Violence (April 19, 2016) (on file with authors).
145 Id.
146 Id.; Story Circle with Tompkins County Survivors of Domestic Violence, May 25, 2017; Interview with Kim Fezza and Richard Cowan, Staff at the Ithaca Neighborhood Housing
Considered together, the feedback from this “gathering voices” campaign suggested that a human rights approach required a more holistic response to gender-based violence. Such a response would engage diverse community members, particularly survivors; explore new ways to hold perpetrators accountable; and emphasize prevention and support for survivors and their families. From these conversations, ideas emerged for strengthening the local community’s ability to prevent domestic violence and respond effectively when it occurs. These included, for example, an initiative to provide training and guidance to employers in addressing the effects of domestic violence at the workplace and advocacy in opposition to a local village nuisance law that could lead to the eviction of survivors who call the police for help. For their part, the Clinic students involved in the campaign gained new perspectives on what meaningful implementation of the human right to be free from domestic violence requires and an appreciation of the importance of listening to and working with affected communities in identifying problems and crafting meaningful solutions.

3. Integrating Human Rights Standards in Policymaking

The Clinic sought to use the human rights standards recognized in Tompkins County’s local government resolutions to influence local policy. In recognizing that freedom from domestic violence is a human right affecting the realization of other human rights, the local resolutions implicitly affirmed the relevance of both treaties binding on the U.S. that protect this right, as well as nonbinding international agreements, principles and declarations that have interpreted its content. In line with these international instruments, the resolutions expressly recognized that freedom from domestic violence is a human right affecting the realization of many other rights and that governments have an obligation to prevent and respond to such violence. Through their “whereas” clauses, the
resolutions also suggested that government responsibility extended to assisting survivors of domestic violence in addressing the effects of that violence including “physical injuries, long-term psychological damage, financial and career instability, and trouble finding safe housing,” as well as the “deeply negative impact on children who are exposed to it.”

Several of the domestic violence-human rights resolutions also explicitly charged government departments and offices with incorporating the declaration’s principles into their policies and practices and with ensuring that those policies and practices are informed by domestic violence survivors’ voices and needs. A City of Ithaca report, prepared by the Tompkins County Office of Human Rights, that analyzed impediments to fair housing choice subsequently cited the resolutions and encouraged the City to consider amending its local anti-discrimination law to include protections based on “domestic violence victim status.” Two years later, the City amended its local law to prohibit discrimination or harassment in housing, employment, education or public accommodations based on an individual’s status as a victim of domestic violence.

The Tompkins County Office of Human Rights also asked the Clinic and other partners to use the domestic violence-human rights resolution and the principles it affirmed to oppose a local village nuisance law that had the effect of penalizing survivors who call the police for...
help. Clinic students drafted a letter to village leaders from the Clinic and its government and NGO partners that called for repeal of the discriminatory law. While this action did not independently move the village to amend its law – which ultimately was declared unconstitutional by the New York Supreme Court’s Appellate Division – it helped to educate village leaders about the ways in which this local legislation was inconsistent with the human rights commitments they had undertaken when joining the Tompkins County Council of Governments’ domestic violence-human rights resolution.

In addition, the Clinic drew upon the human rights standards codified in the local government resolutions to advocate for policies addressing the effects of domestic violence in the workplace and helping employers to better support employees who are experiencing violence at home. A suggestion from a government official led the Clinic and its partners to develop a model domestic violence and the workplace policy and toolkit, which they launched at an event for local employers. These resources were informed by human rights principles, domestic laws, national and local good practices, and policies and guidance published by others, including New York’s Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence.

The City of Ithaca and Town of Ithaca adopted their own versions of the policy or toolkit, as a step towards implementing their obligations under the domestic violence-human rights resolutions. Private employers embraced this initiative too. Cornell University’s Human Resources led a review of the University’s support systems and policies, adopted a domestic violence at the workplace guide for managers and Human Resource (HR) professionals that expanded upon the Clinic’s

---

159 See, e.g., City of Ithaca, Domestic Violence and the Workplace Policy (on file with authors); Email from Kristi Taylor, Education Director, Advocacy Center of Tompkins County to Elizabeth Brundige, January 24, 2018 (on file with authors).
160 Email from Kristi Taylor, Education Director, Advocacy Center of Tompkins County to Elizabeth Brundige, January 24, 2018 (on file with authors).
model toolkit, provided related training for hundreds of staff members, and engaged in a long-term program of campus-wide education and fundraising to support the emergency funds that are available for employees seeking help. Through these initiatives, Clinic students developed skills in policy research and advocacy, gained experience in navigating government-community partnerships, and learned how context-sensitive implementation of human rights standards can serve as a valuable catalyst and guide for reform.

4. Building Human Rights Literacy and Legal Empowerment

Building human rights literacy and legal empowerment is a common strategy in human rights advocacy and can be done through a variety of methods. In the Gender Justice Clinic’s domestic violence project, initiatives have focused on developing human rights literacy around the issue of domestic violence, including through film screenings, talks and panels, tabling events, media advocacy, and workshops for local high school students on dating and domestic violence.

For many participants in these initiatives, the development of human rights literacy led to a shift in perspectives and sparked new ideas. For example, by adopting a human rights lens, local high school students came to identify long-accepted problems as impediments to realizing rights that could and should be addressed. At one school, a conversation about human rights led the students to share how living in a rural location made it impossible for students who experienced dating violence to access community resources due to a lack of access to transportation. Many students were afraid to seek help from parents who expected them not to date in high school or from a teacher who would be required to make a report. Some students of color felt further isolated and unsure of where to turn for help because of the lack of diversity among faculty and students at their school. The workshop participants decided to undertake their own project on implementing the right to be free from dating violence that would address some of the barriers to support and assistance that they had identified.


162 Interview with five Trumansburg High School students (Mar. 23, 2017) (on file with authors); Cornell Gender Justice Clinic, Summary of Key Points from Workshop with Lansing High School Students (Mar. 21, 2017) (on file with authors).

163 Cornell Gender Justice Clinic, supra note 162.
Human rights literacy and legal empowerment can also be fostered through collaboration and movement building. The Gender Justice Clinic and its partners also worked to educate community members about the connections between their local domestic violence-human rights initiatives and the Inter-American Commission’s decision in the Lenahan case, as well as broader national and transnational human rights movements to advance the human right to be free from domestic violence. With the Miami Human Rights Clinic and Columbia Law School’s Human Rights Institute, the Clinic helped develop a webpage that tracks the adoption of local domestic violence-human rights resolutions and makes them available as public resources. It additionally contributed to an advocates’ roundtable and other collaborations. IACHR petitioner Jessica Lenahan and two of her lawyers came to Tompkins County to speak at community film screenings of Home Truth, a documentary about Ms. Lenahan’s pursuit of justice, and Ms. Lenahan later returned to Cornell as a visiting fellow. At the same time, the Clinic collaborated with a partner organization in Zambia on the Tompkins County gathering voices campaign as well as a related project in Lusaka, Zambia.

These initiatives expanded knowledge in multiple directions. Community members gained new insights from their engagement with human rights standards and collaboration with local, national, and transnational partners. At the same time, Clinic students learned that the meaningful realization of human rights draws strength from movement-building and collaboration and from context-specific approaches that center the participation of affected individuals and communities.

C. Addressing the Role of Guns in Domestic Violence

Addressing firearm use in relation to domestic violence is critical; in the U.S., on average, intimate partners shoot and kill seventy women every month and almost one million women report surviving after being

---

164 Columbia Law School’s Human Rights Institute, et al., supra note 133.
167 Garland, supra note 166.
168 See Tinenenji Banda & Elizabeth Brundige, When Criminal Law is Not Enough: Towards a Holistic Approach to Gender-Based Violence Prevention and Response in Zambia and Beyond, in HANDBOOK ON AFRICAN LAW (Muna Ndulo ed., 2021).
“shot or shot at” by intimate partners. With respect to the use of firearms in intimate partner homicides, “female intimate partners are more likely to be murdered with a firearm than all other means combined” and “females living with a gun in the home” are almost “three times more likely to be murdered than females with no gun in the home.” In 2020, “[f]irearms were the weapon most commonly used by males to murder females,” and of those “females killed with a firearm, sixty-three percent were murdered by male intimates.” In comparison with other similarly situated countries, “[w]omen in the US are 28 times more likely to be killed with a gun than women in other high-income countries.”

Advocacy addressing firearm use in domestic violence situations has tended to focus on calls for legislative and policy change directed at domestic policymakers at the federal, state, and local levels, as well as domestic litigation, endorsements of “candidates [who] are championing lifesaving gun safety laws,” local and community engagement, and grassroots and survivor based activism. Such efforts
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172 Id. at 7.
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175 See, e.g., Everytown for Gun Safety, Work, https://www.everytown.org/work; see also Sandy Hook Promise, Why Advocacy, https://actionfund.sandyhookpromise.org (“Legislation can save lives and prevent gun violence, and we need your help to get these bills passed into law.”).
179 See, e.g., id.
181 See, e.g., Violence Policy Center, 5 Things You Can Do Now to Stop Gun Violence, https://vpc.org/5-things-you-can-do-now-to-help-stop-gun-violence (“Here are five things you can do right now to help stop gun violence. . . Join a local gun violence prevention organization . . . Write a letter to the editor in your local paper in support of gun violence prevention . . . Host your very own evening of information and action to educate your friends and community about gun violence while helping support the Violence Policy Center.”).
182 Everytown for Gun Safety, Work, https://www.everytown.org/work (“We are a movement of moms, dads, students, survivors, educators, gun owners, and concerned citizens working together to fight for public safety measures that can protect people from gun violence.” “Everytown Support Fund provides support to a diverse community of survivors that are
have often framed gun violence, particularly in relation to domestic violence, as public health and/or Second Amendment issues.

The Duke International Human Rights Clinic (Duke IHRC) has promoted a human-rights-based approach to the issue of firearm possession and use—particularly in situations of domestic violence—in the U.S. From engagement with inter-governmental human rights bodies, including the U.N. Human Rights Committee, to the integration of human rights standards and norms in U.S. based advocacy, to building and cultivating human rights literacy and legal empowerment among various stakeholders, this work has relied on fact-finding, legal analysis, reporting, and coalition-building to demonstrate the human rights implications of gun use in domestic violence contexts in the U.S. and to advocate for a human rights-based approach to address these violations.

1. Engaging with International Human Rights Mechanisms

The IHRC engaged with the U.N. treaty monitoring body system, including through its March 2019 submission on “The United States’ Human Rights Obligations on Guns and Domestic Violence” to the
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183 Giffords, Domestic Violence, https://giffords.org/issues/domestic-violence (“Domestic violence is a preventable public health crisis that impacts people of all backgrounds.”); Everytown for Gun Safety, Guns and Violence against Women, https://everytownresearch.org/report/guns-and-violence-against-women-americas-uniquely-lethal-intimate-partner-violence-problem (“Intimate partner violence (IPV) is a serious public health problem that affects millions of American women, with far-reaching impacts not only for individual victims, but also for their families, their communities, and our economy.”); Center for American Progress, supra note 176 (“After four years of a presidential administration that was hostile toward efforts to address gun violence, the start of a new Congress and a new presidential administration presents an opportunity for serious action to address the many gaps and weaknesses in our nation’s approach to this public health crisis.”); GVpedia, Denver Accord A Comprehensive Plan to Reduce Gun Violence, The Four Principles (May 7, 2019), https://denveraccord.org/the-four-principles-of-the-denver-accord (“Gun violence in America is a pervasive public health crisis that demands substantial policy solutions and well-funded programs that effectively reduce gun violence.”); Johns Hopkins Center for Gun Violence Prevention and Policy, https://www.jhsph.edu/research/centers-and-institutes/johns-hopkins-center-for-gun-violence-prevention-and-policy (“Our goal is to bring public health expertise and perspectives to the complex policy issues related to gun violence prevention.”).

U.N. Human Rights Committee. This submission provided the Human Rights Committee with an analysis of “the issue of guns and domestic abuse in the United States using a human rights-based approach.”

A core element of this strategy was to use the human rights framework to identify the full range of rights violations experienced by victims of gun violence in domestic violence situations, including the rights to non-discrimination (“the use of guns in intimate partner violence disproportionately affects women”), life, physical and mental health (“guns are... often used in non-fatal intimate partner violence against women, with significant adverse effects”), and work (“guns are... often used in non-fatal intimate partner violence against women, with significant adverse effects”).

---


186 Id. at 1, citing to Domestic Shooting Homicides, Assoc. Press (2016), http://data.ap.org/projects/2016/domestic-gun-homicides (“Between 2006 and 2014, “[a]n average of 760 Americans were killed with guns annually by their spouses, ex-spouses or dating partners,” of which “[c]urrent wives and girlfriends comprised nearly 75 percent of all victims in fatal domestic shootings. Overall, women were the victims in more than four out of every five of these types of incidents.”).

187 Guns and Domestic Violence, Everytown for Gun Safety, https://everytownresearch.org/guns-domestic-violence (“Every month, an average of 57 women are shot and killed by an intimate partner.”). See also Violence Policy Center, When Men Murder Women, supra note 170, at 5 (In 2019, of “homicides in which the weapon could be identified, 58 percent of female victims... were killed with a gun. Of the females killed with a firearm, 59 percent were murdered by male intimates. The number of females shot and killed by their husband or intimate acquaintance... was more than three and a half times higher than the total number murdered by male strangers using all weapons combined... in single victim/single offender incidents...”).

188 Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, supra note 185, at 2, citing to National Partnership for Women & Families, Gun Violence: A Threat to Women and Families 1
prevalent in workplace homicides among U.S. women perpetrated by intimate partners”). Based on this demonstration of impact, the clinic’s submission argues that the U.S. government is failing to fulfill its obligations under international human rights law, including with respect to economic, social, and cultural rights, an argument that would have less traction in the absence of an international human rights framing given the insufficient recognition and protection given to economic, social, and cultural rights under U.S. domestic law. As the submission explains:

States’ obligations under international human rights law on the use of guns by domestic abusers implicate a number of human rights guarantees, including particularly the right to non-discrimination and equality on the basis of sex and gender, as well as other intersecting prohibited grounds of discrimination, such as race; the
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190 Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, supra note 185, at 2, citing to Hope M. Tiesman, Kelly K. Gurka, & Srinivas Konda et al., Workplace Homicides Among U.S. Women: The Role of Intimate Partner Violence, 22(4) ANN. EPIDEMIOL. 277-84 (2012) (In workplace homicides among U.S. women between 2003 and 2008, nearly 80 percent of the “personal relations” homicides (which constitute 33% of the workplace homicides among U.S. women) were perpetrated by an intimate partner and while firearms were used in 67% of workplace homicides overall, a “significantly larger percentage” of “personal relations” homicides (i.e. 80%) were caused by firearms.).

191 Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, supra note 185, at 5-6.


193 Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, supra note 185, at 5-6.


rights to life and security;\textsuperscript{196} the rights of the child;\textsuperscript{197} and a series of economic, social, and cultural rights, including the rights to physical and mental health (for individuals shot or threatened, as well as those affected by secondary victimization),\textsuperscript{198} and work.\textsuperscript{199}

A second integral element of this strategy of engagement was to utilize underlying principles of international human rights law, including intersectional discrimination. The submission contains information regarding the intersectional nature of domestic violence, including that “[c]omprehensive data analyzing rates of domestic gun homicides and other gun-incidents among racial minorities, sexual minorities, and immigrant communities is lacking.”\textsuperscript{200} With respect to race, available data shows that “[i]n 2020, Black females were murdered by males at a rate nearly three times as high as white females: 2.96 per 100,000 versus 1.07 per 100,000. In 2020, Black females accounted for fourteen percent of the female population in the United States, while 31 percent of the females killed by males in single victim/single offender incidents where the race of the victim was known were Black.”\textsuperscript{201} And while “[d]omestic violence also occurs within the LGBTI community,”\textsuperscript{202} the submission notes that limited data regarding LGBTI persons “prevents a clear

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{197} Id., citing to See Human Rights Comm., General Comment No. 17: Article 24 (Rights of the child) ¶ ¶ 3,4 (1999). See also Comm. on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No. 13, The right of the child to freedom from all forms of violence, U.N. Doc. CRC/C/GC/13 (2011) (CRC General Comment No. 13); Comm. on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 14, The right of the child to have his or her best interests taken as a primary consideration (art. 3, para. 1), U.N. Doc. CRC/C/GC/14 (2013).
\item \textsuperscript{200} Id. at 2.
\item \textsuperscript{201} Violence Policy Center, When Men Murder Women, supra note 170, at 7 (2022), https://www.vpc.org/studies/wmmw2022.pdf. In addition, “[o]f Black victims who knew their offenders, 56 percent (259 out of 464) were wives, common-law wives, ex-wives, or girlfriends of the offenders.” Id. at 8.
\end{itemize}
understanding of the ways in which various laws on guns and domestic violence impact persons in LGBTI relationships.\textsuperscript{203} With respect to state obligations in this regard, the submission explains as follows\textsuperscript{204}:

A State’s due diligence obligation . . . requires States to address the intersectional nature of gun violence in domestic violence. The U.N. Human Rights Committee has recently emphasized that “[l]egal protections for the right to life must apply equally to all individuals and provide them with effective guarantees against all forms of discrimination, including multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination.”\textsuperscript{205} In relation to the United States, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes, and consequences, has specifically called on the government to “[r]eview and more effectively address the disproportionate impact that violence has on poor, minority, and immigrant women."\textsuperscript{206}

The Human Rights Committee has demonstrated a continued commitment to addressing gun violence, including in the domestic violence context, as evidenced by the inclusion of a question directly addressing many of the topics raised in the IHRC submission in its “list of issues prior to submission” of the U.S. periodic report.\textsuperscript{207} This question built on the Human Rights Committee’s previous engagement with the issue, both in the form of Concluding Observations to the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{203} Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, \textit{supra} note 185, at 3.
\item \textsuperscript{204} \textit{Id.} at 7.
\item \textsuperscript{205} \textit{Id.}, citing to HRC General Comment No. 36, at ¶ 61.
\item \textsuperscript{206} \textit{Id.} at 7-8.
\item \textsuperscript{207} See Human Rights Committee, “List of issues prior to submission of the fifth periodic report of the United States of America.” ¶ 14, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/USA/QPR/5 (Apr. 18, 2019) (“With respect to the Committee’s previous concluding observations (para. 10) and the follow-up information received from the State party, please provide information on the number of victims of gun violence, including in the context of domestic violence. Please describe the efforts made by the State party to restrict access to firearms for those most at risk of abusing them, and the steps taken to counter patterns of abuse.”). Following this, the United States, in its periodic report, responded by expressing the view that this question “appear[s] to request [information] concerning the U.S. legal framework with respect to the private actions of non-state actors” and “to primarily relate to the conduct of persons or groups acting in a private rather than an official capacity” and that the view of the United States is that “Article 2 of the Covenant contains no language stating that its obligations extend to private, non-governmental acts, and no such obligations can be inferred from Article 2” and that “neither the text nor the negotiating history of the Covenant support any obligation on the part of States Parties to take ‘reasonable positive measures’ and to exercise ‘due diligence’ to respond to foreseeable threats by private persons and entities.”. Fifth periodic report submitted by the United States of America under article 40 of the Covenant pursuant to the optional reporting procedure, due in 2020, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/USA/5 para 4 (Jan. 19, 2021). The Human Rights Committee’s Concluding Observations following the Fifth Reporting Cycle in 2019 are not yet available. OHCHR U.N. Treaty Body Database, https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/TreatyBodyExternal/Countries.aspx?CountryCode=USA&Lang=EN.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
U.S.208 and its General Comment on the right to life.209 Thus, the Human Rights Committee remains a valuable target, including for U.S.-based advocates who, through their active engagement with the Human Rights Committee as well as other mechanisms,210 can work to further magnify their impact. Such engagement “has the potential to play a significant role in influencing U.S. policy to end violence against women”211 and, by extension, violence against women related to gun violence, given the inextricable link between the two.212 As this interplay continues between advocates’ engagement and “observations, recommendations, and reports on U.S. abuses and violations of international law . . . with regard to the problem of domestic violence and police lack of accountability” from international bodies, “it will become more and more difficult for the United States to continue to keep its head in the sand and disavow any governmental responsibility for protecting women from intimate violence.”213 This is particularly impactful in a context in which “United

---

208 Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, supra note 185, at 13 (The IHRC submission includes the Human Rights Committee’s most recent Concluding Observations to the United States—Human Rights Comm., Concluding observations on the fourth periodic report of the United States of America, CCPR/C/USA/CO/4 ¶ 10 (2014) —which serve as a basis for its list of “Suggested Questions for the U.S. LoIPR” Submission.).

209 The Human Rights Committee’s General Comment on the right to life is also referenced throughout the submission. Human Rights Comm., General Comment No. 36, General Comment No. 36, on article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, on the right to life, CCPR/C/GC/36 (2019). The General Comment contains relevant language with respect to domestic violence victims (id. at ¶ 23); intersectional discrimination (id. at ¶ 61); firearms (id. at ¶ 20); and gun violence (id. at ¶ 26). This paragraph directly cites to the Human Rights Committee’s Concluding observations on the fourth periodic report of the United States of America. Id. at note 91.

210 Lenora M. Lapidus, The Role of International Bodies in Influencing U.S. Policy to End Violence Against Women, 77 FORDHAM L. REV. 529, 554 (2008) (encouraging advocates to “use the international human rights mechanisms and the resulting observations and recommendations to push the United States to alter its policies” and suggesting various avenues through which to do so including to “publicize those proceedings, observations, and recommendations to make the public aware of the mechanisms and their operation as well as the substantive abuses that are at issue in the proceedings before these bodies,” to “cite as persuasive (though not controlling) authority the concluding observations in other legal proceedings—both in domestic courts and before international bodies,” and “use the recommendations as support for policy changes at the state and federal legislative and executive levels”).

211 Id.

212 Domestic Shooting Homicides, ASSOC. PRESS (2016), http://data.ap.org/projects/2016/domestic-gun-homicides (Based on data collected between 2006 and 2014, “[e]urrent wives and girlfriends comprised nearly 75 percent of all victims in fatal domestic shootings. Overall, women were the victims in more than four out of every five of these types of incidents.”)

213 Lapidus, supra note 210, at 553. (noting that while international human rights mechanisms cannot “force a country to do anything . . . reports on a country’s compliance—or lack thereof with human rights norms shine a spotlight on human rights abuses and can shame a country into altering its practices”). Id. at 538.
Nations’ human rights bodies are engaging in an increasingly robust discussion about the human rights risks of firearm violence.”

2. **Integrating Human Rights Standards in Domestic Advocacy**

The IHRC’s work also involved integrating human rights standards and framing into advocacy around gun violence. For example, the Clinic contributed to Amnesty International’s report “Fragmented and Unequal: A Justice System that Fails Survivors of Intimate Partner Violence in Louisiana, USA” by researching federal and state laws regarding firearms (including laws on firearm purchase, possession and transfer, licensing requirements, sanctions and enforcement of firearms restrictions, background check requirements, and data collection restrictions), domestic violence (for example, the role of domestic violence courts and state-level domestic violence benchbooks directed at judges), and the intersection between the two. This work cultivated crucial legal research, writing, and analytical skills, including the substantive and strategic dexterity to seamlessly navigate both U.S. federal and state legislation and case law, as well as international human rights law. The work enabled development of this proficiency in strategically significant ways including by expanding existing advocacy efforts, which, as noted in the introduction to this case study, have typically focused on domestic advocacy targets and concentrated on advocacy grounded in public health and/or the Second Amendment.

3. **Building Human Rights Literacy and Legal Empowerment**

Finally, the IHRC held or participated in a number of events domestically that sought to support grassroots actors, including by furthering their understanding of how a human rights framing might contribute to their advocacy efforts. For example, the IHRC’s contribution to the “Gun

---


216 Id. at 48 n.223, 232 (citing to the IHRC’s research on state-level “legal provisions that require training for judges and other court officials involved in cases of intimate partner violence” as well as state benchbooks that “include provisions to guide how judges should assess a defendant’s access to or possession of firearms as a lethality factor throughout the protection order process.”)

217 See id.

218 Students researched a range of issues which included close examination of, among other sources, those produced by the U.N. and other intergovernmental bodies (including treaties, treaty monitoring bodies, and Special Procedures), regional human rights bodies, and NGOs.
Violence Prevention Conference 2019: Twenty Years from Columbine to Parkland” convening about utilizing an international human rights framing as an additional advocacy tool to address gun violence was met with strong interest. It resulted in follow-up that sought to break down the silos between addressing the issue solely through advocacy targeted at domestic policymakers and through U.S.-based mechanisms to also advocate for change through international human rights venues.

Pedagogically, student participation in this conference, as well as other engagements including participation in expert discussions, provided the opportunity to develop critical advocacy and lawyering skills including oral advocacy and engaged and deep listening. Given the conference’s centering of gun violence survivors and families speaking to both the personal impact of gun violence and their activism and movement building, lessons from “a movement-centered model” of lawyering were especially relevant, including that “training in self-reflection and prudence” must include “cultivating skills . . . such as close listening, consultation, collaboration, mindfulness, fair-mindedness, and sensitivity to context and nuance,” all of which “are part of the ethical apparatus that movement lawyers should bring to bear on their work.”

IHRC further sought to develop human rights literacy in its efforts to increase an understanding of gun violence as a human rights issue

---


220 The domestic violence advocacy context provides a useful model for the ways in which advocates might integrate a human rights framing into their work, including by working in collaboration with human rights advocates. See Caroline Bettinger-López, Human Rights at Home: Domestic Violence as a Human Rights Violation, 40 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 19, 76-77 (2008) (explaining that the U.S. and United Nations based advocacy and engagement with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights in the case of Jessica Lenahan (formerly Gonzales) contributed to the following: “Domestic violence and human rights advocates who have previously occupied separate spheres are increasingly interacting and engaging in constructive and meaningful dialogue, both in the United States and abroad”).


222 James H. Fierberg, A Civility-Based Model for New Lawyers 28 (2021) (“Active listening, as its name suggests, is a conscious undertaking to actually and fully comprehend what is being said; that is, to grasp the message that the speaker is trying to convey, to make the speaker aware that you are, in fact, attempting to understand what is being said and focus on the message in a manner that will allow for a productive and appropriate exchange of information.”).

within academic institutions, including by organizing an event at Duke University School of Law, entitled “Guns and Domestic Violence: U.S. and International Human Rights Law Perspectives,”224 which helped establish a foundation for relationship-building with local advocates at the city-level.

III. OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES IN USING HUMAN RIGHTS FRAMEWORKS IN CLINICAL PROJECTS

The above case studies highlight some of the possibilities of integrating human rights into domestic clinical practice. Human rights norms and strategies can serve as useful advocacy and teaching tools. Specifically, clinics can create opportunities by widening the range of rights and sources of law that students might consider, advancing new understandings of state responsibility, providing new venues for advocacy, expanding the universe of potential remedies, focusing attention on human dignity, and broadening advocates’ and students’ perspectives. Clinicians should also be mindful of potential challenges of using human rights frameworks to orient domestic advocacy, including limitations on the application and enforceability of human rights, skepticism among partners or advocacy targets towards an unfamiliar framework, inconsistencies between domestic and international law, the non-legal work often required to address complex structural problems, and co-optation of human rights frameworks for regressive ends.

A. Opportunities

1. Widening the Range of Rights

The human rights framework offers advocates and students an opportunity to think broadly about the nature of violations people are experiencing and the rights at stake, which are understood to be interdependent and interrelated in human rights law even when they may be separated or dealt with in a piecemeal fashion domestically. In fact, U.S. civil rights leaders, like Martin Luther King Jr. Malcolm X, and Walter White, the former executive secretary of the NAACP, called for

---

224 Duke University School of Law, Guns and Domestic Violence: U.S. and International Human Rights Law Perspectives, Oct. 14, 2019, https://web.law.duke.edu/news/guns-and-domestic-violence-us-and-international-human-rights-law-perspectives. Panel speakers were Sherry Honeycutt Everett, North Carolina Coalition Against Domestic Violence, Aya Fujimura-Fanselow, Clinical Professor or Law (Teaching) and Supervising Attorney, Duke University School of Law, and Verna Williams, Dean and Nippert Professor of Law, University of Cincinnati College of Law. The panel was introduced by Jake Charles, Executive Director, Center for Firearms Law, Duke University School of Law and moderated by Darrell A.H. Miller, Faculty Co-Director, Center for Firearms Law and Melvin G. Shimm Professor of Law, Duke University School of Law.
broadening the civil rights movement to a struggle for human rights.\textsuperscript{225} As Carol Anderson explains, human rights could “address not only the political and legal inequality that African Americans endured, but also the education, health care, housing, and employment needs that haunted the black community.”\textsuperscript{226} In 1951, Paul Robeson and William Patterson submitted a petition documenting widespread racist brutality and lynching and arguing that the U.S. government was guilty of genocide against Black Americans under international law.\textsuperscript{227} While Cold War politics and pervasive racism stymied initial attempts to hold the U.S. government accountable for white supremacy and racist violence at the U.N., the adoption of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) in 1965 offered a new tool for advocates to look beyond civil rights guarantees at the domestic level and seek accountability for racial discrimination as a violation of international law.

Work on addressing the criminalization of homelessness through the lens of civil and political rights, more familiar to a U.S. audience, has provided an opening for a more robust understanding of rights that includes the right to housing and social and economic rights. While the amicus brief addressing fines for life-sustaining activities by the Miami Human Rights Clinic and partners focuses on the right to be free from cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment, it concludes by linking punishment for homelessness to the U.S.’s failure to recognize the right to


\textsuperscript{227} Paul Robeson & William Patterson, Civil Rights Congress, We Charge Genocide: The Crime of Government Against the Negro People (1951).
adequate housing. Advocates have further stressed the principle of “progressive realization” as a way to balance ultimate goals with current reality, recognizing that governments should commit to guaranteeing social and economic rights over time to the maximum of their available resources. Nationally, advocacy to address the criminalization of homelessness has helped shift political discourse towards greater recognition of a right to housing. President Biden ran on a platform endorsing a right to housing, and the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness (USICH) strategic plan opens with a letter noting that “USICH believes that housing should be treated as a human right.” Additionally, movements at the federal level and in California, Connecticut, and Vermont seek to establish a right to housing.

The Cornell Gender Justice Clinic’s work to realize the right to be free from domestic violence has expanded community members’ understanding of the issues and rights at stake when domestic violence occurs. In advocating for the adoption of domestic violence-human rights resolutions, the Clinic drew upon their work the previous year in contributing research to a report by the U.N. Special Rapporteur on violence against women and girls, its causes and consequences (U.N. Special Rapporteur on violence against women) that analyzed how gender-based violence impedes the realization of all human rights. While arguments around the United States’ binding civil and political rights obligations under the ICCPR were most persuasive to some local legislators in Tompkins County, NY, most of the domestic violence-human rights resolutions emphasized the impacts of domestic violence on survivors’ health, financial stability, and access to safe housing – all traditionally understood as economic and social
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228 Debra Blake Amicus Brief, supra note 89, at 10-17.
229 See, e.g., ICESCR, supra note 14, at arts. 2(1).
230 Tars et al., supra note 74, at 975-80.
235 Tompkins County Legislature, Declaring Freedom from Domestic Violence as a Human Right, RES2014-214, Nov. 18, 2014; Ithaca Town Board, Declaring Freedom from
rights issues. Resolutions also acknowledged that “the United Nations has recognized that freedom from domestic violence is a human right affecting the realization of many other rights and freedoms.”236 This holistic human rights framing enabled community members to think more broadly about domestic violence interventions, to include, for example, a focus on support from employers, counseling support for survivors and their children, childcare assistance, and expanded access to and protection against discrimination in housing. Similarly, as noted above, the Duke IHRC submission to the Human Rights Committee demonstrates the full range of rights violations—both civil and political rights as well as economic, social, and cultural rights—experienced by victims of gun violence in domestic violence situations.237

The human rights framework not only illuminates a wider range of violations, but also sheds light on the ways different groups might bear the brunt of these violations differently. A human rights approach provides a robust understanding of equality that requires addressing disparate impacts and intersecting forms of discrimination. Human rights embrace the intersectionality framework, originally defined in the landmark work of Kimberlé Crenshaw to call attention to multiple forms of discrimination experienced in unique and specific ways by Black women and girls.238 Intersectionality recognizes identity as inseparable from a person’s life experiences and the accumulation of vulnerabilities from several levels of societal marginalization.239 As the CEDAW Committee has recognized, intersectional discrimination both “increases the risk of violence and heightens the adverse consequences of violence when it occurs.”240 As noted above, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on violence against women has specifically called on the U.S. government to


237 See Section II(C)(1) supra.

238 Kimberlé Crenshaw, Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color, 43 Stanford L. Rev. 1241, 1242, 1252-53 (1991) (explaining intersectionality in the context of violence against women as “an experience…often shaped by other dimensions of their identities, such as race and class. Moreover, ignoring difference within groups contributes to tensions among groups, another problem that bears on efforts to politicize violence against women.”).

239 Id.

“[r]eview and more effectively address the disproportionate impact that violence has on poor, minority, and immigrant women.”241 The U.N. Human Rights Committee has likewise emphasized, “Legal protections for the right to life must apply equally to all individuals and provide them with effective guarantees against all forms of discrimination, including multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination.”242

In accordance with this framing, the various Clinic initiatives emphasize intersectionality. Intersectional discrimination is a critical factor in homelessness, leading the Miami Human Rights Clinic to delve into intersections of homelessness with race and gender.243 Cornell’s Gender Justice Clinic’s work implementing local domestic violence-human rights resolutions was guided by the experiences of survivors, including the particular experiences of survivors of color and others who experience multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination. This approach helped illuminate an insight shared by many community members that domestic violence responses should look beyond criminal legal system responses, which can afford critical protection and support but do not meet the needs of all survivors.244 As explained above, the Duke IHRC submission underscores the intersectional nature of domestic violence, citing statistics on the impact of gun violence with regards to race.245

In addition, an intersectional lens requires the collection of disaggregated data to enable improvements and accountability. The Duke IHRC thus noted in its submission to the Human Rights Committee that such “[c]omprehensive data analyzing rates of domestic gun homicides and other gun-incidents among racial minorities, sexual minorities, and immigrant communities is lacking,”246 for example highlighting that limited data regarding LGBTQ persons “prevents a clear understanding of the ways in which various laws on guns and domestic
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242 Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, supra note 185, at 7, citing to Human Rights Comm., General Comment No. 36, General Comment No. 36, on article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, on the right to life, ¶ 61 CCPR/C/GC/36 (2018).


244 See, e.g., Campbell, supra note 143.

245 See Section C(1), Addressing the Role of Guns in Domestic Violence, Engaging with International Human Rights Mechanisms.

246 Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, supra note 185, at 2.
violence impact persons in LGBTI relationships.” On this basis, the Clinic’s submission emphasizes that “[a] State’s due diligence obligation . . . requires States to address the intersectional nature of gun violence in domestic violence.” The Miami Human Rights Clinic factsheet on “Homelessness in the LGBTQ Community in the United States” likewise calls for the collection of disaggregated data by sexual orientation and gender identity to understand and address LGBTQ struggles in accessing adequate housing.

2. Expanding State Responsibility

In addition to a wider range of rights, using the human rights framework offers new understandings of state responsibility. These include the state’s responsibility to protect people from violence by private actors, to address structural issues, and to be proactive in addressing potential violations. First, human rights frameworks emphasize state responsibility to protect against violations by private actors. As the Cornell Gender Justice Clinic and its partners emphasized in their policy advocacy, a human rights lens provides a critical reframing of domestic violence as not just a private tragedy, but a violation of fundamental rights that governments at all levels have an obligation to address. Both international and regional human rights bodies have recognized state responsibility to respond to domestic violence with “due diligence” whether the perpetrator is a state or non-state actor, and whether an act is committed in an official or private capacity. This concept of due diligence is relevant in the context of guns and domestic violence which involves the use of guns by private actors, as highlighted in the Duke IHRC submission to the Human Rights Committee. Arguing for the full scope of
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247 Id. at 3.  
248 Id. at 7.  
249 University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., Homelessness in the LGBTQ Community in the United States, https://miami.app.box.com/s/6ajyu7b7mt7g5ckoe0onho02jzokf8l.  
252 Leila Nadya Sadat & Madaline M. George, Gun Violence and Human Rights, 60 Wash. U. J.L. & Pol’y 1, 48 (2019) (While the vast majority of shootings in the United States “are carried out by private actors, the U.S. government may be held responsible for human rights violations resulting from their actions”).  
253 Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, supra note 185, at 6, citing to Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences, Integration of the Human Rights of Women and the Gender Perspective: Violence against Women: The Due
a state’s obligation on the basis of the due diligence principle as required by international human rights law is an opportunity that would otherwise be unavailable under domestic law.\textsuperscript{254}

Second, a human rights approach reframes structural issues, including homelessness, from a private tragedy to a violation the state is responsible for addressing, linking social factors and structural causes to the rights and dignity of human beings. For example, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing has noted that the very existence of homelessness is “a profound assault on dignity, social inclusion and the right to life. It is a prima facie violation of the right to... freedom from cruel, degrading and inhuman treatment.”\textsuperscript{255} Moreover “a State party to [ICESCR] in which any significant number of individuals are deprived of basic shelter and housing is, prima facie, failing to discharge its obligations under the Covenant.”\textsuperscript{256}

Third, the human rights framework provides a proactive orientation and focus on prevention. As the ACLU Women’s Rights Project, Miami Human Rights Clinic, and Columbia Law School Human Rights Institute explain:

International human rights law provides a framework to evaluate existing problems and identify solutions aimed at preventing gender-based violence. Human rights principles focus on governmental responsibility to proactively take steps to prevent acts of gender-based violence committed by both private and governmental actors. This includes addressing the underlying conditions that


\textsuperscript{254} Lapidus, supra note 210, at 549 (noting that one “of the most significant differences between . . . international human rights law, and the U.S. Constitution” is “that the state party must act with due diligence to protect individuals from harm caused by third parties, not simply ensure that no harm is committed by the government itself”). \textit{See also} Caroline Bettinger-López, \textit{Jessica Gonzales v. United States: An Emerging Model for Domestic Violence \& Human Rights Advocacy in the United States}, 21 Harv. Hum. Rts. J. 183, 188 (2008) (contrasting the “different approach” between the United States legal system and the human rights framework, including that “[b]ecause the government has an affirmative obligation under international law to exercise due diligence and protect individuals known to be at risk, human rights can be a powerful mechanism for highlighting the state’s role in perpetuating violence against women when it fails to respond appropriately to victims.”).


perpetuate violations of rights (such as discrimination, social biases and a lack of adequate institutional responses).257

Using this human rights framework, Cornell’s Gender Justice Clinic thus helped develop initiatives that emphasized prevention through public education, outreach that invited stakeholders to identify community-based solutions to underlying problems, and a focus on strengthening institutional responses.

3. Providing Additional Venues for Advocacy

The case studies further illustrate how engaging with international and regional human rights mechanisms can strengthen domestic advocacy by providing new venues for students and partners to make their claims. U.N. or regional human rights advocacy can provide opportunities for dialogue with governments, trigger meetings with officials, and exert political pressure for change. As discussed above, housing advocates used the various international review processes to obtain meetings with government officials to advance advocacy and push for the implementation of human rights standards domestically. These meetings influenced the Federal Strategic Plan to End Homelessness, as well as led to HUD funding incentives to stop the criminalization of homelessness and a supportive DOJ brief in the seminal Martin v. Boise case.258 Moreover, advocates can use engagement in international fora to elicit government commitments. Thus, in the 2015 UPR, the U.S. declared that it is “committed to helping communities pursue alternatives to criminalizing homelessness,”259 and in the 2021 UPR, the U.S. affirmed that it “supports investing in direct solutions to alleviate the personal and social problems surrounding the issues of poverty.”260

The key to this approach is connecting advocacy at the international level to a strategy in the domestic sphere. NHLC developed a particularly savvy approach to U.N. advocacy, focused on both developing human rights norms and working to implement them domestically. Additionally, critical groundwork for international advocacy comes from


258 See Section II(C)(1) supra.


community work, including human rights trainings, partnership-building, and joint convenings. Sally Engle Merry describes a process of “vernacularization,” where global human rights language and norms are adapted to local institutions and meanings.\(^{261}\) This was a central tenet behind the Duke IHRC’s hosting of and participation in convenings in the U.S. which sought, among other goals, to support local and grassroots advocates, including through contributing to an increased understanding of engagement with international human rights mechanisms.

Participation in international processes can further facilitate coalition-building among local advocates. Participation in the review of the U.S. by the U.N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination provides an example of this. Advocates from across the U.S. engaging in the review on different issues formed a listserv and WhatsApp chat, which continue to be active months later with people sharing upcoming events, news, contacts, and resources. A sub-group is further collaborating on engagement with the new U.N. Permanent Forum of People of African Descent. Likewise, the Cornell Gender Justice Clinic joined a growing movement of advocates around the U.S. committed to helping implement the Inter-American Commission’s decision in *Lenahan v. United States*. The Clinic gained new opportunities for collaboration with local, national, and even transnational partners that would not have been possible without the unifying goal of “bringing home” a landmark regional human rights decision.\(^{262}\) These opportunities enabled local governments and community members to see themselves as participants in a broader movement and learn from others in their efforts to grapple with similar problems using human rights tools. This, in turn, affirmed and galvanized local efforts to strengthen domestic violence prevention and response.

One factor contributing to coalition-building is that, as noted above, the human rights framework provides an inclusive and universal language that can serve to bring advocates together. As Caroline Bettiger-López points out in the context of domestic violence, “the language of human rights appeals to a broader constituency and . . . has the ability to cut across the thematic . . . and identity-based . . . silos that have traditionally separated different advocacy groups doing social justice work” and “[o]ne of the strengths of the human rights framework is its


\(^{262}\) At one of the two film screenings that the Clinic and its partners hosted with Jessica Lenahan and her lawyers, attorney Caroline Bettiger-López encouraged the local audience by noting, “It is incumbent upon communities to take ownership and think about how to implement these decisions [of human rights bodies like the Inter-American Commission] on a local level. And this community, more than any other community in the U.S., has shown that this is possible.” Garland, supra note 166.
ability to place different stakeholders together under one umbrella."

This takes place not just in the context of international human rights advocacy, but also in local human rights work. For instance, the human rights framework embodied in local domestic human rights resolutions has helped foster collaboration among diverse local stakeholders.

Additionally, as Bettinger-López and colleagues highlight, international advocacy serves to “amplify[] within an international context human rights concerns that may be seen as isolated domestic or local concerns.” Elevating domestic violence, too often dismissed as a private, family matter, to an international concern is particularly powerful. Bringing an international dimension is further “compelling in our increasingly-globalized world, in which specific violations or transgressions are so often not solely attributable (if they ever were) to one particular state actor, but rather may be attributable to one or more state and non-state actors, including international financial or political institutions.” In the context of homelessness, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing has highlighted “the financialization of housing,” in which housing is treated as a commodity and a means for wealth accumulation, as displacing communities and undermining the right to housing globally. This is a concept the Miami Human Rights Clinic and partners have incorporated in our advocacy, calling for public hearings in neighborhoods with new developments and environmental and community impact assessments and mitigation plans for displacing vulnerable populations.

4. Expanding the Universe of Potential Remedies

Moreover, the human rights framework offers broad remedies that are systemic and survivor-centered to address violations. For example, a human rights approach to addressing domestic violence illuminates the need for solutions that center victims/survivors and recognize the complexity and systemic nature of the problem and its impact on many
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263 Bettinger-López, supra note 220, at 71.
264 Bettinger-López, et al., supra note 4, at 388.
265 Id.
266 U.N. Hum. Rts. Council, Report of the Special Rapporteur on adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, and the right to non-discrimination in this context, ¶ 6, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/34/51 (2017). The Special Rapporteur points out that residents are increasingly displaced in favor of new luxury buildings that turn quick profits, but because the units are so unaffordable, they are left empty at no consequence to the developers because to them “housing is as valuable whether it is vacant or occupied, lived in or devoid of life.” Id. at ¶ 30, 31.
267 E.g., University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., RACIAL INJUSTICE IN HOUSING AND HOMELESSNESS IN THE UNITED STATES (2022), https://miami.app.box.com/s/x2obqtgy8405qkfpyst5x03nzd4g0l.
other human rights.268 As domestic violence is a deeply complex problem that violates many human rights, solutions must similarly be holistic, multifaceted, and sensitive to the experiences of survivors. This requires improving upon but not privileging criminal legal system responses, which often afford critical protection, but can also be traumatizing and abusive, particularly for marginalized communities. This may call for exploration of alternate approaches to victim safety and perpetrator accountability, such as by considering whether community-based restorative approaches might offer a valuable tool for some survivors in some circumstances.269 and by ensuring robust support for survivors and their families, including in such diverse areas as employment, housing, social services, education, childcare, and mental and physical health. Efforts in Tompkins County, NY to implement local domestic violence-human rights resolutions resulted in to a student-led human rights program on dating violence in schools and the creation of impactful initiatives to address domestic violence at the workplace. Michelle Arbitee, Director of Cornell University’s Workforce Well-Being, reported that the implementation of this initiative at Cornell helped reduce stigma and create a workplace environment that is safe and supportive, with employees coming forward at higher rates to ask for help in areas ranging from safety planning to mental health, to financial support or childcare.270

Similarly, an international human rights framing in the context of firearms in domestic violence widens the scope of government accountability, as well as corresponding remedies responsive to rights violations.271 By

268 See, e.g., Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, General Recommendation 35, ¶¶ 28 ff, U.N. Doc. CEDAW/C/GC/35 (July 26, 2017) (setting out multifaceted measures that States parties should take “in the areas of prevention, protection, prosecution, punishment, and redress, data collection and monitoring, and international cooperation” and emphasizing that all of these measures “should be implemented with a victim/survivor-centered approach, acknowledging women as subjects of rights and promoting their agency and autonomy”); U.N. Hum. Rts. Council, Report of the U.N. Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences Rashida Manjoo, ¶ 65, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/26/28 (May 28, 2014) (“Transformative remedies require that the problem of violence against women is acknowledged as systemic and not individual; and that this requires specific measures to address it as a gender-specific human rights violation.”).


271 See Bettinger-López, supra note 220, at 21 (“By framing domestic violence as a human rights violation, the case [Jessica Gonzales v. United States brought before the Inter-American Commission] challenges advocates and policymakers to re-think our country’s current approach to domestic violence” including with respect to “whether fundamental rights—to life, security, family, due process, equality, truth, and freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment—are being respected and fulfilled.”). See also supra note 252, 89 (2019) (“Human rights remedies are not the only response to America’s gun violence problem, of course, but they are an important part of the solution.”).
contrast, reliance on U.S. law alone narrows the possibility of this fuller articulation.272 These framings are possible because the U.S. government is required, under legally binding international human rights obligations, “to address gun violence against women in domestic violence contexts.”273

5. Attention to Human Dignity

At the core of the human rights approach is a focus on human dignity. As Larry Cox explains, an international human rights framing “open[s] up possibilities that working within a strict constitutional or civil rights framework does not” including “because it takes us immediately to the most unassailable and universal basis for rights claims—human dignity and freedom.”274

Such a framing prioritizes the dignity and empowerment of domestic violence survivors.275 The Inter-American Commission’s decision in Lenahan v. United States resonated with legislators and other community members in Tompkins County, NY because its focus on the United States’ systematic failure to protect Ms. Lenahan and her children spoke to their fundamental rights to live in safety and dignity as human beings and stood in sharp contrast to the much narrower constitutional framing of the U.S. Supreme Court.276 The human rights framing also captures the impact of firearms in domestic violence contexts in ways that are intrinsically valuable because they align with and reflect lived experiences. With regards to homelessness, as the Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing noted, the very existence of homelessness itself is “a profound assault on dignity, social inclusion and the right to life.”277 Much of the advocacy around homelessness therefore focuses on the fundamental right to live in dignity and security. In the evolution of their campaign for a Homeless Bill of Rights, the Lowenstein Clinic and community partners sought to concretely translate this guarantee
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272 Cox, supra note 192, at 140.
273 Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, supra note 185, at 7.
274 Cox, supra note 192, at 140.
276 The Tompkins County Legislature’s domestic violence-human rights resolution included a paragraph that the legislators added to the draft resolution that the Gender Justice Clinic and its partners had proposed, which emphasized the differences between the Inter-American Commission’s decision in Lenahan and that of the Supreme Court in Castle Rock. Tompkins County Legislature, Declaring Freedom from Domestic Violence as a Human Right, RES2014-214, Nov. 18, 2014.
into access to clean, safe, and convenient restroom facilities that enable people to meet their basic needs with dignity, above and beyond any domestic legal obligation for the city to provide those facilities.

6. **Broadening Advocates’ and Students’ Perspectives and Furthering Pedagogical Goals**

Adopting a human rights perspective further enables global connection and provides opportunities for broader alliances and learning. Human rights lawyering connects local struggles with universal norms and transnational movements, integrating advocates into global dialogues. Advocates can thus situate deeply local work in a broader context. This opens the door for cross-learning from the experiences of advocates around the world, and advocates can draw on international norms and best practices. As Bettinger-López and colleagues explain, “the shared language of human rights allows advocates to converse with each other and expand possibilities.”

In all the Clinic projects, transnational connections were important sources of learning and inspiration for local advocates. For instance, in the context of gun violence, “an emerging global consensus and common practice regarding the minimum regulations needed to prevent civilian firearms-related violence” served as a useful tool for domestic advocates. Moreover, advocates addressing homelessness and housing issues in the U.S. benefited from the international human rights analysis of the right to adequate housing, including identification of its various components and steps governments can take to realize it. Advocates have asked the Miami Human Rights Clinic to delve into different country practices for operationalizing the right to housing so that they can draw on these experiences in their local work. At the same time, advocates have helped contribute to the development of universal human rights norms through international level advocacy, as well as local work to give rights meaning. For instance, the U.N. Committee on the Elimination
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278 Bettinger-López, et al., supra note 4, at 388. See also Omar Madhloom & Irene Antonopoulos, Clinical Legal Education and Human Rights Values: A Universal Pro Forma for Law Clinics, 9 ASIAN J. LEGAL EDU. 23, 27 (2022) (2021) (“Influenced by human rights values, derived from the UDHR, a universal pro forma can facilitate the creation of a global law clinic community. Students are able, through this pro forma, to communicate effectively through a shared ‘language’ and objectives, and thereby overcome obstacles such as pluralism and different legal systems.”).

279 Frey, supra note 214, at 110.

280 See University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic et al., What Is the Right to Housing, https://miami.app.box.com/s/7i1w7myiyiz27qc1yuiwbrscaop1rbq2.

281 Please see comparative factsheets discussed above on equality, affordability, tenant rights, and informal settlements.

282 Peggy Levitt and Sally Merry posit that through vernacularization, local movements not only adapt global human rights norms, but can, in turn, “transform the global
of Racial Discrimination cited the DOJ brief in the *Martin v. Boise* case in its review of Norway. The local work by Cornell’s Gender Justice Clinic sparked a collaboration on a related project in Lusaka, Zambia with learning in both directions. In particular, Clinic students found their local human rights-domestic violence work informed by the focus in Zambian law on preventing violence, protecting and assisting victims, and engaging diverse government and civil society stakeholders in domestic violence response.

Moreover, engaging in human rights advocacy provides a valuable teaching tool in preparing students to be thoughtful and effective lawyers, broadening the students’ perspectives with regards to both norms and practice. Exposure to human rights concepts and strategies challenges students to recognize gaps in domestic law, policy, and practice and opens their vision to different possibilities. Clinics have strong pedagogical goals and often more time and flexibility than other domestic legal organizations do, and clinical teachers can guide students in exploring these gaps and possibilities. Engagement around the proposed Homeless Bill of Rights in New Haven gave students in the Lowenstein Clinic a different appreciation of the range of advocacy targets whose decisions affected the rights of people experiencing homelessness. While students engaged with the city and local police, they also considered how local merchants, university security forces, community groups, and others effectively excluded people experiencing homelessness from public spaces, as well as how government offices concerned with budgeting and building design restricted what options were possible for providing new facilities. Taking the rights and dignity of people experiencing homelessness as a starting point led to creative, reflective discussions of what kinds of interventions might be helpful.

Students in Cornell’s Gender Justice Clinic were surprised and moved by the differences between the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court and Inter-American Commission in Jessica Lenahan’s case. Although most students had joined the Clinic with little previous experience with international human rights, they quickly became eloquent advocates for the value of using human rights frameworks to guide local policy and practice. Their engagement with local stakeholders around understanding and practice of human rights. As social movements seize these ideas and wrestle with them, they make them something new.” Peggy Levitt & Sally Merry, *Vernacularization on the Ground: Local Uses of Global Women's Rights in Peru, China, India and the United States*, 9 GLOBAL NETWORKS: A J. OF INT’L AFF. 441, 460 (2009).


284 See Banda & Brundige, supra note 168.

285 See Janus & Smythe, supra note 97, at 478 (noting that human rights advocacy can “help students understand the breadth of opportunities to make an impact using legal advocacy and research tools”).
the implementation of these frameworks led to further valuable insights – related, for example, to the importance of adopting holistic and multifaceted approaches to domestic violence prevention and response and ensuring that such approaches are responsive to the multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination and marginalization many survivors experience. This work challenged them to recognize gaps in domestic law, policy, and practice, and to consider how international frameworks, as well as insights gained through transnational collaboration, might help to address these gaps and to identify new possibilities. Overall, the project expanded students’ perspectives, helping prepare them to be thoughtful and effective lawyers in a deeply interconnected world.

In addition, human rights approaches can give students the opportunity to practice important lawyering skills, including collaboration and teamwork, organization and management, research, legal analysis and writing, interviewing, deep listening, oral advocacy, and relationship-building with community partners, both locally and cross-nationally. They learn to bridge community lawyering with global insights, which is particularly valuable in today’s deeply interconnected world. For example, in contributing to Amnesty International’s report “Fragmented and Unequal: A Justice System that Fails Survivors of Intimate Partner Violence in Louisiana, USA,” Duke IHRC students developed important legal writing and analytical skills, as well as legal research skills with respect to both U.S. federal and state legislation and case law, as well as international human rights law. The Duke IHRC’s participation in, among others, the “Gun Violence Prevention Conference 2019: Twenty Years from Columbine to Parkland” and the “Interdisciplinary and Human Rights Approaches to the Gun Violence Crisis in the United States” expert discussion created opportunities to develop a range of vital advocacy and lawyering skills, including oral advocacy and deep listening. Three Cornell Gender Justice Clinic students who helped advocate for recognition of the right to be free from domestic violence wrote that “[i]t was important for us to work on local human rights issues since there are still many human rights violations in the United States, though they often are not discussed in human rights terms.”

They explained that their local human rights advocacy work caused them to be “pushed out of our comfort zone” by participating in creative engagement with the media, strengthened their public speaking and advocacy skills through their work with legislative and community stakeholders, and enabled them to improve their writing and teamwork.

---

skills – overall an experience they described as “one of the most rewarding experiences of our law school careers.”\footnote{287}

Moreover, human rights advocacy provides the opportunity for students to balance engagement with the law with engagement with communities. Kathleen Kelly Janus and Dee Smythe recount how the Stanford Law School International Human Rights Clinic has helped expand students’ conception of lawyering beyond “the paradigm of the ‘Perry Mason’ image that many students may imagine as the quintessential lawyer.”\footnote{288} The importance of translating law for communities particularly struck one of their students, who characterized convenings with community leaders and the drafting of factsheets as “using legal knowledge to empower minor revolutions.”\footnote{289} The various case studies in this article include a deliberate focus on building human rights literacy and legal empowerment at the community level. A student who worked on homelessness advocacy as part of the Miami Human Rights Clinic described the Clinic as an opportunity for “a lot of different types of writing, a lot of different types of advocacy,” from an op-ed to a law review article to social media and an online interactive role play to legal submissions and engagement with different levels of government, from the local to the national to the international.\footnote{290} He remarked on how the various projects encouraged students “to be as creative as you can think,” leading to “a huge impact on my life and thinking.”\footnote{291}

B. Challenges

Using human rights frameworks in clinical work also comes with challenges for supervisors and students. Some of the main challenges include limitations on the domestic applicability and enforcement of international human rights law, skepticism among partners and advocacy targets about the utility of human rights, inconsistencies between international and domestic law, veering into non-legal policy interventions where a clinic does not necessarily have expertise, and co-optation of rights frameworks. These challenges may counsel in favor of eschewing a human rights approach in particular situations, but as a general matter, they need not deter clinicians and practitioners from incorporating human rights strategies into their teaching and practice. As suggested below, many of these challenges can be considered and addressed in project design and over the course of advocacy. Moreover, helping

\footnote{287}{\textit{Id.}}

\footnote{288}{Janus & Smythe, supra note 97, at 478.}

\footnote{289}{\textit{Id.} at 476.}

\footnote{290}{Miami Law, David Stuzin’s Experience with the Human Rights Clinic, \textsc{You Tube} (Apr. 21, 2021), \url{https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJx9H5SepRY&t=1s}.}

\footnote{291}{\textit{Id.}}}
students identify and grapple with these challenges can itself further important pedagogical goals.

I. **Limitations on the Applicability and Enforcement of Human Rights**

The use of human rights frameworks in clinical work may be impeded by the limitations on the application and enforcement of international human rights law in the U.S. These limitations relate in part to the nature of human rights law and institutions, which are not supported at the international level by a police force or other enforceability tools available to governments at the domestic level. Many international and regional human rights mechanisms have been hampered by funding shortages, which limit their ability to conduct investigations or follow up on recommendations.\(^{292}\) In the U.S, the limitations also relate to the effects of American exceptionalism, which include the non-ratification of important human rights treaties, the scarcity of domestic laws incorporating human rights obligations, and barriers to litigating human rights claims in domestic courts discussed above. These challenges constrain clinicians’ choices about advocacy strategies and may lead partners, communities, governments, or other relevant actors to resist human rights-based claims.

For example, a member of the Tompkins County Legislature opposed the reference in the draft resolution to CEDAW, given that the U.S. has signed but not ratified this human rights treaty. The legislature ultimately removed the CEDAW reference from its resolution, relying instead on treaties that the U.S. has ratified, like the ICCPR and CAT, as well as the Inter-American Commission’s *Lenahan* decision.\(^{293}\) The lengthy debate around this issue led the Clinic and its partners to remove the CEDAW reference from the draft resolution that they presented to other local governments as well. Grappling with these concerns was both difficult and valuable for the student team; they recalled that “one of the most rewarding experiences this semester was working with a local legislator to improve the language of our draft in response to questions that she and her colleagues had raised.”\(^{294}\)


293 The partners subsequently revised the draft resolutions they submitted to other local governments to more generally note that the United Nations had recognized that freedom from domestic violence was a fundamental human right.

294 Baldwin et al., *supra* note 286.
Additionally, courts and government actors may hesitate to include explicit references to international human rights in litigation. While human rights advocacy led to the DOJ Statement of Interest Brief in the seminal case of *Martin v. Boise*, the brief focused on the Eighth Amendment and did not directly cite human rights law.295 However, the DOJ later affirmed that its position in the case was an “acknowledgement of the human rights of people experiencing homelessness.”296 Similarly, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in *Johnson v. City of Grants Pass*297 issued a positive decision, holding that “the City of Grants Pass cannot, consistent with the Eighth Amendment, enforce its anti-camping ordinances against homeless persons for the mere act of sleeping outside with rudimentary protection from the elements, or for sleeping in their car at night, when there is no other place in the City for them to go,” but did not reference international human rights.298

If advocates do not raise human rights arguments, however, then courts and government actors will never have an opportunity to consider them. Adjudicators will only gain comfort with international law arguments over time as they are regularly and thoughtfully raised in litigation. Already, some courts have considered and used international law as persuasive authority when interpreting domestic law.299 During the Cornell Gender Justice Clinic’s gathering voices campaign, several county judges suggested that courts could consider the local domestic violence-human rights resolutions as an overarching principle


297 Formerly *Blake v. City of Grants Pass*.


299 In their study of state courts drawing on international human rights law, the Opportunity Agenda and Program on Human Rights and the Global Economy of Northeastern University School of Law conclude, “[T]he range of cases in which international law arguments are offered seems to have increased, now encompassing environmental claims, tort cases, and guardianship matters. Many of these arguments have been cursorily dismissed, with a few courts and individual judges staking out their opposition to the application of international human rights law. However, some state courts have considered and affirmatively used international law as persuasive authority for the interpretation of state constitutions, statutes, and common law. Further, individual judges regularly draw on human rights norms in concurring or dissenting opinions.” Martha F. Davis, Diego Iniguez-Lopez & Juhu Thukral, *Human Rights in State Courts* 2014 (Northeastern Univ. Sch. of Law Research Paper No. 177-2014, Feb. 2014), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2394019.
when interpreting and applying binding domestic law.\textsuperscript{300} We hope that continuing to raise these arguments will help educate courts and government entities and lead to further decisions and policies in line with human rights. Clinics can play an important role in this historical process, as they teach students about how to advocate for systemic change.

2. \textit{Skepticism about Human Rights}

Another significant challenge in using human rights frameworks, often related to the first, is that partners and advocacy targets may not share the clinic’s conviction that human rights are relevant or effective tools for social change. Partners may lack familiarity with the human rights framework or harbor skepticism about the utility or enforceability of human rights. This skepticism is often understandable and can be productive in encouraging students to think critically about whether and how human rights arguments will be useful in working with partners to achieve shared goals. For advocacy targets, human rights may seem too aspirational, raise concerns about external scrutiny, or evoke skepticism about the nature of the legal obligations that human rights commitments might entail.

Lawmakers may have reservations about embracing a human rights framework. In initial efforts to enact a Homeless Bill of Rights in New Haven, for example, sweeping language about social and economic rights was gradually limited in the political process. An unqualified right to housing, which drew concern about feasibility and cost to the city, became a right to emergency housing that would commit the City of New Haven to work with community partners and area governments to guarantee emergency shelter. The right to dignity in meeting basic needs evolved to include a requirement to “clean, safe, highly accessible public locations and facilities” for performing basic bodily needs and committed the city to create such facilities where they are lacking.\textsuperscript{301} While these changes helped secure passage of the Homeless Bill of Rights before the HAC, lingering concerns about legal liability have left the ordinance in limbo and prevented passage before the city’s Board of Alders.

In addition, advocacy targets sometimes perceive human rights arguments as an effort to impose external norms upon a government or community. The Gender Justice Clinic’s partners, for example, cautioned that human rights arguments might be seen as impositions and

\textsuperscript{300} Garland, \textit{supra} note 166. Hon. Joseph Cassidy, County Court Judge, and Maura Kennedy-Smith, Law Clerk to Hon. Joseph Cassidy, Tompkins County Court and Integrated Domestic Violence Court, Oct. 4, 2016, on file with authors; Interview with Hon. John Rowley, County Court Judge, Tompkins County Court and Integrated Domestic Violence Court, July 6, 2016, on file with authors.

\textsuperscript{301} Bill of Rights for New Haven Residents Experiencing Homelessness, sec. 3, on file with authors.
fail to resonate in some spaces, among some parts of law enforcement for example. This consideration was also noted in a more recent presentation by Chair Peyi Soyinka-Airewele on behalf of the Tompkins County Human Rights Commission, one of the Clinic’s former community partners. Quoting Makau Mutua, she explained that while “we need global solutions to shared problems,” including among other goals, to protect domestic violence victims, “these norms and structures must be grown at home and must utilize the cultural tools familiar to the people at the grassroots. . . . What the human rights movement must not do is to close all doors, turn away other cultures, and impose itself in its current form and structure on the world.”

Drawing lessons from domestic clinics that engage in community or movement lawyering, human rights-focused clinics and advocates can navigate these concerns by being mindful of power dynamics and deliberate about not imposing their leadership or goals, and by striving to collaborate with, learn from, and build the power of directly impacted communities. This approach requires humility and an openness to reevaluating or even abandoning a human rights strategy or objective in favor of other legal or non-legal approaches that affected community members may identify as more valuable, effective, or prudent. For example, the Gender Justice Clinic built into its initiative multiple opportunities to listen to and learn from the priorities, strategies, and understandings of human rights identified by community stakeholders. This led to a decision to set aside the Clinic’s initial goal of using local human rights resolutions to advocate for improvements to law enforcement responses to gender-based violence. Instead, the Clinic’s students and instructors sought out opportunities to support other community members in realizing their visions for implementing the right to be free from domestic violence, leading to projects that focused on dating violence and workplace responses to domestic violence. Clinic partner and then-Tompkins County Advocacy Center Executive Director Heather Campbell described this implementation work as “one of the most

---


303 See William Quigley, Ten Ways of Looking at Movement Lawyering, 5 How. Hum. & C.L.R. Rev. 23, 33-35 (2020) (advocating for an approach to movement lawyering that involves learning from and working in solidarity with organizations and directly impacted people “to challenge and dismantle unjust situations and structures, and to shift power to the people of the movement so they can continue to bring about social change”); Bettinger-López, et al., supra note 4, at 385-87 (advocating for a model of collaborative human rights lawyering in which lawyers are “cautious not to usurp or diminish community power in any community process”).
collaborative campus-community projects” she had worked on to date, and one that spawned many deeply valuable projects.  

3. **Inconsistencies Between International and Domestic Law**

A third challenge arises when international law is out of step with domestic law or norms. The Gender Justice Clinic found that international human rights law’s emphasis on expanded state responsibility was valuable in many ways but also carried the potential to place too much focus on interventions by state actors. Governments are the primary duty-bearers under international law, and the international principle of due diligence highlights the responsibility of states to prevent domestic violence, prosecute and punish perpetrators, and afford protection and redress to victims and survivors. However, as Julie Goldshied and Debra Liebowitz have pointed out, “[a] reflexive focus on State response can encourage an undue emphasis on criminal justice responses, with adverse consequences such as arrests of survivors and other unwanted interventions” that can have particularly harmful impacts on racial, ethnic, religious, or sexual monitory and other members of marginalized communities.  

Clinic students discovered echoes of these critiques in Tompkins County community members’ insistence that domestic violence responses must be holistic, community centered, and inclusive of strategies found outside the arena of state action and specifically criminal legal system responses. As noted earlier, Clinic students also learned from their cross-national collaboration about Zambia’s legal approach to gender-based violence, which extends to all Zambians the responsibility of advising and assisting victims of such violence. In their advocacy, Clinic students and their partners came to emphasize that domestic violence affects everyone and to suggest that a human rights framework requires a societal response, with governments supporting and working in collaboration with their community partners.
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approach involved an interpretation of the human rights framework that was not the only one possible. Importantly, it was an understanding that came out of Clinic’s local community and transnational partnerships, pointing to the important role that local and transnational human rights engagement can play in further developing international norms.

4. Tackling Non-Legal Policy Interventions

While the human rights framework offers opportunities to recognize and work to address the structural factors that give rise to human rights violations, addressing these conditions may also require interventions that are less legal and unfamiliar to students and supervising clinicians. In the campaign for a Homeless Bill of Rights in New Haven, for example, advocates identified the absence of accessible public restroom facilities as a threat to health and dignity and a contributing factor to criminalization, and city officials expressed interest in addressing this problem. As part of their work, students looked to other models of public restrooms being adopted in similarly sized cities, met with architects and local stakeholders, and compiled cost estimates and different models for a public bathroom in downtown New Haven. While this piece of the project attracted community interest even as the bill of rights itself stalled, it also drew on a different skill set that was not primarily legal. This may be exciting for some clinicians and students eager to tackle problems that arise, but may also be frustrating where clinicians and students lack relevant expertise or worry that these creative interventions come at the expense of developing more traditional legal skills.

Similarly, in its efforts to help implement the local resolutions recognizing freedom from domestic violence as a human right, the Gender Justice Clinic and its partners responded to an identified need to help employers address domestic violence at the workplace. In support of this initiative, students reviewed policies from around the country, held a roundtable for public and private employers in the community, worked with partners to turn the policy into a user-friendly toolkit, consulted widely with human resource professionals and other stakeholders within institutions, participated in awareness raising events for employees, and helped raise funds for an employee emergency care fund. As in the New Haven example, this initiative was challenging and rewarding for many of the students involved, but it also for the most part was not particularly legal in nature. As noted above, the initiative also required the Clinic to step back and support others with deeper expertise (here local human resource leaders and experienced educators at our partner NGO) in reimagining and carrying forward the human rights initiative. This led to a lessening of the initiative’s

310 See Section III(B)(2) supra.
explicit focus on human rights and on law-related strategies. At the same time, it fostered a sense of humility among our students and taught them to see their own work and knowledge as a significant but small part of a much broader effort through which the process of bringing human rights home became more meaningful, sustainable, and community-owned.

5. Co-option of Rights Framing and Language

As familiarity with human rights framings and language grows, adversaries may co-opt the language of human rights in ways that create new obstacles to rights realization. In the context of the right to housing, a dangerous attempt to co-opt human rights framing is Mayors Steinberg of Sacramento’s introduction of a bill that redefines the right to housing. The bill defines “adequate” housing to include an offer of an encampment and a “requirement to take what is offered” under penalty of criminalization.311 Another example relates to advocacy for the recognition and establishment of new rights directly in opposition to efforts to address firearm possession and use. This has taken the form of the argument that “[t]he right to possess arms is a fundamental human right”312 and that “[a]n international human right to keep and bear arms should take form in a treaty.”313 This argument is also built on the premise that “[t]he Second Amendment serves to secure this fundamental human right” and thus “[i]t is time for international human rights law to secure this fundamental right.”314 Relatedly, while not going so far as arguing for “the existence of a universal international human right to possess and carry firearms in all circumstances,” an argument is made “that the evidence of an international human right to self-defense is clear” and that this “undoubtedly must imply some right . . . to the possession of some type of defensive arms.”315 This argument is then extended as follows: “[I]t would be a violation of human rights law for a government to . . . forbid the possession of reasonably necessary defensive arms.”316 Similarly, arguments are made about competing rights, which can then extend into broader criticisms of international law.317

313 Id. at 1016.
314 Id. at 1020.
316 Id.
317 Following its criticism of a report by the Human Rights Council, Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights on “Prevention of Human Rights Violations Committed with Small Arms and Light Weapons,” the authors argue that “[o]ne of the
arguments have not achieved broad consensus, human rights framings are being used in ways that contain fundamental misunderstandings of human rights law. This attempt to co-opt human rights is concerning, and as human rights arguments gain traction, we may see increased use of this strategy in other contexts.318

Conclusion

Clinical teaching and advocacy can benefit from the incorporation of human rights norms and strategies, particularly in areas where domestic law is inadequate. A human rights framework provides a more robust understanding of rights, benefiting from global struggles and developments. It further expands notions of state responsibility and potential remedies and provides new avenues for advocacy. Clinicians should be mindful of potential challenges, including limits on the application and enforceability of international human rights law, skepticism by partners and advocacy targets, non-legal work required to address complex structural problems, and the potential for co-optation, but they need not be deterred by these challenges from incorporating human rights into their advocacy toolkits. Clinics are well-placed to integrate human rights into their practice given the heightened flexibility they often have in building their dockets and the pedagogical considerations that inform their work. Through their engagement with human rights law and strategies, students learn to bridge community lawyering with global insights, as they practice key lawyering skills including collaboration, organization and management, research, legal analysis and writing, interviewing, deep listening, oral advocacy, and relationship-building with community partners. In particular, human rights advocacy can broaden students’ perspective and encourage them to use their legal knowledge and skills creatively to imagine and help develop a more just world.

reasons that international law is viewed with intense suspicion in some circles is the tendency of some activists to twist international law so that it evades people’s right to self-government and self-determination, imposing an elitist, far left social policy agenda on a population against its will.” Id. at 170.

318 In relation to the now-disbanded Commission on Unalienable Rights, established by Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo, the Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic authored a submission co-signed by more than thirty individuals “linked to law school human rights clinics in the United States.” The submission “identifies ten core concerning propositions relied upon by the Commission” and “focuses on addressing the most concerning misconceptions about human rights law in how the Commission understands and/or seeks to resolve questions about existing challenges with human rights and institutions.” See, e.g., Duke Law International Human Rights Clinic, Submission to the Commission on Unalienable Rights 1 (May 2020), https://web.law.duke.edu/sites/default/files/centers/cicl/cur_submission_final.pdf.
WHY NOT A 1L CLINIC?

Jaclyn Kelley-Widmer*

This article explores the benefits and challenges of offering a clinical course for first-year law students. Currently, only five percent of law schools permit 1Ls to take clinical courses, and only two law schools offer clinics specifically designed for 1Ls. Drawing from the author’s experience teaching a 1L clinic and contextualizing this project within experiential education pedagogy and the broader law-school curriculum, the article explores reasons a law school might opt to develop a clinical course for 1Ls. The article provides a snapshot of the student perspective through data analysis of students’ self-reported reasons for enrolling in the clinic and experiences gained in the course. Further, the article discusses specific pedagogical innovations and benefits of a 1L clinic, and it frankly assesses and strategizes around the inherent challenges in such a project. Finally, the article presents concrete ideas for how schools might build on this knowledge to design new clinical programs and other credited experiential work for first-year law students.

INTRODUCTION

First-year law students have very limited opportunities to engage in live-client clinics1 for credit. The first year of law school remains focused on traditional doctrinal classes such as property, civil procedure, contracts, and tort law, along with legal writing.2 True, many law schools now
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1 I use the term “clinic” in this article to refer to curricular courses taught by law-school faculty in which students engage in lawyering for academic credit on behalf of clients and communities and which include a seminar component. See Lindsay M. Harris, Learning in “Baby Jail”: Lessons from Law School Engagement in Family Detention Centers, 25 CLIN. L. REV. 155, 168 (2018); Elliot S. Milstein, Clinical Legal Education in the United States: In-House Clinics, Externships, and Simulations, 51 J. LEGAL EDUC. 375, 376 (2001) (describing “in-house, live-client clinics.”); Margaret Martin Barry, Rachel Camp, Margaret E. Johnson, Catherine Klein & Lisa Martin, Teaching Social Justice Lawyering: Systematically Including Community Legal Education in Law School Clinics, 18 CLINICAL L. REV. 401, 404 (2012) (discussing how “community legal education can be a powerful means to pursue the clinical legal education mission.”).

2 See, e.g., Michael A. Milleman & Eduardo R.C. Capulong, Introduction, in The New 1L: First Year Lawyering with Clients 3, 7 (Eduardo R.C. Capulong, Michael A. Milleman, Sara Rankin & Nantiya Ruan eds., 2015) (describing the typical first-year doctrinal courses taught at law schools since the 1870s that remain largely the same today); Harris, supra note 1, at 168 (noting that “traditional legal education, which has involved studying appellate cases,
permit electives in the second semester, and some have moved certain core classes into elective options that can be taken beyond the first year. Nevertheless, the overall curricular structure remains traditional, despite calls to more concretely prepare students for practice and an ongoing movement to integrate more experiential education into the curriculum.

Many incoming law students are motivated by a passion for justice and have an idealistic desire to use their law degree to help others, as is possible in experiential settings. Today's law students, mostly of through engaging in the Socratic method of questioning, by a 'podium' professor, typically with a high student to faculty ratio — the “opposite” of clinical pedagogical models).

3 Schools permitting an elective in second semester of law school include, for example, the University of Chicago Law https://www.law.uchicago.edu/prospective/1Lcourses; Duke Law School, https://law.duke.edu/study/firstyear/.

4 For example, New York University Law permits students to take constitutional law and property as upper-level electives (but they remain graduation requirements), https://www.law.nyu.edu/academics/courses/requiredfirstyearcourses; Michigan Law School no longer requires property in the first year, https://michigan.law.umich.edu/academics/programs-study/jd-program.

5 See, e.g., Milleman & Capulong, supra note 2, at 7; Margaret Martin Barry, Practice Ready: Are We There Yet?, 32 B.C.J.L. & Soc. Just. 247, 250 (2012) (“Despite almost a century of critique that [the traditional] approach does not provide enough preparation for the profession, law schools have been reluctant to substantially modify it.”).

6 See Cynthia Batt, A Practice Continuum: Integrating Experiential Education into the Curriculum, 7 Elon L. Rev. 119, 120 (2015) (arguing that “[l]egal education continues to struggle with the basic question of how best to educate law students for the professional lives they will face post-graduation” and explaining several catalysts for reexamination of the curriculum); see also Barry, supra note 5, at 251-52 (“[l]aw schools are beginning to process a new reality that calls for relevance and effective professional preparation.”).

7 The exact parameters of the term “experiential education” is a subject of debate beyond the scope of this article, but it most commonly includes clinics, externships, and simulations, and sometimes includes legal research and writing courses and other pro bono projects that are a formal part of the curriculum—which is how I use the term here. See also Batt, supra note 6, at 124 (noting that schools define the concept differently, but a unifying principle is that “[e]xperiential education in law schools often is considered the vehicle by which students are transformed into practitioners through the acquisition of lawyering skills.”); Deborah A. Maranville, Mary A. Lynch, Susan L. Kay, Phyllis Goldfarb & Russell Engler, Re-Vision Quest: A Law School Guide to Designing Experiential Courses Involving Real Lawyering, 56 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 517, 519 (2012) (experiential education includes a “wide array of options for structuring an educational experience in which law students are performing as professionals by serving people involved in legal matters.”).


9 A 2018 study by the Association of American Law Schools found that at least a third of aspiring law students are motivated by public-interest aspirations when they apply to law school. Ass’n. of Am. L. Schs., Highlights from Before the J.D.: Undergraduate Views on Law School 3, https://www.aals.org/research/bjd/ (35% applying to law school out of a desire to help others; 32% interested in being an advocate for social change). This motivation has been true for some time, of course, as observed by Prof. William Quigley: “Many come to law school because they want in some way to help the elderly, children, people with disabilities, undernourished people around the world, victims of genocide, or victims of racism, economic injustice, religious persecution or gender discrimination.” William P. Quigley, Letter to a Law Student Interested in Social Justice, 1 DePaul J. for Soc. Just. 7, 9 (2007).
Generation Z,10 aspire to “change the world,” and are “willing to mobilize to achieve justice and equality.”11 The current generation’s diversity and engagement with activism12 means that today’s students are more eager than ever before to engage in social-justice-oriented work on behalf of others.13 But law schools’ traditional curricular focus and competitive culture, paired with the dominant postgraduate career opportunities in corporate law, can cause law students to become disillusioned early in their law school careers,14 as their goals may not match their educational experience. However, early involvement in live-client public-service work can provide balance and inspiration for students.

Further, experiential work, especially early on, makes students better learners and sets them up for their legal careers. Whether they go directly into public service after law school, into corporate law, or into fields like academia or government, law-school opportunities to engage in practical projects “for the greater good” are formative, often profound experiences that may establish a student’s career path or pro bono practice area.15 At the very least, public-interest work in law school can color students’ understanding of systemic injustices and broader societal challenges, providing a formative experience that can contextualize and inform their future work in any field, legal or otherwise.

Innovative legal educators have been moving law school—especially the second and third years—towards more practical, skills- and

---


12 See Atkins, supra note 11, at 127-30 (describing the typical traits of “Gen Zers”).

13 Id. at 133; see also Corey Seemiller & Meghan Grace, Generation Z: A Century in the Making 278-80 (2019) (Gen Z desires to change the world and has a high level of civil engagement and motivation towards activism on behalf of social causes).

14 See Quiqley, supra note 9, at 9-10 (“The repeated emphasis in law school on the subtleties of substantive law and many layers of procedure . . . can grind down the idealism with which students first arrived.”); see also Harris, supra note 1, at 192 (explaining that experiential learning is “particularly important for first-year law students, who can become disillusioned, confused, and overwhelmed by the traditional first year curriculum”).

15 See Sandefur & Selbin, supra note 8, at 57 (study showing a strong correlation between clinic participation and public service work, and showing that clinical training may be a strong factor in graduates’ longer-term engagement with civic work); see also Matt Reynolds, BigLaw is Losing its Appeal, New Survey of Gen Z Lawyers and Law Students Says, ABA JOURNAL (May 10, 2023, 8:55 AM), https://www.abajournal.com/web/article/a-survey-of-gen-z-lawyers-and-law-students-suggests-biglaw-is-losing-its-appeal (“In the long term, a majority of Generation Z attorneys and law students plan on eschewing a traditional BigLaw career path for in-house, government or nonprofit work” according to a 2023 study).
service-focused work for decades. The American Bar Association (ABA) has issued various requirements in areas such as experiential learning and assessments in the last 15 years that have built more skills-based pedagogy into the curriculum. Most recently, in 2022, the ABA affirmed the value of experiential education in standard 303(b), which requires law schools to offer “substantial opportunities” for work in law clinics, field placements, and other public service activities. Historically, most of this practical work has been available to students in their second and third years of law school. However, in recent years, law schools have been creative in expanding and diversifying ways for first-year students to engage in practical, experiential work. And some law schools—Cornell and Michigan—have created clinical courses specifically for first-year law students.

In spring 2020, I launched the first clinic for first-year students at Cornell Law School: the 1L Immigration Law & Advocacy Clinic (the 1L Clinic). The 1L Clinic at Cornell was begun as a pilot and later made a permanent part of the curriculum, where I run it as a spring-semester elective.

Over the last four years of the 1L Clinic (including during the height of the pandemic), the Clinic has experienced numerous successes and

---


18 ABA Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, ABA Standards and Rules of Procedure for Approval of Law Schools 2023-2024, at 17-27 (2023).

19 See discussion infra Part I.

20 See generally The New 1L: First Year Lawyering with Clients (Eduardo R.C. Capulong et al. eds., 2015).

21 According to the Center for the Study of Applied Legal Education (CSALE), only five percent of law schools permit first-year students to enroll in clinics. See Robert R. Kuehn, David A. Santacroce, Margaret Reuter, June T. Tai & G.S. Hans, 2022–23 Survey of Applied Legal Education at 9, https://www.csale.org/#results (last visited Sept. 13, 2023). The only law schools I am aware of that permit first years to take credited clinical courses are Michigan Law School and Cornell Law School. See infra Part I.A. While Yale Law School has permitted first-year students to participate in clinics for about fifty years, Yale and others integrate 1Ls into existing clinics rather than running a 1L-specific clinic. See Michael J. Wishnie, The First-Year Clinic: Forty Years of First-Year Students Representing Clients, in The New 1L: First Year Lawyering with Clients 93, 93 (Eduardo R.C. Capulong et al. eds., 2015). Antioch Law School, which was the predecessor to the University of the District of Columbia David A. Clarke School of Law, involved all law students in clinics in the 1970s and 1980s. See Antioch University: History, Antioch University, https://www.antioch.edu/about/history/ (last visited Dec. 18, 2023). Other law schools do currently permit 1Ls to engage in various client projects, discussed infra Part I.B., but not in crediting clinical courses.


managed numerous challenges. Like most clinicians, with each iteration of the course, I have revised my approaches and adjusted my docket and course content. But for a 1L Clinic, these adaptations are particularly essential because of the uniquely challenging nature of the first year of law school and the critical importance of the first-year outcomes as students seek summer jobs that may lead to long-term job placements.

In this article, I draw from my experience teaching Cornell’s 1L Clinic and the rich scholarly literature on clinical education to demonstrate the importance of a first-year clinical experience and advocate for the expansion of such programming at Cornell and beyond. Part I briefly explains the existing opportunities for 1Ls to participate in live-client experiential learning, including an overview of experiential programs and clinics that include 1Ls. Part II articulates reasons to include 1Ls in clinics, drawing on both faculty and administration motivations for (and reservations about) creating the clinic and students’ reasons for taking the clinic, as expressed in their clinic applications and post-clinic course evaluations and surveys. Part III draws from the experience of the Cornell 1L Clinic to discuss different course models and their pros and cons, highlight successes possible in a 1L clinic, and offer insight into the challenges. Finally, Part IV offers a vision for 1L clinical programs going forward.

I. Experiential Learning for First-Year Law Students

The term “experiential education” covers a broad variety of programs, with live-client clinical programs and externships as the two most common options.24 Various programs for experiential education, primarily for upper-class students, have been a fixture in virtually all law schools since the 1990s,25 though the first law school clinics were developed in the 1960s.26

Clinics are defined as credited courses that serve as part of the curriculum, provide work experience and professional identity formation for students, and deliver client services under the supervision of a licensed attorney and/or under a relevant student practice rule.27 While not all clinics have clear

---

24 “Live-client clinics” in which students work on cases under professor supervision, and “externships,” programs in which students are placed in a law office outside the academy, are currently the two primary modes of experiential education. See Maranville et al., supra note 7, at 518.


26 There were earlier law-school clinics, but the modern movement that resulted in clinics in all law schools across the country emerged in the late 1960s. See Wallace J. Mlyniec, Where to Begin? Training New Teachers in the Art of Clinical Pedagogy, 18 Clin. L. Rev. 505, 506 (2012); see also Jerome Frank, Why Not a Clinical Lawyer-School?, 81 U. Pa. L. Rev. 907, 917 (1933) (articulating perhaps the earliest argument for integrating clinics into the law-school curriculum).

27 Professional responsibility rules permit non-lawyers to engage in legal work when adequately supervised by an attorney. MODEL RULES OF PRO. CONDUCT R. 5.3 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2023).
public-service goals, most are serving the public interest in some way.28 Today, clinics exist in nearly every law school.29 However, the vast majority of law-school clinics and experiential programs do not admit 1Ls.30

A. Clinical Programs for 1Ls

Because of their careful pedagogy and professor supervision, public-interest focus, and prevalence across law schools, clinics are an ideal site for today’s students interested in “making the world a better place.”31 Though clinics are typically not available to 1Ls, several law schools have developed clinical programming for first-year law students. Yale Law School, a trailblazer in this area, has integrated 1Ls into its clinics since the early 1970s.32 This programming is made possible in part by Connecticut’s more liberal student practice rule, which allows a law-school dean to certify first-year law students to practice before Connecticut courts.33 In 2021, two clinics at Berkeley Law began accepting first-year students.34


29 Cartwright & Harmon, supra note 25, at 193.

30 See Maranville et al., supra note 7, at 531 (“Throughout U.S. law schools, real experiential education has most often been available to upper-level J.D. students.”); Sara K. Rankin, Lisa Brodoff, & Mary Nicol Bowman, We Have a Dream: Integrating Skills Courses and Public Interest Work in the First Year of Law School (and Beyond), 17 Chapman L. Rev. 89, 89 (2013) (“first-year students rarely receive clinical learning opportunities.”).

31 See Catherine Fisk, Carrie Hempel & Erwin Chemerinsky, Building An Experiential Law School, in The New 1L: First Year Lawyering with Clients 147 (Eduardo R.C. Capulong et al. eds., 2015).

32 See Wishnie, supra note 21, at 98. Yale has used various formats to include 1Ls in clinics, and today offers about 20 clinics to first-year, second-semester law students. Id. at 100; see additional discussion of this programming infra Part III.

33 Connecticut permits 1Ls to practice before its courts. See Conn. Prac. Book § 3-16(a)(2) (permitting law students to practice before a court under attorney supervision after completing at least two semesters of credit, or students with less than two semesters if certified by the dean of the law school). The Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) also permits any properly supervised law student to appear. 8 C.F.R. § 1292.1(a)(2)(i); EOIR Practice Manual, Rule 2.5(a) (permitting law students to practice before the court when they are in a clinic, with no reference to number of semesters of study completed). In contrast, states like Michigan require students to have completed two semesters of law school before they can appear in court. Michigan Court Rules Ch. 8.120(A)-(D) (permitting law students to staff legal aid clinics within law schools under the supervision of an attorney; but requiring law students to have completed the first year of law school with passing grades). See also Wallace J. Mlyniec & Haley D. Etchison, Conceptualizing Student Practice for the 21st Century: Educational and Ethical Considerations in Modernizing the District of Columbia Student Practice Rules, 28 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 207, 227 (2015) (“In formulating their student practice rules, several states have recognized that the foundational skill of legal analysis is essentially mastered by the end of the first year of law school.”).

34 Apply to the Clinics, Berkeley L., https://www.law.berkeley.edu/experiential/clinics/apply-to-the-clinics/ (last visited September 12, 2023); e-mail from Jeffrey Selbin, Chancellor’s
However, only two law schools, to my knowledge, currently have clinical courses designed specifically for 1Ls: the University of Michigan Law School and Cornell Law School.35 Michigan Law developed a first-year Workers’ Rights Clinic for students in their second semester of law school, which began around 2015 and ran for approximately seven years36 before it was replaced by Michigan’s current 1L Advocacy Clinic.37 Both Michigan and Cornell offer three-credit clinics through which 1Ls represent real clients under faculty supervision and receive a letter grade.38

B. Other Experiential Projects and Programs

Many creative professors and advocates have developed a catalog of first-year experiential offerings that contain the breadth and depth of live-client work but take place outside of clinics and without the legal licensure student practice rules can grant to student attorneys. In The New 1L: First-Year Lawyering with Clients, these professors describe the different models they use to integrate live-client work into legal research and writing (LRW) and doctrinal courses and into stand-alone projects.39

Several law schools have developed experiential modules embedded in first-year legal writing and research courses, such as Michigan Law School and the University of California Irvine Law.40 Seattle

Clinical Prof. of L., Berkeley L., to author (May 20, 2020, 4:23 PM EST) (on file with author); e-mail from Laura Riley, Clinical Program Dir., Berkeley L., to author (Jul. 25, 2023, 5:29 PM EST) (on file with author); see additional discussion of this programming infra Part IV.

35 This is my impression after much research and discussion with other clinicians. For example, in 2020, an email thread from the much-used LawClinic listserv identified only Michigan and Cornell. See e-mail from Jeffrey Selbin, Chancellor’s Clinical Prof. of L., Berkeley L., to author (May 20, 2020, 4:23 PM EST) (on file with author) and additional replies. However, I’d be happy to be wrong, and glad to know of others which may have been started since 2020 or located at law schools that are less involved with the LawClinic listserv.

36 Workers’ Rights Clinic I, Univ. of Mich., https://michigan.law.umich.edu/courses/workers-rights-clinic-i (last visited Sept. 12, 2023); interview with Rachael Kohl, Assistant Prof. of L., Wayne State Univ., March 25, 2021 (notes on file with author); e-mail from Joshua Kay, Clinical Prof. of L., Univ. of Mich. L. Sch., to author (June 28, 2023, 1:48 PM EST) (on file with author).

37 1L Advocacy Clinic, Univ. of Mich. https://michigan.law.umich.edu/academics/experiential-learning/clinics/1l-advocacy-clinic (last visited Sept. 12, 2023); Professor Joshua Kay explained that Michigan discontinued the Workers’ Rights Clinic due to a changing legal landscape in conflict with pedagogical goals, choosing instead to design a new iteration of a 1L-specific clinic that would allow for “meaningful, real-world practice experiences that help [students] build core lawyering skills in four areas: interviewing, investigation, legal writing, and oral presentation to the court.” See e-mail from Joshua Kay, Clinical Prof. of L., Univ. of Mich. L. Sch., to author (June 28, 2023, 1:48 PM EST) (on file with author).

38 See e-mail from Joshua Kay, Clinical Prof. of L., Univ. of Mich. L. Sch., to author (Jun. 28, 2023, 1:48 PM EST) (on file with author) (discussing Michigan’s grading scheme and credits); see 1L Immigration Law and Advocacy Clinic, supra note 23 (indicating that the course is three credits and graded on a curve).

39 See generally The New 1L: First Year Lawyering with Clients, supra note 20.

40 See, e.g., Mary Bowman, Lisa Brodoff, Sara Rankin & Nantiya Ruan, Adding Practice Experiences to Legal Research and Writing Courses, in The New 1L: First Year Lawyering
University School of Law has braided legal-writing courses together with clinical experiences.\footnote{Rankin et al., supra note 30, at 89-90.} Case Western Reserve Law School’s 1L First Client Contact Experience includes all 1Ls in at least one live-client legal intake or related project with a community partner, similar to an abbreviated externship.\footnote{1L First Client Contact Experience, Case W. Rsrv. Univ. Sch. of L., https://case.edu/law/practical-training/1l-first-client-contact-experience (last visited Sept. 12, 2023).} These opportunities are like clinics in that they are part of credited courses and formally embedded in the curriculum, but different in that they usually do not involve an on-going seminar related to the clinic or have students manage cases over the course of the entire semester as clinics do, and they may not involve student representation before a tribunal.

Several scholars have argued for greater inclusion of skills learning in traditional 1L doctrinal courses such as torts and civil procedure.\footnote{See generally Michael A. Millemann & Steven D. Schwinn, Mainstreaming Experiential Education, in The New 1L: First-Year Lawyering with Clients 65, 65-77 (Eduardo R.C. Capulong, et al. eds., 2015); Raleigh Hannah Levine, Of Learning Civil Procedure, Practicing Civil Practice, and Studying A Civil Action: A Low-Cost Proposal to Introduce First-Year Law Students to the Neglected MacCrate Skills, 31 Seton Hall L. Rev. 479, 480 (2000).} Some clinicians have actively woven typical clinical-teaching methods, like the use of simulations and self-assessments, into doctrinal classes like property and contracts.\footnote{O’Leary, supra note 16, at 361-63.}

available to 1Ls as well as upper-class students, such as at Duke Law,\textsuperscript{47} Harvard Law School,\textsuperscript{48} and the University of Texas at Austin.\textsuperscript{49}

Nevertheless, though more law schools have developed first-year opportunities to engage in live-client experiential work,\textsuperscript{50} most still do not include 1Ls in experiential work, especially credited coursework.\textsuperscript{51}
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II. Why Have a Clinic for 1Ls?

Law students should learn about how the law impacts real people every day\textsuperscript{52} and how to work with the law on behalf of their clients. Just as medical students spend time in clinical settings working with actual patients,\textsuperscript{53} law students too can prepare to represent clients by actually practicing, working through how the law might be used to solve a problem, and identifying where the law might be unfair or cumbersome (and what to do about that).\textsuperscript{54} Various scholars have commented that, while simulations can be effective teaching tools,\textsuperscript{55} only work with actual clients can convey the high stakes of a real case, the complexity of decision-making required, and the interpersonal dynamics that are part of the practice of law.\textsuperscript{56} Clinical work can also remind students why they went to law school\textsuperscript{57} and keep them engaged. Thus, live-client work is the cornerstone of preparing students for the actual and sustained practice of law.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{47} \textit{Public Interest & Pro-Bono}, Duke L., https://law.duke.edu/publicinterest/ (last visited Sept. 12, 2023).
\item \textsuperscript{48} \textit{Pro Bono Program}, Harv. L. Sch., https://hls.harvard.edu/pro-bono/ (last visited Sept. 12, 2023).
\item \textsuperscript{49} UT Austin has brought 1Ls and 2Ls to volunteer in immigration detention centers. See Harris, supra note 1, at 182.
\item \textsuperscript{50} See, e.g., Eduardo R.C. Capulong, ‘Clinicalizing’ the First Year: Working With Actual Clients at the University of Montana, in \textit{The New 1L: First Year Lawyering with Clients} 121, 121-27 (Eduardo R.C. Capulong, et al. eds., 2015) (describing the efforts of the University of Montana to integrate live-client projects into doctrinal courses such as civil procedure, criminal law, and torts); Mary Nicol Bowman, Engaging First-Year Law Students Through Pro Bono Collaborations in Legal Writing, 62 J. Legal Educ. 586, 586 (2013).
\item \textsuperscript{51} See, e.g., Milleman & Capulong, supra note 2, at 4 (“the substantial majority of law schools” do not offer any course engaging with live clients in the first year).
\item \textsuperscript{52} See O’Leary, supra note 16, at 366.
\item \textsuperscript{53} Chemerinsky, supra note 8, at 36 (noting that a “core aspect of medical education is clinical education,” but while medical students engage with patients under supervision over several years of schooling, most law students do not engage in the actual practice of law unless they take a clinical course).
\item \textsuperscript{54} See O’Leary, supra note 16, at 367.
\item \textsuperscript{55} Simulations may be most effective when offering nuanced client needs such as would arise in practice. See id. at 366.
\item \textsuperscript{56} See Cheryl Bratt, Livening up 1L Year: Moving Beyond Simulations to Engage 1L Students in Live-Client Work, 33 Second Draft 21, 22 (2020); Fisk et al., supra note 31, at 149.
\item \textsuperscript{57} Harris, supra note 1, at 187 (noting that, because law-school clinics are usually not offered to 1Ls, first-year law students unfortunately miss out on the “power” of live-client work to connect them to the reasons they enrolled in law school).
\end{itemize}
A. Why the 1L Clinic Started at Cornell

In 2019, I proposed that the law school offer a new clinical course designed for first-year students that would provide direct legal services to underserved immigrants on campus and engage in advocacy in the community. This project would have distinct benefits for Cornell and its students while taking advantage of my particular pedagogical and practice background. The 1L Clinic would be integrated as a spring-semester elective, easily slotting into the curricular space created when Cornell began to require all 1Ls to take a spring-semester elective.

The 1L Clinic proposal was met with mixed reviews. A substantial contingent of the faculty resisted the idea of a 1L clinic, opining that the 1L curriculum was established to give students necessary background in legal theory and doctrine, and this structure should not be disrupted by a clinic. Some argued that the spring-semester elective was established to allow students to choose from “core” classes, like evidence and administrative law, and this should not be widened to include clinics. Further, the small size of a 1L clinic run by a single professor with other simultaneous courses (the proposal limited the clinic to six students) meant that the average 1L would not have a meaningful chance at getting into the clinic, potentially creating student discontent and other administrative challenges.

However, I and others on the faculty supported the 1L clinic for several primary reasons: attracting and retaining students; supporting public-interest work for 1Ls; and innovating pedagogically, as few clinics nationwide58 were open to 1Ls. Once launched, the presence of a 1L Clinic would contribute to a stronger public-service ethos and tone, both for students with public-interest career aspirations and those planning to go into corporate law and engage in pro bono work. Early clinical experience could also enhance students’ resumes, making them more competitive for summer jobs, both in the sometimes-insular public interest field and in law-firm positions, where few 1L summer associates would already have live-client experience.59 And for students with limited or no prior work experience before law school, an early clinical experience could also help prepare them for the practical realities of a work environment. Additionally, students who may find the first-year doctrinal classes to be discouraging or divorced from the reasons they came to law school might be retained if they could engage in practical work in their first year.

Further, I developed the 1L Clinic to build on my own work and interests and add depth to Cornell’s public-service focused offerings.

58 See supra Part I.A.
59 Indeed, studies show a strong correlation between clinic participation and public-service employment. See Sandefur & Selbin, supra note 8, at 59, 98, 101.
I also teach Lawyering at Cornell, a full-year, required 1L legal research and writing course. Lawyering professors also teach an additional, one-semester skills course—which can be a clinic or a course such as client counseling and depositions. As a Lawyering professor, I have particular insight into the legal skills (and limitations) of first-year students, and thus could tailor a clinical opportunity for 1Ls with dual goals of providing a meaningful learning experience to 1Ls and quality representation to underserved populations. And as a recent practitioner who had entered academia directly from practice during the height of the Trump administration, I had been quickly tapped to work on urgent immigration issues on campus and thus already had some live-client work in progress under the auspices of existing clinics.

Still, although there were strong reasons to establish the 1L Clinic, some faculty resistance meant that this project was hotly debated during several lengthy faculty meetings and discussed in many more informal conversations. Ultimately, the faculty cautiously approved the 1L Clinic as a one-year pilot in spring 2020. The pilot period was extended for another year due to the pandemic.

By late spring 2021, when the 1L Clinic was most of the way through the second iteration, support for the 1L Clinic had significantly increased. I presented an update to the faculty which was received with great enthusiasm. Those who were excited about the original idea were thrilled by the successes of the 1L Clinic, and those who had been hesitant were largely won over by the innovative pedagogy and inspiring nature of the work. Several faculty opined that the law school should expand the 1L Clinic, or offer additional 1L Clinics in different subject areas, or perhaps rotate the subject matter of the 1L Clinic (though none of these ideas have yet come to fruition). Ultimately, Cornell renewed the 1L Clinic on a permanent basis.

---


B. Why Students Want to Take the Clinic

What were some reasons you wanted to take the 1L Clinic as a first-year student? Check all that apply.

![Bar chart showing reasons for choosing the Clinic]

In spring 2023, Cornell conducted a study of prior 1L Clinic applications to evaluate student motivations to take the Clinic. We wanted to see what students’ self-reported reasons for interest might be during the application period and determine whether the Clinic is meeting those expectations. Simultaneously, we conducted a survey of all 1L Clinic alumni about their experiences in the 1L Clinic.

For applicants, we analyzed their anonymized personal statements and resumes (when available) and coded them for their expressions of interest for reasons such as desire for skills training; desire to offer their existing skills, such as prior work with marginalized communities or language abilities; desire to engage in public service; interest in immigration work specifically; or other motivations. We also coded the data for whether applicants mentioned their long-term career plans (public interest or corporate work) and various personal experiences, such as their relevant work or life experience (such as personal interaction

---

63 Special thanks to Sarahi Rivas, Cornell University Class of 2023, for her work on this project.
64 In May 2023, I invited all students who were either alumni of the 1L Clinic (twenty-six total students across four semesters) or had worked with the 1L Clinic as an advanced student after taking a different clinic at the law school (two students) to take a survey titled “2023 1L/Advanced Immigration Clinic Survey.” Nineteen 1L Clinic alumni replied, as did the two advanced-only students. The charts in this piece indicate their responses, with the two advanced-only students omitted when the question was irrelevant to them.
65 We had resumes only from the class of 2022 (1L Clinic year 2020); for the classes of 2023, 2024, and 2025, (clinic years 2021, 2022, and 2023, respectively) we had both personal statements and resumes.
with the immigration system). Finally, we examined personal traits of the applicants, such as their race, ethnicity, gender identity, nationality, and other characteristics that could be gleaned from the anonymized applications.

Across the applications for clinic semesters 2020, 2021, 2022, and 2023, we had 105 total applications. Unsurprisingly, the overwhelming majority of students were interested in taking the clinic because of a desire to engage in public service—98 percent—and a desire for skills training—63 percent.

These reasons for taking the clinic would be likely applicable for any public-interest focused clinic, regardless of legal practice area. About 62 percent stated that they planned to go into a public-interest career after law school and named this as a reason to take the clinic.

Further, we analyzed the role that the practice area of immigration may have played in student interest. More than half of applicants indicated a personal connection to the topic as a member of an immigrant family or as an immigrant themselves, contributing to their interest in an immigration-focused clinic. Virtually all students, regardless of immigration history, indicated an interest in immigration law specifically.
In our survey of 1L Clinic alumni, we asked respondents to consider their past motivations for applying to the 1L Clinic. Their responses also show that students wish to gain skills, engage in public service, and set themselves on public-service paths in their first year of law school. Further, in looking back on their experiences, students also indicate that they wished to enrich their understanding of doctrinal courses—not something most applicants indicated in their application materials.

We also examined the demographics of all applicants as best we could given the information provided, since applications often indicated certain identity affiliations, but this information was not explicitly requested. We found that nearly sixty percent of applicants were students of color (whether African American, Asian, Latine, native/indigenous, or other). Fifteen percent of applicants indicated an LGBTQI+ identity.

A clinic for 1Ls (and/or for immigration) seems to have a special appeal for students of color, as such students were somewhat overrepresented in the applicant pool as compared to the entire law school student population. When comparing our applicant demographics with the demographic data for the incoming Cornell Law classes for the same years as these applicant pools, we found that, for example, Cornell’s incoming classes between fall 2019 and fall 2022 were on average 6.75 percent African American, compared with 15.1 percent of clinic applicants, and 12.5 percent Hispanic/Latino, compared with 19 percent of clinic applicants over the same period.67

III. Successes and Challenges of the 1L Clinic

This Part first explains what types of cases and projects are generally best for 1Ls and which are less manageable, drawing from Cornell’s experience. Second, this Part discusses some of the major successes of the 1L Clinic, building on the reasons hypothesized above about why 1Ls should get to take clinics. Third, this Part reviews significant challenges inherent in 1L Clinics and suggests ways to ameliorate those concerns.

A. 1L Clinic Cases and Projects

The 1L Clinic has structured its docket around a mix of several components: casework, service trips, and advocacy projects. Each semester, the balance of components has been adapted to adjust for issues such as the pandemic and to incorporate student feedback and professor experiences. This section describes the best practices I have developed for casework, service-learning trips, and advocacy projects—all components that future 1L Clinics may wish to incorporate.

----
67 See e-mail from Michael Cummings, Interim Assistant Dean of Admissions, to author (Jul. 14, 2023, 9:24 AM EST) (on file with author) (containing this data and study results).
1. Course Structure and Casework

Cornell’s 1L Clinic is three credits, with a weekly two-hour seminar requiring about two hours of reading per week. The third teaching hour is a weekly one-hour supervision meeting between the professor and each student team. However, some weeks, we style supervision as a “big meeting” with all the clinic students together, instead of with each team separately (discussed further below). Students are expected to spend about 50 hours on their casework and advocacy projects over the course of the semester.

In creating the 1L Clinic docket and timing of casework and project assignments, I have found that the 1L Clinic runs most smoothly when all student teams are assigned cases of the same type in the same (or similar) procedural posture. First-year students are best prepared to succeed on their cases when the in-class seminar topics closely match the cases and tasks they are assigned, rather than, for example, generalized instruction in an area of law and then a wide variety of cases within that area, as in some upper-level clinics. I start students with an overview of the immigration legal scheme, introductory lectures that home in on the type of cases on our docket, and exercises to develop skills, such as client interviewing, before they meet their first clients.

Then, student teams set up their first client meeting, always with a client who has already been screened and whose likely form of relief has been identified. Early client assignments are very structured, with a specific goal pre-assigned to the students. Due dates are crafted around Lawyering deadlines to allow students the ability to focus on those critical assignments; later clinic assignments build on the persuasive argument skills and more complex writing they have recently completed in Lawyering.68

Because 1Ls require more rigid case planning and predictable structure,69 aligning the case types as much as possible allows the instructor to cover much of the needed content in class. Supervision meetings can then focus on the case-specific questions that arise. In designing a case docket, a mix of simpler cases and more complex matters allows students to scaffold their skills, staying challenged and engaged.

In managing these cases, as stated above, students attend one hour of supervision per week. The 1L Clinic has also used a combination for team and group supervisions, periodically holding full-class or large-group supervision “big meetings” or “workshops” instead of individual team supervision meetings. When cases are generally aligned, these workshop supervisions are very useful because 1Ls often have the same questions, and they enjoy the collaborative atmosphere. Further,

68 See Part III.C.3. infra for a discussion of the challenges of working around Lawyering assignments—and teaching Lawyering at the same time as the 1L Clinic; see also Part III.C.5. infra.

69 See Part III.C.4., infra.
the predictability of the 1L schedule, while a drawback in some ways,\textsuperscript{70} means that professors can easily choose an additional non-class time during the week when the entire class is available. Additionally, the teaching assistant for the Clinic (a 2L or 3L who has taken the Clinic) holds weekly office hours for student questions, which they can then raise to the supervisor as well. This overlapping structure of supervision spaces and other opportunities for guidance helps ensure that 1Ls are adequately supervised as required by rules of professional conduct.

Below, I describe the two types of cases I assign in the 1L Clinic.

a. Less-Complex, Agency-Level Immigration Matters

Cases that involve straightforward application procedures and minimal, relatively simple legal analysis are a good fit for 1Ls. In the immigration space, this includes cases like Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) renewals, advance parole for DACA recipients, and naturalization. These applications are advantageous for first-year students new to clinical work because they are the most legally straightforward cases, where the primary tasks are brief interviewing of clients, screening for relief, preparing filings, and occasional predictive memos. Further, professors can train students on the nuts and bolts of these applications over relatively few sessions, preparing students to answer most client questions and to competently complete forms prior to supervisor review. Additionally, these simpler, administrative cases are a great introduction to clinic work for 1Ls because of their lower-stakes nature (in comparison to, for example, asylum cases) and the ease of client communication (clients typically speak English and are used to conventions such as email).

b. More Complex Litigation Matters: Asylum

As the semester progresses, students are ready for more legally complex work—in my clinic, this is usually asylum cases. The 1L Clinic has engaged in asylum work ranging from limited-scope services to affirmative asylum filings before the administrative agency to full defensive representation,\textsuperscript{71} finding that limited-scope and affirmative cases work best for 1Ls.

Asylum cases typically involve extensive fact development and evidence gathering, such as creating the client’s declaration (their written

\textsuperscript{70} See infra Part III.C.3.

\textsuperscript{71} Affirmative asylum cases are for individuals who are not in removal proceedings before an immigration judge, while defensive immigration cases are for clients in the United States, who may be detained or non-detained, and who have a case pending before an immigration court. For more on the structure of the United States asylum system, see American Immigration Council, \textit{Fact Sheet: Asylum in the United States} (August 16, 2022), https://www.americanimmigrationcouncil.org/research/asylum-united-states.
personal statement); interviewing other witnesses, such as family members, and creating declarations; gathering and organizing personal documents such as identity documents, medical and education records, and news articles relevant to the case; and researching country conditions to create an index of sources demonstrating the potential persecution and government stance.

Evidence-related tasks necessary to asylum cases are well-suited to first-year students, who often excel at building connections with their clients to develop their stories and who think creatively about what additional evidence might be useful. As the semester progresses, 1Ls can spot more issues and refine their interviewing and client communication techniques.

While such complex cases are of great interest to 1Ls, they require more careful balancing and collaboration than the simpler cases. In addition to fact development, asylum cases require robust legal analysis, including persuasive briefing, on a wide variety of substantive elements and procedural issues—tasks that can push the boundaries of 1L skills. First-year students in their spring semester have typically not yet written a persuasive brief in their legal writing class until partway through the semester, and their capacity to get up to speed on legal analysis is limited by their otherwise heavy course load and relative newness to the law. While some 1L students are ready for the robust research and analysis required for asylum claims and are excited to create persuasive arguments, 1Ls generally are not fully prepared for this work. Even when I have assigned single-issue predictive memos or small components of a legal brief to 1Ls, they often express feeling overwhelmed, and their work product needs significant oversight.

Therefore, I have found that any case involving extensive written legal analysis essentially requires collaboration with advanced students. I usually take on advanced students, partner with another Cornell clinic that admits upper-class students, and/or partner with a community agency. The strongest legal analysis has resulted when upper-class clinic students work together with 1L students to provide representation across law student experience levels and across clinical areas of expertise, while community partner attorneys provide additional insights and supervision. Specifically, an advanced student is typically tasked with writing the briefing, while the first-year student team conducts fact gathering. Through team meetings, the advanced student will ask for information that prods the 1L team to ask the client certain questions.
while the 1L team raises facts from client interviews that, in turn, prompt the advanced student to conduct further legal research. Later in the semester, the 1L team will be asked to write an application section of the brief, or the Statement of Facts—on which they are the experts.

Further, the 1L Clinic has taken on only one case involving court hearings: a full-representation defensive asylum case. I found this level of complexity and stakes to be beyond what 1Ls could handle alone—they could not be fully brought up to speed on both the fundamentals of asylum law and of trial practice in only one semester with the limited time they have. Even with additional faculty involvement and immediate integration of upper-class students on the team, this case was very difficult. I recommend that faculty considering a 1L Clinic limit 1L participation in cases with active court appearances, instead focusing on cases before administrative agencies. Cases before administrative agencies often have more manageable timelines and simpler evidentiary requirements, in part because there is no opposing counsel.

2. Service Trips

Service-learning trips are a format of clinical casework that can fit well with the 1L schedule if they are timed advantageously. Such trips permit an encapsulated, intensive casework experience that is pedagogically meaningful and minimally interferes with their other courses. In Spring 2020, I planned for a clinic service trip over spring break to work in the South Texas Family Residential Center, an immigration detention center in Dilley, Texas—a trip that was ultimately cancelled.

Spring 2023 was the first post-pandemic opportunity to plan a trip for 1L Clinic students. Together with an adjunct instructor brought on to increase student volume and help supervise and innovate projects, I developed a partnership with the Southeast Immigrant Freedom Initiative (SIFI), a project of the Southern Poverty Law Center operating in Louisiana and other Southern states. We spent spring break of April 2023 in Louisiana, providing legal orientation programming and individual consults to people detained in two remote, rural detention

---

75 See Harris, supra note 1, at 175-77 (describing service-learning models and arguing that intensive trips as casework is different from regular clinical courses); Laurie Morin & Susan Wysadors, The Service-Learning Model in the Law School Curriculum, 56 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 561, 565 (2011/12) (referring to service-learning as a “capstone educational experience” that bring together doctrinal and practical law.)

76 Many law-school clinics visited this detention center to provide short-term legal services to detained mothers and their children. See Harris, supra note 1, at 170. I had previously taken students on a week-long trip to this facility in January 2019.

centers. Earlier in the semester, clinic faculty provided students training on the substantive law of detention and habeas relief, as well as skills training students had been putting into practice already with local asylum clients in upstate New York. SIFI staff also provided a remote orientation prior to the trip. Students worked in two teams, alternating a day spent in the detention centers with a day spent in the hotel completing follow-up tasks for the cases encountered in the centers and for on-going affirmative cases they were already handling for the clients in New York.

The Louisiana trip proved to be an excellent vehicle for the students to bring together the skills they had developed over the semester, including client communication, substantive asylum knowledge, and team collaboration. They had to bring those skills to bear in a more demanding environment, with detained clients in significant distress; higher-stakes, quicker interviewing either through an interpreter or in another language; and implementation of more challenging issue spotting a wider variety of potential legal (and non-legal) problems. Overall, this project was incredibly impactful for students and provided essential services to immigrants detained in a remote area of the country.

Faculty considering designing a 1L clinic to include service-learning should carefully consider structural concerns, such as the timing of spring break within the semester. At Cornell, spring break is during the first week of April. I found this timing to be both too close to finals—causing additional 1L stress—and too late in the semester to permit adequate case follow-up. With no other break in the spring semester, Cornell likely cannot take future 1L Clinic students on an extended service trip; however, schools with spring breaks in March may find this to be an excellent option for 1Ls. Alternatively, weekend trips or one-day trips could provide similar benefits with reduced logistical and economic costs. In Spring 2024, Cornell’s 1L Clinic will visit a nearby detention center as a day trip.

3. Advocacy Projects

Advocacy projects are an excellent way to involve students in legal issues and the community without the pressure and logistics of casework. At Cornell, 1L students engage in community advocacy through presentations such as Know Your Rights, immigration law updates, and Immigrant

---

79 Id.
80 These projects could also be considered “community education,” a “form of systemic advocacy that aims to educate a segment of the community about its rights in a particular legal context to advance the empowerment of that community.” Barry et. al., supra note 1 at 404.
Allyship on campus and in the community. Students keep abreast of developments in immigration law and create fact-sheet documents, guides, and/or presentations for affected communities. Audiences for students’ public-facing work have included impacted immigrants; immigration attorneys; lawmakers; Cornell students, faculty, and staff; and members of the general public. Students have also participated in events with notable immigration-related speakers, such as author Karla Cornejo Villavicencio and speaker and undocumented attorney Lizbeth Mateo. Each semester provides distinct opportunities for such advocacy projects and outreach tailored to the needs of the community and the interests of the students.

Faculty considering starting a 1L clinic should strongly consider incorporating legal advocacy projects into their dockets to give students another perspective on the relevant legal issues, integrate more flexible work deadlines, and engage them with the communities they serve. While these projects may not directly engage individual clients, they can often be structured to allow students to support organizational clients, as many clinics do.

B. Successes and Benefits

Inclusion of 1Ls in live-client experiential work has an expansive catalog of potential benefits. Below, I identify some of the key benefits from the 1L Clinic.

---


83 See, e.g., Rankin et al., supra note 30, at 94-96 (discussing benefits of a first-year live-client project for students, faculty, and the educational institution).
I. Pedagogical Innovation and Student Learning

Developing a clinic for first-year students has been an opportunity to join the movement to integrate experiential education as a critical component of the early law school experience.\textsuperscript{84} It also has provided a chance to be creative with the curriculum, envisioning a course that meets needs of first-year students as yet unaddressed.

In building the progression of legal theory, practical skills, and integration of casework, I have drawn on my experiences teaching first-year Lawyering.\textsuperscript{85} I work closely with my section of first-year law students each year over the course of the entire year, giving me insights into the particular skills and training 1Ls have at any given point in the semester, as well as the distinctive stressors, other assignments (such as for Lawyering), and special 1L challenges that they are experiencing.

However, because of the limitations of first-year students, 1Ls do not work on legal arguments alone. Instead, I pair 1L teams with an advanced clinic student, who will typically take on the more complex legal research tasks and write the majority of the brief.\textsuperscript{86} 1L students contribute to the brief as well, focusing on components such as the statement of facts and writing selected pieces of the legal argument. The unique opportunity to take a clinic as a 1L positions students for an especially robust mentoring-mentorship relationship among students across all three class years in the J.D. program and fosters opportunities for leadership.\textsuperscript{87}

Overall, the scaffolding of work and cross-student collaboration on cases is an effective structure to provide first-year students with the means to learn practical client skills, apply and enrich their research and writing knowledge, and engage with substantive law.

Further, 1Ls report several other takeaways that are only possible because the clinic occurs during their first year. During a year focused on doctrinal courses, seventy-four percent of clinic alumni surveyed in 2023 valued that the clinic allowed them to gain perspectives on legal concepts as applied to real cases—not just cases from the casebook—and enriched their understanding of doctrinal law. For example, an administrative law course, held in the first year at some law schools, could

\textsuperscript{84} See, e.g., Millemman & Capulong, supra note 2, at 4 (describing the various ways law schools and law professors have been innovating to integrate real client work into the first year).

\textsuperscript{85} I have taught Cornell’s LRW course, Lawyering, every year since 2017. Previously, I taught legal writing at Berkeley Law.

\textsuperscript{86} See supra Part III.A.1.b.

\textsuperscript{87} See Paul Radvany, Experiential Leadership: Teaching Collaboration Through a Shared Leadership Model, 27 CLIN. L. REV. 309, 313-14 (2021) (discussing shared leadership model of collaboration, where different team members take the lead in different components of a case or project but ultimately need all parts to move forward to succeed).
be illuminated by administrative practice experience. Sixty-one percent of alumni appreciated taking the 1L Clinic at the same time as first-year Lawyering, finding it advantageous to have two skills courses simultaneously. Indeed, students who take a clinic in their first year may be more successful in their law school learning generally after the grounding, eye-opening experience of applying real law to real cases.

2. Professional Identity Formation

Clinical courses have long been a site for professional identity formation, a competency recently formalized into required legal education. The 2022 American Bar Association Standards require law schools to “provide substantial opportunities to students” for “the development of a professional identity,” including an “intentional exploration of the values, guiding principles, and well-being practices considered foundational to successful legal practice.” Law schools may meet this standard through existing courses and have developed a variety of other applicable programs, such as leadership programs specifically designed to address professional identity formation and teaching assistantships. Clinical courses, while not specifically designed for leadership training, are often the site of leadership development and professional identity formation as students navigate the meaning and methods to being a principled lawyer. Further, students often receive close mentorship from clinical professors in particular, helping them gain direction on their path.

Most first-year doctrinal courses do not engage directly with professional identity formulation. Doctrinal courses help students begin to “think like lawyers” with regard to legal reasoning and core analytical moves, but they do not require students to engage in legal decision-making. Legal

---

89 ABA Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, ABA Standards and Rules of Procedure for Approval of Law Schools 2023-2024, Std. 303(b)(3).
90 ABA Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, ABA Standards and Rules of Procedure for Approval of Law Schools 2023-2024, Interp. 303-5.
91 See Leah Teague, Growing Number of Leadership Programs and Courses Supports Professional Identity Formation, 62 Santa Clara L. Rev. 149, 162 (2022) (leadership programs exist at almost half of American law schools).
92 See generally Lara G. Freed & Rachel T. Goldberg, Cultivating Teaching Assistants’ Professional Identities, 18 Charleston L. Rev. (forthcoming 2024).
93 See Teague, supra note 91, at 163 (2022) (“clinical experiences . . . provide fertile ground for leadership training”).
94 See O’Leary, supra note 16 at 370.
95 See, e.g., Millemann & Capulong, supra note 2, at 9.
writing courses are often the primary site of professional identity formation in the first year, as these courses often incorporate discussion of professionalism and the role of the lawyer.\textsuperscript{96} Some engage with well-being in the practice of law.\textsuperscript{97} However, these courses are usually focused on core writing and analytical skills through engagement with hypothetical cases,\textsuperscript{98} so they provide only limited engagement with professional decision-making and legal ethics. Interpretation 303-5 notes that “developing a professional identity requires reflection and growth over time,” so law students “should have frequent opportunities for such development during each year of law school and in a variety of courses…”\textsuperscript{99}

Having a clinical course in the first year of law school is an exceptional opportunity for 1Ls to develop professional identity and competency. They get to see lawyers in action dealing with real legal problems and see how the law can be a tool to help others.\textsuperscript{100} Working with a professor in the role of advocate, or with lawyers from community partners, can provide students with role models of how to be both an effective advocate and how to confront the real challenges of lawyering.\textsuperscript{101} Students have the opportunities to see their mentors work through ethical dilemmas, client counseling, and how to handle emerging and novel issues—all on cases that the students are intimately familiar with and invested in. Further, clinical courses typically build in reflective practices, so students and their mentors engage in discussion of whether they made the best possible decision and consider professional competency and the personal impact of the cases on the advocate.\textsuperscript{102} This engagement with experienced, expert advocates on real case work thus provides students essential models of how to be a lawyer and foments the development of their own professional identities. Providing this opportunity in a first-year experiential setting allows students to envision their lives as lawyers in a concrete way that no other 1L curricular course affords.

\textsuperscript{96} See Bratt, supra note 58, at 22-24.

\textsuperscript{97} Rankin et al., supra note 30, at 94.

\textsuperscript{98} Id. at 89 (“[L]egal writing courses tend to focus students on carefully constructed legal problems rather than ‘real time, real life’ legal problems.”).

\textsuperscript{99} ABA Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, ABA Standards and Rules of Procedure for Approval of Law Schools 2023-2024, Interp. 303-5.

\textsuperscript{100} Michigan Law has seen similar benefits with their 1L Advocacy Clinic. See e-mail from Joshua Kay, Clinical Prof. of L., Univ. of Mich. L. Sch., to author (Jun. 28, 2023, 1:48 PM EST) (on file with author).

\textsuperscript{101} See, e.g., Millemann & Capulong, supra note 2, at 9.

3. Career Building and Practice Readiness

Engaging in clinical work in the first year significantly helps students in their career trajectories. First, the 1L Clinic supports public-interest students, as the mere presence of the Clinic provides a sort of implicit support for public interest in the law school, and studies show “significant positive correlation. . . between clinic participation and subsequent public service employment.”103 Because many elite law schools, Cornell included, send most of their students into corporate law and provide extensive programming aimed at this goal, students focused on public interest may not feel as supported. While law schools also offer various resources for public interest students, such as career services counseling, social events, and student affinity groups, public interest can still seem under-resourced to many students.104 Clear signposts of support for public-service work can thus be very impactful for students. While most clinics telegraph a public-service ethos,105 having the unique presence of a clinic dedicated to marginalized communities available in the first year sends a particularly strong signal of support for this work. Thus, the 1L Clinic can support public-interest students more broadly, even if they are not admitted into the Clinic as a 1L.

For those students who are admitted to the 1L Clinic, the community created within the course, both with 1Ls and advanced students, has helped public-interest students find that common ground with others.106 Indeed, most clinic applicants and alumni indicate that public interest was a strong reason to take the clinic.107 For example, one student commented in an anonymous course evaluation, “[t]his course has solidified my commitment in public interest, now that I see the internal workings and some of the things that can be accomplished.”108

In general, students find that an early clinic experience helps them find their personal direction for their career, whether or not their focus
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103 Sandefur & Selbin, supra note 8 at 59, 98.
104 I have served on Cornell Law School’s Public Interest Committee for five years, including several years as chair, and thus engaged deeply with these issues, hearing both the administrative and general student perspective.
105 See supra Part I.
106 One student commented that a major positive takeaway from the course was that they “gained a mentor and belonging in a larger public interest community.” 2023 1L/Advanced Immigration Clinic Survey results discussed supra Part II.B. (on file with author).
107 See supra Part II.B.
108 2021 course evaluations for Law 7841, 1L Immigration Law & Advocacy Clinic (on file with author); see also statement from 2020 Clinic student Siunik Moradian on the 1L Clinic website: “Working in the clinic was an invaluable opportunity to have so early in my legal career. Having hands on experience with clients on a variety of immigration related issues and the hurdles they face helped me solidify the type of legal work I wanted to do.” 1L Immigration Law and Advocacy Clinic, CORNELL L. SCH., https://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/academics/experiential-learning/clinical-program/1l-immigration-law-and-advocacy-clinic/ (last visited Sept. 13, 2023).
is public interest. One exemplary comment from an anonymous course evaluation stated, “[t]he clinic is one of the things that got me ‘off the fence’ in terms of my orientation toward my future career. This has been one of the most valuable learning experiences of my life and I look forward to continuing to take clinical courses in the future.” Another student wrote that they took the Clinic “[f]or meaning and purpose—an opportunity to recenter my law school education around some of the reasons I came to law school and to remind myself of those reason[s]. Further, for application—to find a forum to apply the substantive lawyering skills I was learning into practical problems in the real world.”

Second, 1L Clinic alumni draw on their early experience in their job interviews, whether for public interest or for law firm positions—especially for their 2L summers, for which interviews are held prior to the start of the 1L year, and having already done a clinic in 1L greatly sets them apart. For example, a Clinic alum commented on an anonymous survey, “[c]linic enabled me to distinguish myself from my peers, and this was significant in my job interviews, as my doctrinal grades were often median at best, but I excelled in clinic work.” Students also draw on the clinic work in pro bono opportunities that arise in corporate law firms. One student told me that, in their first-year summer firm job, they were one of the most experienced people in the room when it came time to discuss a pro-bono asylum case.

Third, regardless of career direction, all clinical students build specific skills that help make them especially “practice ready.” Most law-school courses, especially the traditional first-year courses other than legal writing, focus on skills such as legal analysis and synthesis of texts, but do not teach students the practical skills they will need to employ as soon as their first summer job. In contrast, experiential education courses such as legal writing and clinics teach students skills like problem-solving, fact investigation, drafting, and professional collaboration. Further, like all clinical experiences, their value appreciates with time. For example, a 2019 law-school graduate who worked on clinical cases with me prior to the 1L Clinic has since

---

109 2023 course evaluations for Law 7841, 1L Immigration Law & Advocacy Clinic (on file with author).

110 2023 1L/Advanced Immigration Survey results discussed supra Part II.B., on file with author.


112 See, e.g., Milleman & Capulong, supra note 2, at 5 (explaining that clients and potential employers “seek practical problem-solvers” ready for practice); Batt, supra note 6, at 119 (“[L]aw schools continue to grapple with the most fundamental question: how to educate law students so that they can enter the legal market as competent, ethical lawyers” who are practice-ready); Barry, supra note 5, at 248 (describing critiques of legal education that note students spend more time deconstructing cases than learning how to represent actual clients); Sandefur & Selbin, supra note 8, (explaining that clinics “play an important bridge function between law school and law practice”).

113 See, e.g., Milleman & Capulong, supra note 2.

114 Id. at 7.
transitioned from big law into administrative litigation. She recently reported that she continues to draw on her clinical experience in immigration court every time she has an administrative hearing at her small boutique firm.115

4. **Student Recruitment and Retention**

As noted in the Introduction, students are intrigued by clinical work and motivated to engage in public-facing advocacy. Indeed, since I began the Clinic, I have received regular communication from prospective and admitted students wishing to learn more,116 and from current 1Ls hoping to take the clinic in their first year.117 Further, Cornell Law School has enjoyed positive publicity around the work, similar to any successful clinic but enhanced by the unique nature of the incorporation of 1Ls in the work.118

Finally, hands-on work helps students maintain full engagement in their legal education.119 The early connection to real cases and clients is essential for some students, who find this engagement to be so grounding and meaningful that it keeps them in law school when they might otherwise have departed.120 Many law students who start working with the 1L Clinic in their first year go on to additional clinics at Cornell, and/or stay on as advanced students in Immigration Law & Advocacy Clinic II and III.

5. **Casework Successes**

First-year students can meaningfully assist clients, leading to both their personal satisfaction and positive outcomes for clients. Students complete this work within the boundaries of professional ethics, as they may engage in legal tasks as long as they are adequately supervised by
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115 E-mail from Amanda Wong, Cornell Alumnus (June 15, 2023) (on file with author).

116 See, e.g., e-mail from IP, Prospective Student (Sept. 14, 2021) (on file with author) (“I’m applying to Cornell Law this fall and I’m really interested in the Immigration Law and Advocacy Clinic that you run” and related questions); e-mail from HZ, Cornell Law Admitted Student (Oct. 4, 2021) (on file with author) (similar); e-mail from MF, Cornell Law Student (May 31, 2023) (an admitted student interested in learning about the 1L Clinic). I have used only the initials of students in this section to protect their privacy.

117 See, e.g., e-mail from LM, Cornell Law Student (Aug. 19, 2021) (on file with author) (new 1L student expressing interest in taking the clinic during her first year); e-mail from CP, Cornell Law Admitted Student (November 30, 2020) (on file with author) (similar).

118 Since the beginning of the clinic, Cornell Law publications have highlighted the uniqueness of this 1L clinic and its work as a positive element of the curriculum. See, e.g., Sherrie Negrea, *New Clinical Courses Mean More Hands-On Experiences for Students*, Cornell Law Forum (Fall 2021) (on file with author).

119 See e-mail from Joshua Kay, Clinical Prof. of L., Univ. of Mich. L. Sch., to author (Jun. 28, 2023, 1:48 PM EST) (on file with author).

120 I have learned this in multiple confidential conversations with students, and this has been noted by others in the field. *Id.*
a lawyer.121 Across the first four years of the 1L Clinic so far, students represented and/or advised over fifty total clients on an individual basis. Most clients were Cornell students, faculty, or staff who needed assistance in DACA cases, citizenship applications, asylum, and related matters. We also represented and/or advised non-Cornell clients also based in upstate New York on their cases for asylum, Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, and more. Further, on our 2023 spring break trip, we advised about 800 detainees in collaboration with our community partner in Louisiana.122

Many of these cases presented unique issues, such as substantive red flags requiring research or unique client situations requiring delicate interviewing skills. Some cases required detailed document preparation, while others involved more complex legal research and writing. Students enjoyed working with a wide variety of clients from different campus departments, from undergraduates in philosophy and faculty in computer science to recently arrived asylum seekers from around the world. We have worked with clients from approximately twenty-five different countries in the last four years. Further, the advocacy projects have reached a wide variety of audiences who otherwise would not be served.123

Casework and projects must be constantly adapted as the immigration landscape fluctuates and needs of the local community change (discussed above), along with substantive constraints of the 1L schedule (discussed below), but each semester, the Clinic adds substantial value to the legal services offerings in upstate New York and beyond.

C. Challenges

When you took this class as a 1L, what were some of the main challenges? Check all that apply.

- Curved grading created difficult dynamics
- 1L schedule is constrained; limited casework/project time
- Projects/cases sometimes exceeded scope of what I felt prepared to do
- Projects/cases sometimes conflicted with doctrinal coursework or other obligations specific to 1L
- Working with a partner in 1L is challenging
- Other

121 See supra notes 27 and 33, discussing various practice rules including ABA Model Rule 5.3 requiring adequate supervision of non-lawyers, and the Executive Office for Immigration Review rule permitting law students in clinics to represent clients before the court.
122 Eileen Korey, 1L Students Counsel Hundreds in Detention Centers During Spring Break ‘Reality’ Experience, CORNELL L. SCH. NEWS (June 7, 2023), https://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/news/1l-students-counsel-detained-immigrants/.
123 See discussion supra Part III.A.3.
Clinic alumni surveyed in 2023 identified the main challenges of clinic from their perspective, illustrated in the graph above. This section discusses an array of challenges 1L clinics face and suggests strategies for ameliorating them.

I. Limited Enrollment

Many students are interested in first-year clinical work, but the class size at Cornell is small. In light of the constraints described below, I have limited the 1L Clinic enrollment to six-to-eight 1Ls,¹²⁴ about three percent of the 1L class,¹²⁵ while about fifteen percent of the class apply. The 1L Advocacy Clinic at Michigan has employed a similar student-professor ratio (about 1:6), but with four professors and 26 students in Winter 2023.¹²⁶

While eight students is perhaps an ideal number for intimate seminar discussion and for two professors with significant other obligations, it means that the 1L Clinic is practically very difficult for students to get into. Administratively, the ability to enroll a larger number of students into 1L Clinics would be preferred so that there is a more realistic opportunity for students to get in. Enrolling more students would also improve some of the issues created by curved grading, described below.

Further, student selection can be challenging. With extremely limited enrollment, students are concerned that they will not be admitted to the clinic, and they may be on alert for perceived unfairness in the selection process. Therefore, to select students, I use a partially random selection process agreed upon by the entire faculty. Students apply to the Clinic by submitting their resume and a statement of interest. I do not have information about the students’ grades when they apply, as they have not yet taken final exams for their first semester. I review the applications and remove the weakest candidates from the pool—generally, students whose materials suggest that they are not prepared for the clinic, such as those with especially weak writing skills. I then use an online random-selection tool to select students, in part to relieve the perception by students that I am more likely to choose students I already know well from my other 1L course.

Faculty considering how to admit 1Ls may wish to examine applicants’ materials for interest and relevant work experience, as many

¹²⁴ I have admitted eight students only when joined by an adjunct for the semester. The adjunct instructor has an additional, full-time job in immigration law.
¹²⁶ E-mail from Joshua Kay, Clinical Prof. of L., Univ. of Mich. L. Sch., to author (Jun. 28, 2023, 1:48 PM EST) (on file with author).
clinicians do. However, for 1Ls, it's especially important that they be particularly ready to work with a partner and handle the professional obligations of live-client work, such as meeting deadlines. These traits are important for all lawyers, but 1L Clinic students are under higher grade pressure than upper-class students and thus are even more sensitive to partner work challenges.

2. **First-Year Knowledge Base**

First-year law students have extraordinary energy and enthusiasm for live-client work. The students I have been privileged to teach have been uniformly dedicated to their clients and striven for excellence in their work. Nevertheless, there are specific curricular experiences they do not yet have when they start the clinic, which sets them behind upper-class students in some ways. Indeed, Professor Joshua Kay of Michigan’s 1L Clinic noted that, while Michigan professors have been very impressed by their 1L Clinic students, 1Ls are naturally a bit “green.” Without a second semester of legal writing under their belts (which usually involves their first persuasive writing assignment), only half as many doctrinal courses, and no summer legal internship experience, they are significantly less trained than the average 2L taking a clinic for the first time the following fall. The 1L Clinic caseload must take into account these substantive limitations and seek projects that can be scaled for 1L knowledge and skill levels.

Further, first-year students may also be less aware of their own limitations, given their reduced level of experience in the legal world. Students will not yet have taken professional responsibility or worked in a legal environment. Instructors designing and managing 1Ls in live-client work must therefore be especially aware of ethical challenges the potential pitfalls around unauthorized practice of law and ensure adequate supervision, just as they would for any non-lawyer member of a legal team. And in the case of a “K to JD” student who came directly to law school from undergrad, students may not have any professional work experience at all—even a 1L summer internship. Students thus may also need training in basic office etiquette and in skills such as using a photocopier.

---

127 Clinical faculty in general “often select . . . students because of interest or talent.” See Mlyniec, supra note 26, at 566.

128 E-mail from Joshua Kay, Clinical Prof. of L., Univ. of Mich. L. Sch., to author (Jun. 28, 2023, 1:48 PM EST) (on file with author).

129 Nantiya Ruan, Jason Cohen & Victoria Chase, Ethical Considerations in 1L Collaborative Classrooms, in The New 1L: First Year Lawyering with Clients 173, 175 (Eduardo R.C. Capulong et al. eds. 2015); see also Model Rules of Prof. Conduct R. 5.3 (Am. Bar Ass’n 2023).
To adjust for these substantive limitations of 1Ls, I have developed a system of strategic inclusion of advanced students in the case-work, as described above. Advanced students have even worked cases in early stages over winter break, conducting the initial client interviews so that we could hand 1Ls a pre-vetted case package ready for their skill levels, aligned procedurally for substantive ease and fairness of workload.

To handle the 1Ls’ higher need for supervision and support, I have also brought on a teaching assistant for several semesters and, most recently, an adjunct professor. Still, scaling the clinical projects to the 1L skill level and time capacity remains an ongoing challenge given the mismatch between the 1L structure and the nature of real legal work.

3. First-Year Curricular Structure

As noted above, the curricular structure of the first year of law school has changed little since the initial set of doctrinal courses was established, save the universal requirement of a legal research and writing course. Most law schools place students into “sections,” or fixed groups of fifteen to forty students, which have all their classes together for the first year. The one exception from the standardized schedule is the spring-semester elective course, which some law schools permit or require (though others do not allow an elective). Further, dates of major exams, job application cycles, and moot court competitions are typically coordinated, placing the entire 1L class on the same broad timeline. In particular, legal-writing assignments for classes like the Lawyering course I teach define the rhythm of the first-year schedule and, if synced across sections, create periodic stressful deadlines for the entire class. Thus, first-year law students have almost no control over their schedule, and they move in lockstep with their entire class.

Law schools that permit or require electives are likely the ideal site for 1L clinics because they provide a natural opening in which 1Ls can fit a clinic into their schedule. Law schools that do not have an elective option would need to do more reconfiguring of the curriculum to create such an opportunity.

Still, even with an elective, the typical 1L schedule is very constrained. This limitation in flexibility is at odds with clinical work, which is inherently unpredictable—the exact trajectory of litigation, or availability, temperament, or story of a client cannot be determined in

---

130 Supra Part III.A.1.b.  
133 See supra Part I.
advance of the semester.\textsuperscript{134} Clinic work also varies by semester or year; while other 1L courses can cover the same content annually, with only minor changes for a new case or legal-writing assignment topic, live-client cases cannot be predicted in this way. Indeed, the very strength that clinics provide—the “urgency to deal[] with a real client’s problems that no simulation can approximate”\textsuperscript{135} and the attendant skills and professional identity formulation that come with this task—is also at odds with the rest of the obligations of 1L. Professors teaching 1Ls in clinics note that they seem “more overwhelmed” than students in upper-class clinical students, who are better able to balance clinic work with their other obligations.\textsuperscript{136}

Some schools, committed to prioritizing first-year experiential learning, have modified the classic first-year structure to accommodate it. At UC Irvine, a law school launched in 2009,\textsuperscript{137} this was possible because the founding faculty started with a “blank slate” and intentionally designed a first-year curriculum with the flexibility needed for experiential education.\textsuperscript{138} Other schools have adjusted certain first-year courses to allow for live-client work within the existing paradigm of doctrinal and legal research classes.\textsuperscript{139} Yale, which admits about fifty percent of its 1Ls into clinics, does not have any required 1L courses in 1L spring, permitting students to create schedules that are designed to accommodate clinic work if they so choose.\textsuperscript{140}

However, some faculty may oppose a redesign of the curriculum to permit clinics, which could distract 1Ls from their doctrinal studies. Indeed, live-client work often becomes a top priority for students, who take their duties seriously and wish to provide high-quality

\textsuperscript{134} In reflecting on integrated live-client work into the Lawyering Program at the University of Montana, Prof. Eduardo R.C. Capulong noted, “the relative unpredictability of our work affected other deadlines, the reading and exam periods, and students’ and colleagues’ nerves.” Capulong, \textit{supra} note 50, at 140.
\textsuperscript{135} Fisk et al., \textit{supra} note 31, at 149.
\textsuperscript{136} See interview with Julianna Lee, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law, Michigan L. Sch. (July 19, 2023) (notes on file with author).
\textsuperscript{138} Fisk et al., \textit{supra} note 31, at 149, 152-54 (describing the meetings held by ten founding faculty members during which they determined the key competencies they wanted their law students to learn and planning the curriculum around these goals. One hallmark of the curricular structure is that all first-year students have one entire morning free per week, at a time that works for legal aid offices, so that they can assist with live-client work in the office during that time).
\textsuperscript{139} For example, University of Maryland Law and John Marshall Law integrate real legal work into courses such as torts, property, and civil procedure through a “Legal Theory and Practice” course model. Millemann & Schwinn, \textit{supra} note 43, at 65-67. Further, Seattle University and the University of Denver incorporate client work into the second semester of the LRW course. Bowman et al., \textit{supra} note 40, at 58-59.
representation for their clients—sometimes at the expense of tasks like studying for their other classes. Further, students who are already struggling in doctrinal courses might be hindered by the different pressures of clinical work. Those who may be at risk for challenges with bar passage should perhaps focus on doctrinal work; on the other hand, sometimes struggling students gain confidence through clinical work that raises their performance in other courses and could thus help them on the bar. Schools concerned about the academic impact of a 1L clinic could consider a GPA minimum for enrollment, and potentially lift or adjust that requirement over time.

4. Case Planning and Docket Design

While all clinicians must intentionally and methodically design their docket of cases and projects with student time and knowledge in mind, these issues are heightened when running a 1L clinic. Because of the curricular constraints in most law schools, professors directing a 1L clinic should design a 1L clinic docket that is planned around the other major deadlines and projects 1Ls have, such as Lawyering assignments. If a 1L clinic professor is not already teaching in the first-year curriculum and thus aware of these deadlines and the unique stressors their 1L students face, a mentor from the legal writing faculty could be beneficial as the clinic professor plans for and navigates these issues.

Further, 1Ls benefit from greater structure than upper-class students, with pre-planned deadlines throughout the semester rather than assigning the students to create their own case plan and deadlines. For example, I review the 1L spring schedule closely each year and plan deadlines for work product drafts (e.g., “declaration draft #1” in week three, then “declaration draft #2” in week five) around these deadlines and on the same timeline for all clinic students. Although this sacrifices some of the self-direction that clinic students often have in upper-class clinics, it creates a more predictable and manageable schedule for 1Ls and reduces their anxiety. Of course, I advise them that the schedule is subject to change, but having a plan in place staves off the more frantic questions and keeps their workload even across teams.

In choosing cases and projects for 1Ls, instructors should aim for a casework difficulty level that balance stakes, complexity, and intensity so that students find the work challenging but manageable. For my immigration-focused clinic, this has meant a mix of simpler administrative cases, affirmative asylum cases with work mostly limited to fact

---

141 For example, across various semesters, I have tried strategies including focusing on affirmative asylum instead of defensive; partnering with additional community organizations; and keeping most of the work to spring break. See supra Part III.A.
investigation, and advocacy projects, like a relatively low-stakes, low-intensity memo for a community partner on a recurring issue.\textsuperscript{142} I have tried incorporating trial-level court cases and tried limiting most of the casework to spring break, but have found these options overly difficult. Court work is too high-stakes for 1Ls to handle alone, while pushing most work to spring break—week ten in Cornell’s semester—means that there is not enough other work to engage students for three quarters of the semester or time to complete follow-up casework after the trip.

Further, to keep the workload fair to students in a curved, letter-graded class, I strive to assign an evenly balanced caseload, with approximately the same types of cases and level of complexity for each team. Still, the casework and advocacy projects will necessarily vary. Instructors must be prepared to grapple with the student concern that arises over any perceived unfairness, especially in the curved grading universe that is 1L.

Like any non-lawyer member of a legal team, 1L students can assist with numerous non-court aspects of cases, such as research, client interviewing, and providing advice to a client under attorney supervision. Some states’ practice rules also permit 1Ls to appear in court. For example, Connecticut allows law students who have completed one semester of law school to practice in that state,\textsuperscript{143} enabling Yale’s 1Ls to fully participate in all clinical projects, including court appearances. However, most states require two semesters of courses.\textsuperscript{144} Administrative agencies often do not have a limitation for student practice,\textsuperscript{145} enabling 1L students in clinics that deal with agencies, like my immigration clinic, to fully participate. Schools interested in integrating 1Ls into clinics, or creating a 1L-specific clinic, should examine their states’ practice rules and consider advocating for a one-semester student practice rule, particularly if they are interested in incorporating 1Ls into court work.

5. \textit{Faculty Time}

Faculty members are also constrained by the limits of the 1L curriculum, either by dint of teaching another course in it or by the limits it places on their students’ time and capacity to meet unpredictable casework demands.

\begin{itemize}
  \item 142 Bowman et al., \textit{supra} note 40, at 55 (providing a visual model for thinking about intensity level, scope of projects, and management/supervision demands). I have assigned lower-stakes work like this to clinic students in the form of advocacy projects. \textit{See supra} Part III.A.3.
  \item 143 \textit{See} Conn. Prac. Book § 3-16(a)(2); \textit{see also} Wishnie, \textit{supra} note 21, at 100 (describing advocacy by Yale professors in the late 1960s to establish this “liberal student practice rule”).
  \item 145 For example, a law student participating in a legal aid program or clinic conducted by a law school or non-profit organization may appear in immigration court proceedings under the direct supervision of a registered attorney or accredited representative. 8 C.F.R. § 1292.1(a)(2)(ii).
\end{itemize}
(or both, as in my case). In particular, faculty with other immovable obligations, such as my own simultaneous teaching of first-year Lawyering, may grapple with the volume of student supervision.\footnote{See Capulong, \textit{supra} note 50, at 142.} As other clinicians have noted, “[t]he intensive nature of [clinical] work . . . means that supervising faculty are always on call,” as “the key to a successful clinical experience is effective, timely supervision.”\footnote{Id.} This is even more essential for 1L supervision in light of their comparatively less experience.

Therefore, in determining which faculty teach a 1L clinic, law schools should consider lightening the teaching load of that faculty member in other regards to make the work manageable. For example, as a professor in Lawyering, my teaching load is already very student-focused, involving numerous in-person student conferences and extensive, high-volume feedback delivered on fast-paced timelines—similar to what the 1L students require in supervision. Because of this high teaching load, after four years of teaching a full Lawyering course (about 35 students per semester) together with the 1L Clinic in the spring, I have proposed either teaching the 1L clinic only in alternating years, or teaching only the 1L clinic without Lawyering, to create a more sustainable long-term workload.

Additionally, 1Ls in any experiential setting typically engage in live-client work only in the second semester of law school.\footnote{See Bowman et al., \textit{supra} note 40, at 58 (students in LRW programs work with real clients in the spring); see also Capulong, \textit{supra} note 50, at 124 (students work with live clients during a six-week period in the spring).} 1L Clinics thus experience all the challenges of any single-semester clinic: student projects must fit within about three months of the year, have meaningful work timed to occur during that specific window, and minimize the workload for the other nine months of the year when students are not available to staff cases (or the clinic structure must include a staff attorney, legal fellow, or faculty member with primarily clinic commitments who can carry the case load). When faculty teach a clinic only in the spring, they often bear the ongoing casework in the months outside their clinic semester, which can come at heavy personal cost as they juggle additional casework beyond their teaching load. Faculty may also take on summer interns or term-time advanced students—though this work still requires supervision time and may be uncompensated.\footnote{Because I routinely face casework that stretches far beyond the semester, with no way to slot that into my teaching load, I have worked to take more limited projects and collaborate with community partners to whom I can return the cases at semesters’ end.}

6. \textit{Grading}

Though grading is part of the 1L curricular structure, I address it separately here because of its impact on the course. The 1L Clinic at
Cornell is graded on a curve, which aligns it with other 1L electives but distinguishes it from all other law school courses of its size. The curved grading scheme undergirds the clinical experience for 1Ls in a way that many upper-course clinics avoid by keeping their enrollment under the limit for curved grading—an option not available to the 1L Clinic at Cornell because the faculty policy is to keep all 1Ls in all curved classes.

Grading on a curve for such a small class size in a course that involves such detailed, personal work, including teamwork, is a challenge for numerous reasons: 1. this scheme carries the strong possibility that students will perform well and yet receive a lower grade, and 2. curved grading can create more difficult, competitive team dynamics that work against the interests of the client.

First, the clinic website notes that the course is curved, and students are reminded at the start of the curve restraints. Still, this limitation is particularly problematic for the public-interest-focused students that the Clinic is designed to lift, as public-interest employers will be most interested in a student’s clinic grade because it reflects ability to engage in practical work. Thus, an artificially lowered grade in the Clinic can harm strong public-interest focused students who otherwise would be given a significant leg up via participation in the Clinic. Further, for high-performing students who wish to engage in practical work, the grading scheme has chilled participation. Several students have declined admission to the Clinic or decided not to apply to avoid the risk to their GPAs.

150 Cornell Law School policy is to curve all classes enrolling ten or more students.
151 In contrast, other schools that allow 1Ls in clinics do not use curved grading systems for the reasons described above. Yale Law School permits 1Ls to take any clinic, and about half do so. They are graded on a standard grading system (Honors, Pass, Low Pass, and Fail) with no mandatory curve. See e-mail from Muneer Ahmad, Sol Goldman Clinical Prof. of L., to author (April 14, 2021, 2:51 PM EST) (on file with author). Michigan Law School’s 1L Workers’ Rights Clinic graded clinic students on an S/U system. Interview with Rachael Kohl, Assistant Prof. of L., Wayne State Univ, (March 25, 2021) (notes on file with author). Now, Michigan’s 1L Advocacy Clinic uses letter grades but is not mandated to adhere to a curve. E-mail from Joshua Kay, Clinical Prof. of L., Univ. of Mich. L. Sch., to author (Jun. 30, 2023, 9:40 AM EST) (on file with author). Berkeley Law admits some 1Ls into clinics, and they are graded credit/no credit, like all students in clinics. E-mail from Laura Riley, Clinical Program Dir., Berkeley L., to author (Jul. 25, 2023, 5:29 PM EST) (on file with author). Further, many law schools use alternative grading structures for all clinics, such as pass/fail, or, for a full-year clinic, pass/fail for the first semester and letter grades for the second semester. Richard H. Frankel, Nicole Godfrey, Michael Harris, Kevin Lynch, Laurie Mikva, Wallace J. Mlyniec, Adam Stevenson, Brian Wilson & Sarah H. Wolking, Presentation at American Association of Law Schools Clinical Conference, San Francisco, California, Grading & The Curve: Rebuilding Hope and Confidence in Students Fighting to Abolish Systems of Oppression (Apr. 29, 2023).
152 Mlyniec, supra note 26, at 566 (describing eight reasons curved grading is inappropriate in a clinical course, including both of these).
153 1L Immigration Law and Advocacy Clinic, supra note 23.
Second, grading on a curve inherently pits students against one another, which can create a difficult dynamic in a small class and due to the nature of the Clinic structure. Indeed, seventy-four percent of 2023 survey respondents listed curved grading as a main challenge to the 1L Clinic,\textsuperscript{154} making it the most-frequently selected challenge. In Clinic, students work in pairs or groups of three on their docket of cases—a structure used by many clinics and which ensures more robust representation by new lawyers while teaching collaborative skills. However, most clinics do not grade on a curve, avoiding perverse incentives to “out-do” one’s clinic partner to gain favor with the professor, or to avoid raising difficulties with one’s partner to avoid impacting that person’s potential grade. First-year grades matter more than any other year of law school because of the pattern of hiring practices, with most students applying to firms or other grade-conscious 2L summer placements like non-profit organizations and judges for summer clerkships after only one year of grades. The pressure to perform well is extreme and cuts against the goals of the Clinic, both pedagogically and in the spirit of service to clients.\textsuperscript{155}

IV. THE FUTURE OF 1Ls IN CLINIC

Since the launch of Cornell’s 1L Clinic in spring 2020, followed by a report-back and significant excitement for and approval of the Clinic in spring 2021, the 1L Clinic has become an established part of Cornell’s 1L curriculum. However, the project of both the 1L Clinic in particular and the integration of 1Ls into experiential work is ongoing. First, the 1L Clinic is a heavy course to teach, necessitating some adjustments in frequency of the course or in professor teaching load.\textsuperscript{156} Second, the Clinic does not currently provide a widely available opportunity for 1Ls, as only eight students are admitted; therefore, Cornell’s faculty Experiential Committee is currently considering other methods for making live-client work available to 1Ls, elaborating on the successes of the Clinic and scaling up the opportunities. Below are clinical models to try with first-year law students.

A. Multi-Practice 1L-Specific Clinic

Michigan Law School runs the only other 1L-specific clinic currently operating. Previously, Michigan ran its Workers’ Rights Clinic

\textsuperscript{154} Challenges Graph, \textit{supra} Part III.C.

\textsuperscript{155} \textit{See} Mlyniec, \textit{supra} note 26, at 566 (“legal work in the modern world is collegial and collaborative, not competitive,” making individual grades anathema to actual practice; and “the practice of law deserves a high and consistent level of work” on behalf of clients.).

\textsuperscript{156} \textit{See supra} Part III.C.5.
for 1Ls, focusing on quick turnaround unemployment insurance cases 1Ls handled in teams during their spring semester, together with mentorship from upper-class students who had taken the clinic.\textsuperscript{157} In 2023, Michigan launched a new iteration of a 1L-specific clinic called the 1L Advocacy Clinic. This clinic is co-taught by four professors, allowing greater enrollment than Cornell’s 1L Clinic (twenty-six students compared to eight), and incorporating a wider variety of legal expertise. In its first semester, the 1L Advocacy Clinic handled mostly guardian ad litem cases, with a few immigration cases handled by a smaller group of students enrolled in the clinic and given separate instruction.\textsuperscript{158} Because of the time required to handle the cases and the disparate substantive topics, the 1L Advocacy Clinic held a limited series of seminar sessions in the early weeks of the semester and then transitioned to providing most of the teaching in supervision, with optional group case rounds offered later in the term.\textsuperscript{159}

Future 1L clinics could build on Michigan’s approach to create a multi-practice clinic with several distinct practice areas taught by various professors. This way, some of the broadly applicable skills (e.g., intercultural communication, client interviewing) could be taught together, and then later group case rounds could allow more student interaction. In between, students in each practice area could receive specific training and supervision from the relevant professor(s).

Such an approach could allow clinicians who teach a typical upper-level clinic to create a 1L-specific module of their clinic to be taught in this semi-collaborative way in the spring, bringing more professors and subject areas into the 1L experience and permitting admission of higher numbers of 1Ls. More variety in 1L clinic offerings would lead to both greater student interest and increased adaptability, as different practice areas could be offered if and when suitable projects arise. Further, this approach better integrates a larger proportion of the clinical teaching faculty, which bodes well for long-term sustainability, as professors may not be able to (or wish to) take on the challenging task of supervising 1Ls every year.

Another way to create a multi-practice 1L clinic that takes less coordination among faculty and avoids the risk of too little substantive overlap to be useful would be to rotate the topic of the 1L clinic. Clinical professors could opt to teach a 1L-version of their clinic in the spring every two to four years, for example. This model would allow more variety in student experience over time and contribute to sustainability by

\textsuperscript{157} The Workers’ Rights Clinic was discontinued around 2022; see discussion supra Part I.

\textsuperscript{158} Interview with Julianna Lee, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law, Michigan L. Sch. (Jul. 19, 2023).

\textsuperscript{159} Id.
not placing the challenge of teaching the 1L clinic on the same professor every year. It would also allow clinic faculty to experiment with working with 1Ls, perhaps opening slots for 1Ls in upper-class clinics the future.

B. Limited-Scope Representation in 1L-Specific Clinic

Limited-scope representation could be a viable model on which to base a 1L-specific clinic, avoiding some of the challenges inherent in more complex casework while still providing a meaningful learning experience for students[^160] and provide vital access to justice for clients.[^161] Limited-scope work typically means that the advocate does not perform all necessary assistance for the case, such as appearing in court for the client, but does assist the client in preparing for one or more components of the case.[^162] Limited-scope work has long been permitted

[^160]: Some law schools have clinical programs and projects that revolve around limited-scope representation. See, e.g., the completed “Unger Project” at Maryland Francis Carey School of Law, described in Michael Millemann, Rebecca Bowman-Rivas & Elizabeth Smith, Digging Them Out Alive, 25 CLIN. L. REV. 365, 387 (2019) (explaining why the clinic provided only limited-scope legal representation to their particular cohort of clients); Community Law Project, CAL. W. SCH. OF L., https://www.cwsl.edu/experiential_learning/clinics/community_law_project.html (last accessed July 18, 2023); About Pro Se Legal Assistance Program, HOFSTRA UNIV. MAURICE A. DEAN. SCH. OF L., https://proseprogram.law.hofstra.edu/about/ (last accessed July 18, 2023). Many ideas in this section came from, or were supplemented by, the following talk: Ted Janowsky & Dana Sisitsky, Practice Makes Perfect – How a High-Volume Legal Advice and Referral Clinic Helps Students Develop Practical Lawyering Skills, Presentation at the American Association of Law Schools Clinical Conference, San Francisco, California (Apr. 28, 2023). See also Kristy D’Angelo-Corker, When Less Is More: The Limitless Potential of Limited Scope Representation to Increase Access to Justice for Low-to Moderate-Income Individuals, 103 MARQ. L. REV. 111, 116, 148-49 (2019) (arguing that law schools should integrate limited-scope work into pro bono projects and clinics).

[^161]: Many people cannot afford or do not need attorneys for full representation of their cases. See Kristen M. Blankley, Adding by Subtracting: How Limited Scope Agreements for Dispute Resolution Representation Can Increase Access to Attorney Services, 28 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 659, 661 (2013) (“If more attorneys would consider providing these types of limited services, additional clients (i.e., people considered ‘nobody’s clients’ now) could be served in the way that matters most to them.”). Further, public-interest organizations often operate at capacity and cannot take enough cases at full scope to provide sufficient access to justice. See Norah Rexer, A Professional Responsibility: The Role of Lawyers in Closing the Justice Gap, 22 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL’Y 585, 585 (2015) (“In the United States, there is one attorney for every 429 people living above the poverty line, but only one legal aid attorney for every 6415 individuals living in poverty.”).

[^162]: Lianne S. Pinchuk, Limited Scope Lottery: Playing the Odds on Your Ability to Withdraw, 85 BROOK. L. REV. 699, 703 (2020) (defining both limited-scope and full-scope representation); see also Limited Scope Representation, AM. BAR ASS’N., https://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_defense/resource_center_for_access_to_justice/resources--information-on-key-atj-issues/limited_scope_unbundling/#:~:text=%22Limited%20Scope%20Representation%22%20where%20to,this%20method%20of%20client%20service (last accessed July 18, 2023) (“Limited Scope Representation’ refers to the concept of a lawyer agreeing with a client to handle only some part(s) of the client’s legal matter. The term “unbundling” is sometimes used to refer to this method of client service.”).
by the American Bar Association, and a wide variety of limited-scope projects in various legal disciplines have developed nationwide as the demand for legal services far outstrips the existing capacity to handle cases at full-scope and as access-to-justice projects for civil litigants who cannot afford counsel.

Limited-scope projects may be ideal for 1L clinics because these projects can be less-complex and more contained. First-year students can conduct these projects without advanced students, reducing logistical complexity and allowing more 1L ownership over the work. The projects can operate on shorter timelines, allowing students to complete projects within a semester.

Although many, perhaps most, law-school clinics focus on full-scope representation, limited-scope work can be a formative learning experience for students. Students get to engage in substantive work of a wider variety (rather than extensive depth on a single case). Meeting with more clients means students practice adopting different approaches based on client needs and modify their interviewing techniques accordingly. Students may learn issue spotting across a wider range of issues and settings, developing both substantive and professional skills.

163 Blankley, supra note 163, at 662; Rexer, supra note 163, at 599 (2015) (limited-scope work has been common since at least the 1970s).

164 For example, the American Bar Association developed a limited-scope project to assist the thousands of Afghans who were evacuated after the fall of Kabul in 2021. Assist Afghan Families Filing Asylum Applications, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hyZx4M4oHWeiuyhMoaOC0sNDG-F0JnQ50/view, (last accessed Sept. 13, 2023); the New York Legal Assistance Group runs a pro se project providing limited-scope assistance to pro se litigants in federal civil cases. Legal Clinic for Pro Se Litigants in the SDNY, N.Y. LEGAL ASSISTANCE GRP., https://nylag.org/pro-se-clinic/ (last accessed Jun. 28, 2023). Various legal aid organizations run brief advice “hotlines” as a form of limited service. Jessica K. Steinberg, In Pursuit of Justice? Case Outcomes and the Delivery of Unbundled Legal Services, 18 GE0. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL’Y 453, 463 (2011). Numerous projects of this nature exist nationwide. See Articles, AM. BAR ASS’N., https://www.americanbar.org/groups/delivery_legal_services/resources/pro_se_unbundling_resource_center/articles/ (last accessed Jun. 28, 2023) (compiling dozens of articles on unbundled legal services from around the country).

165 Steinberg, supra note 166, at 453 (describing the “justice gap” between rich and poor litigants”).

166 See e.g. supra Part III.A.1.b.; III.B.3.; and III.C.2. discussing collaboration between advanced students and 1L clinic students.

167 See, e.g., Shanahan et. al., supra note 28, at 567 (in a study involving four law-school clinics, only one clinic reported giving limited advice to clients, while the rest presumably provided full representation); Steinberg, supra note 166, at 478-79 (describing the full-representation model of the Stanford Community Law Clinic in detail).

168 See Millemann, Bowman-Rivas, & Smith, supra note 162, at 406-07 (discussing lessons learned by students in limited-scope client interviewing work); James G. Mandilk, Book Note, Attorney for the Day: Measuring the Efficacy of In-Court Limited-Scope Representation, 127 YALE L. J. 1828, 1854-55 (describing a typical day for clinical law students working in a limited-scope housing clinic at Yale Law, who would interview clients, consult with supervisors, and sometimes draft and file motions).

169 See Harris, supra note 1, at 189 (describing the learning that comes from a limited-scope project in immigration detention centers: “students must learn how to exercise independent
Further, limited-scope work allows the clinic to reach a higher volume of clients and make a difference for clients who might otherwise go unrepresented.

Partnership between clinical programs and community agencies on limited-scope cases is usually necessary so that the clinic students can either handle a part of the case for the attorney. This close work with community partners may allow students to be mentored by both faculty and lawyers in practice, increasing their exposure to lawyering styles. Students can also situate their clients within a broader universe of cases or within a community, fostering a community lawyering ethos as well.

However, drawbacks to limited-scope representation from a pedagogical perspective include the inability to follow up with the client and to provide holistic services. Clinic participants may not learn the outcomes of the cases, and students can feel frustrated by their incapacity to do more for each individual client, as they handle a higher volume of cases. From a client perspective, limited-scope service may be insufficient to meet their needs or less likely to result in optimal outcomes. Limited-scope cases can also come with complex ethical dilemmas and challenges in maintaining the boundaries of representation. Limited-scope representation can also be discouraged by courts, who prefer clients who are fully represented so that they are fully prepared and not confused by the scope of representation, which may be ambiguous.
C. Integrate 1Ls into Existing Clinics

Perhaps one of the most accessible ways to involve 1Ls in clinical work without overhauling the curriculum and designing a new course could be to integrate 1Ls into existing clinics. This strategy is advantageous in that professors teaching established clinics already have a strong base from which to build in 1Ls. These professors can identify projects and matters that would be well-suited to 1Ls. They can assign 1Ls to work with upper-class students, providing built-in mentors and involving students with more curricular flexibility to handle unanticipated, time-consuming case issues. 1Ls who are interested in the clinics can review the clinic website and speak with current clinic students and recent alumni to gain a robust understanding of the clinic experience, which is more difficult with an entirely new clinic.

However, challenges to this approach include the high demand for clinics in general, which are often oversubscribed. To deal with this interest, some professors favor upper-class students who have fewer future opportunities to take clinics, meaning 2Ls—and potentially 1Ls—are unlikely to gain admittance. For example, although Berkeley Law decided to open two of its fourteen clinics to 1Ls in 2021, 1L enrollment has been extremely rare. High demand from 2Ls and 3Ls has resulted in each of these two clinics only ever enrolling a maximum of one 1L per semester.177 And unlike Yale, where the 1L second-semester curriculum is as flexible as upper-class course schedules, most law schools considering integrating second-semester 1Ls will need to consider how to ensure that 1Ls who are mixed in with upper-class students do not fall behind because of their lesser legal experience mixed with their more rigid course load. Professors will have to contend with the 1L-specific challenges detailed above.178 However, these challenges could be lessened by pairing 1Ls with upper-class students as described above, and by having fewer 1Ls enrolled overall.

Further, many schools offer year-long clinics, where new enrollments are only possible in the fall.179 Only semester-long clinics already use a structure in which 1Ls could be admitted for spring, so the advantages inherent in integrating 1Ls into existing clinics are diminished by the need to adapt the format of some clinics. Finally, professors who are

---

177 E-mail from Laura Riley, Clinical Program Dir., Berkeley L., to author (Jul. 25, 2023, 5:29 PM EST) (on file with author).
178 See supra Part III.C.
179 See e-mail from Jeffrey Selbin, Chancellor’s Clinical Prof. of L., Berkeley L., to author (Jul. 21, 2023, 5:13 PM EST) (describing lack of semester-long clinic option as a barrier to admitting 1Ls) (on file with author).
accustomed to working with more experienced students may not want to admit 1Ls, for whom they may need to adapt their seminar content or other pedagogical choices.

D. Non-Clinic Experiential Options for 1Ls Interested in Live Client, Public-Service-Focused Work

As law schools continue to progress in the field of clinical legal education, the next wave may be inclusion of 1Ls in clinics, or at least in live-client projects. Many law schools have already developed non-clinical experiential programs that involve live-client, public-service work.¹⁸⁰

Going forward, law schools may consider whether a live-client clinical course, another experiential model, or a combination may be best to serve their students. While an extensive discussion of these models is beyond the scope of this article, ideally, schools would offer a credited clinical or experiential course for 1Ls. This way, first-year students could engage in an extended practical experience under close supervision, with an accompanying seminar, and for course credit. However, not all students will want the potential complication or distraction from their doctrinal courses, so offering a lower-stakes or more limited-commitment experiential option would allow more students to participate. This could look like an intensive live-client project over a break or a weekend, perhaps in conjunction with an existing clinic and for a single credit, or a one-credit research project connected to a clinic.

Conclusion

First-year law students would greatly benefit from expanded opportunities to engage in clinics early in their law-school careers. Such students are inspired, grounded learners who revel in using their new legal skills in the service of others. Law schools considering 1L clinical options should examine their pedagogical goals, 1L curricular constraints, and client service goals. With 1L clinics only just beginning in a few law schools, but with student interest and pedagogical value high, now is the time for law schools to innovate around including 1Ls in clinics.

¹⁸⁰ See supra Part I.B.